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On adverbial clauses in Udmurt: postpositional 
phrases and the case of the adverbial case

This paper presents three types of non-finite adverbial clauses in Udmurt: the 
ones encoded with the suffixes -(e)mja, -(o)nja, and -(o)ńńa. I propose that 
these suffixes should be decomposed morphologically and that these non- 
finite adverbial clauses are to be analyzed as postpositional phrases. In this 
way, the paper contributes to the analysis of non-finite adverbial subordina-
tion in Udmurt. Moreover, the description of -(o)ńńa-clauses in the Middle 
Cheptsa dialect, which have not been previously described in the literature, 
also deepens our knowledge of Udmurt dialectal syntax. Additionally, this 
study has implications for our understanding of the Udmurt case system, as it 
makes a novel proposal regarding the adverbial case in Udmurt.
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1. Introduction

In this paper I discuss the Udmurt non-finite adverbial clauses formed 
with the suffixes -(e)mja, -(o)nja, and -(o)ńńa. These clause types are il-
lustrated in (1)–(3). (For the time being, a morphological decomposition 
of these suffixes is not provided, as this will be one of the main questions 
addressed in this paper.)

(1) Udmurt Corpus (Udmurt duńńe, 2010.04.21)
No [mon tod-emja], soli̮  siźem koncert-jos vań.
but 1sg know-emja 3sg.dat dedicated concert-pl cop
‘But as far as I know, there are concerts dedicated to him/her.’

(2) (Winkler 2011: 53)
[Oźi̮  mi̮n-onja-z] metro-je vu-i-z.
this.way go-onja-poss.3sg metro-ill arrive-pst-3sg
‘As he went like this, he arrived at the metro (station).’

(3) fieldwork recording, 2014_08_11, TS, Balezino district, Udmurtia
Muš-jos-mi̮  pegǯ́i-ĺ ĺam=ńi=no
bee-pl-poss.1pl escape-evid.3pl=already=add
[baba-jeni̮-mi̮  vi̮r-ońńa-mi̮].
grandmother-ins-poss.1pl be.busy-ońńa-poss.1pl
‘Our bees had (long) flown away while we/me and our grandmother 
were busy (taking care of the chicks).’

1.1. Previous research

The clauses in (1)–(3) have not received much attention in descriptive stud-
ies of Udmurt, but some observations are made in Fokos-Fuchs (1958), 
Edygarova (2010), and Winkler (2011). All three examples feature a non- 
finite clause, one that is encoded with the suffixes -(e)m or -(o)n, which 
are independently attested in the language, plus the adverbial case -ja. The 
combination of the non-finite suffix and the case suffix is generally not 
treated as a converb suffix. The adverbial case occupies a special place in 
the Udmurt case system, as it is the only case that can either precede or 
follow the possessive suffixes. This property of the adverbial case is also 
observed with the clauses under consideration: for instance, in  (2), the 
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possessive morphology comes after the case suffix. The morpheme order in 
-(e)mja- and -(o)nja-clauses has been discussed by Edygarova (2010), who 
argues that it depends on the function of the adverbial clause.

The suffix -(o)ńńa is used in the Middle Cheptsa dialect and is con-
sidered to differ only morphophonologically from -(o)nja. Together with 
the Upper Cheptsa and the Lower Cheptsa dialects, the Middle Cheptsa 
dialect constitutes the group of Northern Udmurt dialects (see Kel’makov 
1998 on the dialectal division of Udmurt and Karpova 2005 for a general 
description of the Middle Cheptsa dialect). The Middle Cheptsa dialect 
is spoken in five municipalities of Udmurtia: Glazov, Yukamensk, Yarsk, 
Balezino, and Krasnogorsk. To the best of my knowledge, -(o)ńńa-clauses 
have not been studied in detail in the previous literature. Beserman Ud-
murt, which is also spoken in the northern part of Udmurtia, utilizes a 
similar clause type, formed with the suffix -(o)ńńiga (see Usacheva & Ser-
dobolskaya 2015; forthcoming).

1.2. Preview of the proposed analysis

The paper makes a contribution from both empirical and theoretical per-
spectives. On the empirical level, I show that there are two types of -(e)mja- 
and -(o)nja-clauses. The first type has a temporal meaning (‘while’) and 
can only feature an event nominalization. Here possessive morphology 
follows the adverbial case suffix. The second type has an oblique meaning 
(‘according to’ or ‘based on’) and must contain a non-event nominaliza-
tion. In this second type, possessive morphology precedes the adverbial 
case. As for -(o)ńńa-clauses, I show that they are not simply temporal ad-
juncts but have a locative meaning as well. I also draw a comparison with 
Beserman Udmurt -(o)ńńiga-clauses.

The theoretical analysis of these empirical findings relies on the under-
standing of postpositional phrases in generative syntactic terms. Under 
the proposed analysis, the clauses in question are postpositional phrases 
(PPs). PPs can be headed by adpositions or semantic cases.1 The Udmurt 
adverbial case, being a semantic case, is also a P head. I will argue that we 

1. In the literature a distinction is made between abstract cases, i.e. those ex-
pressing grammatical relations like subject or object, and semantic cases, i.e. 
those encoding semantic roles, such as spatial relations (Blake 1994; on the 
terminology used for the two classes of cases see Haspelmath 2009).
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need to distinguish between two different types of PPs with the adverbial 
case, and thus we can account for the two types of -(e)mja- and -(o)nja-
clauses. In other words, the proposal is that there are in fact two adverbial 
cases in present-day Udmurt. Moreover, I will argue that these two adver-
bial cases are diachronically related.

I argue that the locative meaning of -(o)ńńa-clauses comes from the 
so-called domus suffix  -ń, a  spatial suffix independently attested in the 
Middle Cheptsa dialect, combined with the exponent -a that marks the in-
essive or illative case in the possessive declension. In light of the PP-analy-
sis proposed, this means that we are dealing with a complex PP, and the 
meaning of these clauses is compositionally derived from the subparts 
of this complex PP. This proposal also implies that -(o)ńńa is not a mor-
phophonological variant of -(o)nja because it does not feature the adverbial 
case (pace the standard analysis).

The PP-analysis that I put forward for -(e)mja-, -(o)nja-, and -(o)ńńa-
clauses agrees with the existing descriptive studies that the three suffixes 
should be decomposed morphologically. Thus, we are not dealing with 
converb suffixes. However, it supersedes the previous analyses because it 
does not only derive the meaning of these clauses in a compositional way 
but also explains their morphosyntax. Specifically, it accounts for the mor-
pheme order of the adverbial case and the possessive suffixes.

1.3. Data

The data used in this paper come from various sources. I provide examples 
from my own fieldwork conducted between 2013 and 2016. These exam-
ples are listed as follows: fieldwork recording, date of recording, (filename), 
speaker’s initials, collection point. I also use examples obtained from elic-
itation tasks (listed as elicited); those provide crucial negative evidence. 
The Middle Cheptsa data presented in Sections 3.2 and 4.3 were collect-
ed in Spring 2023 from two Udmurt dominant speakers of the Middle 
Cheptsa dialect, who were born and raised in the village of Isak (Russian: 
Исаково), Balezino district (this village marks the eastern border of the 
Middle Cheptsa dialect according to Karpova 2005:  16). The data were 
obtained through elicitation sessions, which targeted the meaning of the 
-(o)ńńa-clauses, including their temporal interpretation, as well as the 
possibility of having locative adverbials in them and how this affects the 
intended meaning of the clause. Furthermore, I also use corpus data from 
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the Udmurt Corpus, the Udmurt Social Media Corpus, and the Turku−
Izhevsk Corpus, as well as from other descriptive studies.2

1.4. Structure of the paper

This paper is organized as follows: In Section  2, I  provide the relevant 
background information on how non-finite adverbial subordination is ex-
pressed in Udmurt. I also summarize the main functions of the Udmurt 
adverbial case. This will be relevant in order to compare the three clause 
types in question to the functions of the adverbial case in general. In Sec-
tion 3, I present the new empirical findings regarding the -(e)mja-, -(o)nja-, 
and -(o)ńńa-clauses. In Section 4, I provide a theoretical account in a gen-
erative syntactic framework (the relevant theoretical assumptions are sum-
marized in the beginning of this section). In Section 5, I offer conclusions.

2. Background

This section first gives a general background on non-finite adverbial sub-
ordination in Udmurt. It then provides an overview of how the adverbial 
case is used in Udmurt.

2.1. Non-finite adverbial clauses in Udmurt

Descriptively, non-finite adverbial clauses in Udmurt can be encoded in 
two ways (Winkler 2011: 110−121, 173–175; Georgieva 2018: Ch. 3). One op-
tion is to use a non-finite clause selected by a postposition or a semantic 

2. The Udmurt Corpus, which is available online at http://udmurt.web-corpora.
net, currently contains 9.57 million words of mostly newspaper texts published 
between 2007 and 2018; these texts represent standard Udmurt. The Udmurt 
Social Media Corpus is available online at http://udmurt.web-corpora.net and 
it contains 2.66 million words; it features texts coming from open posts and 
comments by Udmurt-speaking vKontakte users (up to February 2018). The 
Turku–Izhevsk Corpus, which is available at http://volga.utu.fi/portal/cgi-bin/
login.cgi, contains approx. 11,000 texts from newspapers published between 
1997 and 2002. The searches were carried out in May−June 2018 and Febru-
ary–July 2023. In some, but not all cases, the results were manually disambig-
uated. The source of each example is listed next to it. The English translations 
are mine throughout the paper. The glossing and/or transcription of examples 
from other sources was slightly modified for consistency.

http://udmurt.web-corpora.net/
http://udmurt.web-corpora.net/
http://udmurt.web-corpora.net/
http://volga.utu.fi/portal/cgi-bin/login.cgi
http://volga.utu.fi/portal/cgi-bin/login.cgi
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case. The other possibility is by using a converb.3 The former strategy is 
illustrated with ber-e [back-ill] ‘after (temporal, causal)’ in (4) and with 
aź-i̮n [front-ine] ‘before’ in (5). Other postpositions that select for a non- 
finite clause are vi̮l-i̮ś [top-ela] ‘because’, di̮r-ja [time-adv] ‘during’, inti̮-je 
[place-ill] ‘instead’, etc.

(4) Turku–Izhevsk Corpus (Vordskem kyl/I/4.txt:110)
ǯi̮taźe, [sobrani-len ortć-em-ez]
in.the.evening convention-gen be.over-nmlz-poss.3sg
bere, kino lu-o-z.
back-ill movie be-fut-3sg
‘In the evening, after the convention is over, there will be a movie.’

(5) Udmurt Corpus (Udmurt duńńe, 2013.06.14)
[Vi̮ĺ  už bordi̮ kutsk-on] aź-i̮n ni̮ri̮ś
new work to start-vn front-ine first
vań-ze radjale, ćotale,
everything-poss.3sg.acc organize.imp.2pl count.imp.2pl
mertale.
measure.imp.2pl
‘Before starting a new project, first consider every detail  
(lit. organize, count, and measure everything).’

The non-finite clauses selected by these postpositions are formed with the 
suffixes -(e)m and -(o)n. These nominalizations have a very wide distribu-
tion: they occur as non-finite relative and argument clauses.4 In addition, 
they can be selected by postpositions or semantic cases, and as a result, 
can be used as adverbial clauses. In what follows the suffixes -(e)m and 
-(o)n used in non-finite adverbial clauses will be glossed as nmlz and vn, 
respectively. The different glosses, which are adopted from earlier studies, 

3. The terms gerund, verbal adverb, and the Russian деепричастие are used for 
converb in the descriptive literature (see Fokos-Fuchs 1958; Perevoshchikov 
1962: 255−283; Kel’makov & Hännikäinen 1999: 206−209, 213−216, 218−219, 
224−233; Bartens 2000: 228−265; Winkler 2001: 56−61; 2011: 110−121). For a de-
tailed description of converb clauses see Perevoshchikov (1959), Perevoshchi-
kov (1962: 269−293), and Georgieva (2018: Ch. 3).

4. The question of whether non-finite relative and argument clauses can or should 
be unified has sparked debate in the literature on Udmurt (see Georgieva 2018: 
46–68 for an overview and Dékány & Georgieva 2020 for a theoretical analy-
sis). In this paper I focus on the adverbial clauses with -(e)m and -(o)n.
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are meant to indicate that -(o)n-nominalizations have more nominal prop-
erties than -(e)m-nominalizations (see Serdobolskaya et al. 2012; Georgie-
va 2018), although these differences will not play a role in the description 
of the adverbial clauses under consideration. What will be important is the 
distinction between event and non-event nominalizations for both -(e)m 
and -(o)n (see Section 3.1).

The literature agrees that the same nominalizations, -(e)m and -(o)n, 
are found in the suffixes -(e)mja, -(o)nja, and -(o)ńńa, which were illustrat-
ed in (1)–(3). In these clauses, the nominalization is said to combine with 
the adverbial case -ja (Fokos-Fuchs 1958; Edygarova 2010; Winkler 2011). 
The two nominalizations can also be selected by other semantic cases, e.g. 
by the instrumental and the elative, the former being illustrated in (6). This 
adverbial clause functions as a cause/reason clause.

(6) Turku–Izhevsk Corpus (Kenesh/D/5:783)
Tolon [kuaź zor-em-en] busi̮-je e̮z
yesterday weather rain-nmlz-ins field-ill neg.pst.3
vetle=no […]
go.cng.pl=add
‘Yesterday they did not go to the field because it was raining  
(lit. with the weather raining).’

The non-finite form -(e)men is listed as a converb, i.e. a non-finite form 
used to express adverbial subordination, in some grammars of Udmurt 
(Kel’makov & Hännikäinen 1999; Winkler 2001; 2011). This means that in-
stead of decomposing it morphologically and treating it as a case-marked 
form of the -(e)m-nominalization, a separate converb suffix -(e)men is pos-
tulated. The criteria for distinguishing converbs in Udmurt are discussed 
by Fokos-Fuchs (1958).5 He argues that converb suffixes are not simply a 
combination of a nominalization and a case suffix, because the converb 
suffix is no longer segmentable and/or is semantically opaque. Thus, his 
main criteria are related to the morphological segmentability and seman-
tic transparency. In his view, the non-finites -(e)men in (6) are a border-
line case: they are segmentable, but their meaning is not transparent. He 
argues that -(e)men-clauses are translated into German with als ‘(causal) 

5. For typological definitions of the notion of converbs, see the contributions 
in Haspelmath & König (1995). Converbs in Uralic have been extensively dis-
cussed within a typological framework in Ylikoski (2003). 
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since’ rather than with mit ‘with’, which he takes to be indicative of the 
grammaticalization of this suffix into a converb (Fokos-Fuchs 1958: 287; 
Winkler 2011: 115–116 shares this opinion, but without discussing these 
clauses in detail). In contrast, in my previous work, I  have argued that 
all segmentable “converbs” are in fact case-marked nominalizations and 
that the semantic transparency can be derived from morphological trans-
parency: morphologically segmentable suffixes are semantically trans-
parent, and vice versa; this applies to -(e)men-clauses, too (see Georgieva 
2018: Ch. 3 for extensive discussion).

The parallel with -(e)men-clauses is relevant, as the -(e)mja-, -(o)nja-, and 
-(o)ńńa-clauses are also built on the two nominalizations in combination 
with a semantic case. Importantly, as already stated, the three suffixes un-
der investigation are not analyzed as converbs in the descriptive literature 
(Fokos-Fuchs 1958; Edygarova 2010; Winkler 2011; Georgieva 2018). One 
piece of support in favor of this comes from the fact that these suffixes are 
morphologically segmentable. Fokos-Fuchs (1958) mentions an additional 
argument that concerns morpheme order. The -(e)mja-, -(o)nja-, and -(o)ńńa-
clauses can show possessive morphology, as shown in (2). In this example, 
the possessive morphology comes after the nominalization suffix and the 
case suffix. The possessive morphology can also precede the adverbial case, 
as in (7). In Fokos-Fuchs’s view, the fact that both morpheme orders are at-
tested indicates that the combination of the nominalization and the adverbial 
case should not be treated as a single, fully grammaticalized converb suffix.

(7) Udmurt Corpus (Udmurt duńńe, 2008.05.28)
Mi um ĺukiśke ad́ami-jez
1pl.excl neg.1pl separate.prs.cng.pl person-acc
vi̮ži̮-jez-ja, osk-on-ez-ja […]
root-poss.3sg-adv believe-vn-poss.3sg-adv
‘We don’t separate people based on their origin and/or religion.’

Furthermore, Winkler (2011: 116) mentions these clauses passim and sug-
gests that their meaning can be compositionally derived from the non-finite 
suffixes: -(e)m or -(o)n plus the adverbial case. The example (2) is listed in 
the section dealing with the adverbial case; this also suggests that Winkler 
considers the non-finite verb form to be morphologically decomposable.

These empirical findings discussed in the earlier studies already high-
light the main issues that will be addressed in the present paper: the order 
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of the adverbial case and the possessive suffix in these adverbial clauses, i.e. 
the difference between (2) and (7), as well as the semantics of these clauses, 
i.e. how their meaning relates to that of the adverbial case. New empirical 
findings regarding these issues will be presented in Section 3. However, in 
order to investigate these clause types in greater detail, we first need to get 
acquainted with the main properties of the adverbial case. This will serve 
as a baseline for the discussion in Section 3.

2.2. The Udmurt adverbial case

The descriptive studies distinguish between two functions of the adverbial 
case in Udmurt: (i) it derives adnominal modifiers, as in (8); (ii) it encodes 
adverbial modifiers: with the meaning ‘according to’ or ‘based on’, as in 
(9a, b), but a purely spatial meaning ‘along’ is also possible, albeit rarely 
mentioned in the literature (9c) (Perevoshchikov 1962: 100–101;  Kel’ma-
kov  & Hännikäinen 1999: 188; Bartens 2000: 89, 103; Winkler 2001: 24; 
2011: 53; Edygarova 2017).

(8) (Winkler 2001: 24)
udmurt ki̮l-ja di̮šetiś
Udmurt language-adv teacher
‘teacher of Udmurt’

(9) a. Plan-ja uža-j.
plan-adv work-pst.1sg
‘I worked according to the plan.’ (Georgieva 2018: 81)

 b. Diśkut-ez-ja todma-j.
clothes-poss.3sg-adv recognize-pst.1sg
‘I recognized [him/her] based on his/her clothes.’ (Georgieva 2018: 81)

 c. Kuar te̮l-ja košk-i-z.
leaf wind-adv leave-pst-3sg
‘The leaf flew away along/with the wind.’ (Edygarova 2017: 78)

The use exemplified in (8) is discussed in detail in Edygarova (2017), who 
argues that forming adnominal modifiers with the adverbial case is par-
ticularly productive in the literary variety of modern Udmurt. The use il-
lustrated in (9) is of interest in this paper, as it shows up in the adverbial 
clauses with -(e)mja, -(o)nja and, according to the standard analysis, with 
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-(o)ńńa as well. In the descriptive studies, these clauses are subsumed under 
the use illustrated in (9) (see Winkler 2001: 24; 2011: 53; Edygarova 2010).

The peculiar property of the adverbial case in Udmurt is that it can 
either precede or follow the possessive suffixes. Case suffixes in Udmurt 
generally have a fixed position: some (e.g. inessive, illative, elative) precede 
the possessive markers, while others (e.g. genitive, ablative, abessive) fol-
low them; in the tradition of Finno-Ugric linguistics, the two morpheme 
orders are referred to as Cx-Px and Px-Cx, respectively (Px stands for pos-
sessive suffix, Cx for case suffix). Crucially, the adverbial is the only one 
in modern Udmurt that displays both orders (Edygarova 2010: 109–111). 
Edygarova (2010: 110) notes that Px-Cx is the general pattern for the adver-
bial, as in (9b); the Cx-Px order is rare, but she reports a few examples from 
dialectal texts: ʒ́ek śurel-len jugi̮t-ja-z [rye pollen-gen light-adv-poss.3sg] 
‘(we walked) by the light of the rye pollen’. Emelyanov (1927: 135) argues 
that the Px-Cx order is a new development and that the Cx-Px order is 
found in spoken language and folklore texts, e.g. sojos-len mi͔non-ja-zi͔ 
[they-gen going-adv-poss.3pl] ‘as they were going’.

In my view there are at least two factors that complicate the analysis 
of the adverbial case in Udmurt. As far as its functions are concerned, 
we see that this case has several seemingly unrelated functions.6 As for 
its morphology, the varying order of the possessive suffixes and the ad-
verbial case calls for an explanation, and this will be addressed in Section 
3.1 and 4.2. Another issue regarding its morphology is that it is formal-
ly similar to the possessive declension of the inessive and illative cases. 
Generally, the inessive is expressed with the suffix  -i̮n (e.g. gurt-i̮n [vil-
lage-ine] ‘in the village’) and the illative is expressed by -(j)e (e.g. gurt-e 
[village-ill] ‘to the village’). In the presence of possessive suffixes, these 
two cases are marked in the same way: instead of -i̮n or -(j)e, we find 
-a, which precedes the Px, e.g., gurt-a-mi̮  [village-ine-poss.1pl] or [vil-
lage-ill-poss.1pl] ‘in or to our village’ (Perevoshchikov 1962: 88; Winkler 

6. Note also that the term adverbial case is rather unfortunate from a compara-
tive perspective. In other languages that employ a marker labeled as adverbial 
case, e.g. Georgian and Adyghe, this suffix has various functions: it is used to 
derive adverbs as well as to mark secondary predicates and certain non-finite 
clauses (see Hewitt 1995: 534–535; Serdobolskaya 2016). These functions may 
seem similar to the one illustrated in (9), but the nominal modifier function 
shown in (8) clearly does not fit the label adverbial.
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2001: 29; 2011: 62–64; Edygarova 2010).7 When the stem ends in a vowel, 
we find -ja, e.g. busi̮-ja-mi̮  [field-ine-poss.1pl] or [field-ill-poss.1pl] ‘in or 
to our field’. This means that when the stem ends in a vowel, the adverbial 
case is identical in form to the suffix encoding the inessive or illative cases 
before possessive suffixes. The presence of the glide in the exponent mark-
ing the inessive or illative cases is due to epenthesis (Edygarova 2010: 107). 
Epenthetic -j occurs in various contexts in Udmurt, although differences 
between the standard language and the dialects are observed, cf. stand-
ard kniga-jez [book-poss.3sg] vs. dialectal kniga-ez [book-poss.3sg] and 
standard karta-os [map-pl] vs. dialectal karta-jos [map-pl] (Perevoshchi-
kov 1962: 45–46). I will argue below that the key to understanding the ad-
verbial case is the spatial meaning illustrated in (9c) and, more generally, 
the morphological similarity of the exponent of the adverbial case (-ja) to 
the one that marks the inessive or illative before possessive suffixes (-(j)a). 
Moreover, in my view, the -(e)mja- and -(o)nja-clauses present the crucial 
piece of evidence here (see Section 3.1). More generally, the proposal re-
garding the adverbial case will be fed into the general analysis of postposi-
tional phrases in Udmurt (see Section 4.2).

With this in mind, let us turn to the detailed description of -(e)mja-, 
-(o)nja-, and -(o)ńńa-clauses.

3.	 New	empirical	findings

In this section, I present new empirical findings regarding the adverbial 
clauses expressed with the suffixes -(e)mja, -(o)nja and -(o)ńńa. As stated 
in the Introduction, according to the standard analysis of these clauses, 
a nominalization combines with the adverbial case; moreover, the suffix 
-(o)ńńa is considered to be a dialectal variant of -(o)nja. In this section, 
I will present empirical arguments that refine or even challenge these as-
sumptions and then in Section 4, I  will propose an alternative analysis 

7. This segmentation follows Winkler (2001: 29; 2011: 63–64) and Usacheva (2012), 
that is, synchronically, -(j)a can be considered to be the exponent of the inessive 
or illative cases used before possessive morphemes. The historical development 
of these forms has been debated, however (see Serebrennikov 1963: 112–115; 
Csúcs 2005: 205; see also Edygarova 2010: 108). Nevertheless, there does not 
seem to be a consensus on how to gloss -(j)a; Winkler (2001) uses either ine or 
ill, depending on the meaning of the datum, and I will follow this convention.
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that successfully captures the semantic and morphosyntactic properties 
of these clauses.

I first carefully examine -(e)mja- and -(o)nja-clauses. In accordance 
with the existing literature, I propose that they indeed feature the adver-
bial case (and are glossed accordingly). However, I will present new data 
based on which I will claim that there are two types of -(e)mja- and -(o)nja-
clauses, both semantically and morphosyntactically.

Secondly, I shall investigate the adverbial clauses formed with the suffix 
-(o)ńńa used in the Middle Cheptsa dialect. What I will show is that these 
clauses are not simply temporal ones; rather, they also have a locative com-
ponent in their meaning. I will also draw a parallel with Beserman Udmurt, 
which utilizes a similar clause type. In order to account for the locative 
semantics, I will later argue in Section 4 that the suffix -(o)ńńa is not to 
be decomposed morphologically the same way as -(o)nja (pace the stand-
ard analysis). The alternative morphological decomposition requires some 
theoretical background, which will only be introduced in Section 4; for this 
reason in this section I do not segment the suffix -(o)ńńa in the glosses.8

3.1. Two types of adverbial clauses with the adverbial case

This section deals with the adverbial clauses formed with suffixes -(e)mja 
and -(o)nja. I capitalize on an observation made by Edygarova (2010) re-
garding the morpheme order in these clauses, by linking morpheme or-
der to the meaning of the adverbial clause. Furthermore, I  present new 
findings regarding the distribution of the Cx-Px and Px-Cx orders with 
the adverbial case based on corpus data. In addition, I present new data 
regarding the type of the non-finite clause involved (event or non-event 

8. A remark is in order regarding these clauses. Based on corpus data from the 
Udmurt Social Media Corpus (which contains spoken/dialectal texts), it can 
be shown that several suffixes are in use, and alongside the standard Udmurt 
-(o)nja, we also find -(o)ńńa and -(o)nna. The examples presented in Fokos-
Fuchs (1958) also contain different forms. This might suggest that there is dia-
lectal variation with respect to the form of the suffix. It has been reported that 
-(o)nja-clauses are far less frequent than other types of temporal clauses, e.g. 
the ‘when’-clauses encoded with the converb -ku (see Georgieva 2018). Section 
3.1 focuses on Standard Udmurt -(o)nja-clauses, while Section 3.2 zooms in on 
-(o)ńńa-clauses in the Middle Cheptsa dialect; all further questions regarding 
-(o)nja-clauses in Standard Udmurt and across the Udmurt dialects will be 
left for future research.
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nominalization, see below). Thus, based on their semantic and morpho-
syntactic properties, I will argue that two types of -(e)mja- and -(o)nja-
clauses are to be distinguished.

Edygarova (2010: 109–111) observes the following regarding the Cx-
Px and Px-Cx order when the adverbial case is used with -(e)m- and 
-(o)n-nominalizations. The Cx-Px order occurs when the nominalization 
is used as an adverbial clause; here the possessive suffixes mark agreement 
with the subject of the non-finite clause. The Px-Cx order, on the other 
hand, is preferred when the nominalization is used as a manner or circum-
stantial adverbial. This is shown for -(e)mja-clauses in (10) and (11), respec-
tively. Edygarova does not provide a minimal pair for -(o)nja-clauses, but 
we find one in (2) and (7), repeated below in (12) and (13) for the reader’s 
convenience.

(10) (Edygarova 2010: 110)
[Uža-nǝ̑ bǝ̑gat-em-ja-s] śud-em,
work-inf be.able-nmlz-adv-poss.3sg feed-evid.3sg
pe, soostǝ̑ so.
quot 3pl.acc 3sg
‘While he was able to work, he was feeding them, they say.’

(11) (Edygarova 2010: 111)
[Bi̮gat-em-e-ja=no
be.able-nmlz-poss.1sg-adv=add
vala-m-e-ja] uža-śko.
understand-nmlz-poss.1sg-adv work-prs.1sg
‘I work according to my (own) abilities and understanding.’

(12) =(2) (Winkler 2011: 53)
[Oźi̮  mi̮n-on-ja-z] metro-je vu-i-z.
this.way go-vn-adv-poss.3sg metro-ill arrive-pst-3sg
‘As he went like this, he arrived at the metro (station).’

(13) =(7) Udmurt Corpus (Udmurt duńńe, 2008.05.28)
Mi um ĺukiśke ad́ami-jez
1pl.excl neg.1pl separate.prs.cng.pl person-acc
vi̮ži̮-jez-ja, osk-on-ez-ja […]
root-poss.3sg-adv believe-vn-poss.3sg-adv
‘We don’t separate people based on their origin and/or religion.’
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Although Edygarova’s generalization seems to be on the right track, it can 
be further qualified. What I would like to point out is that the morpheme 
order correlates with the meaning of the adverbial clause. In (11) and (13), 
the non-finite clause means ‘according to’ or ‘based on’, as expected with 
the adverbial case. In (10) and (12), however, the meaning of the adverbi-
al clause is not ‘according to’ or ‘based on’ but rather ‘while’.9 This holds 
for all examples with the Cx-Px order presented by Edygarova (2010). The 
same pattern is found in the examples presented by Fokos-Fuchs (1958) as 
well as in the data from the Udmurt Corpus. Recall that Winkler (2011: 
116) has noted passim that the meaning of these clauses is compositional, 
i.e. derivable from the meaning of the adverbial case. However, this does 
not predict the correlation between morpheme order and semantics, nor 
does it explain why the adverbial clauses in (11) and (13) have temporal se-
mantics – which is not the typical use of the adverbial case in general, cf. 
its functions as summarized in Section 2.2.

The second empirical observation concerns the distribution of the two 
morpheme orders with the adverbial case. Recall from Section 2.2 that ac-
cording to Edygarova (2010: 110), Px-Cx is the general pattern for the ad-
verbial case and the Cx-Px order is rare. This is indeed confirmed by cor-
pus data. In the Udmurt Corpus (9.57 million words), the Px-Cx pattern 
has 16,129 hits, whereas the Cx-Px order has only 675 hits. But the corpus 
data allow to make new observations about the type of nouns the adverbial 
case combines with. Specifically, it can be observed that the corpus hits for 
the Cx-Px order with the adverbial case feature only -(e)m and -(o)n forms. 
The Px-Cx order, on the other hand, is attested with non-derived nouns 
(cf. diśkut-ez-ja [clothes-poss.3sg-adv] ‘based on his clothes’ in (9b)) and 
nominalizations, as in (11) and (13).

Thus, the puzzle is why nominalizations show “dual” behavior, un-
like non-derived nouns. I  argue that this is because nominalizations in 
Udmurt fall into two types and one of them patterns with non-derived 
nouns. In my previous work, I  have argued that -(e)m- and -(o)n-non-
finites come in two guises: event and non-event nominalizations (Georgie-
va 2018: 48–57, see also Serdobolskaya et al. 2012 and Dékány & Georgieva 
2020). The latter may denote result nouns, manner nominalizations (in 
the sense of Comrie  & Thompson 2007) or object nominalizations (e.g. 

9. The English translation of (10) follows Edygarova’s translations in which she 
uses poka ‘while’.
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instrument). Consider ǯ́eći̮ra-n [swing-vn], which can be (i) an event nom-
inalization (‘swinging’), (ii) a manner nominalization (‘the way of swing-
ing’) or (iii)  an  instrument nominalization ‘(a)  swing’. In  (14), ǯ́eći̮ra-m 
[swing-nmlz] can have either a manner or an event reading.

(14) (Georgieva 2018: 53)
Ivan-len ǯ́eći̮ra-m-ez
Ivan-gen swing-nmlz-poss.3sg
anaj-ataj-os-se pajmi̮t-i-z.
mother-father-pl-poss.3sg.acc amaze-pst-3sg
‘The way in which Ivan was swinging amazed his parents.’  
(manner nominalization)
‘Ivan’s swinging amazed his parents.’ (event nominalization)

The two types of nominalizations differ not only in their semantics but 
also in their grammatical properties. For example, only non-event nomi-
nalizations can be pluralized, as shown in (15) for -(e)m-nominalizations 
(pluralization of -(o)n-nominalizations patterns alike, see Georgieva 2018). 
This supports the idea that non-event nominalizations behave like garden- 
variety noun phrases.

(15) (Georgieva 2018: 53)
Ivan-len ǯ́eći̮ra-m-jos-i̮z
Ivan-gen swing-nmlz-pl-poss.3sg
anaj-ataj-os-se pajmi̮t-i-z.
mother-father-pl-poss.3sg.acc amaze-pst-3sg
‘The ways in which Ivan was swinging amazed his parents.’  
(manner nominalization)
*‘Ivan’s swingings amazed his parents.’ (event nominalization)

The distinction between event and non-event nominalizations is rele-
vant for the morpheme order with the adverbial case in the following 
way. Above, I argued based on corpus data that the Cx-Px order with the 
adverbial occurs only with nominalizations. I  also argued that the Px-
Cx order is attested with both non-derived nouns and nominalizations. 
Here, I would like to further specify these claims: the Cx-Px order occurs 
when the adverbial case combines with event nominalizations, whereas 
the Px-Cx order is found with non-derived nouns, including non-event 
nominalizations.
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Support for these claims comes from corpus data. Based on (impres-
sionistic) observations it seems that the -(o)n-nominalizations showing the 
Px-Cx order with the adverbial case have the semantics of non-events. We 
have already seen an example: the nominalization osk-on [believe-vn] in 
(13) does not have an event reading but encodes an abstract noun related to 
the event: it means ‘religion, belief ’. Other corpus examples are also non-
events: ivorton ‘notification’, kuron ‘request’, kirǯ́an ‘song’, ulon ‘life’, koson 
‘order’, etc.

More importantly, the corpus data allow us to check for the compat-
ibility of the two morpheme orders in combination with the plural. The 
searches in the Udmurt Corpus revealed that when the nominaliza-
tion is pluralized, the adverbial case is attested only in the Px-Cx order 
(79 hits for -(e)m-nominalizations and 511 hits for -(o)n-nominalizations), 
e.g.  kos-em-jos-i̮z-ja [order-nmlz-pl-poss.3sg-adv] ‘according to/based 
on his/her orders’ and kur-on-jos-si̮-ja [ask-vn-pl-poss.3pl-adv] ‘accord-
ing to/based on their requests’. This provides strong support for the idea 
that the Px-Cx order with the adverbial case combines with non-event 
nominalizations – as was shown above, they are pluralizable, unlike event 
nominalizations. The clauses attested in the corpus are translatable with 
‘according to’ or ‘based on’.

The Cx-Px order, on the other hand, is not attested with pluralized 
nominalizations in the Udmurt Corpus. In fact, based on native speakers’ 
judgments, this is ungrammatical, as shown in (16). In this example, the 
pluractionality is both lexically encoded (with the adverbial ‘many times’) 
and also pragmatically plausible (mountaineers go on multiple hikes); 
nevertheless, the plural marking is disallowed, as with event nominali-
zations in general. These facts support the present proposal according to 
which the Cx-Px order with the adverbial case is possible only with event 
nominalizations. The adverbial clause in (16) has temporal semantics.

(16) elicited
[Gureź-e (tros pol) tuba-m-ja-z /
mountain-ill many times climb-nmlz-adv-poss.3sg
*tuba-m-jos-ja-z] aĺpińist odig
climb-nmlz-pl-adv-poss.3sg mountain.climber one
pol=no usi̮-mte.
time=add fall-neg.evid.3sg
‘The mountain climber didn’t fall a single time while climbing the 
mountains (many times).’
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To recap, the findings in this section allow us to state that there are two types 
of -(e)mja- and -(o)nja-clauses, which differ both semantically and morpho-
syntactically. Their properties are summarized in Table 1 and will be accounted 
for in Section 4 by rethinking the status of the adverbial case in Udmurt.

Table 1: The two types of adverbial clauses with the adverbial case
Meaning Morpheme order Nominalization type

Type 1 temporal (‘while’) Cx-Px event
Type 2 oblique (‘according 

to’ or ‘based on’)
Px-Cx non-event

3.2. Temporal-locative adverbial clauses with -(o)ńńa

In this subsection I discuss -(o)ńńa-clauses in the Middle Cheptsa dialect. 
Since they have not been previously described, I start with some general 
observations regarding their temporal interpretation. Then, I  show that 
these clauses have a locative component in their meaning.

Based on my data, I  argue that -(o)ńńa-clauses express an adverbial 
clause that denotes a time interval. The event of the main clause can over-
lap with or take place within that time interval, see (17) and (18), respec-
tively. My consultants often paraphrase the former with the converb -ku 
‘when’ and the latter with the converb -ććoź ‘while’ (standard Udmurt -toź, 
see below in (24)).

(17) elicited (Middle Cheptsa dialect)
[Isak-i̮n di̮šetiś lui̮-sa uža-ńńa-m]
Isak-ine teacher be-cvb work-ońńa-poss.1sg
umoj uli-śko val.
well live-prs.1sg cop.pst
‘While I was working as a teacher in Isak, I was living well.’

(18) elicited (Middle Cheptsa dialect)
[Isak-i̮n di̮šetiś lui̮-sa uža-ńńa-m] kuiń pol
Isak-ine teacher be-cvb work-ońńa-poss.1sg three times
už-me danjazi̮.
work-poss.1sg.acc award.pst.3pl
‘While I was working as a teacher in Isak, my work was awarded 
three times (lit. they awarded my work three times).’
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As an introduction to the locative semantics of the clause type illustrat-
ed in (17) and (18), let us consider -(o)ńńiga-clauses in Beserman Udmurt, 
as described by Usacheva & Serdobolskaya (2015). According to them, the 
temporal orientation of -(o)ńńiga-clauses in Beserman Udmurt is similar 
to the Middle Cheptsa facts. What they also claim is that the event ex-
pressed by the adverbial clause and the event of the main clause should take 
place in the same location. To support this they provide (19): the example 
was rejected by their consultants, as using an -(o)ńńiga-clause implies that 
the teacher delivered her babies at work. To express the intended meaning, 
the speakers used the converb -idćoź ‘while, until, as long as’ (which cor-
responds to -toź in standard Udmurt and -ććoź in Middle Cheptsa dialect, 
see below in (24)). Importantly, this is the only example presented in their 
study in support of their claim.

(19) (Usacheva & Serdobolskaya 2015: 386) (Beserman Udmurt)
*[Vorća-jə̑n=no Šamardan-ə̑n učit́eĺ -ə̑n
Vortsa-ine=add Shamardan-ine teacher-ine
uža-ńńiga-m] mon kwiń pińal vaj-i.
work-ońńiga-poss.1sg 1sg three child.acc bring-pst.1sg
Intended: ‘While I was working as a teacher in Vortsa and Shamardan, 
I gave birth to three children.’

I tested (20), which was modeled after the Beserman Udmurt (19). My con-
sultants found (20) semantically/pragmatically odd (as indicated by the # 
sign), as it implies delivering the babies at work.

(20) elicited (Middle Cheptsa dialect)
#[Isak-i̮n di̮šetiś lui̮-sa uža-ńńa-m]
Isak-ine teacher be-cvb work-ońńa-poss.1sg
kuiń pinal vaj-i.
three child.acc bring-pst.1sg
‘While I was working as a teacher in Isak, I gave birth to three children.’

Thus, at first sight these clauses in Beserman Udmurt and the Middle 
Cheptsa dialect show a parallel behavior: they are not simply temporal 
clauses but imply that the two events, the one of the main clause and the 
one of the adverbial clause, should take place in the same location.
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This initial hypothesis should be refined for the Middle Cheptsa data, 
however.10 One might ask whether adding two different locative adverbials 
or having different implicit locations would be grammatical. In (21), the 
adverbial clause contains a locative that is different from the one in the 
main clause (the example was modeled after (3)). In (22), the two events 
are expected to take place in different locations (for pragmatic reasons), 
although the locations are left implicit.11 In both cases it is possible to use 
-(o)ńńa-clauses.

(21) elicited (Middle Cheptsa dialect)
Muš-jos-mi̮  bakč́a-i̮n si̮liś umorto-i̮ś
bee-pl-poss.1pl garden-ine standing beehive-ela
pegǯ́i-ĺ ĺam=ńi=no [baba-jeni̮-mi̮
escape-evid.3pl=already=add grandmother-ins-poss.1pl
azbar-i̮n vi̮r-ońńa-mi̮].
yard-ine be.busy-ońńa-poss.1pl
‘Our bees had (long) flown away from the beehive in the garden 
while we/me and our grandmother were busy (taking care of the 
chicks) in the yard.’

(22) elicited (Middle Cheptsa dialect)
[Gubija-ni̮  vetl-ońńa-m] baba-je
mushroom.pick-inf go-ońńa-poss.1sg grandmother-poss.1sg
skal-jos-mes ki̮sk-em.
cow-pl-poss.1pl.acc milk-evid.3sg
‘While I was picking mushrooms, my grandmother milked our cows.’

Thus, it seems that the semantic/pragmatic oddity of (20) cannot be di-
rectly explained in terms of the location of the two events. I believe that 
the correct explanation is related to the two events, the one expressed by 

10. In a more recent study, Usacheva & Serdobolskaya (forthcoming) claim that 
the requirement for the two locations to be identical is not that strict in Beser-
man Udmurt. They provide one example for which they argue that the partial 
overlap between the locations makes the sentence felicitous. Since there are 
only two examples presented for Beserman Udmurt, it is difficult to make a 
comparison. It would be interesting to find out whether the restrictions are 
similar to what I show below for the Middle Cheptsa dialect. Hopefully, this 
question will be addressed in future studies.

11. I thank an anonymous reviewer for raising the issue of implicit locations. 
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the main clause and the one expressed by the adverbial clause, being in-
terpreted as describing a single situation. That is, they are subparts of one 
macro-event. This requirement goes hand in hand with a spatiotemporal 
match between the events – but this is more complex than simply a ban on 
different locative adverbials. In (17) and (18), the adverbial clause and the 
main clause are viewed as subparts of a global situation: a description of a 
teacher’s professional life. In contrast, construing working as a teacher and 
giving birth to three children as one macro-event yields the semantically 
odd reading of giving birth at school. Example (23) also supports this line 
of thinking: it is minimally different from (20), and importantly, the main 
clause allows for a construal according to which the two events form a 
single situation.

(23) elicited (Middle Cheptsa dialect)
[Isak-i̮n di̮šetiś lui̮-sa uža-ńńa-m] kuiń pol
Isak-ine teacher be-cvb work-ońńa-poss.1sg three times
praktika-je vetl-i Iževsk-e.
training-ill go-pst.1sg Izhevsk-ill
‘While I was working as a teacher in Isak, I went to three trainings 
in Izhevsk.’

It seems much more difficult to ensure that the two events cannot be inter-
preted as a single situation when the main and the adverbial clauses have 
the same subject. Sentence (20) is the perfect example for such a construal, 
since under the intended reading, the adverbial clause has a scene-setting 
function: it sets a general background for the event of the main clause. But 
as I argue, -(o)ńńa-clauses must be interpreted as subparts of a macro- 
event together with the main clause. As a result of this, (20) is rendered the 
semantically odd reading of delivering babies at work. Examples (17), (18), 
and (23) can be interpreted as part of a macro-event together with the main 
clause. They also allow for a scene-setting reading of the adverbial clause, 
and under such a scenario, the speakers prefer using an alternative type 
of non-finite clause (-ku ‘when’ or -ććoź ‘while’). Example (20) stands out 
because it allows only for a scene-setting reading.

When the two clauses have different subjects, it is possible to have 
construals such that the two events are viewed as a single situation. I ar-
gue that this is what we observe in (21) and (22): both can be perceived as 
descriptions of one larger event, and despite the fact that the two clauses 
contain two locative adverbials, the subevents “revolve” around the same 
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location (i.e. they are descriptions of what happened at home). This part 
of the proposal may sound slightly unconvincing, as such semantic con-
trasts, i.e. what counts as a macro-event, can be quite subtle and hard to 
capture. Consider the next two examples, however: the two events cannot 
possibly be construed as a single situation. Rather, they are about contrast-
ing two events that take place at different locations. The context of (24) is 
different time zones, and the two events are simply contrasted with each 
other, without being included in a single situation. Example (25) is about 
the differences between Southern and Northern Udmurtia, and again, the 
main and the adverbial clause cannot be interpreted as subevents of one 
macro-event. As a consequence, in both contexts, -(o)ńńa-clauses are not 
acceptable; my consultants suggested using a different non-finite clause: 
-ććoź ‘while’ in (24) and -ku ‘when’ in (25).

(24) elicited (Middle Cheptsa dialect)
[Moskva-i̮n iźi̮-ććoźa-zi̮  / *iź-ońńa-zi̮],
Moscow-ine sleep-cvb-poss.3pl sleep-ońńa-poss.3pl
Vladivostok-i̮n už-i̮ś berti̮-ni̮  poto=ńi.
Vladivostok-ine work-ela go.home-inf exit.prs.3pl
‘While people in Moscow are (still) sleeping, people in Vladivostok 
are already going home from work.’

(25) elicited (Middle Cheptsa dialect)
[Li̮mšor-i̮n kartoška mertti̮-ku / *mertt-ońńa-zi̮],
south-ine potato.acc plant-cvb plant-ońńa-poss.3pl
ujpal-i̮n li̮mi̮  suźalo=na=uk!
north-ine snow.acc clean.prs.3pl=still=emph
‘While in the south [Udmurt] people are planting potatoes, in the 
north people are still shoveling show!’

Based on the presented evidence, I conclude that the -(o)ńńa-clauses used 
in the Middle Cheptsa dialect do not simply encode an event simultane-
ous with the matrix event (as ‘when’ and ‘while’-clauses do). I showed that 
using -(o)ńńa-clauses is only possible when they can be construed as be-
longing to one macro- event together with the main clause. In my view, 
this requires or, rather, results in a spatiotemporal match between the 
two events. In Section 4, I will present an account of these properties of 
-(o)ńńa-clauses.
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4.	 Analysis

In this section I put forward a theoretical analysis couched in a genera-
tive syntactic framework. The proposed analysis of -(e)mja, -(o)nja, and 
-(o)ńńa is similar to the traditional ones in treating these suffixes as mor-
phologically decomposable, but it differs from them in several important 
respects. First, the proposed morphological decomposition of -(o)ńńa is 
crucially different from the standard one. Second, a novel analysis is put 
forward for the adverbial case in -(e)mja and -(o)nja.

Apart from decomposing the suffixes morphologically, the present 
proposal also states that these adverbial clauses are postpositional phrases 
(PPs). In Section 2.1, it was already demonstrated that non-finite adverbial 
subordination in Udmurt is typically encoded by using a non-finite clause 
selected by a postposition or a semantic case. Since postpositions and se-
mantic cases are treated as exponents of the same syntactic head (P) in this 
framework (see below), this means that these non-finite adverbial claus-
es in Udmurt are PPs. Thus, -(e)m bere ‘after’ in (4), -(e)men ‘by (doing)’ 
or because’ in  (6) and -(e)mja ‘as’ in  (1) are all PPs (see Georgieva 2018: 
Ch. 4 for further discussion). In the adopted framework, PPs are argued 
to have internally complex structure (the relevant theoretical assumptions 
are summarized in Section 4.1). The internal complexity of PPs will make 
it possible to account for the differences between the two types of -(e)mja- 
and -(o)nja-clauses (Section 4.2) and for the temporal-locative semantics of 
-(o)ńńa-clauses (Section 4.3).

4.1. The internal structure of postpositional phrases 
with special reference to Udmurt

In this section I first summarize the main assumptions regarding the 
structure of postpositional phrases made in the generative syntactic tradi-
tion. I then provide an overview of the existing studies dealing with PPs in 
Udmurt in this framework.

It is received wisdom in the literature that the heads of PPs, Ps, can be 
adpositions or semantic cases. This is supported by their syntactic and se-
mantic similarities (from a typological perspective see Malchukov & Spen-
cer 2009; Moravcsik 2009). Semantically, spatial Ps express how the posi-
tion of the Figure is related to the Ground; this holds for both adpositions 
and cases. Syntactically, PPs headed by adpositions have the same distribu-
tion as those headed by semantic cases. The cross-linguistic comparison, 
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e.g. the fact that languages like English employ the preposition in, whereas 
Hungarian uses the inessive case suffix to express the same meaning, also 
supports the idea that adpositions and semantic cases are exponents of 
same syntactic head, namely, P. One can provide language- specific argu-
ments in favor of this, too. In several Uralic languages, spatial adpositions 
and case suffixes show a tripartite division into goal, source, and location 
(see Kittilä et al. 2022 for general overview; see also below on Udmurt). 
Consider for instance the triplet of the postpositions elé ‘to the front’, elől 
‘from the front’, előtt ‘in front’ and the triplet of the illative, elative, and 
inessive cases in Hungarian (see Asbury 2008; Dékány 2011; Dékány  & 
Hegedűs 2021, among many others). These studies argue that the difference 
between postpositions and case suffixes in Hungarian is morphophono-
logical in nature, e.g. suffixes are monosyllabic and most of them show 
vowel harmony with the word they attach to.

The internal structure of spatial PPs is argued to be complex: it consists 
of several projections, on top of the nominal complement (a noun phrase) 
(Jackendoff 1983; van Riemsdijk & Huybregts 2002; Svenonius 2006; the 
contributions in Asbury et al. 2008 and Cinque & Rizzi 2010, among many 
others). Firstly, PPs feature projections for place- and path-denoting ele-
ments: PlaceP and PathP. Secondly, PPs may also host elements that are at 
the intermediate stage between relational nouns and adpositions based on 
their morphosyntactic properties. This can be observed for front in in front 
of the car, for example: it can be used as a noun, but in the aforementioned 
construction, it can be neither pluralized (*in fronts of the car) nor modified 
(*in smashed-up front of the car) (Svenonius 2006). Svenonius (2006) propos-
es that this kind of elements are hosted in a separate projection, Ax(ial)PartP. 
Thus, the internal structure of such PPs is internally complex, with both 
PlaceP and AxPartP being projected: [PlaceP in [AxPartP front [ of the car]]].

It has been observed that Ps often grammaticalize from nominal ele-
ments. This diachronic change involves filling the AxPart head; later this 
element may lose its nominal properties completely, which results into the 
development of a new Place or Path head (see Waters 2009 on English; 
Hegedűs 2014 on Hungarian; Grünthal 2022 on Uralic in general). An-
other diachronic change in the PP domain involves morphologization: a 
syntactically independent adposition may turn into a case suffix (see for 
example Hegedűs 2014 on the history of spatial cases in Hungarian). But 
as stated above, both syntactically independent adpositions and morpho-
logically bound cases are treated as Ps in this framework.
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This short overview of the generative literature on PPs was meant to 
provide the underlying assumptions of the proposed analysis, namely, that 
PPs may have a complex internal structure consisting of several projec-
tions. As will be shown below, PPs in Udmurt have also been analyzed as 
internally complex. The grammaticalization of nouns into AxPart heads 
and the morphologization of Ps will also be important when discussing 
the Udmurt data, to which I turn next.

Postpositional phrases in Udmurt have been analyzed in a genera-
tive syntactic framework by Simonenko & Leontyev (2012) and Usacheva 
(2012). Usacheva (2012) shows that most postpositions in Udmurt are in 
fact nominal: vi̮l ‘top’, aź ‘front’, ul ‘bottom’, etc. Thus, they are similar to 
the AxPart heads discussed above; Usacheva uses the label NPLACE. She 
argues that these Ps express how the Figure is located with respect to the 
Ground, e.g. vi̮l-i̮n in korka vi̮l-i̮n [house top-ine] ‘on top of the house’ 
expresses that the Figure is located on top of the Ground (the house). The 
place semantics, i.e. that the Figure is stationary, comes from the inessive 
case. These nominal Ps can combine with various semantic cases, thus 
forming series: vi̮l-i̮n [top-ine] ‘on top’, vi̮l-e [top-ill] ‘onto the top’, vi̮l-i̮ś 
[top-ela] ‘from the top’, etc. In Usacheva’s work, place- and path-denot-
ing Ps are hosted in a dedicated locative K[ase] projection, KLOCP. This 
gives the structure of [KlocP -i̮n [NplaceP vi̮l [korka]]] for korka vi̮l-i̮n [house 
top-ine] ‘on top of the house’. Usacheva (2012) mentions that there are also 
a few non-serial postpositions in Udmurt, e.g. vamen ‘across’, kuźa ‘along’, 
ponna ‘for’. These are analyzed as heads of simple PPs (without KLOCP and 
NPLACEP), as they do not combine with semantic cases: [PP ponna [NP]].12

Usacheva also discusses what she calls serial spatial cases in the Permic 
languages. An example of this is the spatial suffix -ń, the so-called domus 
suffix, used in Beserman Udmurt and in the Middle Cheptsa dialect (see 
also Teplyashina 1970; Karpova 2005: 85−89). It locates the Figure with re-
spect to the Ground’s place (home). The domus suffix also combines with 
semantic cases, just like vi̮l ‘top’, as shown for the Middle Cheptsa dialect 
in (26).13 This suffix will be important for the discussion of -(o)ńńa-clauses 
(Section 4.3).

12. A similar distinction is made by Winkler (2011: 133–136): the two groups are 
referred to as inflecting and non-inflecting postpositions.

13. The so-called familial local cases used in certain dialects of Hungarian are 
similar (see Kittilä et al. 2022: 888).
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(26) elicited (Middle Cheptsa dialect)
 a. baba-ń-e

grandma-domus-ill
 b. baba-ń-i̮n 

grandma-domus-ine 
 c. baba-ń-i̮ś

grandma-domus-ela
‘to, at, from grandma’s place’

The domus suffix is said to originate from the postposition dińe ‘at, 
around, next to’ (Teplyashina 1970: 169) or the noun iń ‘place’ (Emelya-
nov 1927: 123). Thus, this can be argued to be another instance of the mor-
phologization path mentioned above: the nominal P became suffixal. Im-
portantly, in Usacheva’s analysis, both nominal Ps like vi̮l ‘top’ and serial 
spatial cases like the domus suffix are analyzed as NPLACE heads, and thus 
the syntactic structure of korka vi̮l-i̮n [house top-ine] ‘on top of the house’ 
and baba-ń-i̮n [grandma-domus-ine] ‘at grandma’s place’ is identical: 
[KlocP -i̮n [NplaceP vi̮l / -ń-]]. Additionally, possessive agreement may be pres-
ent in the Udmurt PPs, as in vi̮l-a-z [top-ine-poss.3sg] ‘on top of it’.

Usacheva also discusses how motion with respect to the Ground is ex-
pressed. This is done with the help of the semantic cases, hosted in the 
KLOCP projection. This was already shown for the inessive, but other se-
mantic cases also belong here: the illative, elative, prolative,14 terminative, 
egressive, and approximative cases. This means that these cases are also Ps 
in this syntactic framework. Simonenko & Leontjev (2012) extend this line 
of analysis to the instrumental case as well. The adverbial case, which lies 
at the heart of the present study, as it is argued to be found in the suffixes 
-(e)mja, -(o)nja, and -(o)ńńa, is not discussed by Simonenko & Leontjev 
(2012) nor by Usacheva (2012), even though it is a semantic case, which can 
have a spatial meaning (as in (9c)).

In sum, the relevant point from this subsection is that PPs in Udmurt 
are argued to be of two types: simple and complex PPs. The latter feature 
a KLOCP and an NPLACEP.15 As for their morphological boundedness, both 
KLOC and NPLACE heads can be suffixal in Udmurt.

14. This case is generally termed prolative in most of the grammars, with the ex-
ception of Winkler (2001) who uses the term transitive. 

15. In what follows I will continue using KLOCP and NPLACEP, following Usacheva. As 
noted above, the former corresponds to Place or PathP and the latter to AxPartP.
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In light of this discussion, the structure of the ‘after’- and ‘before’-clause 
in (4) and (5) is identical to the postpositional phrases discussed above: 
it is internally complex, consisting of a nominal P and a path- or place- 
denoting P. The difference is that the complement of these Ps is a non-finite 
clause. The fact that these spatial Ps have a temporal meaning in (4) and (5) 
is not surprising: it is a cross-linguistic tendency that spatial elements may 
acquire temporal meanings (see Haspelmath 1997); in Section 4.2 we will 
also discuss how temporal Ps may develop non-temporal meanings and 
how this is related to the internal complexity of the postpositional phrase.

4.2. The two types of -(e)mja- and -(o)nja-clauses

In Section 3.1, I argued that there are two types of -(e)mja- and -(o)nja-
clauses: one of them has a temporal meaning, shows the Cx-Px order, and 
features an event nominalization, while the other has an oblique meaning, 
displays the Px-Cx order, and contains a non-event nominalization.

These new empirical findings will lead to a newly proposed analysis 
of the adverbial case, different from the standard one. Below I will argue 
that what traditional grammars have labeled as adverbial case should be 
analyzed as two types of postpositional phrases. The temporal one (adv-1 
henceforth) is a complex P, whereas the oblique one (adv-2 henceforth) is 
a simple P.16 This means that it would be more accurate to say that there are 
two adverbial cases in present-day Udmurt. Furthermore, I will argue that 
they are diachronically related: adv-1 gave rise to adv-2. This will provide 
an elegant and explanatorily powerful account of the morpheme order. In 
addition, it will derive the semantics of -(e)mja- and -(o)nja-clauses.

4.2.1. The spatiotemporal adverbial case: a complex PP

Recall from Section 3.2 that Type 1 clauses with the adverbial case have a 
temporal meaning (see (10) and (12)). Thus, their meaning resembles the in-
essive case, i.e. temporal ‘in’. Moreover, Type 1 clauses illustrated in (10) and 
(12) show the Cx-Px order, which is found with the inessive cases. Recall 
also from Section 2.2 that the suffix of the adverbial case (-ja) is formally 
similar to the possessive declension of the inessive and illative cases (-(j)a).

16. These two labels are used primarily for presentational purposes, i.e. to disam-
biguate which adverbial case I am talking about in the text.
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Two hypotheses can be entertained in order to account for connection 
between the inessive and the adverbial cases in examples like (10) and (12). 
The first hypothesis is that examples like (10) and (12) contain the ines-
sive rather than the adverbial case (as I have proposed in Georgieva 2018). 
This is supported by the semantics of the adverbial clause as well as by 
the Cx-Px order. In this way, we also account for the varying order of the 
adverbial case and the possessive suffixes – there is no variation since the 
Cx-Px order involves the inessive, and not the adverbial case.

There are two complications with this hypothesis. Firstly, if what we 
find in examples like (10) and (12) is the exponent of the inessive used before 
possessive morphemes rather than the adverbial case, the question is why 
there is always a glide, even though the stem does not end in a vowel. In 
Section 2.2, I pointed out that there is variation with respect to epenthesis 
across the varieties of Udmurt (standard vs. dialectal), and thus one may 
speculate that the adverbial was codified in the standard language in a mor-
phophonologically exceptional form. Another issue is that the inessive or 
illative -(j)a is used only with possessive suffixes, whereas the adverbial suf-
fix -ja can be used without possessive suffixes, cf. (1), (8), and (9a). In princi-
ple, this problem can also receive an explanation: Serebrennikov (1963: 117) 
points out that the illative -a is found in certain postpositions, e.g. pala ‘to-
wards, in the direction of ’, which can be used without possessive suffixes. 
Even though this does not seem to be productive in modern Udmurt, one 
might speculate that the suffix of the inessive and illative cases -(j)a can be 
used without possessive markers, at least with nominalizations. Because of 
these complications, a second hypothesis can be put forward.

The second hypothesis is a modified version of the first one: the ad-
verbial case is not identical to but contains the inessive. This is the line of 
analysis I will pursue here. This proposal also implies that the glide is not 
simply epenthetic, and thus gives a more convincing explanation of the 
formal differences between the adverbial and inessive than the mere refer-
ence to epenthesis; the function of -j will be discussed below. The main 
motivation for this proposal comes from the meaning of the adverbial 
case. Above I pointed out -(e)mja-clauses like (10) comparable to ‘while’, 
which can be derived from the meaning of the inessive case (temporal ‘in’). 
However, the meaning of te̮l-ja [wind-adv] ‘along/with the wind’ in (9c) 
is a spatial one, but it is not identical to the inessive. I would like to ar-
gue that this spatial meaning of the adverbial case is the original one. Al-
though this is not productive in modern Udmurt in comparison with the 
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adnominal modifier use of the adverbial case (Edygarova 2017), the spatial 
meaning is attested in other forms, e.g. (so vetliz) ki̮rja ‘(s/he walked) along 
the field(s)’ (Aminoff 1896: 26).17 In Section 2.2, I  mentioned the exam-
ple given by Edygarova (2010: 110) ʒ́ek śurel-len jugi̮t-ja-z [rye pollen-gen 
light-adv-poss.3sg] ‘(we walked) by the light of the rye pollen’. The same 
meaning is also found with -(e)mja-clauses and -(o)nja-clauses like (10) 
and in (12): ‘as long as’ being the temporal equivalent of the spatial ‘along/
with/by’. This is also found in the postposition di̮r-ja [time-adv] ‘during’. 
As was shown in Section 3.1, these non-productive forms aside, the origi-
nal spatiotemporal meaning of the adverbial is found only with nominali-
zations in modern Udmurt.

In order to account for the meaning ‘along’, I propose that the adverbial 
case in (10) and (12), adv-1, is a complex postpositional phrase that consists 
of the -j element, a reduced NPLACE head, that brings in the ‘along’ meaning, 
and the inessive. In the framework adopted here, this means that the PP 
of adv-1 is structurally equivalent to the internally complex PPs discussed 
in Section 4.1: [KlocP -a [NplaceP -j [ ]]]. In terms of its morphophonology, the 
NPLACE -j is similar to the ones of the serial spatial cases, e.g. the domus 
suffix -ń, because of its phonological reduction. It differs from those, how-
ever, in that it does not participate in a series, i.e. it does not combine with 
other place or path-denoting Ps.

In my view, it is precisely the phonological reduction of -j that has led 
descriptive grammars to classify -ja as a (single, non-decomposable) suffix, 
namely, the adverbial case. However, diachronic studies provide support 
for the decomposition analysis of the adverbial case. For example, accord-
ing to Rédei (1988: 383), the adverbial suffix goes back to a lative/prolative 
-j and lative -a (the latter goes back to *-k). This proposal is not identical 
to mine, but what is common is that the adverbial case is argued to be 
composed of two spatial elements. I argue that the internally complex PP 
is still found synchronically when the adverbial case has spatiotemporal 
semantics. That is, in examples like (10) and (12), the non-finite clause is 
embedded under a postpositional phrase consisting of -j plus the inessive. 
Hence, these clauses show agreement morphology that follows the ines-
sive, similarly to postpositional phrases like vi̮l-a-z [top-ine-3sg] ‘on top 
of it’.

17. The original translation to Finnish is hän kulki aromaita myöten. Edygarova 
(2017: 79) translates it with он(а) ходил(а) по лугам. 
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4.2.2. The oblique adverbial case: a simple PP

The next question is how the temporal clauses in (10) and (12) relate to those 
in (11) and (13), i.e. the ones that have oblique semantics and show the Px-Cx 
order. I propose that the two pairs are indeed related: the structure of the 
internally complex postpositional phrase was reanalyzed as a simple PP. 
Thus, adv-1 gave rise to adv-2. The structure of the two PPs is given in (27).

(27) a. adv-1
 [KlocP -a [NplaceP -j [  ]]]
 b. adv-2
 [PP -ja [  ]]

On the semantic side, I argue that the original spatial meaning of changed 
into a more abstract oblique meaning (‘according to’ or ‘based on’). On the 
formal side, the reanalysis led to the Px-Cx order: the inessive is no longer 
“visible”, thus the Px-Cx order is found when the new P, adv-2, selects for 
a possessed noun phrase. Let me elaborate on both aspects of the change.

It is a well-known cross-linguistic observation that diachronically tem-
poral clauses may develop non-temporal meanings, as for example English 
since (temporal > causal), while (temporal > concessive), and rather (tem-
poral > preference) (Traugott & König 1991; from a typological perspective 
see Kortmann 1996: 89–94, Ch. 7). I propose that the more abstract oblique 
meaning ‘according to’ or ‘based on’ arose from the temporal ‘while’. Con-
sider examples where we potentially face ambiguity: ‘in my thinking’, 
which can have a temporal (‘in the time of my thinking’) or an oblique 
(‘in my opinion’) reading. In fact, -(e)mja-clauses are very often used with 
the verb ‘think’ in the corpora, which might have facilitated the seman-
tic change. Thus, one can hypothesize a semantic change of a temporal 
relation into a more abstract oblique adverbial relation along the lines of 
in (the time of) my thinking > in my opinion or I recognized him while he 
was walking > I recognized him based on the way he was walking. Hence, 
it can be proposed that the meaning of the new adv-2, i.e. ‘according to’ 
or ‘based on’, has developed from the spatiotemporal meaning of adv-1. 
Importantly, the semantic change accompanied the structural reanalysis 
of the postpositional phrase of adv-2, which became a simple P.

Regarding the morpheme orders possible with the adverbial case, I pro-
pose the following. In Section 3.2, I  showed that the newly developed P, 
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adv-2, takes noun phrases (including non-event nominalizations) as its 
complement. Here, I  would like to propose that the restriction on why 
adv-2 selects for noun phrases is semantically motivated: only referential 
nominals such as ‘fact’ but not event-denoting nominalizations are com-
patible with the new P because of its meaning, ‘according to’ or ‘based on’. 
When the noun phrase is possessed, this gives rise to a Px-Cx order. The 
Cx-Px order is only possible with adv-1: due to the presence of the inessive 
in this complex PP (cf. (27a)), the possessive morphology appears on top of 
the PP. The Cx-Px order is impossible with adv-2, just like with simple Ps 
in general (see Arkhangelskiy & Usacheva 2015).

The present proposal also implies that the Cx-Px order is the origi-
nal order for the adverbial case – as the complex PP in (27a) is the source 
from which adv-2 developed. This is similar to what Emelyanov (1927: 135) 
claimed: he argued that the Px-Cx order is a new development (see Sec-
tion  2.2). However, Emelyanov does not provide any arguments for this 
claim.18 In my analysis, the Px-Cx order became possible as the result of 
the structural reanalysis of the postpositional phrase into a simple PP.

In sum, the theoretical analysis of the two types of -(e)mja- and -(o)nja-
clauses discussed in Section 3.1 states the following: (i) the temporal ones 
feature the original adverbial case, which is an internally complex PP that 
includes the inessive, and thus show a Cx-Px order; (ii) the oblique ones 
feature the newly-developed adverbial case: a simple P, the complement 
of which is a noun phrase (which itself might be possessed, yielding a 
Px-Cx order). I argued that the latter emerged from the former. It should 
be emphasized that although this reanalysis is explained in light of the 
structure of postpositional phrases in the chosen framework, similar his-
torical changes have been proposed in more traditional studies as well. 
For example, Serebrennikov (1963: 12) and Bartens (2000: 84) argue that 
the instrumental and the inessive cases have arisen as allomorphs of the 
Proto-Uralic locative case. Thus, such “splits” of the original case are not 
unheard of in the Permic languages.19

In the next subsection, I turn to -(o)ńńa-clauses, which also tackle the 
problem of the adverbial case.

18. As far as I can tell, the discussion of morpheme order in his work is set in the 
long-standing debate in Finno-Ugristics regarding the order of possessive suf-
fixes and case. The main question in this debate is which order, i.e. Px-Cx or 
Cx-Px, is to be reconstructed for Proto-Uralic. 

19. I thank Arja Hamari for the discussion of this issue.
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4.3. The morphological decomposition of -(o)ńńa

In Section 3.2, I showed that -(o)ńńa-clauses in the Middle Cheptsa dialect 
are not simply temporal clauses but have locative semantics: the events ex-
pressed by the main and adverbial clauses must be construed as one event, 
and thus they must match spatiotemporally. These findings are not predict-
ed from the standard morphological decomposition of the suffix, accord-
ing to which it contains the -(o)n-nominalization and the adverbial case, 
i.e. -on-ja; the surface form -(o)ńńa being the result of an assimilation rule 
of the glide with the preceding consonant (similar assimilation is found 
with other suffixes as well, see Karpova 2005). Although this segmenta-
tion is plausible from a morphophonological point of view, the alternative 
proposed here is to segment the suffix as -(o)n-ń-a [vn-domus-ine], with 
the domus suffix discussed in Section 4.1. Below I will argue that this mor-
phological decomposition correctly derives the semantics of these clauses 
and the requirement for a spatiotemporal match between the two events.

Before I go into the details of the new analysis, let me briefly discuss 
the proposal of Usacheva & Serdobolskaya (2015) for Beserman -(o)ńńiga-
clauses. Recall from Section 3.2 that those authors argued that the event 
expressed by the -(o)ńńiga-clause and the one expressed by the main clause 
must take place in the same location (cf. (19)). Usacheva & Serdobolskaya 
(2015) explain these facts in the following way. Beserman Udmurt employs 
locative nominalizations in the sense of Comrie & Thompson (2007: 340) 
(glossed as nloc below); they are formed with the suffix -(o)ńńig (cf. locative 
nominalizations with the suffix -(o)ńńi used in standard Udmurt: dugd-ońńi 
[stop:v-(o)ńńi] ‘(bus/tram) stop’). These locative nominalizations are fully 
nominal: they can be pluralized, can stand in argument position, etc. They 
can also be complements of semantic cases: in (28) they are used with the 
suffix -(j)a that expresses the inessive or the illative cases before possessive 
suffixes. The resulting form is identical to the temporal-locative clauses 
with the suffix -(o)ńńiga in (19). Observe the ambiguity in (28): locative 
nominalization (‘to my cow pasture’) vs. clause (‘where I herd my cows’).20

(28) (Usacheva & Serdobolskaya 2015: 371) (Beserman Udmurt)
[Skal voźma-ń-ńig-a-m] lə̑kt-em kijon.
cow herd:v-vn-nloc-ill-poss.1sg come-evid.3sg wolf
‘A wolf came to the place where I herd (the) cows / to my cow pasture.’

20. The English translation follows the original Russian translation. 
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Usacheva & Serdobolskaya (2015) propose that -(o)ńńiga is based on the 
locative nominalization and that it is currently on its way to grammatical-
ization into a converb suffix. They also discuss the morphological decom-
position of the suffix: it is more complex than what I propose for Middle 
Cheptsa Udmurt (because of the -ig element), but crucially it features the 
deverbal nominalizer -(o)n as well as the domus suffix -ń.

My analysis is partly similar to Usacheva & Serdobolskaya’s (2015), but I 
treat the suffix -(o)ńńa as morphologically decomposable synchronically. Spe-
cifically, I propose that the suffix -(o)ńńa is composed of the following parts. 
First, we find the nominalization -(o)n, which brings the event semantics. Its 
presence is indisputable (cf. also the standard segmentation -on-ja [vn-adv]).

Second, in accordance with Usacheva & Serdobolskaya (2015), I propose 
that the requirement for a spatiotemporal match between the two events 
is due to the presence of the the domus suffix -ń. The domus suffix today 
expresses the location of the Figure with respect to the Ground’s home 
(Section 4.1), but recall also that the origin of this suffix was argued to be 
either the postposition dińe ‘at, around, next to’ (Teplyashina 1970: 169) or 
the noun iń ‘place’ (Emelyanov 1927: 123). Hence, I propose that in -(o)ńńa-
clauses we find this more general ‘place’ meaning of the domus suffix.

Third, unlike the standard segmentation according to which the suffix 
-(o)ńńa contains the adverbial case, I  argue that it features the inessive 
-(j)a used before possessive suffixes. This is not only supported by the se-
mantics (the inessive brings in the meaning of a temporal ‘in’) but also by 
the fact -(o)ńńa-clauses in the Middle Cheptsa dialect never occur without 
possessive suffixes, just like the inessive -(j)a. Furthermore, the Px-Cx or-
der, as with the adverbial case, is impossible. This is shown in (29) (which 
was modeled after (3)).

(29) elicited (Middle Cheptsa dialect)
Muš-jos-mi̮  pegǯ́i-ĺ ĺam=ńi=no
bee-pl-poss.1pl escape-evid.3pl=already=add
[baba-jeni̮-mi̮  azbar-i̮n
grandmother-ins-poss.1pl yard-ine
vi̮r-oń-ń-a-mi̮  / *vi̮r-on-mi̮-ja /
be.busy-vn-domus-ine-poss.1pl be.busy-vn-poss.1pl-adv
*vi̮r-on-ja].
be.busy-vn-adv
‘Our bees had (long) flown away while we/me and our grandmother 
were busy (taking care of the chicks) in the yard.’
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The data in (29) provide support against the standard morphological de-
composition which postulates the adverbial case. But recall from the previ-
ous subsection that I proposed that synchronically we need to distinguish 
two adverbial cases. Thus, my proposal regarding the morphological de-
composition of -(o)ńńa should be evaluated not only against the stand-
ard understanding of what the Udmurt adverbial case is but also against 
the predictions of the proposal in Section 4.2. There I argued that adv-2 
is a simple  P, which has oblique meaning (‘according to’ or ‘based on’) 
and displays the Px-Cx order. Given that -(o)ńńa-clauses have temporal 
semantics and disallow this morpheme order, we can rule out adv-2. More 
interesting, however, is whether adv-1 is a possibility because, as shown 
in Section 4.2.1, the PPs headed by it have temporal semantics, similarly 
to -(o)ńńa-clauses. Despite this fact, I  argue that the suffix -(o)ńńa can-
not be decomposed as containing adv-1. One piece of evidence comes 
from the obligatoriness of possessive marking: the exponent of the ines-
sive, unlike the adverbial case (both adv-1 and adv-2), must appear with 
possessive markers. The other piece of evidence comes from semantics: 
both adv-1-clauses and -(o)ńńa-clauses have temporal semantics, but only 
the latter have an additional locative component in their meaning. I argue 
that the locative meaning results from the presence of the domus suffix -ń, 
an NPLACE head, which is independently attested in the Middle Cheptsa 
dialect. Recall that adv-1 also contains an NPLACE head, -j, which I argued 
to be a spatial one, with the meaning ‘along’, and its temporal equivalents. 
In the theoretical framework adopted here, this means that both adv-1-
clauses and -(o)ńńa-clauses are analyzed as complex PPs, with the suffixes 
-ń and -j filling in the same syntactic position (NPLACE). Given that they 
are hosted in the same position, they are predicted to be in complementary 
distribution. This is a theoretical argument against postulating adv-1 in 
the morphological decomposition of -(o)ńńa.

In sum, the underlying form is -(o)n-ń-a [vn-domus-ine]. The struc-
ture of this complex PP is [KlocP -a [NplaceP -ń [ ]]]. Accordingly, the meaning 
of -(o)ńńa-clauses is ‘in the time and place of V-ing’. The morphological 
decomposition allows us to explain the fairly complex meaning of -(o)ńńa-
clauses (temporal clause with an additional locative meaning) in a natural 
way: it is derived by the components of the suffix.
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5.	 Conclusion

In this paper I examined three types of non-finite adverbial clauses: the 
ones formed with the suffixes -(e)mja, -(o)nja, and -(o)ńńa. The analysis 
proposed for the structure of these clauses aligned them with the syntax 
of postpositional phrases in the language. I  argued that these adverbi-
al clauses are comprised of a non-finite clause and a semantic case. This 
analysis has two advantages: it accounts for the external distribution of 
these clauses and it also derives their meaning in a compositional manner.

On the more general level, the present analysis also contributed to 
our understanding of PP syntax in Udmurt, especially with reference to 
clausal PPs and the distinction between internally complex and simple 
PPs. This study had implications for our understanding of the case sys-
tem of Udmurt, as it made a novel proposal regarding the adverbial case – 
or rather, the adverbial cases. I argued that what is at stake here are two 
types of PPs: an internally complex PP with spatiotemporal semantics and 
a simple PP with oblique semantics. This allowed us not only to explain 
the most puzzling question regarding the morphosyntax of the adverbial 
case, namely the varying morpheme order Cx-Px or Px-Cx, but also the 
question of how the morphosyntax of these clauses correlates with their 
meaning (temporal vs. oblique). The -(e)mja- and -(o)nja-clauses presented 
the crucial piece of evidence here.

Furthermore, I described -(o)ńńa-clauses in the Middle Cheptsa dia-
lect of Udmurt, for which I argued that they have a locative meaning in 
addition to the temporal one. I proposed that this spatiotemporal mean-
ing can be derived from the “building blocks” that compose these clauses; 
the crucial part was the presence of the domus suffix. The description of 
this clause type contributes to our knowledge of Udmurt dialectal syntax, 
which has been severely understudied.
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1 first person
2 second person
3 third person
acc accusative
add additive particle
adv adverbial case
cng connegative (verb)
cop copula
cvb converb
dat dative
domus locative case
ela elative
emph emphatic (particle)
evid evidential past tense
excl exclusive
fut future
gen genitive

ill illative
imp imperative
ine inessive
inf infinitive
ins instrumental
neg negation
nloc locative nominalization
nmlz nominalization
pl plural
poss possessive
prs present
prt particle
pst past
quot quotative (particle)
sg singular
v verb
vn verbal noun
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On locating Proto-Uralic

In recent years the debate regarding the Proto-Uralic homeland has again 
intensified. However, not all the relevant arguments have been considered 
thoroughly. Therefore, in the present article their validity and weight are eval-
uated. The article also develops further concepts and methodology for recon-
struction of stages of Uralic, making it possible to compare Uralic stages to the 
Indo-Iranian loanword layers with higher resolution than before. As a result, 
the paper locates Late Proto-Uralic and successive stages in the Central Ural 
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1. Introduction

The debate on the Proto-Uralic homeland goes back a long way (for ear-
lier research history, see K. Häkkinen 1996: 65–76) and it is still ongoing, 
the strongest candidates being located on either side of the Ural Moun-
tains, either a European homeland in the Volga-Ural Region or a Siberian 
homeland in West Siberia (up to the Yenisei). Recent articles supporting 
the Volga-Ural homeland are Kallio (2006; 2015b), J. Häkkinen (2009), and 
Parpola (2012b; 2017; 2022). Recent articles supporting the West Siberian 
homeland are Janhunen (2009), Nichols & Rhodes (2018), Nichols (2021), 
Grünthal et al. (2022), and Saarikivi (2022). In practice, the actual distance 
between the candidates for the homeland is sometimes minimal; compare 
the homeland in the Kama-Ural Region in Parpola (2022: 270, 264) to the 
homeland reaching to the east from the Central Trans-Urals in Saarikivi 
(2022: 56).

In this article I intend to go through all the relevant arguments for 
locating the Late Proto-Uralic homeland. Due to ongoing advances in the 
fields of Uralic etymology and historical phonology, the criteria are stricter 
in this critical examination than in many earlier articles – including my 
own previous attempt on the topic (J. Häkkinen 2009).

It is crucial to define what is relevant evidence and what is not. First, 
many earlier pieces of evidence have been discarded due to flaws which 
weaken their evidentiary value. If a word has too narrow a distribution, 
too irregular sound correspondences between cognates, or the original 
meaning cannot be reconstructed reliably, it has no value for locating the 
homeland.

This leads to the second point: the only relevant chronological stage 
here is Late Proto-Uralic – the moment in time right before the disinte-
gration. Not only are pieces of evidence that are too late discarded, but 
so are pieces of evidence that are too early. The suggested Ural-Altaic fea-
tures of an areal-typological nature and possible distant contacts or even 
relatedness with Indo-European, Yukaghir, or Eskimo-Aleut would in any 
case precede Late Proto-Uralic by several millennia. These phenomena 
are just as irrelevant for locating Late Proto-Uralic as the location of Late 
Proto-Uralic is for locating Late Proto-Finnic (in Estonia) or Late Proto- 
Samoyedic (in South Siberia).
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Arguments for locating the homeland can be divided into two catego-
ries: compelling arguments and suggesting arguments. Compelling argu-
ments are undeniable, and only if they cannot help to locate the homeland 
must we turn to suggesting arguments. Among the compelling arguments 
are the loanword layers from identifiable and locatable donor languages 
(Section 2) and the paleolinguistic evidence (Section 3). There are several 
suggesting arguments, but those deserve a shorter treatment (Section 4). 

As byproducts of this critical examination, a new model for the disin-
tegration of Late Proto-Uralic will be proposed (Subsection 5.1), as well as 
the dating of Late Proto-Uralic and the successive stages of reconstruction 
(Subsection 5.2). After that, a conclusion is drawn from the locating argu-
ments (Subsection 5.3), followed by a brief review of possible archaeological 
counterparts (Subsections 5.4 and 5.5).

The new model for disintegration has consequences for the question 
of which words should be counted as Proto-Uralic. When is the distribu-
tion of a word wide enough to be counted as Proto-Uralic? In the present 
critical examination I apply a criterion that in the west, a cognate must be 
found in at least Mordvin, Finnic, or Saami, and in the east, a cognate must 
be found at least in Mansi or Khanty. I will acknowledge the special status 
of Samoyedic, yet I will argue in Subsection 5.3 for why the presented dis-
integration model allows a word to not be present in Samoyedic, although 
in that case a regular cognate in Mansi or Khanty is required. For example, 
the famous words for ‘bee’ and ‘honey’ do not have cognates beyond Hun-
garian in the east, making them too suspect as Late Proto-Uralic words.

As will be demonstrated later, there is probably more than half a mil-
lennium (but less than a full millennium) between the first regional divi-
sion and the first (macro-)branch-specific sound changes. Such circum-
stances naturally lead to the existence of a multitude of words which ap-
peared after Late Proto-Uralic but still cannot be distinguished from the 
Late Proto-Uralic words by the phonological criteria. Such circumstances 
require applying quite a strict distributional criterion.1

1. I would like to thank Luobbal Sámmol Sámmol Ánte, anonymous referees, 
and the editors for their valuable comments.
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1.1. On notations and labels

In the first syllable, there are eight generally accepted vowel qualities in 
Proto-Uralic: the front vowels *ä, *e, *i, *ü and the back vowels *a, *o, *u, 
*e̮  (*i̮) (Aikio 2022: 5). There were only two certain vowel qualities beyond 
the first syllable, namely *a and *ǝ, the primary distinction probably being 
a full vowel vs. a reduced vowel (Kallio 2012: 163–165). Possibly a phoneti-
cally front allophone appeared after a front vowel in the first syllable, and 
a phonetically back allophone after a back vowel. There is also some evi-
dence supporting the possible existence of *o in non-initial syllables (Aikio 
2015: 37–38; 2022: 9).

In the Uralic Phonetic Alphabet (UPA), the symbol /ǝ/ denotes a pho-
netic value different from the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA), that 
is, it is usually a front counterpart of the back /ǝ̑/, and both of those UPA 
symbols are semilabial and mid-high (the three vowel heights in the UPA 
do not neatly correspond to the four vowel heights in the IPA; see Iivonen 
2012: 18).

The reconstruction stages following Late Proto-Uralic, as well as other 
related concepts, will be labeled and explained when they are encountered 
in the present critical examination. Labels for units at different stages of 
disintegration following the uniform proto-language are: (1) center = re-
gionally separated unit > (2) pre-dialect = substitutionally differing unit > 
(3) proto-dialect = phonologically differing unit (see Subsection 5.1).

Datings are specified with the conventional marking “BCE”, denoting 
calendar years before the common calendrical starting point. Datings are 
rough approximations, which is shown by the use of even centuries. Ab-
breviations are explained when they first appear, and a list of abbreviations 
can be found at the end of the article.

The Ural Mountains are generally divided into five regions in Russia 
and one in Kazakhstan. From the north, the regions are the Polar Urals, 
the Sub-Polar Urals (the Nether Urals), the Northern Urals, the Central 
Urals (the Middle Urals), and the Southern Urals. The southernmost re-
gion in Kazakhstan is called the Mughalzhar Hills. The most relevant 
regions for this article are the Central Urals (parallel to the Lower and 
Middle Kama up to Perm) and the Southern Urals (parallel to the Mid-
dle Volga from the Kama fork down to the Kazakhstan border). The label 
“Trans-Urals” denotes the eastern slopes of the Urals and a narrow strand 
of lowland adjacent to them. 
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1.2. Different types of borrowing

As loanwords occupy a great share of the following critical scrutiny, an 
important topic must be clarified first. The distinction between borrowing 
into the uniform proto-language and into later stages has been generally 
acknowledged, but it is necessary to increase the resolution here. There 
are several types of borrowing concerning the situation after the disinte-
gration of the proto-language, and the evidentiary value varies between 
them. I illustrate the different types with examples from the Indo-Iranian 
loanwords:

1. Parallel borrowing: Difference in sound substitutions between recip-
ient languages, while the original word in the donor language is the 
same. U *počaw ‘reindeer’ (> Saami, Finnic?, Mari, Permic) represents 
substitution with o and U *päčVw/γ ‘reindeer calf ’ (> Mansi, Khanty) 
substitution with ä of the very same Proto-Iranian *patsu- ‘cattle’ (Ho-
lopainen 2019: 184–185, 196).

2. Variant borrowing: Difference between variants of the original word 
in the donor language. U *s/še̮rńa ‘gold’ (> Hungarian, Mansi, Khan-
ty) vs. U *serńa ‘gold’ (>  Mordvin) belong to this type, as the latter 
was borrowed from a different grade of the same Proto-Iranian word, 
where there was a syllabic resonant instead of a vowel: PIr *dzəranya- 
vs. PIr *dzr̥Hnya- ‘gold’ (Holopainen 2019: 232–234).

3. Separate borrowing: Different donor languages or different chrono-
logical stages of the same donor lineage. U *sa/ora ‘lake’ (> Hungarian, 
Mansi, Khanty) vs. Proto-Permic *sarid́ z ‘sea’ (Holopainen 2019: 217–
219) must represent two donor languages/stages separated by a great 
gap in time, because the original U  *a has changed into the PPe  *u 
(Metsäranta 2020: 94).

4. Irregular developments in a recipient language, which cannot be en-
tirely explained by differences between sound substitutions, donor var-
iants, or donor languages, for example U *ćarwi ‘horn’ vs. PKh *ćerpa 
‘horn’ (Holopainen 2019: 220–222).

Considering the evidentiary value of these types, (1) parallel borrowing is 
solid evidence for the disintegration of the proto-language: if the very same 
word has been borrowed in parallel, showing different sound substitutions 
between branches, then we can be certain that the proto-language indeed 
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disintegrated during the borrowing. However, there is a distributional re-
striction for this rule: if one of these substitutions has a wide enough dis-
tribution in Uralic, it still can be reconstructed for Late Proto-Uralic, as 
the other substitution with narrow distribution could be later. In such case 
we would actually be dealing with separate borrowings.

(2) Variant borrowing is almost as strong evidence for the disintegra-
tion of Late Proto-Uralic, because it requires at least two centers within the 
proto-language speech community. This type of borrowing can be consid-
ered the second strongest evidence pointing to the already disintegrated 
proto-language. The same distributional restriction applies here as in the 
previous type.

In the case of (3) separate borrowing, when the words are from different 
points in time, we cannot exclude the possibility that the older or more 
widespread loanword was earlier known also in the other language, until 
it became replaced by the younger rather similar-looking loanword. There-
fore, this type is somewhat weaker evidence for the disintegration of Late 
Proto-Uralic.

(4)  Irregular developments occurring in an individual language or 
branch after the borrowing event cannot testify against the status of the 
word in the uniform proto-language, although it certainly can distort our 
attempts to reconstruct the word in the proto-language. Irregular cognates 
in some branches cannot diminish the value of regular cognates in other 
branches: if those branches are distant enough in the taxonomic model of 
the language family, the word can be reconstructed for the proto-language.

2.	 Early	Indo-European	loanword	layers

Within the Early Indo-European loanword layers, I include early stages of 
two separate donor lineages, which descend from Late Proto-Indo-Euro-
pean (LPIE): the Indo-Iranian lineage consisting of Early (EPIIr) > Middle 
(MPIIr) > Late Proto-Indo-Iranian (LPIIr) > Proto-Iranian (PIr), and the 
Northwest Indo-European lineage consisting of Archaic Indo-European 
(AIE) > Northwest Indo-European (NwIE). At the moment the number 
of convincing loanwords in the Early Proto-Indo-Iranian layer is about a 
dozen, and greater still in the Late Proto-Indo-Iranian and Proto-Iranian 
layers (Grünthal et al. 2022: Appendix 2 “Indo-Iranian loans in Uralic”). 
There are several dozen proposed Archaic and Northwest Indo-European 
loanwords, but their reassessment is still an ongoing process.
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2.1. Indo-European and Uralic

Since the generally accepted rejuvenation of Late Proto-Uralic (Kallio 
2006; J.  Häkkinen 2009), this stage is no longer contemporaneous with 
Late Proto-Indo-European. That does not disqualify the earliest pro-
posed Indo-European loanwords in Uralic, it only requires a new label for 
them. I use the label Archaic Indo-European as an umbrella term for the 
loanwords resembling LPIE with wide distribution in Uralic, and the la-
bel Northwest Indo-European for the (usually likewise LPIE resembling) 
loanwords, which have a western (Finno-Permic) distribution in Uralic 
and cognates mainly in the Northwest Indo-European branches. Most 
if not all of the Archaic Indo-European loanwords could probably be ex-
plained as borrowed from the ancestor of Northwest Indo-European.

Northwest Indo-European is not a proto-dialect in the same sense as 
Late Proto-Indo-Iranian, but rather a continuum of phonologically con-
servative Indo-European varieties roughly corresponding to the wide area 
of the Corded Ware Cultures. Northwest Indo-European branches (at least 
Balto-Slavic, Germanic, Celtic, and Italic) share quite a lot of words that 
lack cognates in more distant branches. Many such words also show pho-
nological or phonotactic features foreign to Late Proto-Indo-European 
and tend to denote local flora, fauna, and livelihoods, which points to-
wards a substrate origin from unknown ancient languages (Mallory  & 
Adams 2006: 78–79).

It has also been noted that while Anatolian, Indo-Iranian, and Greek 
must be assumed to have gone through some branch-specific sound chang-
es already during the 3rd millennium BCE, in the northwest, the phono-
logical distinctions occur only during the 2nd millennium BCE (Mal-
lory & Adams 2006: 103–104). Even the loanwords borrowed into Uralic 
branches seem to testify that distinguishably Balto-Slavic and Germanic 
phonological features appear later than the recognizable Indo-Iranian fea-
tures (Kallio 2009: 38–40; forthcoming).

In principle, both of these Early Indo-European donor lineages weigh 
heavily on locating Proto-Uralic. In practice, however, we suffer from lim-
itations in the resolution between the reconstruction stages and in the 
quality of the loanwords. These topics are considered in Subsections 2.3 
and 2.4.
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2.2. Changing views in the Uralic studies

During the late 20th century, in the Uralic studies there prevailed the so-
called Moderate Continuity Theory, in which the arrival of Finnic and 
Saami in the Baltic Sea Region was connected to the spread of the Typical 
Combed Ware ca. 4000 BCE, and (Late) Proto-Indo-European was seen 
as roughly contemporaneous with (Late) Proto-Uralic. In that framework, 
the Indo-Iranian loanword layers were seen as clearly later than Proto- 
Uralic (on the research history, see Aikio & Aikio 2001).

At the beginning of the current century, the accumulating evidence 
especially from Germanic loanwords led to a later dating for the phonolog-
ical divergence between Finnic and Saami (Koivulehto 2002; Aikio 2006; 
Kallio 2009; 2015a). At the same time, discontent towards the traditional 
Uralic taxonomic model also grew, i.e. the family tree in which Samoyedic 
was the first branch to split away (K. Häkkinen 1984; Salminen 1989; 2002; 
J. Häkkinen 2007).

It was also more pronouncedly emphasized that linguistic continuity 
could not be reliably tracked from archaeological continuity (Aikio & Aikio 
2001; Mallory 2001; J. Häkkinen 2010). The utter unreliability of the continu-
ity argument was finally revealed by gravely contradicting datings achieved 
by the very same method from the very same data, when Proto- Uralic was 
claimed to have been spoken in Finland already right after the Ice Age (on 
the history of this scientific debate in Finland, see Tirkkonen 2012).

Together all these factors led to a paradigm shift. When Samoyedic 
no longer had veto power to dismiss words from being Late Proto-Uralic, 
it was possible to consider even the Late Proto-Indo-Iranian loanwords 
as being borrowed into Late Proto-Uralic. Consequently, earlier datings 
were rejected and later datings around 2000 BCE were accepted for Late 
Proto-Uralic (Kallio 2006; J. Häkkinen 2009; Parpola 2012b). The level of 
phonology (enough regular cognates in the Uralic branches) subdued the 
level of distribution as the paramount dating criterion.

However, it has been recently demonstrated that distribution cannot be 
so easily overruled when the number of convincing loanwords in a layer 
is high enough. That is, when there appear to be more than a dozen Ear-
ly Proto-Indo-Iranian loanwords in Uralic and none of these has a cog-
nate in Samoyedic, it becomes highly improbable that all the words could 
have simply disappeared since Late Proto-Uralic (Grünthal et al. 2022: 10). 
At the same time, the stage where a shift occurs from regular cognates to 
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parallel borrowings appears to be much later, occurring only around the 
Proto-Iranian stage (Holopainen 2019: 343).

Neither of these arguments can be explained away or ignored. The reason 
for the apparently contradictory results must lie in the fundamental differ-
ence between the lexical and phonological levels. Therefore, based on the 
evidence from the Indo-Iranian loanword layers, I will construct a new mod-
el for the disintegration of Late Proto-Uralic, presented in Subsection 5.1.

2.3. Resolution of the donor lineages

By resolution I mean the density of successive distinguishable reconstruc-
tion stages in a donor lineage, seen in the loanwords through the Uralic 
filter. In a donor lineage, there might have occurred changes concern-
ing word-initial consonant clusters or voiced obstruents, but many such 
changes would remain invisible due to the restrictions caused by Uralic 
phonology and phonotactics: an initial cluster would have been substitut-
ed by a single consonant, and a voiced obstruent would have been substi-
tuted by a voiceless obstruent. Similarly, the presence of the Indo-Euro-
pean palatovelars and labiovelars in a donor lineage would be difficult to 
recognize reliably (Holopainen 2021).

For the taxonomy of Proto-Indo-European, I follow the well-argued 
consensus view, according to which Anatolian was the first branch to split 
away, followed by Tocharian (Jasanoff 2017; Ringe 2017). The remaining 
core is here called Late Proto-Indo-European (LPIE), following Antho-
ny & Ringe (2015: 201).

Concerning the disintegration of Late Proto-Indo-European, centumi-
zation and satemization are no longer considered clade-defining changes: 
the first occurred independently across different branches, and the second 
has spread secondarily (Ringe 2017). There are more exceptions to satemi-
zation in Balto-Slavic than in Indo-Iranian, which points to its secondary 
spread (Kim 2018: 1975). In the position after *s LPIE *ḱ was depalatalized 
to *k before satemization in Balto-Slavic (Matasović 2005: 148), showing 
that satemization was not the earliest Balto-Slavic sound change.

The ruki-rule in Indo-Iranian was triggered also by the secondary *i 
developing from an earlier syllabic laryngeal and the secondary *r from *l 
(Lubotsky 2018: 1881), so it was not among the earliest Indo-Iranian sound 
changes. Also, the results in Nuristani differ from those in Iranian and Indic 
(Hegedűs 2012). In Balto-Slavic the ruki-rule is regular only in Slavic, while 
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in Baltic it is more restricted (Kim 2018: 1976), and therefore it seems to have 
spread there only after the disintegration of Proto-Balto-Slavic. In Balto- 
Slavic the ruki-rule is also later than satemization (Matasović 2005: 148).

Interestingly, some Baltic loanwords in Finnic show the ruki reflex even 
though the modern East Baltic languages do not, e.g. LPFi *laiha ‘thin, slen-
der’ < MPFi *lajša ← dialectal Balto-Slavic *laišas ~ Lithuanian líesas ‘thin’ 
< *laisas (Kallio 2008: 267). Due to the secondary nature of this change, 
it is natural to assume that *laišas would represent some eastern Balto- 
Slavic dialect spoken closest to Indo-Iranian, while *laisas could represent 
a more central Balto-Slavic dialect (Proto-Latvo-Lithuanian?). There are 
possible traces of an even more diverse continuum of Balto- Slavic varieties 
than has been recognized thus far, based on recurring irregularities in the 
loanwords borrowed into the West Uralic branches (J. Häkkinen 2022).

Archaic Indo-European and Northwest Indo-European were still pho-
nologically very similar to Late Proto-Indo-European, at least as far as we 
can see through the Uralic filter. However, there seem to be no certain 
examples of preserved palatovelars in the loanwords borrowed into Uralic 
(Holopainen 2021: 199). This could point to post-Proto-Indo-European do-
nor languages, as the palatovelars either merged with the plain velars (in 
centum-dialects) or changed to palatalized affricates or sibilants (in satem-
dialects). As Germanic has gone through centumization and Balto-Slavic 
through satemization, there could be ancient loanwords from both types 
of dialects in Uralic. However, it is questionable whether we could distin-
guish even the centumized or satemized consonants from the Late Proto- 
Indo- European consonants through the Uralic filter:

1. LPIE *ḱ, *ǵ, and *ǵh could have been substituted by either U *k or U *ć, 
and LPIE *kw, *gw, and *gwh could have been substituted by U *k or *ku.

2. The centumized *k, *g, and *gh (< *ḱ, *ǵ, and *ǵh) would have been sub-
stituted by U *k, and the preserved *kw, *gw, and *gwh could have been 
substituted by U *k or *ku.

3. The satemized *ć, *ʒ́ , and *ʒ́ h would have been substituted by U *ć, and the 
*k, *g, and *gh (< *kw, *gw, and *gwh) would have been substituted by U *k.

Consequently, even if there were centumization- or satemization-related 
sound changes in an Indo-European donor language, we could not, in the 
absence of other branch-specific sound changes to guide our interpreta-
tion, reliably distinguish them from the Late Proto-Indo-European stage. 
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Moreover, even if there were loanwords from some early centum- or satem-
dialects adopted into Uralic, their accurate dating would still be practical-
ly impossible to determine: the centumization- and satemization- related 
sound changes could have occurred in different Indo-European branch-
es at different times, from right after the Late Proto-Indo-European stage 
(around or before 3000 BCE) to much later dates (around or after 2000 BCE).

Because this time span also includes the disintegration of Late Proto- 
Uralic, such a lack of resolution prevents us from estimating whether those 
kinds of loanwords were borrowed into Late Proto-Uralic or already into 
separate Uralic pre-dialects, and therefore their value for locating Proto- 
Uralic would be gravely diminished. Temporally relevant would be only 
those loanwords which have been borrowed from a datable reconstruction 
stage, and among those, spatially relevant would be only those loanwords 
which would immediately precede the dispersal of Late Proto-Uralic.

The chronological resolution is high only in the Indo-Iranian lineage 
(see Subsection 2.5), while in the Northwest Indo-European lineage the 
lack of distinguishable sound changes (visible through the Uralic filter) 
continues up to the 2nd millennium BCE, making that lineage practically 
worthless for locating Late Proto-Uralic (Figure 1; for the chronology, see 
Subsection 5.2).

Figure 1: Successive reconstruction stages are not always phonologically 
distinguishable; only those which are separated by a thin horizontal line 
are. In the Indo-Iranian lineage the resolution is highest, but between the 
Uralic and the Northwest Indo-European lineages it is difficult to date 
the loanwords precisely.
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At the moment, there is no reliable method to distinguish loanwords 
adopted into Late Proto-Uralic from loanwords adopted earlier or later, 
and consequently I am forced to dismiss the Northwest Indo-European 
lineage from this scrutiny.

2.4. Quality of loanwords

There are several dozen proposed loanwords which could be borrowed 
from Late Proto-Indo-European, Archaic Indo-European, or Northwest 
Indo-European (e.g., Koivulehto 1991; 2001), so the existence of such loan-
word layers does not suffer from the lack of quantity but from the possi-
ble lack of quality. There are recent critical assessments about the words 
with Uralic *š as the assumed substitute for the Indo-European laryngeals 
(Hyllested 2014), about the most widespread Indo-European loanwords in 
Uralic (Simon 2020), and about the words containing alleged Late Proto- 
Indo-European palatovelars (Holopainen 2021). Many of the assumed ear-
ly Indo-European loanwords have already been proven to be improbable, 
but there are still plenty of proposed loanwords waiting to be assessed 
more thoroughly.

We must bear in mind that even if some loanwords showed unexpected 
sound correspondences, it would not automatically make them false. Some 
phonological mismatches could be caused by phonological developments 
occurring already before Late Proto-Indo-European or Late Proto-Uralic, 
so they could reflect very ancient contacts. Other mismatches could re-
flect a lost dialect of some Indo-European branch or just an arbitrary and 
unexpected sporadic sound substitution. If there are multiple occurrenc-
es of such an unexpected sound correspondence (becoming a recurring 
irregularity), it becomes more probable that there is some real phenome-
non behind them. As an example, there are at least two occasions showing 
unexpected U  *ć reflecting LPIE/LPIIr  *s, which I here suggest possibly 
belong to the Late Proto-Indo-Iranian loanword layer:

U *poćǝ ‘penis’ > 
Saami *puoće̮  ~ Hungarian fasz (Sammallahti 1988: 548)
← LPIIr *pásas (> Sanskrit pásas-; Holopainen 2019: 185) < LPIE *péses 
‘penis’ (Mallory & Adams 2006: 183–184)
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U *moćkǝ- ‘wash’ > Finnic, Mordvin, Mari, Permic, Hungarian, Samoyedic 
(Sammallahti 1988: 538)

← LPIIr *mazg- (> Sanskrit májjati ‘sinks’) < LPIE *mesg- ‘dip under-
water, dive’ (Mallory  & Adams 2006: 403; Pokorny 2007: 2107); cf. 
Balto- Slavic *mazgo- ‘wash’ < *mosg- (Derksen 2015: 308)

Both of these words could represent the well-known *o-substitution for 
the Late Proto-Indo-Iranian *a (see Holopainen 2019: 49–50). The second 
word has earlier been considered a Proto-Indo-European loanword, but 
the Uralic *ć was problematic without any known further examples (Simon 
2020: 248). This word could also come from Balto-Slavic, but it is more 
probable that both of these words come from the same donor language, 
namely Late Proto-Indo-Iranian. There are also other loanwords in this 
layer for which a cognate is present in Samoyedic (see Subsection 2.6.2).

One possible explanation for the unexpected substitution with *ć is 
connected to the fact that Uralic *ć appears frequently in the Late Proto- 
Indo- Iranian loanwords as the substitute for *ć, *ʒ́ , and *ʒ́ h. Perhaps that 
sound was therefore associated with that particular donor language and 
hypercorrectly appeared even in some words where the donor language 
had plain *s? 

My original intention was to include in this scrutiny also loanwords 
from the Northwest Indo-European donor lineage, but after consulting 
with Luobbal Sámmol Sámmol Ánte (Aikio, personal communication), 
I concluded that a critical reassessment of the quality of these loanwords 
has only begun. Another reason for omitting these loanwords was the low 
resolution between the Uralic and the Northwest Indo-European donor 
lineages (see Subsection 2.3).

Moreover, the evidentiary value of Archaic Indo-European loanwords 
would in any case be weak. Even though Late Proto-Indo-European and 
Northwest Indo-European were spoken in Europe, the picture is com-
plicated by the location of Pre-Proto-Tocharian. This eastward expan-
sion is generally connected to the movement from the European steppe 
to South Siberia, where the Afanasyevo Culture was formed (Anthony & 
Ringe 2015: 209). As this movement is dated already to the 4th millennium 
BCE, the Archaic Indo-European spoken there could easily explain loan-
words into Early or Late Proto-Uralic, if these stages were spoken in South 
Siberia.
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Therefore, no decisive evidence could be gained from the Archaic Indo- 
European loanwords as long as we cannot reliably demonstrate that they 
belong to the Northwest Indo-European lineage instead of the Tocharian 
lineage, or at least demonstrate a temporal gap between the AIE and the 
NwIE loanword layers being so short that it would require also a regional 
vicinity and make it probable that they represent successive stages of the 
very same NwIE lineage.

2.5. Reconstruction stages of the Indo-Iranian lineage

The early part of the Indo-Iranian lineage is here divided into four re-
construction stages: Early (EPIIr), Middle (MPIIr), and Late Proto-Indo- 
Iranian (LPIIr), as well as Proto-Iranian (PIr). The following list contains 
mainly sound changes distinguishable through the Uralic filter, as seen 
in the Indo-Iranian loanwords borrowed into Uralic, so the list is not 
comprehensive. The sound changes are taken from Ollett (2014), Cantera 
(2017), and Lubotsky (2018):

1. Early Proto-Indo-Iranian:
1.1. Interconsonantal *h > *i
1.2. Brugmann’s Law: *o > *ō in open syllables
1.3. Laryngeal coloring: *e+h2 > *a+h2, *e+h3 > *o+h3
1.4. *l > *r

2. Middle Proto-Indo-Iranian:
2.1. Satemization: *ḱ, *ǵ, *ǵh > *ć, *ʒ́ , *ʒ́ h, while *kw, *gw, *gwh merge into 

*k, *g, *gh

2.2. The ruki-rule: *s > *š next to r, u, K, i (also the secondary *i and *r)
2.3. Palatalization of the velar stops before the remaining *e: *k, *g, *gh > 

*č, *ǯ, *ǯh

3. Late Proto-Indo-Iranian:
3.1. The merger of non-high vowels and syllabic nasals: *a, *e, *o, *m̥ , 

*n̥ > *a
3.2. The merger of remaining laryngeals into *H

4. PIr: The depalatalization of affricates *ć, *ʒ́ > *ts, *dz

Satemization is rather difficult to date. It must precede the stage 2.3, but 
it could also be somewhat earlier (but not the earliest; see Subsection 2.3). 
Even though the laryngeal coloring on an adjacent short *e (*e+h1 > *e+h1; 
*e+h2 > *a+h2; *e+h3 > *o+h3) occurred in every Indo-European branch and 
is therefore often considered already a Proto-Indo-European development 
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(Byrd 2018: 2063–2064), other instances leading to similar results are clear-
ly later. Greek shares with Armenian and probably Phrygian similar color-
ing of a word-initial laryngeal before a consonant (*h1C > *eC; *h2C > *aC; 
*h3C > *oC), but only in Greek do we see a similar change concerning the 
syllabic laryngeal and the word-final laryngeal (*h1 > *e; *h2 > *a; *h3 > *o; 
Beekes 2011: 146–153). These cases show that such colorings have occurred 
independently more than once, when the conditions (the coloring quality 
of the laryngeals) still remained.

Even the oldest type, the laryngeal coloring of short *e, could be later 
than Late Proto-Indo-European. It has been argued that in Indo-Iranian 
it seems to be younger than Brugmann’s Law (*o > *ō in open syllables; 
Lubotsky 1990; 2018: 1877). Ollett (2014) has shown that in Indo-Iranian 
the laryngeal coloring preceded the palatalization of the velar stops, but he 
could not decisively refute that Brugmann’s Law came first. According to 
Lubotsky (2018: 1877), the change of interconsonantal *H > *i must be even 
older than Brugmann’s Law in Indo-Iranian, at least in the final syllable.

Therefore, I place the laryngeal coloring within the Early Proto- Indo- 
Iranian stage. This leaves room for the option that also in the Northwest 
Indo-European lineage the laryngeal coloring could be partially a later 
phenomenon, which should be taken into consideration when assessing 
possible Archaic or Northwest Indo-European loanwords in Uralic. If we 
could stratify the convincing loanwords into pre- and post-coloring stages, 
the resolution in that donor lineage would increase.

Interestingly, among the loanwords into Uralic, there are no certain 
examples of the remaining *e with reflexes of the new palatalized affricates 
(*če-, *ǯe-, *ǯhe), so there might be a gap in the contacts during the Mid-
dle Proto-Indo-Iranian stage. However, there are also only three more or 
less convincing Early Proto-Indo-Iranian loanwords with *ke- in Uralic, 
so this gap could be only illusory, caused by the low number of loanwords 
beginning with these secondary MPIIr affricates in the first place. Another 
possible explanation is that the Late Proto-Indo-Iranian vowel merger oc-
curred very soon after the palatalization of velars.

Yet there is at least one possible loanword before the vowel merger: 
Late Proto-Finnic *herä- < PrePFi *šera- ‘wake up’ ← MPIIr *Hǯer- < LPIE 
*h₁ger- ‘awake’ (Holopainen 2019: 258). There are competing etymologies, 
and Uralic *š is not considered the most expected substitute (because 
Uralic also had a consonant *č), but there are parallel examples for the 
*š-substitution of an initial Indo-Iranian affricate: 
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West Uralic *šukta ‘swidden field’ 
← PIr *tsuxta ‘burned’ (Holopainen 2019: 264–265) 

LPFi *hadas < PrePFi *šatas ‘sprout, germ (of seed)’ 
← PIr *dzaHta-, verbal adjective from the root *dzanH- ‘be born, grow’ 
(could also be Germanic; Holopainen 2019: 257–258) 

Possibly U še̮rńa ‘gold’ 
← PIr *dzəranya- ‘gold’ (Holopainen 2019: 232–234; other initial sibi-
lants are possible for this Uralic word, see Subsection 2.5.2).

2.6. Connecting the Uralic and the Indo-Iranian reconstruction stages

2.6.1. Evidence from the lexical level

It has long been known that Samoyedic seems to be the lexical outlier 
within the Uralic language family. Samoyedic seemed to share the small-
est number of words with all the other branches, and this situation was 
modeled as a division between Finno-Ugric and Samoyedic, leading to the 
stratification into the earlier Proto-Uralic (cognate present in Samoyedic) 
vs. the later Proto-Finno-Ugric layer (no cognate present in Samoyedic) in 
vocabulary (Sammallahti 1988).

However, the lexical level alone cannot reliably testify to the disintegra-
tion of Late Proto-Uralic, because there are other possible explanations as 
to why some branches appear to share less or more inherited words with 
other branches than expected. Historical phonology is a more reliable level 
and leaves less room for different interpretations (J. Häkkinen 2012).

Nevertheless, concerning the Indo-Iranian loanwords, it seems re-
markable that in the Early Proto-Indo-Iranian loanword layer (14 words), 
there are no words with a cognate in Samoyedic (Grünthal et al. 2022: 
Appendix 2 “Indo-Iranian loans in Uralic”). It is statistically highly im-
probable that Samoyedic would have first borrowed and later lost all the 
Early Proto-Indo-Iranian loanwords. It seems necessary to assume that 
Samoyedic was already outside the contact zone during the earliest distin-
guishable Indo-Iranian contacts. However, Samoyedic surprisingly partic-
ipated in contacts during the Late Proto-Indo-Iranian loanword layer (see 
the following subsection).
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2.6.2. Evidence from the sound substitutions of loanwords

As was presented in Subsection 1.2, parallel borrowings are the strongest 
evidence against the uniform proto-language. This works also the other 
way around: the lack of parallel borrowings bears evidentiary value in the 
cases where we have several possible sound substitutions. It is well known 
that there were four possible substitutes for Late Proto-Indo-Iranian *a on 
the Uralic side: *a, *ä, *o, and *e̮  (Holopainen 2019: 49–50). No phonolog-
ical conditions have been found to explain the choice of the vowel – it ap-
pears to have been purely arbitrary (Holopainen 2019: 327–328). As LPIIr/
PIr *a is also very frequent in loanwords, it works perfectly as a diagnostic 
vowel. In the LPIIr layer we still see many loanwords which have a wide 
distribution and in which all the Uralic branches agree with the same vow-
el substitution – even Samoyedic, when there is a cognate:

U *pe̮ŋka ‘psychedelic mushroom’ > 
Mordvin *paŋgǝ̑  ~ Mari *poŋgǝ̑  ~ Mansi *pī̮ŋk  ~ Khanty *pāŋk  ~ 
Samoyedic *pe̮ŋkå (Aikio 2015: 59)
← LPIIr *b(h)anga- ‘narcotic plant’ > Middle Persian bang, mang ‘hen-
bane (Hyoscyamus niger)’ (Holopainen 2019: 186–188)

U *će̮ra, *će̮r|kǝ > 
Saami *ćuorē ‘light gray (of reindeer hair)’, *ćuorke̮-dē ‘gray (of human 
hair)’ ~ Samoyedic *si̮rå ‘snow’, *se̮r ‘white, ice’ (Aikio 2020: 125–126)
← LPIIr *ćar- (> Sanskrit śārá- ‘colored’) < LPIE *ḱer- ‘grayish blue/
green’ (Mallory & Adams 2006: 333; Pokorny 2007: 1547–1548 includes 
words like Armenian ‘snow’ and Slavic ‘hoarfrost’). New proposition; 
earlier loan etymologies have been discarded by Holopainen (2018: 
157–158; 2019: 231–232).

U *će̮ta ‘100’ > 
Saami *ćuotē ~ Finnic *sata ~ Mordvin *śadǝ̑ ~ Mari *šüδǝ ~ Permic 
*śo ~ Hungarian száz ~ Mansi *sī̮t ~ Khanty *sāt (Aikio 2015: 60)
← LPIIr *ćatá-m ‘100’ (Holopainen 2019: 242–244)

U *ke̮nta(w) ‘log, fallen tree’ > 
Saami *kuontɔ̄  ~ Finnic *kanto  ~ Mordvin *kandǝ̑  ~ Mansi *kī̮ntā  ~ 
Khanty *kānt (Aikio 2015: 59)
← LPIIr *skandhá- > Old Indic skándhas- ‘twig, branch’ (Holopainen 
2019: 120)
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U *tora- ‘fight’ > 
Saami *toarɔ̄ - ~ Finnic *tora- ~ ?Mordvin *t́ uŕǝ- ~ Samoyedic *tåro- 
(Aikio 2015: 62)
← LPIIr *tara- ‘overcome’ (Holopainen 2019: 282–285)

U *ćoma- ‘be starving, get tired’ > 
Mordvin *śumǝ̑- ~ Mari *šŭma- ~ Permic *śuma- ~ Hungarian szom- 
(Aikio 2015: 61)
← LPIIr *ćamH- ‘be extinguished, die out’ (Holopainen 2019: 213)

U *onća ‘part, share’ > 
Finnic *osa ~ PSa *oańćē ~ Mari *užaš ~ Hungarian ágyék ~ Mansi *ūńć 
(Aikio 2015: 61)
← LPIIr *Hanća- ‘share of a fortune, loot’ (Holopainen 2019: 170–171)

U *ora ‘awl’ > 
Saami *oarē ~ Finnic *ora ~ PMd *urǝ̑ ~ Hu ár (Aikio 2015: 61)
← LPIIr *Há̄rāH- ‘goad’ (Holopainen 2019: 163–164)

U *ćaδa- ‘rain’ > 
Finnic *sata- ~ Samoyedic *sårå- (Aikio 2015: 56)
← LPIIr *ćad- ‘fall’ (Holopainen 2019: 224)

It is highly improbable that of the four available substitutions for the Indo- 
Iranian *a, all separate and already distinct Uralic branches would have 
independently chosen the same one in every single loanword. Admittedly, 
only four of these nine words have cognates in Samoyedic, in which the 
original *a and *o cannot always be distinguished, but we can still distin-
guish from these sounds the original *e̮  and *ä. All four of these Samoyedic 
cognates agree with the rest of Uralic. Consequently, the evidence points 
to a borrowing situation preceding a wider regional dispersal of Uralic. 
There must have still existed a narrow Uralic speech community during 
the borrowing of these Late Proto-Indo-Iranian loanwords.

However, even though parallel borrowing from Indo-Iranian seems 
improbable, a possibility of borrowing from one Uralic pre-dialect to an-
other should also be considered. Nevertheless, the more words there are 
with a wide distribution and regular cognates, the more improbable it is 
that all of them could be due to intra-Uralic borrowing. These nine words 
cannot be dismissed by this explanation.
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During the slightly later Proto-Iranian loanword layer, separate re-
gional pre-dialects already existed. For Proto-Iranian *a, we find different 
substitutions in different branches, each of them usually having quite a 
narrow distribution:

U *ke̮rtańa ‘iron’ > Mari, Mordvin? 
Parallel borrowing U *kärta > Permic, Khanty?

← PIr *kártana- ‘a cut’ or PIr *kr̥tí- ‘dagger, knife’ (Holopainen 2019: 
121–125)

U *počaw ‘reindeer’ > Saami, Finnic?, Mari, Permic 
Parallel borrowing U *päčVw/γ > Mansi, Khanty

← PIr *patsuka ‘livestock’ (Holopainen 2019: 184–185, 196)

U *saŋka/*soŋka ‘old’ > Mari, Hungarian (ambiguous borrowing: both *a 
and *o are possible for Mari and Hungarian)

← PIr *sanaka ‘old’ (Holopainen 2019: 235)

U *s/še̮rńa ‘gold’ > Hungarian, Mansi, Khanty 
Possible parallel borrowing U *ć/še̮rńa > Mari 
Variant borrowing U *serńa > Mordvin

← PIr *dzŕ̥ Hnya- ~ *dzəranya- ‘gold’ (or even AIr/OIr *zaranya?) (Ho-
lopainen 2019: 232–234)

The last example does not represent PIr *a, but it also shows variation be-
tween different pre-dialects. In Mari, the Malmyž dialect (MariM) has best 
preserved the original *s, while in the other dialects the *s has coalesced 
into *š (Metsäranta 2020: 36). However, in Tscheremissisches Wörterbuch 
(Moisio  & Saarinen 2008) the closest dialect to Malmyž is marked as 
Ok (Bolshoy Kiĺmez), but it only has s in some of those words (and š in 
others), in which we find Malmyž s in the Mari Nyelvjárási Szótár (Beke 
1997–2001). It seems that the Malmyž dialect in the latter dictionary has 
best preserved the original *s, and the Bolshoy Kiĺmez dialect in the first 
dictionary second best.

In Beke’s dictionary, we find Malmyž soŋgo ‘old’ (page 2449) and 
Malmyž šörtńö ‘gold’ (page 2492), the latter pointing towards either the 
original *ć or *š, being in any case an unexpected reflex. As *s and *š have 
coalesced in all the East Uralic branches, theoretically we could derive also 
them from U *še̮rńa. In Subsection 2.5, other examples showing U *š as the 
substitute for the Indo-Iranian initial affricates were considered.
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2.6.3. Evidence from sound changes in different branches

The first sound changes appeared at the macro-branch level, although it 
must be noted that it was no longer a question of a uniform language but 
instead shared innovations between already regionally separate yet adja-
cent pre-dialects of the Uralic speech community. Especially diagnostic 
are the East Uralic sibilant changes shared by Hungarian, Mansi, Khanty, 
and Samoyedic (drafted in J. Häkkinen 2007: 71–73; reply to recent critique 
in J. Häkkinen 2023):

1. U *s and *š merge into *š
2. U *š > *ʟ (voiceless lateral fricative) or *ϑ (voiceless dental spirant)
3. U *ć > *s

This chain of three subsequent changes in a certain order makes it practi-
cally impossible to assume independent development in different branches 
or later spreading from one branch to another. These changes must have 
occurred in a narrow area within a short time span (for wider argumen-
tation, see J. Häkkinen 2023). Based on the previous subsection, the par-
ticipants were already neighboring pre-dialects when these sound changes 
occurred, because the loanwords showing different substitutions between 
branches have also gone through the East Uralic sound changes. Two ex-
amples seen already in the previous subsection are the following:

U *saŋka/*soŋka ‘old’ > EU *ʟaŋka/*ʟoŋka > 
Hungarian agg ‘old’

U *s/še̮rńa ‘gold’ > EU *ʟe̮rńa > 
Hungarian arany ‘gold’  ~ Mansi *tarǝń ‘copper’  ~ Khanty *ʟarńǝ 
‘copper’.

Similarly, the westernmost branches Saami, Finnic, and Mordvin seem to 
share some sound changes. However, the current evidence points also here 
to shared innovations between already regionally separate but still adja-
cent centers or pre-dialects. First, the merger of *δ́  into *δ intervocalically 
was possibly shared also by Mari, although it is also possible that the devel-
opment of the two spirants in Mari differed from each other (Metsäranta 
2020: 39). Uralic *e̮  usually yields Mari *ü, but sometimes it behaves like *a, 
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which changed into Late Proto-Mari *o regularly before velar consonants 
and occasionally in some other environments (Metsäranta 2020: 81, 314). 
However, as also Uralic *o has been preserved in Mari before the velar na-
sal, there the change could have been directly *e̮  > *o.

Even the three westernmost branches do not fully agree on the devel-
opment of Uralic *e̮: even though they share the changes *aj–ǝ > *i̮ j–ǝ and 
*e̮-a > *a–a (in Finnic *e̮  and the *a have totally merged), only Saami and 
Mordvin seem to share a later merger of *a–ǝ into *o–a (Aikio 2015: 39). 
However, it is to be expected that also pairwise changes appeared. Similar-
ly, showing different pairwise distributions, Finnic shares with Mordvin 
the merger of the word-final *m into *n, and Finnic shares with Saami cer-
tain developments concerning round vowels in the second syllable (Kuok-
kala 2018).

Here is one example from the previous subsection showing that the West 
Uralic changes were later than the Late Proto-Indo-Iranian loanwords:

U *će̮ta ‘100’ > WU *ćata > 
Saami *ćuotē ~ Finnic *sata ~ Mordvin *śadǝ̑

It is also possible that some loanwords with Proto-Iranian *a were origi-
nally substituted by Uralic *e̮, which then changed into West Uralic *a, but 
we cannot know for certain, because at that stage there probably were no 
longer loanwords having regular cognates both in the western and other 
Uralic branches:

(U *we̮sa ‘calf ’ >) WU *vasa > 
Finnic *vasa ~ Mordvin *vaz
← Iranian *wasá ‘calf ’ (Holopainen 2019: 300–301)

There are also later Iranian loanwords borrowed even after some of the 
branch-specific sound changes, and often also the Iranian original is clear-
ly younger and easy to distinguish from the Proto-Iranian word. Here I 
give only few examples:

Samoyedic *pu/ilǝ ‘bridge’ 
← Middle Iranian *puhl ‘bridge’ < LPIIr/PIr *pr̥tu- (Holopainen 2019: 
195). If this word was borrowed before the Samoyedic sound changes, it 
would have been **puj in Late Proto-Samoyedic.
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Mansi *širγV ‘sword’ 
← Iranian (Alanic) *cirγ ‘sword’ < PIr *tiγra- (Holopainen 2019: 259). 
Late Proto-Uralic *i  >  *ä in Mansi, so this borrowing is clearly later 
than the Mansi vowel changes. The initial consonant cannot reflect the 
Proto-Iranian stage.

Permic *das ‘10’ 
←  Iranian *das ‘10’ <  PIr *daca- (Holopainen 2019: 379). Late Proto- 
Uralic *a  >  *u in Permic, so this borrowing is clearly later than the 
Permic vowel changes. Also, Permic *s cannot reflect Proto-Iranian *c.

All the evidence presented in the preceding subsections will be considered 
when I set forth a new model for the disintegration of Late Proto-Uralic in 
Subsection 5.1. Consequences for the location of Late Proto-Uralic will be 
considered in Subsection 5.3.

3.	 Paleolinguistic	arguments

Due to the tightened criteria, this section contains only few items. For ex-
ample, the words for ‘bee’, ‘honey’, and ‘oak’ do not have cognates in the 
easternmost branches, while the words for ‘fir’ and ‘larch’ cannot be re-
constructed for Late Proto-Uralic due to sound correspondences that are 
too irregular.

3.1. Uralic *se̮ksa ‘Siberian pine’

For a long time, tree names have been used to locate the Proto-Uralic 
homeland. Many trees are too widespread to be diagnostic (birch, pine, 
spruce, willow, alder, rowan, bird cherry), but there are two groups of trees 
spreading in opposite directions and meeting in the Volga-Ural Region: 
the western deciduous trees (oak, elm, maple, linden, hazel, ash) and the 
eastern coniferous trees (Siberian pine, fir, larch). Consequently, neither 
of these tree groups could disqualify the Volga-Ural homeland, but the 
western trees could disqualify the more distant Siberian homeland, and 
the eastern trees could disqualify the Upper Volga and the more western 
homelands, if their names could be reconstructed for Late Proto-Uralic. 
At the present, there is only one name for an eastern tree that fulfills the 
required criteria:
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U *se̮ksa ‘Siberian pine (Pinus sibirica, earlier Pinus cembra sibirica)’ > 
Permic *sus ‘Siberian pine; juniper (in Udmurt)’ ~ Mansi *tī̮t ‘Siberian 
pine’ ~ Khanty *ʟī̮γǝʟ ‘Siberian pine’ ~ Samoyedic *ti̮tåjŋ ‘Siberian pine’ 
(UEW: 445; Aikio 2015: 60).

Even though there are no cognates in the westernmost branches, the regu-
lar sound correspondences point to a very old word. The distribution of the 
Siberian pine (AgroAtlas: Pinus sibirica) excludes Europe except for the 
north-easternmost part north from the Upper Kama Region, but it also 
excludes the southern half of West Siberia. While the pollen samples were 
earlier often dated by stratigraphy, now there are an increasing number of 
radiocarbon datings available. According to the new results, the Siberian 
pine appeared in the Upper Kama Region only ca. 1300 BCE (Lapteva et al. 
2017: 330), so this piece of evidence narrows the Late Proto-Uralic home-
land down to the Central Ural Region or the northern half of West Siberia.

3.2. Uralic *će̮lǝ ‘elm’

The following is the name for a western tree with the widest Uralic 
distribution:

U *će̮lǝ ‘elm (Ulmus)’ > 
Mordvin *śäĺ ǝŋ́ ‘elm’ ~ Mari *šolǝ ‘elm’ ~ Hungarian szil ‘elm’ (UEW: 
458–459; Aikio 2014: 67). 
New possible cognate: Mansi *sī̮lt ‘linden bast’ > TY TCh sāĺ t́ , KL sāĺ t, 
KM KU Pe VN VS VNZ LM sē̮ ĺ t, LL se̮ĺ t ‘linden bast’ (Kannisto 2013: 
748a), LU So sālt ‘willow bast?’ (in compound words only; Kannisto 
2013: 741b).

Aikio omits the otherwise regular Finnic cognate *salaga ‘crack willow 
(Salix fragilis) etc.’ as a Germanic loanword. The Finnic *jalaga ‘elm’ would 
be an otherwise suitable cognate, but here the problem is the lack of fur-
ther examples of the required irregular change *ć > **j. On the other hand, 
I have recently proposed a possible Para-Slavic etymology for the Mordvin 
word and the Finnic word *halaga ‘bay willow (Salix pentandra)’, speculat-
ing on the possibility of including also the Finnic *jalaga and *salaga there 
(J. Häkkinen 2022: 132–133).
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The Mordvin *ä is unexpected but explainable, as Aikio (2020: 48–49) 
presents a parallel case for the change U *e̮  > Mordvin *a > *ä next to *ć: 
U *e̮ćǝ- ‘set’ > Mordvin *aśǝm > *äśǝm. The Hungarian and Mansi words 
can be regularly derived from U *će̮lǝ, but the final *-t in Mansi should be 
explained as a secondary element. However, such unexplained extra ele-
ments are occasionally seen at the end of Uralic nouns and verbs in Mansi 
(cf. Aikio 2020: 6–8: *āĺ āt, *-ūjt-; 11: *ūlǝć). In the Mansi varieties the pal-
atalized *ĺ  is more common than the expected *l, but this does not appear 
to be a big problem.

In Mari, *e̮  > *ü is the most frequent outcome, although *e̮  > *o is com-
mon in front of velar consonants (Metsäranta 2020: 80–81), and it occurs 
occasionally also in other environments: U  *δ́ e̮mə ‘bird cherry’  > Mari 
*ĺ om-bə  | U  *e̮ppə ‘father-in-law’  > Mari *owə  | U  *le̮mpə ‘pond, bog’  > 
Mari *lo/åp ‘hollow, lowland’ (Metsäranta 2020: 314–315). Therefore, the 
cognates of Mordvin, Mari, Hungarian, and Mansi can all be derived from 
the common proto-form.

The different meaning of the proposed Mansi cognate requires some 
attention. First, names for trees do not necessarily follow our modern logic 
of biological taxonomy, instead they can be motivated by the function of 
a tree. Bast was taken from both linden and elm, and the Finnish words 
pärnä/pernä and kynneppää can refer to both trees; the former word can 
also mean ‘bast’ (Vilppula 1984: 196–198; SSA 2: pärnä). Furthermore, 
lehmus ‘linden’ can mean ‘soft wood’ and niini ‘bast’ can mean ‘linden’ in 
some Finnic varieties (SSA 2: lehmus, niini). These words seem adequate 
parallel cases to justify the semantic shift ‘elm’ > ‘bast’ for the Mansi word.

Second, a semantic shift is to be expected when a language has spread 
outside the natural habitat of the tree. Mansi is presently spoken in North-
west Siberia, an area to which the elm subspecies have never spread; the 
easternmost extension ends in the Central Ural Region (AgroAtlas: Ulmus 
glabra, Ulmus laevis), and even to the south from the current Mansi region 
around Chelyabinsk only sporadic pollen finds appear (Lapteva & Korona 
2012: 329).

Linden, on the other hand, has spread to Siberia beyond the Central 
Ural Region, advancing by the present time well past the Irtysh–Tobol 
confluence (AgroAtlas: Tilia cordata), although its presence has remained 
marginal there (less than 1% of the pollen sum; Volkova et al. 2016: 309). 
Linden is the primary bast tree in the Southern Mansi region. In the region 
of the Northern Mansi varieties along the rivers Sosva and Lozva even 
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linden is not present, so the meaning there has again shifted to ‘willow 
bast’. On the European side of the Urals, the elm arrived in the Middle 
Kama Region from the southwest already ca. 5000 BCE (Shumilovskikh 
et al. 2020: 533).

Concerning the names for ‘Siberian pine’ and ‘elm’, they both cover 
only part of the Uralic branches. Naturally, languages tend to lose words 
when they are no longer needed (semantic shift is, of course, another op-
tion). Therefore, we would not even expect to find names for eastern trees 
in the westernmost languages or names for western trees in the eastern-
most languages. Consequently, the loss of the word for (or at least the 
meaning) ‘elm’ in Mansi, Khanty, and Samoyedic is quite as expected as 
the loss of the word for ‘Siberian pine’ in Finnic, Saami, and Mordvin. 
Such tree names have the best possible excuse for their disappearance from 
languages, compared to words from any other semantic category.

Against this background, a regular cognate for U *će̮lǝ ‘elm’ in Hungar-
ian and Mansi – the latter showing a credible semantic shift – justifies the 
Finno-Ugric status for the word. Admittedly, Samoyedic seems to be the 
first Uralic branch to form a regionally separate center, but the associative 
arguments (see Subsection 5.3) still require the presence of Samoyedic in 
the immediate vicinity of Finno-Ugric for a long time. Consequently, the 
name for ‘elm’ would exclude Siberia as a whole from the possible regions 
for the Late Proto-Uralic homeland. On the other hand, if we omitted both 
words due to a lack of cognates in the other end of the language family, we 
would no longer have any diagnostic tree names left in Late Proto-Uralic.

Interestingly, the eastern trees have different evidentiary value in the 
cases of the European vs. the Siberian homeland, because these trees orig-
inate in Siberia. Considering the Siberian homeland, names for the eastern 
trees could have appeared in the language already much earlier than at the 
actual Late Proto-Uralic stage. This in turn would lead to a paradoxical 
conclusion that it would no longer be necessary to locate Late Proto-Uralic 
in Siberia – it would be enough to locate the very distant Pre-Proto-Uralic 
there. Considering the European homeland in the Volga-Ural Region, the 
names for both the western and the eastern trees could not have been ac-
quired before the trees themselves spread to easternmost Europe from the 
opposite directions. Therefore, in the Volga-Ural homeland the appear-
ance of the tree names would probably be closer to the actual Late Pro-
to-Uralic stage.
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3.3. Uralic *wVć(k)V ‘metal’

This word is highly diverse in Uralic, and no single reconstruction has 
convincing cognates with wide enough distribution. Therefore, the disper-
sal of the word has recently been considered later than Late Proto-Ural-
ic (Aikio 2015: 42–43). Grünthal et al. (2022: supplementary file: 12) have 
tried to defend a more suitable reconstruction for the Samoyedic cognate, 
*wäsä, by assuming that the Nganasan cognate is irregular, but even if 
we accepted LPSy *wäsä instead of *wäsa, there would be no certain cog-
nates with *ä elsewhere: Saami *veaškē would regularly come from Uralic 
*wećka, and even though it might also come from *wäćka, also *waćka 
could be possible due to sporadic palatalization *a > *e caused by the adja-
cent *ć. The Finnic *vaski could come from both Uralic *waćkǝ or *wäćka.

Mordvin and Hungarian rather point to *a in the first syllable, but 
Mari and Khanty even point to a secondary *a not corresponding to the 
Uralic *a. In Permic and Mansi the word only appears as the latter part 
of a compound word and has therefore been badly eroded, although *e 
seems a possible original vowel there (J. Häkkinen 2023). In conclusion, 
the word cannot be reliably reconstructed for Late Proto-Uralic. Even if it 
were a Late Proto-Uralic word, its locational value would be weak, because 
the reconstructed meaning appears to be ‘metal’ in general, and copper 
was used widely in Northern Eurasia already several millennia before Late 
Proto-Uralic.

4.	 Other	arguments

4.1. Lack of loanwords from certain languages

Nichols (2021: 355) and Grünthal et al. (2022:  8) write that the lack of 
Para- Baltic loanwords from the Fatyanovo Culture would testify against 
a homeland in the Volga-Ural Region. However, there are several reasons 
why such an argument is not valid.

First, we do not know for certain which language lineages were spo-
ken within the Fatyanovo Culture. Even the Indo-Iranian lineage might 
have come from the Fatyanovo sphere: at least the Sintashta population 
was very similar to the Corded Ware populations both at the autosomal 
level (Saag et al. 2021: 5) and at the Y-chromosomal level (Underhill et al. 
2014: 3, 5; Saag et al. 2021: 3).
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Second, even though the Northwest Indo-European lineage was prob-
ably spoken (also) within the Fatyanovo Culture, it remained phonolog-
ically archaic up to the 2nd millennium BCE (see Subsection 2.3), so it 
is anachronistic to require Para-Baltic loanwords at the 3rd millennium 
BCE. Instead, there are plenty of proposed Archaic and Northwest Indo- 
European loanwords which can be connected to that cultural context, al-
though at the moment we cannot stratify them reliably.

Third, the lack of loanwords is not a valid argument, because there is no 
universal law which would compel adjacent languages to borrow certain 
words (or any words at all) from each other. Borrowing a word is a com-
plex sociolinguistic situation – it is not an automatic consequence of two 
languages spoken close to each other. Sometimes words get borrowed very 
easily, sometimes not.

Fourth, even if there originally were loanwords, there is a possibility 
that the speakers in the contact zone shifted their language to another, 
thus losing such loanwords along with their whole language. The Middle 
Volga was an especially complex area, where at many times several over-
lapping cultures coexisted (Carpelan & Parpola 2001: 86–89). The situation 
was not necessarily as simple as the Uralic speakers borrowing loanwords 
from all of their neighbors and then that language expanding westwards, 
but there could have occurred language shifts back and forth, following 
several different cultural influences in different directions. To complicate 
the situation even more, there are also traces of Paleo-North European 
languages in the region (J. Häkkinen 2009: 47–49; Aikio 2015: 43–47; Zhiv-
lov 2015), so the closest neighbor of the Uralic speech community in the 
west was not necessarily an Indo-European language.

Consequently, even though the Fatyanovo Culture belonged to the 
Corded Ware Cultures, we should not assume that there was only one lan-
guage present within its whole wide region. Balto-Slavic was only one of 
possibly several languages spoken in the region, and it becomes recogniza-
ble only during the 2nd millennium BCE (Häkkinen 2022: 138–141; Kallio, 
forthcoming).

Another related argument can be seen in Grünthal et al. (2022: supple-
mentary file, page 13), where the authors write that because the only metal 
name in Proto-Uralic meant only ‘metal’ in general, this could be seen as 
an argument against the homeland close to the rich metallurgical center 
in the Southern Urals. However, the authors ignore the fact that there were 
metallurgical centers also near the assumed Siberian homeland candidates 
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and that there were Indo-Europeans also in South Siberia already since 
3300 BCE within the Afanasyevo Culture (which knew bronze metallurgy 
and even meteoritic iron; see Koryakova & Epimakhov 2006: 188–189). If 
the Late Proto-Uralic homeland was anywhere near there, should we not 
expect (Indo-European) metal names borrowed into Uralic also there? Of 
course, such expectations are in any case unfounded, as argued above.

Moreover, metal names are mainly temporal arguments, and they 
would have value for locating the Proto-Uralic homeland only if a word 
could be shown to have been borrowed from a certain locatable language 
already into Late Proto-Uralic. However, there are no metal names fulfill-
ing these criteria (see Subsection 3.3). I have recently proposed an Indo-Ira-
nian origin for the first part of a Mansi–Permic compound metal name, 
but it is in any case post-Proto-Uralic (J. Häkkinen 2023).

4.2. The taxonomic argument

The taxonomic argument is based on the deepest division within a lan-
guage family. However, it is easy to find counterexamples like the Turkic, 
Indo-Iranian, or Celtic homelands, which are not located in the region 
where the deepest division is nowadays observed  – not even within the 
present distribution of these branches (Kallio 2015b: 84). This argument 
could only work in cases in which the homeland falls within the present 
region of the language family – and not necessarily even always when that 
condition is fulfilled. Consequently, as this argument requires that we al-
ready know where the homeland is before we can apply it reliably, it is 
practically redundant.

Furthermore, the views on the taxonomic structure of the Uralic lan-
guage family have been notoriously diverse: there are many different re-
sults based on many different pieces of evidence. However, sharing of the 
inherited lexicon, not to speak of only a short list of selected items (like 
numerals) thereof, cannot be considered a reliable datum, because there 
are possible distorting processes leading to either increased or decreased 
lexical sharing between branches (J. Häkkinen 2012). Therefore, the pho-
nological level should always be taken as the starting point, although the 
lexical level cannot be totally dismissed, as will be shown with the new 
model for the disintegration of Proto-Uralic (Subsection 5.1).

Related to the taxonomic argument, Saarikivi (2022: 57) writes that the 
Ugric group is more diverse than other Uralic groups, and therefore the 
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Uralic homeland could be located close to the homelands of Hungarian, 
Mansi, and Khanty. However, Ugric is not necessarily a taxonomic branch 
but instead a unit of areal convergence between the three branches. Even 
if it were a true branch, its greater diversity could not be interpreted as ev-
idence about its greater temporal depth, because the structure and depth 
of a branch are purely stochastic. The variables are: (1) How long after the 
proto-language did the branch-specific sound changes occur? (2)  How 
many consecutive divisions occurred within the branch? (3) How many 
of these sub-branches survived, without being leveled by closely related 
dialects or replaced by other languages?

There are several possible results from these variables. It is very well 
possible that most of the branches within a language family descended 
from a single recent macro-branch; and it is also possible that a single 
branch would have greater temporal depth within a language family than 
a macro-branch with several sub-branches. How it really was, cannot be 
deduced straightforwardly from the taxonomic structure of the language 
family – width cannot testify for depth.

Saarikivi (2022:  57) is probably correct when he writes, “If there is 
such a thing as Proto-Ugric, it is, without doubt, even older than Proto- 
Samoyedic.” This means that the disintegration of Proto-Ugric (if it was a 
branch) would be older than the disintegration of Late Proto-Samoyedic. 
Yet this branch-internal disintegration does not necessarily correlate with 
the external (family-wide) disintegration, for the reasons stated above.

4.3. Distances and tendencies

It has been argued that the Volga homeland is improbable, because it 
would require a movement over a huge distance to the region of Late Proto- 
Samoyedic (Grünthal et al. 2022:  8). Nevertheless, the known regional 
distribution of the Uralic branches is what it is, and no matter where the 
homeland was, some branch has had a greater distance to traverse than 
some other branch. We could equally well use this argument against the 
homeland in South Siberia, claiming it implausible that Samoyedic has not 
moved at all, while the Saami branch has moved over a huge distance. If 
anything, the distance argument could only be seen to support a some-
what central homeland, where the total distance for any single branch is 
not extremely long  – that would be somewhere around the Volga-Ural 
Region.
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It has also been argued that the general direction of movements in Eur-
asia has been from the east to the west (Grünthal et al. 2022: 8). However, 
it is easy to find counterexamples, like the spread of Pre-Proto-Tocharian 
and Indo-Iranian. A tendency is not a law, and therefore its evidentiary 
value is weak.

Quite similar is an argument based on language sinks: such regions 
would pull languages rather than push them, and as a language sink, the 
Middle Volga Region would be an improbable homeland (Grünthal et 
al. 2022: 8). Still, a proposed Uralic homeland in the Minusinsk Basin in 
South Siberia is also a language sink (Nichols & Rhodes 2018: 8). Again, 
this is merely a tendency, not a law.

Moreover, at least in the archaeological data it is well known that the 
region of the Upper–Middle Volga has for a long time been an expansion 
center (Carpelan  & Parpola 2001: 79–83). Certainly there were also lan-
guages connected to these consecutive cultural expansions, but all those 
earlier languages later disappeared under the Uralic expansion. Even 
though the earlier languages have not survived, we should not ignore their 
earlier existence: by constructing tendencies based only on the very few 
surviving language families, we cannot reach the complex reality of the 
past.

4.4. Lack of a non-Uralic substrate

This could be a potentially illuminating argument, but at the present state 
of the art, we know too little about the lost languages, their distribution, 
and how to even trace them properly. This criterion also works in one di-
rection only: the presence of a non-Uralic substrate in a language can tes-
tify that there is no continuity from Late Proto-Uralic in that particular 
region, but the absence of a visible non-Uralic substrate cannot testify reli-
ably that Late Proto-Uralic was spoken in that region.

Moreover, this criterion could only work for language families within 
which some extant branch has remained in the original location of the 
homeland, but in order to be able to fulfill that demand, we should already 
know where the original homeland was. Consequently, this argument is 
redundant.
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5. Late Proto-Uralic – when and where?

After all the relevant arguments and pieces of evidence have been con-
sidered, it is a time for a conclusion. As byproducts, a new model of dis-
integration and taxonomy will be proposed for the Uralic language fam-
ily (Subsection 5.1), followed by the most resolute possible dating for the 
Uralic reconstruction stages (Subsection 5.2). Next, the Late Proto-Uralic 
homeland will be located (Subsection 5.3). Finally, the rules for connecting 
the linguistic results to the archaeological results will be briefly discussed 
(Subsection 5.4) and possible counterparts for the Uralic reconstruction 
stages will be proposed (Subsection 5.5).

5.1. The disintegration of Proto-Uralic

The disintegration of Proto-Uralic is connected to both the dating and the 
locating of the proto-language. Linguists who have touched on the Uralic 
homeland problem (myself included), have not always been able to properly 
distinguish between different levels of testimony: evidence from the lexical 
level, from the level of sound substitution of loanwords, and from the level 
of sound changes. This has sometimes led to favoring one level of evidence 
over another in order to solve an apparently contradictory picture. In the 
present critical examination I aim to remedy this problem, and to develop 
a model which not only allows us to be aware of and distinguish between 
all the levels of linguistic evidence, but also to use them together to “trian-
gulate” for the most accurate chronological reconstruction possible.

In Section 2 some seemingly contradicting results from the Indo-Irani-
an loanword layers were presented:

1. There are no certain Indo-Iranian loanwords in Late Proto-Uralic.
2. Based on the lexical level, Samoyedic was already outside the Indo-Ira-

nian contact zone during the Early Proto-Indo-Iranian loanword layer.
3. Based on the sound substitutions, Samoyedic borrowed loanwords to-

gether with the other Uralic branches and even agreed with their sound 
substitutions during the Late Proto-Indo-Iranian loanword layer.

4. Based on the sound substitutions, different Uralic branches show par-
allel borrowings from the Proto-Iranian loanword layer onward.

5. Based on the (macro-)branch-specific sound changes, the phonological 
developments began only after all the previous stages.
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A new model of disintegration is needed to take all this evidence into con-
sideration. I propose the following alternative labels for these five recon-
struction stages:

U1 = LPU (Late Proto-Uralic) = uniform proto-language
U2 = AU (Ancient Uralic) = reorientating proto-language
U3 = BU (Bicentric Uralic) = bicentric proto-language
U4 = CU (Common Uralic) = substitutionally separated pre-dialects
U5 = DU (Diverging Uralic) = phonologically separated proto-dialects

It is a matter of personal taste whether one favors numerical or alphabet-
ical labels. It is also debatable whether the first three stages could perhaps 
be included within the concept of Proto-Uralic, but I find it most clarifying 
to give every stage its own label. The label Common Uralic was used by 
Grünthal et al. (2022), but the other labels after the stage U1 are new. Figure 
2 illustrates the disintegration of Proto-Uralic.

Centers are part of the same speech community, although regional-
ly separated. Pre-dialects are regionally separated and show independent 
sound substitutions. Proto-dialects are regionally separated, show inde-
pendent sound substitutions, and show (macro-)branch-specific sound 
changes. The next stage would be the branch-specific protolanguages, di-
vided into early, middle, and late proto-stages, if necessary.

Familiarity with family-tree modeling might prevent us from pursu-
ing or comprehending such a model, because in a line-drawn family tree, 
one trunk abruptly divides into two branches. However, linguistic reality 
is rarely so simple. A more adaptable illustration for the more complex 
process of disintegration is a “family funnel”, which allows us to stratify 
features alternating between wide and narrow distribution (Figure 3).

Naturally, later contact phenomena and convergence by chance (like 
erosion or loss of vowels in unstressed syllables) can occur between 
branches. Here the focus is only on features so ancient that they have had 
an impact on views about the taxonomic model of the Uralic language 
family. An abrupt disintegration means that one branch has immediate-
ly moved further from others, and a rigid disintegration means that no 
shared isoglosses appear between branches after the initial division. Based 
on the evidence from the Indo-Iranian loanword layers, the disintegration 
of Late Proto-Uralic was neither abrupt nor rigid.
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Figure 2: Disintegration of Proto-Uralic: five successive reconstruction 
stages based on the evidence from the Indo-Iranian loanword layers

Figure 3: The family funnel illustrates non-abrupt, non-rigid disintegra-
tion of a proto-language. Isoglosses (oval discs) may contain information 
from different levels of language: lexicon, sound substitutions, and sound 
changes.
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5.2. Indo-Iranian evidence for dating Late Proto-Uralic

The absolute chronology of Indo-Iranian is quite firm in the later end, an-
chored by the following pieces of evidence, from the latest to the earliest:

1. The first Indic and Iranian writings appear at the mid-first millennium 
BCE, and they already show many branch-specific sound changes.

2. The Indic language of the R̥gveda is considerably more archaic than 
Classical Sanskrit, even though the written attestations are not earlier, 
and thus the oral formation of the R̥gveda has been dated already to 
the end of the 2nd millennium BCE (Cardona 2017). The same goes 
with the Iranian Old Avestan language as compared to the Younger 
Avestan language (Skjærvø 2017). Both of these more archaic varieties 
were transmitted in liturgical contexts for a long time before they were 
written down, while at the same time colloquial Indic and Iranian va-
rieties went through more phonological changes.

3. Indic words in the Mitanni and Hittite writings from ca. 1400 BCE are 
even more archaic than Vedic Sanskrit, close to Proto-Indic (Witzel 
2001: 49).

4. The chariot vocabulary shared by Indic and Iranian and certain ritu-
alistic features described in the R̥gveda and Avesta are best matched by 
the archaeological remains of the Sintashta Culture in the Southern 
Urals ca. 2100–1800 BCE (Anthony 2007: 408–411). Late Proto- Indo- 
Iranian can therefore be dated and located there.

5. Beyond that, the dating becomes more imprecise. Disintegration of 
Late Proto-Indo-European is dated to the late 4th millennium BCE 
(Anthony & Ringe 2015), but the Indo-Iranian sound changes probably 
began to occur only during the latter half of the 3rd millennium BCE.

The datings of these Indo-Iranian stages can be transferred to the Uralic 
side through the disintegration model based on Indo-Iranian loanword 
layers (Table 1).
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Table 1: Uralic reconstruction stages and their approximate dating trans-
ferred from the Indo-Iranian chronology through the loanword layers
Indo-Iranian 
stage

Dating and 
Uralic stage

Disintegration of Proto-Uralic

Archaic 
Indo- European

~2800 BCE
U0 = EPU

Early Proto-Uralic

Archaic 
Indo- European

~2500 BCE
U1 = LPU

Late Proto-Uralic

Early Proto-
Indo- Iranian

~2300 BCE
U2 = AU

Finno-Ugric Samoyedic

Late Proto- 
Indo-Iranian

~2000 BCE
U3 = BU

Finno-Ugric Samoyedic

Proto- Iranian/
Indic

~1800 BCE
U4 = CU

P r e - d i a l e c t s

Archaic 
Iranian/Indic

~1500 BCE
U5 = DU

West Uralic East Uralic

Archaic 
Iranian/Indic

~1200 BCE Saami, 
Finnic, 
Mordvin

Mari, 
Per-
mic

Hungarian, 
Mansi, 
Khanty

Samoyedic

5.3. Evidence for locating Late Proto-Uralic

For locating purposes, the earlier stages of the Indo-Iranian lineage car-
ry the most weight, being closer in time to Late Proto-Uralic. Based on 
the connection between the chariot-related vocabulary and the ceremo-
nial practices described in the R̥gveda and Avesta on the one hand, and 
the archaeological remains of chariots and graves on the other hand, Late 
Proto-Indo-Iranian is connected to the Sintashta Culture (ca. 2100–1800 
BCE), and the language only spread beyond the river Tobol around 2000 
BCE, when the Sintashta-rooted Andronovo Complex spread to South-
west Siberia and Northern Central Asia (Anthony 2007: 389–390, 397; 
E. Kuz’mina 2007: 451).

All the stages leading to Late Proto-Indo-Iranian developed on the 
European side of the Urals (E. Kuz’mina 2007: 305). There are no serious 
challenging views for the original European homeland of the Indo-Irani-
ans, which is significant considering the location of the Uralic stages. Tra-
ditionally the Indo-Iranian lineage has been connected to archaeological 
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cultures of the European steppe, like the Poltavka Culture (Mallory & Ad-
ams 1997: 439–440), but also influence from the Abashevo Culture into the 
Sintashta Culture has been acknowledged (Anthony 2007: 382–387).

Even though the Poltavka Culture began already ca. 2600 BCE (Morgu-
nova & Khokhlova 2013), there is no reason to believe that the Indo-Irani-
an phonological developments began so early. Most of the Indo-Iranian 
loanwords were borrowed into Uralic only after the vowel merger in Late 
Proto-Indo-Iranian, and the rest of them need not be much earlier, re-
flecting already most of the Middle Proto-Indo-Iranian sound changes 
(see Subsection 2.5). Therefore, even though already the Poltavka Culture 
spread beyond the Southern Urals, it is highly uncertain to try to explain 
the Early Proto-Indo-Iranian loanwords in Uralic by its extension beyond 
the Urals, as implied by Grünthal et al. (2022: 10). More likely Early Proto- 
Indo- Iranian developed only slightly before the appearance of the Sintash-
ta Culture in the Southern Ural Region ca. 2100 BCE.

Moreover, it is not certain that the Indo-Iranian lineage can be con-
nected to the Poltavka Culture at all. The Sintashta Culture has roots both 
in the steppe cultures and in the Abashevo Culture, and the latter has roots 
also in the Fatyanovo Culture (belonging to the Corded Ware Cultures; 
Anthony 2007: 383). Based on the recent genetic results, the Sintashta pop-
ulation was most similar to the populations of the Fatyanovo Culture and 
the other Corded Ware Cultures, both at the autosomal level (Saag et al. 
2021: 5) and at the Y-chromosomal level (Underhill et al. 2014: 3, 5; Saag et 
al. 2021: 3). Consequently, we cannot exclude the Fatyanovo Culture as the 
possible origin of the Indo-Iranian lineage.

For Uralic, the exact cultural counterpart for Early Proto-Indo-Iranian 
is irrelevant, because all the candidates (the Poltavka, the Abashevo, and 
the Fatyanovo-Balanovo Culture) coexisted in just about the same Volga- 
Ural Region at the late 3rd millennium BCE. The partial overlapping of 
the Fatyanovo-Balanovo and the Abashevo Cultures could explain the 
regionally spread features shared by Balto-Slavic and Indo-Iranian, like 
satemization and the ruki-rule (see Section 2.3), as suggested by Parpola 
(2022: 264).

Although the Early Proto-Indo-Iranian loanword layer directly re-
quires locating only the Finno-Ugric center in the vicinity of the South-
ern Urals (likely to the north from the Indo-Iranians, in the Central Ural 
Region), there are associated arguments requiring also the presence of the 
Samoyedic center right next to it for a long time:
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1) Samoyedic still shares some Late Proto-Indo-Iranian loanwords with 
other Uralic branches during the stage U3, showing in different words the 
same arbitrary substitute for the LPIIr *a as the Finno-Ugric branches. 
These shared loanwords would be impossible to explain if Samoyedic were 
already located in South Siberia (see also Kallio 2015b: 82, footnote 5).

2) Samoyedic appears to have participated in the chain of three subse-
quent sibilant changes shared with Hungarian, Mansi, and Khanty, which 
requires the presence of Samoyedic next to the three other branches (which 
descend from the Finno-Ugric center) still during the stage U5.

3) Hungarian, Mansi, and Khanty share Early and Late Proto-Indo-Ira-
nian loanwords (with the same sound substitutions) with the western 
branches, so they must still be located around the Central Ural Region 
through the stages U2 and U3. After that, they could have moved to Siberia 
together with Samoyedic, in which case the East Uralic sibilant changes 
at the stage U5 could have occurred in Siberia. On the other hand, it is 
also possible that all these branches were still in the Central Ural Region 
during that stage.

We may note a strikingly compatible pattern between the distribution 
of the Indo-Iranian loanwords in Uralic and the reconstructed dispersal 
of Indo-Iranian: first, during the stage U2, when Early Proto-Indo-Iranian 
was spoken in the Volga-Ural Region, the Samoyedic center was outside 
the contact zone. Later, during the stage U3, when Late Proto-Indo-Iranian 
spread to the east and was spoken in the Southern Trans-Urals between 
the headwaters of the rivers Ural and Tobol within the Sintashta Culture, 
the Samoyedic center got involved in the Indo-Iranian contacts. Therefore, 
we can locate the Finno-Ugric center in the western part of the Central 
Ural Region and the Samoyedic center in the eastern part of the Central 
Ural Region (see Figure 4 below).

The crucial question is whether the uniform Late Proto-Uralic (the 
stage U1) was spoken in that very same area or somewhere else. It seems 
impossible that the disintegration of Late Proto-Uralic could have oc-
curred in some distant location, like around the Middle Irtysh Region or 
even beyond. If that was the case, Samoyedic would have remained there, 
while only Finno-Ugric would have moved to the Central Ural Region, and 
we could not explain how Samoyedic could share with Finno-Ugric some 
Late Proto-Indo-Iranian loanwords with the very same arbitrary sound 
substitutions at the stage U3. Neither could we explain how Samoyedic 
could have participated in the chain of three successive sibilant changes 
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together with the ancestral stages of Hungarian, Mansi, and Khanty at the 
stage U5.

Consequently, there is no avoiding the inevitable conclusion: the dis-
integration of Late Proto-Uralic must have begun in the Central Ural 
Region. Of course, it is possible that its immediate ancestor arrived from 
South Siberia only slightly before the beginning of the disintegration, but 
that possible stage in South Siberia could not be labeled Late Proto-Uralic. 
Earlier stages of the Uralic lineage fall beyond the scope of this scrutiny, 
but hopefully future research produces more results about that topic. At 
the moment scholars might locate the distant Pre-Proto-Uralic both in 
Siberia (Aikio 2022: 26–27) and in the Volga-Ural Region (Parpola 2022).

This conclusion has an important consequence: through the above-pre-
sented associative arguments, every piece of evidence which is absent in 
Samoyedic yet shows a Finno-Ugric distribution, phonologically regular 
enough, and semantically credible cognates, now has an impact on the lo-
cation of Late Proto-Uralic itself. By anchoring the Finno-Ugric center, 
any such piece of evidence anchors also the Samoyedic center in the imme-
diate vicinity of the Finno-Ugric center until after the stage U3, and in the 
vicinity of the other East Uralic branches until after the stage U5. I shall 
label this factor the “Uralic bundle effect”.

While the Indo-Iranian loanword layers pull Late Proto-Uralic to the 
west, the area of the Siberian pine holds the reins for that pull. Even today, 
the natural habitat of the Siberian pine on the European side of the Urals 
does not reach south from the Upper Kama Region, although random oc-
currences might appear in a wider area in the north-eastern part of Euro-
pean Russia (AgroAtlas: Pinus sibirica). However, random occurrences can 
hardly explain the preservation of the tree name in the daughter languages 
for over four millennia – clearly the languages must have been spoken very 
close to the natural habitat of the Siberian pine.

Pollen of this tree appears in the Upper Kama Region only ca. 1300 
BCE (Lapteva et al. 2017), which requires the presence of the speakers of 
Late Proto-Uralic firmly in the Central Urals, excluding the Middle Volga 
homeland and every homeland candidate further to the west. How ever, 
the South Siberian homeland encounters problems, too. Even though 
the Siberian pine has for a long time been present in the Sayan Region 
(Blyakharchuk  & Chernova 2013), it is not present in the southern part 
of West Siberia (AgroAtlas: Pinus sibirica), through which the Uralic lan-
guage could probably be supposed to have extended were the homeland 
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in South Siberia. To secure the presence of the Siberian pine along the ex-
pansion route, the language should have moved first to the north along the 
Yenisei, and only then to the west.

The Finno-Ugric name for ‘elm’ excludes the West Siberian homeland, 
but the Central Ural Region and the European homelands are acceptable. 
Perhaps the word was never even adopted into Samoyedic, but in any case, 
the “Uralic bundle effect” requires Samoyedic in the immediate vicinity, 
i.e. in the eastern slopes of the Central Urals. During the 3rd millennium 
BCE, the Central Ural Region was the only region where the Siberian pine 
and elm met each other (Figure 4).

However, names for these trees did not necessarily appear in the lan-
guage at the same moment. It is possible that one of them appeared earlier 
in Pre-Proto-Uralic either in the more western or in the more eastern re-
gion, and the other one was adopted later. Nevertheless, no matter which 
scenario we favor, the evidence always pulls Late Proto-Uralic back to the 
Central Ural Region.

Even if one rejects the name for the elm as uncertain due to the seman-
tic shift in Mansi, the final result would not change. In that case, the name 
for the Siberian pine could have been borrowed already earlier in Siberia, 
but the Indo-Iranian loanword layers still require Late Proto-Uralic and 
the subsequent stages in the Central Ural Region (Figure  4). The Kopt-
yaki Culture appears to have been in the right place at the right time (see 
Subsection 5.5).

The boundaries of the Siberian pine, elm, and forest-steppe on the map 
in Figure 4 are based on the present distribution, but the latter two have 
not changed for many millennia, although the boundary of Siberian pine 
was somewhat further to the east during the Late Proto-Uralic stage, as 
described above.

In the Central Trans-Urals, the forest-steppe reaches up to the river 
Iset (the boundary as drawn in O. Kuz’mina 2021: 1209) and has remained 
rather stable for several millennia, since long before the Late Proto-Ural-
ic stage (Lapteva & Korona 2012: 329–330). Distinguishably Mansi place-
names reach from the present Mansi region to the south, between the 
headwaters of the Neiva and Iset (Matveev 2011: 445) – this region is exact-
ly on the Central Ural Passage. Consequently, there is no need to locate the 
ancestral stages of Hungarian, Mansi, and Khanty in any more southern 
environment in order to explain the horse-related vocabulary.
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Figure 4: The most probable homeland for Late Proto-Uralic based on 
evidence from Indo-Iranian loanwords (A, C) and the names ‘Siberian 
pine’ (B) and ‘elm’ (E). The Koptyaki Culture (D) matches the required 
spatial and temporal coordinates. Forest-steppe (F) also reached to the 
area, explaining the Ugric horse-related vocabulary.

5.4. Connecting linguistic and archaeological results

In the following subsection I consider possible extra-linguistic counter-
parts for the Uralic dispersal. It must be emphasized that what is suggest-
ed here, is not a result as much as a starting point for further research. 
Nevertheless, even the starting point requires certain conditions: (1) that 
we accept the linguistic results and (2) that we can find an extralinguistic 
counterpart in the right place at the right time, its later stages spreading in 
the right direction(s).
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Methodological pitfalls of multidisciplinary surveys have been recog-
nized for a long time in Indo-European and Uralic studies (e.g., Mallory 
1989; 2001; Aikio & Aikio 2001; Heggarty 2007; J. Häkkinen 2010; Saariki-
vi & Lavento 2012), and I shall not delve deeper into the methodology here. 
I only mention a few important points.

First, an archaeological culture could contain several language com-
munities, and a language community could correspond to several cul-
tures. Therefore, if we consider an ancient language as a phenomenon 
tightly following cultural boundaries or distribution of cultural features, 
we are not in reality even dealing with language but with some imaginary 
pseudo-linguistic level: an abstract projection of cultural boundaries, er-
roneously labeled as “language”.

Second, cultures are usually polythetic, which means that a distribu-
tion may vary from item to item. How then could we ever guess to which 
an item a language would best correspond? How could we know whether 
an ancient speech area matched better with a distribution of ceramic pots, 
bronze axes, or certain type of graves?

Third, a correlation between a language and an archaeological or a ge-
netic phenomenon is always only momentary. In a different place or at 
a different time the same phenomenon could be connected to a different 
language. This is an inevitable conclusion from the fact that language is 
not inherited dependent on any cultural or genetic phenomena. Assuming 
otherwise is again dealing with some irreal pseudo-linguistic level. For 
every step of a language expansion, the counterpart should be looked for 
independently.

Fourth, there are always several possible counterparts for language. 
A language always has only one genealogical root (except for real mixed 
languages), while cultures and populations usually have several roots, and 
so do their ancestral cultures and populations, etc. Therefore, when trying 
to follow a language back in time, the probability to choose the right coun-
terpart grows cumulatively lower by each step beyond the starting point 
(the initial spatial-temporal correlation).

Fifth, archaeological continuity usually corresponds to linguistic dis-
continuity: archaeological continuity is to some extent evident every-
where, yet the linguistic landscape is mostly a result of quite recent lan-
guage expansions. The wider the area of the language family, the lower the 
probability that any random region was the original homeland.
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One cannot discern language from culture or DNA, and archaeolo-
gy or genetics do not have methods for studying language. If language is 
included in a multidisciplinary survey, then the most reliable linguistic 
results must be taken as the starting point. If there appears a discrepancy 
in time or space between the results of different disciplines, one cannot 
ignore the linguistic results and keep on claiming that a certain language 
must be dated earlier or located in another place in order to save that par-
ticular correlation. The only scientific way is to acknowledge the discrep-
ancy and comprehend that clearly this extra-linguistic phenomenon is a 
poor match for this particular language. The only way forward is to find a 
better-matching candidate without discrepancies in time, space, or direc-
tion of expansion.

Consequently, when in the following subsections I will present an ar-
chaeological phenomenon as a possible counterpart for a language, it only 
means that there appears an apparent spatial-temporal match. I do not 
intend that this language is confined within the limits of such a phenom-
enon, nor that this language is the only possible language within those 
limits, nor that this language is transmitted to the following generations 
along with certain archaeological phenomena, nor that this language 
can be assumed to descend from a certain local or non-local ancestor of 
that appointed counterpart. Nevertheless, even a connection as thin as 
assumed here is still a connection to more concrete prehistorical events, 
which makes it easier to comprehend the context where the speakers of 
this language lived.

On the Indo-European side, there are some fortunate anchors between 
the linguistic and archaeological realities, which connect a certain lan-
guage in a certain place and time: the wagon vocabulary in Late Proto- 
Indo- European, finding its counterpart in the remains of early wagons 
within the Yamnaya Culture in the late 4th millennium BCE (Anthony & 
Ringe 2015), and the chariot vocabulary in Indo-Iranian, finding its coun-
terpart in the remains of the first chariots within the Sintashta Culture 
ca. 2000 BCE (Anthony 2007: 408–411). On the Uralic side we are not so 
fortunate, but we can anchor our reconstruction stages through the Indo- 
European loanword layers, as was demonstrated in Subsection 5.2.
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5.5. The Koptyaki Culture and the Seima-Turbino Network

The Koptyaki Culture in the Central Ural Region occupied the natural 
trade route over the Central Urals: the plateau between the adjacent head-
waters of the rivers Iset in Siberia and Chusovaya in Europe. Sites of the 
culture show bronze items of both the Samus-Kizhirovo type and the 
Seima- Turbino type, and its chronology and origin remain so far rath-
er unclear. It probably derives partly from the local Ayat Culture, partly 
from eastern and southern influences (Korochkova et al. 2010; Korochko-
va 2019; Grigoriev 2021: 22). The Koptyaki Culture had contacts with the 
cultures to the south, unlike the contemporaneous cultures in the West 
Siberian southern taiga zone (Korochkova 2012: 146). This agrees with the 
Indo-Iranian loanword layers in Uralic.

Within the Koptyaki Culture, considerable variation is visible from the 
Middle Kama Region in the west to the Tobol Region in the east, but the ce-
ramics are considered the common denominator (Korochkova 2019: 734). 
Chronologically probably only the later stages U3–U5 could be connected 
to the Koptyaki Culture itself, and Late Proto-Uralic might be connected 
to its poorly known local predecessor (local for the reasons explained in 
Subsection 5.3). The Koptyaki Culture was succeeded by the Cherkaskul 
and the Mezhovskaya Cultures (see below; Grigoriev 2021: 22).

Interestingly, the Central Ural Plateau was exactly the passage through 
which the main trade route of the Seima-Turbino Network ran. According 
to the distribution maps of the Seima-Turbino items, the main river route 
from the Sayan Region to Europe was the Irtysh–Tobol–Iset–Chusovaya–
Kama–Volga (Carpelan & Parpola 2001: 99–111). Another route from Tobol 
was slightly more northern but ended very close in the watershed area, 
where the recently found site of Shaytanskoye Ozero is located: along the 
Tobol–Tura–Neiva–Revda–Chusovaya (Chernykh et al. 2017: 48). One 
might suspect that the people of the Koptyaki Culture profited greatly 
from the use of these routes by the traders of the Seima-Turbino Network.

It was Carpelan who first proposed that the Seima-Turbino Network 
was connected to the spread of Samoyedic from the Volga Region to South 
Siberia (Carpelan & Parpola 2001: 109). Kallio (2006) considered its con-
nection to the spread of Proto-Uralic, followed by J. Häkkinen (2009) and 
Parpola (2012b; 2017). Recently Grünthal et al. (2022) connected it to the 
spread of Finno-Ugric westwards from West Siberia.
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While the Abashevo metallurgy derived from the Circum-Pontic 
metallurgical tradition and was based on arsenical bronze, the Seima- 
Turbino metallurgy was based on tin bronze. Tin came from and was first 
utilized in the Altay-Sayan Region, but copper deposits were found in a 
wider area in the Ural Region and Kazakhstan (Koryakova & Epimakhov 
2006: 28–29).

The initial stage of the network in Southwest Siberia ca. 2200–2000 BCE 
cannot be associated with the Uralic speakers, for the reasons presented in 
Subsection 5.3, but perhaps the later stages in Europe could. After securing 
the passage over the Central Urals (datings from the Shaytanskoye Ozero 
site right on the passage are ca. 2000–1650 BCE; Korochkova 2019: 733), the 
Seima-Turbino Network established new centers in the Kama Region and 
the Mid-Upper Volga Region ca. 1900–1600 BCE (Chernykh et al. 2017: 
51–52; Marchenko et al. 2017).

Interestingly, the Pepkino Kurgan on the southern side of the Middle 
Volga in Mari El contained the remains of 28 Abashevo warriors who were 
killed probably around 2000 BCE (Chernykh et al. 2017: 53). As the Seima- 
Turbino sites appear further to the west soon after that, it seems possible 
that the Seima-Turbino Network managed to take control over the Volga 
route. However, there are traces of hostilities also between the people of 
the Abashevo and the Balanovo Cultures, so it is only speculation that the 
Abashevo mass grave and the expansion of the Seima-Turbino Network 
would be causally connected.

At the same time with the Seima-Turbino expansion, widespread east–
west contacts can be seen also in the shared features of ceramics between 
the Krotovo Culture (in the Middle Irtysh Region), the Garino Culture (in 
the Middle Kama Region), and the Chirkovo Culture (in the Mid-Upper 
Volga Region; Vybornov et al. 2019:  19). These locations match with the 
Seima-Turbino centers in Rostovka, Turbino, and Yurino, respectively.

As ceramics in prehistoric Eurasia are widely considered to have been 
the realm of women, perhaps this spread of certain features in ceramics 
reflects the exchange of brides between the groups participating in the 
Seima- Turbino Network, or perhaps the bronze traders brought their fam-
ilies with them. Together the shared extension of both bronze items and 
ceramic wares seems to testify to the movement of both men and women 
within the wide network, which offers an adequate background also for a 
possibility of a language expansion.
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Could the Uralic speakers, as the gatekeepers of the Central Ural Pas-
sage, have demanded their share of the network on the European side of 
the Urals? They already had established contacts with the neighbors to 
the south and southwest, as testified by the Indo-Iranian loanwords. Join-
ing in the network and expanding it could be the ultimate reason behind 
the Uralic expansion to the west. The Middle–Upper Volga centers could 
correspond to the West Uralic branches (Saami, Finnic, Mordvin, West 
Chudic, and Meryanic, and perhaps Mari), and the Middle Kama center 
could correspond to the Central Uralic branches (Permic and perhaps 
Mari). The original region of Mari is uncertain: this branch seems to share 
a surprisingly low number of pairwise words and common innovations 
with both Permic (Metsäranta 2020: 285–286, 290–291) and Mordvin (It-
konen 1997: 259), so perhaps Mari was for a long time separated from those 
branches by unknown Uralic or non-Uralic neighboring languages.

The East Uralic branches (Hungarian, Mansi, Khanty, and Samoyedic) 
could be connected to the Cherkaskul Culture, which existed in the very 
same Central Ural Region between Middle Kama and Tobol after the 
Koptyaki Culture, ca. 1800–1500 BCE, as suggested by Parpola (2012a). 
The influence of this culture is visible also in the Upper Ob and Irtysh Re-
gion, which is considered as the homeland of Late Proto-Samoyedic. The 
Cherkaskul Culture is included among the Andronoid Cultures, the label 
reflecting a strong influence from the steppe Andronovo Complex; espe-
cially in ceramics the connection to the Fyodorovka Culture is clear (Gri-
goriev 2021: 24). There also appeared an expansion from the Cherkaskul 
Culture to the southern directions, to both sides of the Urals (Korochkova 
2011: 28–29).

The Ugric branches possibly continued together in the Central Ural Re-
gion within the following Mezhovskaya Culture ca. 1500–1000 BCE. This 
archaeological framework presented by Parpola (2012a) matches nicely 
with the datings achieved from the Indo-Iranian loanword layers: the East 
Uralic sibilant changes were probably fully developed by 1500 BCE at the 
latest. The leap of Samoyedic to South Siberia separated it from the other 
Uralic branches for millennia to come, until much later the northward-ad-
vancing Samoyeds met the eastward-advancing Khanty between the Ob 
and Yenisei.

For Hungarian, Mansi, and Khanty the eastern side of the Urals is far 
enough: from there Hungarian moved first to the south and later to the 
west, while Mansi and Khanty moved to the north and northeast. The 
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forest-steppe zone extends to the river Iset, so the Ugric horse-related vo-
cabulary from some unknown language could have been adopted right 
there in the Central Ural Region.

There are already recent models of dispersal agreeing with the rejuve-
nated Proto-Uralic (Parpola 2012a; 2012b; 2017; 2022; Lang 2020), and it is 
not possible to go through the whole dispersal process here. Suffice it to say 
that connecting the spread of Saami and Finnic westwards from the Upper 
Volga Region to the later stages of the Netted Ware tradition at the end of 
the 2nd millennium BCE seems possible, although the linguistic results 
could also agree with a somewhat later dispersal.

To conclude, the Seima-Turbino Network is only a partial match for the 
early Uralic expansion: its later western extension might be connected to 
the early dispersal of Uralic westwards from the Central Ural Region, but 
its earlier eastern core region cannot be related to the expansion of Late 
Proto-Uralic or the subsequent stages. Even during the stage U5 closing to 
the mid-second millennium BCE, the Uralic proto-dialects appear to have 
spread only within a narrow strand, reaching from the Volga–Oka Region 
through the Lower/Middle Kama Region to the Central Ural Region. At 
the same time, the Seima-Turbino Network had already reached its ulti-
mate width from Mongolia to Finland.

Nevertheless, as people and items spread quicker than languages, it 
is possible that the Uralic speakers were somehow involved in the whole 
width of the Seima-Turbino Network, but their number and proportional 
density was sufficient to expand their language only within a few centers 
close to their core area. Parpola (2012b: 159–160) has earlier proposed that 
only the European side of the network was Uralic-speaking, while the Si-
berian side spoke Indo-Iranian. However, the new datings for the Seima- 
Turbino Network in Siberia (Chernykh et al. 2017; Marchenko et al. 2017) 
are too early for Indo-Iranian, so the language in the Siberian part of the 
network must have been originally something else.

Mallory (2001) has proposed that the Indo-Iranian influence and a new 
societal structure could be behind the Uralic expansion. There are indeed 
several Late Proto-Indo-Iranian loanwords which could reflect a bronze-
trade context: metal tools *ora ‘awl’ and *waćara ‘hammer, ax’; *ćišta ‘wax’, 
which could be connected to bronze casting; numerals *će̮ta ‘100’ and 
*ćasra ‘1000’, as well as *a/e̮rwa ‘value’, possibly connected to high-volume 
bronze trade; and *asora ‘lord, prince’ connected to the new social organi-
zation (all these loanwords are from Holopainen 2019).
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Additionally, I have recently suggested an Indo-Iranian etymology for 
the first component of a compound metal name U *ä(j)sVn-weć(k)V ‘tin 
and/or lead’ found only in Permic and Mansi but still preceding the East 
Uralic sound changes. U *ša/okara ‘armor’, found only in Khanty, could 
be already a Proto-Iranian loanword, yet still earlier than the East Uralic 
sound changes (J. Häkkinen 2023). The oldest body armor in the relevant 
region is a lamellar armor made of horn blades, found in the Seima-Turbi-
no burial ground in Rostovka, in the Middle Irtysh Region (Koryakova & 
Epimakhov 2006: 107). Recent datings from Rostovka range mostly be-
tween 2200–2000 BCE (Marchenko et al. 2017; Chernykh et al. 2017).

However, there is nothing in these words pointing specifically towards 
the Seima-Turbino Network: the words could be related to other metal-
lurgical traditions or cultures as well, for example to the Abashevo and 
the Sintashta Cultures. It seems probable that there were several factors 
behind the Uralic expansion: (1)  contacts with the Indo-Iranians to the 
south and southwest, (2) contacts with the Seima-Turbino Network to the 
east, and (3) a critical location controlling the Central Ural Passage, which 
was of paramount importance for the trade routes running in the Eurasian 
forest zone.

Based on the known later development (prevailing of the Uralic lan-
guages both to the west and to the east from the Urals instead of Indo- 
Iranian, Paleo-West Siberian, or Paleo-North European languages), it 
seems that the Uralic speakers managed to capitalize on their strategic 
position to the maximum. The first wave of expansion was directed to the 
west from the Central Ural Region around the second quarter of the 2nd 
millennium BCE, and the second wave was advancing westwards from 
the Upper Volga Region (Finnic, Saami, Mordvin, Meryanic, and West 
Chudic; see Rahkonen 2013) from the late 2nd millennium BCE onward. 
In the east, only Samoyedic leaped far away to the Sayan Region probably 
at some point during the latter half of the 2nd millennium BCE, while the 
Ugric branches remained in the vicinity of the Central Ural Region for a 
long time. We cannot exclude the possibility of Para-Samoyedic languages 
existing earlier in Southwest Siberia, but the traces probably would have 
been wiped away by later successive expansions of Iranian, Yeniseian, and 
Turkic languages.
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6.	 Conclusion

In this critical examination I have considered every relevant piece of evi-
dence fulfilling the criteria for Late Proto-Uralic word and carrying loca-
tional evidentiary value, and I have mapped out the most accurate possi-
ble regions concerning individual pieces of evidence. The evidence leaves 
room for only one possible homeland for Late Proto-Uralic: the Central 
Ural Region.

However, the sphere of this homeland reaches towards the Middle 
Kama in the west and Middle Tobol in the east, partially overlapping 
with some recent homeland propositions (Parpola 2022: 270, 264; Saari-
kivi 2022: 56). The evidence dismisses homeland candidates further to the 
west (e.g. the Middle Volga Region and the Upper Volga Region) or to the 
east (e.g. the Middle Irtysh Region and the Sayan Region). Nevertheless, 
some of these rejected regions could be the homeland of some earlier stage 
preceding Late Proto-Uralic.

Another result of this scrutiny is a more resolute stratification of the 
Indo- Iranian loanword layers. Based on these loanword layers, a new model 
for the disintegration of Late Proto-Uralic is presented. This kind of flexible 
model is necessary to account for the non-abrupt, non-rigid disintegration 
process of Late Proto-Uralic. Moreover, through these loanword layers the 
Uralic reconstruction stages are anchored to the Indo-Iranian chronolo-
gy. It is argued that even though Late Proto-Uralic was divided into two 
centers (Samoyedic and Finno-Ugric) already soon after ca. 2500 BCE, both 
centers must have remained close to each other until ca. 2000 BCE.

Only in the first quarter of the 2nd millennium BCE did the Uralic 
speech area disperse into a narrow strand reaching from the Upper Volga 
Region (> Saami, Finnic, West Chudic, Meryanic, Mordvin, and possibly 
Mari) through the Volga-Kama confluence (> Permic, possibly Mari and 
possible extinct branches between them) to the Central Ural Region (> Hun-
garian, Mansi, Khanty, and Samoyedic). This dispersal led to several Uralic 
pre-dialects, probably corresponding to the branch ancestors. During the 
second quarter of the 2nd millennium BCE, the first macro-branch-specif-
ic sound changes occurred, giving rise to the Uralic proto-dialects (prob-
ably four regional units: West Uralic, East Uralic, Mari, and Permic). Only 
ca. 1500 BCE could the individual branches have begun to advance farther 
from each other, and this concerns also Samoyedic, which must be located 
in the vicinity of the Central Ural Region until that time.
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Abbreviations

AIE Archaic Indo-European: any 
dialect following Late Proto-
Indo- European but not yet 
showing branch- specific 
sound changes

AIr Archaic Iranian: between 
Proto-Iranian and Old Ira-
nian

AU = U2 Ancient Uralic: reorientating 
proto-language

BU = U3 Bicentric Uralic: bicentric 
proto-language

CU = U4 Common Uralic: several 
pre-dialects, showing inde-
pendent sound substitutions

DU = U5 Diverging Uralic: sever-
al proto-dialects, showing 
shared sound changes

EPIE Early Proto-Indo-European: 
the common ancestor to all 
the Indo-European languag-
es

EPIIr Early Proto-Indo-Iranian
EPU Early Proto-Uralic: a re-

cent ancestor, preceding 
Late Proto-Uralic by sever-
al centuries; a stage during 
which the earliest Archaic 
Indo-European loanwords 
were possibly borrowed

EU East Uralic (comprising 
Hungarian, Mansi, Khanty, 
and Samoyedic)

IPA International Phonetic Al-
phabet

KL East Mansi dialect of Lower 
Konda

KM East Mansi dialect of Middle 
Konda

KU East Mansi dialect of Upper 
Konda

LL West Mansi dialect of Lower 
Lozva 

LM West Mansi dialect of Mid-
dle Lozva

LPIE Late Proto-Indo-European: 
the common ancestor to all 
the Indo-European branch-
es after Anatolian and Toch-
arian split off

LPIIr Late Proto-Indo-Iranian
LPU = U1 Late Proto-Uralic: immedi-

ately preceding the disinte-
gration

LU North Mansi dialect of Up-
per Lozva

MPIIr Middle Proto-Indo-Iranian
NwIE Northwest Indo-European:  

archaic dialect continu-
um of the predecessors of at 
least Balto- Slavic, Germanic, 
Celtic, and Italic

OIr Old Iranian, during the 1st 
millennium BCE

Pe West Mansi dialect of Pelym-
ka

PIr Proto-Iranian
PrePU Pre-Proto-Uralic: a distant 

ancestor or long continuum 
preceding Late Proto-Uralic 
by several millennia

So North Mansi dialect of Sosva
TCh South Mansi dialect of Great 

Chandyri on Tavda
TY South Mansi dialect of Ya-

nichkova on Tavda 
UPA Uralic Phonetic Alphabet
VN West Mansi dialect of Sot-

nikova on North Vagilsk 
VNZ West Mansi dialect of Zaoz-

ernaya on North Vagilsk
VS West Mansi dialect of South 

Vagilsk
WU West Uralic (comprising 

Saami, Finnic, Mordvin, and 
probably the extinct West 
Chudic and Meryanic)
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Notes on an old problem of Hungarian 
historical vocalism: the sporadic (?) change 
of Uralic *u > Hungarian a, á

This article discusses the alleged sound change Proto-Uralic *u > Hungarian 
a,  á. The etymologies manifesting this change that have been presented in 
earlier etymological literature are critically examined, and it is shown that a 
significant portion of them are wrong or based on outdated reconstructions. 
New explanations for many etymologies are presented, and possible causes for 
the few convincing examples of *u > a are discussed.

1. The paper was written in the scope of the project “Hungarian historical pho-
nology reexamined (with special focus on Ugric vocabulary and Iranian loan-
words)” at the Finno-Ugrian department of the University of Vienna, financed 
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1. Introduction

The purpose of this article is to investigate certain problems of Hungarian 
historical vocalism and discuss the methodological problems involved in 
postulating “sporadic” sound changes and tendencies instead of regular 
sound laws.1 The article consists of a presentation of methodology and an 
overview of recent studies on Hungarian historical phonology, including 
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the discussion of Proto-Ugric vocalism and Old Hungarian evidence. 
After that, the suggested etymologies manifesting the lowering *u > a or 
*u > á are discussed, and in the end, conclusions are presented.

The assumption of sporadic sound change is contrary to the Neogram-
marian principle of regular sound change or sound law; the latter assumes 
that change is always regular (under the same conditions, the same pho-
neme changes in certain ways), whereas the former view assumes that 
sounds change in unexpected ways, and no regularity can be assumed. 
A term “tendency” is used by some researchers (such as Csúcs 2005; Róna- 
Tas 2017) to denote such sporadic change.

The development of Uralic *u in Hungarian is a good example of a sit-
uation where numerous different modern Hungarian vowels (at least a, á, 
o, u, ú, ë; Csúcs et al. 1991: 22–37, 65–66) have been assumed to reflect the 
same Proto-Uralic phoneme, without clear rules or conditions. In this ar-
ticle, the examples of an alleged sound change *u > a, á are analyzed, and 
it is shown that the development of *u in Hungarian is much more regular 
than has been hitherto assumed. The results show that resorting to evi-
dence for “key languages”, notably Finnic, has resulted in a misleading 
picture of Proto-Uralic vowel reconstruction and thus has also led to er-
roneous views on vowel developments in the prehistory of Hungarian (see 
Kallio 2012 on the problems with Finno-centric vowel reconstructions). 
Although the change *u > a, á might seem like too marginal an issue for 
one article, there are actually surprisingly many etymologies showing 
this alleged change. I intend to return in future articles to other irregular 
changes in the prehistory of Hungarian.

In studies on Uralic historical phonology, the idea that sound change is 
sporadic has played a significant role, and this line of thought has been es-
pecially pursued in Uralic research done in Hungary (see e.g. Csúcs 2005: 
8–9; WOT: 1036–1037; Honti 2013: 6; Róna-Tas 2017: 79; also Gerstner 2018 
speaks of “tendencies” in his article on historical phonology in the most 
recent handbook of the history of Hungarian). Honti (2013:  6) sums up 
this attitude, stating that “sound changes are often less than ‘sound laws’; 

by an APART-GSK grant of the Austrian Academy of Sciences. I am grateful 
to Luobbal Sámmol Sámmol Ánte (Ante Aikio), Niklas Metsäranta, and Tapa-
ni Salminen, as well as to two anonymous reviewers and the editors of FUF for 
useful comments that have helped to improve this paper. I am solely responsi-
ble for any remaining errors.
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usually they are mere ‘tendencies of sound change’”. On the other hand, 
since the late 1970s a more rigorous line of research and historical pho-
nology has emerged, represented notably by Pekka Sammallahti (1988) and 
Juha Janhunen (1981). The rigorous “Neogrammarian” line of research has 
gained recognition in more recent publications, and the idea of sporadic 
sound change has been criticized, with convincing arguments being pre-
sented in favor of the regularity of sound change (see especially Zhivlov 
2010; 2014 and Aikio 2012; 2013b: 161; 2015; see also Abondolo 1996: 3–4 and 
Reshetnikov & Zhivlov 2011); Zhivlov (2014: 113) firmly explains the stark 
difference in the two approaches, arguing that as the regularity of sound 
laws is a basic principle, no sporadic developments can be accepted in a 
serious study of historical phonology:

The basic tenet of this methodology is the principle of regularity of sound 
laws (…). Taking this principle seriously means that we cannot invoke 
‘sporadic developments’ as an explanation in historical phonology.

The most recent comprehensive studies on Uralic historical phonology 
and etymology follow the Neogrammarian approach; in addition to the 
ones mentioned above, Häkkinen (2007), Pystynen (2018), Metsäranta 
(2020), and Aikio (in preparation) should especially be mentioned as good 
examples.

In this paper, the methodological aim is to explain the developments 
with as little irregularity as possible, and consequently tendencies are a 
priori considered implausible explanations. It is naturally possible that 
some developments rejected in this paper will be revisited and rehabilitat-
ed by later research, if conditions for the apparent tendencies can be found. 

Although the meaning of “tendency” is not often defined in the re-
search literature, WOT (1036) and Róna-Tas (2017: 79) speak of strong and 
weak tendencies, assuming that strong tendencies are the ones that follow 
clear rules and show only very few exceptions or no exceptions at all. Weak 
tendencies, on the other hand, are the ones that most of the examples obey, 
but which show a significant number of exceptions. The strong tenden-
cies, as described by Róna-Tas, can be compared to sound laws in that they 
usually have no exceptions. However, the idea of weak tendencies is, in my 
view, methodologically much more problematic, as it is difficult to deter-
mine how much irregularity is allowed in such cases.

It should be noted here that regular sound change is the mainstream 
view of historical linguistics (see handbooks like Anttila 1989: 57–65, 
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85–86; Campbell 1999: 17–18; Salmons 2020: 30). One can state that it would 
be impossible to work on historical phonology without expecting that pho-
nemes change according to rules and not arbitrarily. The following quota-
tion from Ringe (2004: 237) serves well to describe the situation and the 
importance of regular sound change:

Modern work in sociolinguistics has shown that the scenario just sum-
marized is slightly oversimplified; most importantly, sound changes pass 
through a variable phase before “going to completion,” and occasionally 
the progress of a sound change is arrested in the variable phase, giving rise 
to irregularities (see, e.g., Labov 1994 for discussion). But the statistical 
preponderance of regular sound changes remains impressively massive, 
and it is almost always methodologically advisable to treat explanations 
involving irregular sound changes with suspicion.

A quite similar view is represented by Fox (1995: 136–137, 304), who ac-
knowledges the sociolinguistic arguments against regularity in practice 
represented by Labov, but notes that in order for the comparative method 
to work, it is a necessary assumption that sound change is regular. Some 
other important handbooks of historical linguistics also accept the fact that 
sound change is not necessarily absolutely regular but it is still a useful 
or even necessary tool in historical linguistics, especially in research on 
sound change (see Campbell 1996; Kiparsky 2015: 70–72). Moreover, the ex-
ceptions to regular sound change often have some reasons behind them, 
such as taboo or the effects of word associations, sometimes also the role of 
spelling conventions, as listed by Kiparsky (2015: 70, endnote 14). Moreover, 
Campbell (1996) discusses such cases in detail and concludes that they do 
not present a serious obstacle to the idea that sound change is mostly regu-
lar. Kiparsky (2015: 72) also mentions lexical diffusion as one of the obsta-
cles, but Labov (2020) offers a detailed discussion of this and concludes that 
even if sound change spreads gradually, it operates in a regular way.

It can be thus stated that all the major handbooks of historical linguis-
tics stress the importance of regular sound change as the core of the com-
parative method, even if some irregularity is allowed. A clear statement 
against the regularity of sound change is presented by Clackson (2007: 
31–33), who argues that it is not necessary to assume that all sound changes 
are regular. He notes that “most” sound changes are regular, and this gives 
enough proof for the historical-comparative method to work. In a way this 
can be understood in a similar vein as Ringe’s quotation above, meaning 
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that some degree of regularity has to be assumed in order for the compar-
ative method to work. Clackson’s remark has been criticized by De Vaan 
(2008: 1230).

In the history of Hungarian, the idea of irregular and sporadic change 
has been especially influential and has persisted for an especially long time 
(cf. the references above). This situation is partly due to the complicated 
phonological developments that have taken place in the history of Hungar-
ian, as well as in the Ob-Ugric languages (Khanty and Mansi) which are 
usually grouped together with Hungarian under the Ugric branch. As it 
has been more challenging to explain the Hungarian/Ugric developments 
than those in Finnic or Saami, for example, it is rather understandable 
that such researchers have assumed that sound change simply is not regu-
lar. However, this assumption is mistaken and cannot be substantiated. In 
more recent research, such as Aikio (2002; 2006; 2015), it is shown that the 
Hungarian developments fit the reconstructions resulting from a rigorous 
approach to regularity.

One must state here that Hungarian historical phonology, and especial-
ly the development of vocalism, forms a special case in Uralic studies. The 
main problem is that the broad lines of developments leading to Hungarian 
are known but many details are uncertain; this has also been stated by Ai-
kio (2022: 5). In contrast to Proto-Permic vocalism, which includes similar 
problems, Hungarian vowel history has been approached more through a 
laissez- faire approach. In this respect, it resembles the study of Mari histori-
cal phonology (see Aikio 2014a: 142; 2022: 5), and also the study of Ob- Ugric 
vowel history (Zhivlov 2006), which is obviously closely related to the prob-
lems of Hungarian vocalism through the close relationship of Ob- Ugric 
and Hungarian. The only truly Neogrammarian approach to Hungarian 
vocalism is Sammallahti (1988), which is by now outdated in certain points. 
An additional problem in Sammallahti’s presentation is that it is heavily 
based on the traditional, binary classification of the Uralic family. Because 
of this, Sammallahti frequently projects some changes to Proto-Ugric with-
out a real need, clinging onto the binary classification of Hungarian and 
Ob-Ugric. The problems in the reconstruction of Proto- Ugric vocalism and 
their relevance for the present article will be explained below.

An additional source of problems in the research into Hungarian and 
other eastern Uralic languages is the role of Finnic as a key language. The 
problems of Finnic as a key language in traditional Uralic reconstructions 
have been discussed by Kallio (2012); see also Abondolo (1996: 3–4).
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2.	 Recent	studies	in	the	historical	phonology	of	Hungarian

The most recent overview of Hungarian historical phonology is found in 
WOT (1011–1069). Unfortunately, this overview is based mostly on the ety-
mologies of the UEW, which makes the picture skewed, and moreover the 
presentation of WOT follows the outdated method of “tendencies” instead 
of sound laws. This means that WOT does not bring much new informa-
tion about the historical phonology of Hungarian. Some phonological is-
sues are also discussed in the brief monograph of Honti (2017), written as 
a criticism of WOT. Also, Róna-Tas (2017), in a reply to Honti, deals with 
some issues of historical phonology. On the whole, these recent works offer 
good explanations for some individual etymologies, but their scrutiny of 
phonological developments does not give satisfying explanations for prob-
lems of Hungarian historical phonology.

An important work on the Uralic background of Hungarian is the re-
cent article of Aikio (2018) which deals with some specific issues of the de-
velopment of Proto-Uralic consonants in Hungarian. Aikio presents two 
new sound laws for Hungarian: PU *jŋ > Hu gy (for example, PU *ajŋi > 
Hu agy ‘brain’, PU *wajŋi > Hu vágy ‘lust’) and PU *nč > r (for example, 
PU *ponči > Hu far ‘backside’, (derivative) farok ‘tail’; PU *künči > Hu (de-
rivative) kör-öm ‘nail’).

Relevant here is also the work of Tálos, who has in several works argued 
for a reconstruction of Proto-Uralic with two tongue-heights only, and has 
also written specifically on problems of Ugric and Hungarian historical 
phonology (see Tálos 1975; 1984). His views were followed in Abondolo’s 
(1996) brief monograph that approaches the Uralic vowel history from an 
Ob-Ugric point of view, and many of Abondolo’s remarks are also relevant 
for Hungarian. Even though the reconstructions and ideas of Proto-Uralic 
vowel rotation pursued by Tálos and Abondolo have not been widely ac-
cepted (but see Kümmel 2019; 2020, who frequently cites the Uralic recon-
structions of Tálos), it is appropriate to mention them here as followers of 
a strict methodology. Their ideas have, in any case, been influential, and 
their remarks on many individual etymologies have proven useful. Even 
though the reconstruction of a Proto-Uralic high labial vowel *u is not 
influenced by the idea of two tongue heights, Abondolo’s (1996) comments 
on the phonology of some Ob-Ugric etymologies will be relevant in this 
paper and they will be addressed below in the discussion of etymologies.
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3.	 Problems	in	the	reconstruction	of	Proto-Ugric	vocalism

On the whole, the historical phonology of the Ugric languages (Hungari-
an, Khanty, and Mansi) is less well known than that of many other branch-
es of Uralic, although some recent studies (Zhivlov 2006; 2014; Aikio 2015; 
2018) have improved the situation. Especially problematic is the question 
of possible common sound changes shared by these three languages. Al-
though Proto-Ugric changes are suggested by some sources like WOT and 
Sammallahti (1988), it remains unclear whether any common changes can 
be reconstructed when up-to-date etymological material is used. Some of 
these problems are discussed below.

The most problematic aspect of the question of an Ugric proto-lan-
guage is that no commonly accepted reconstruction of Proto-Ugric pho-
nology exists (see Bakró-Nagy 2013: 173–175 for a recent overview of cer-
tain problems of Ugric reconstruction). The only comprehensive, yet not 
widely accepted, presentations of Proto-Ugric are Sammallahti (1988) and 
WOT (1011–1069). It is actually methodologically rather surprising that 
most of the proponents of Proto-Ugric do not work with proper recon-
structions of the Ugric proto-language, with even Honti (2017: 171), one 
of the main supporters of Ugric unity, noting that no commonly accepted 
reconstruction exits. The presentations of Sammallahti and WOT both in-
clude various problems, even though they are useful in many details. The 
biggest problems concern vocalism, and only those will be presented here 
in detail.

Sammallahti’s (1988) reconstruction of vocalism can today be regard-
ed as outdated in many points. A notable problem is that he assumes 
that Proto- Finno-Ugric, the stage preceding Proto-Ugric, had long vow-
els, which were then shortened in Proto-Ugric. This cannot be correct: 
Sammal lahti’s idea of Proto-Finno-Ugric long vowels is based on Janhu-
nen’s (1981) reconstruction of a Proto-Uralic phoneme *x that was vocal-
ized in Proto- Finno-Ugric, and it has been convincingly demonstrated 
by Aikio (2012) that this idea is not correct. Sammallahti’s Proto-Ugric 
reconstructions are thus for the most part identical with modern recon-
structions of Proto- Uralic: for example, Proto-Ugric *ńɨlĭ is identical with 
Aikio’s Proto-Uralic *ńi̮li. The other problematic points in Sammallahti’s 
reconstruction include the reconstruction of full and reduced vowels; it is 
unclear what this opposition is really based on.
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There are also more general problems of a methodological nature. 
While Sammallahti’s Proto-Ugric vowel history must be applauded for its 
attempt to follow the Neogrammarian principle rigorously, his attempt 
is complicated by the assumed binary structure of the Ugric and Uralic 
family tree. Because he assumes that intermediary forms have to be re-
constructed for the vowel systems of Proto-Hungarian, Proto-Khanty, and 
Proto-Mansi, he resorts to complicated and flip-flopping changes. For ex-
ample, Sammallahti (1988: 500, 504) assumes that Proto-Uralic *e changes 
to Proto-Ugric *i in *-i-stems, but this change is hard to substantiate, as 
at least Hungarian shows no special development of *e in such a context.

The same can be said of Sammallahti’s Proto-Ob-Ugric reconstruc-
tion. It is necessary to keep in mind here that also no commonly accepted 
reconstruction of Proto-Ob-Ugric vocalism exists – also, Honti’s (1982) 
Ob-Ugric vowel reconstruction has been criticized for postulating changes 
that are required only by strictly following a binary division of the Uralic 
family tree (Tálos 1984: 90, 97), but for which there is no actual evidence in 
Khanty and Mansi.

The problems with the Proto-Ugric phonology reconstructed by WOT 
are different in nature. It is also outdated, but mostly because it is based 
on the outdated material of the UEW (WOT also mentions Sammallahti’s 
1988 article as one source, but it remains unclear what parts of the pres-
entation are based on that). WOT has to be given credit for its criticism of 
some of the UEW’s more problematic etymologies and for commenting 
on some sound changes in greater detail, but as a whole the Proto-Ugric 
reconstruction is not very useful. The binary model problem is naturally 
true also in this case. An even bigger problem is the use of tendencies in-
stead of sound changes (see WOT: 1036 for discussions of the methodolog-
ical premises) to explain phonological developments. There are also prob-
lems in the use of Ob-Ugric evidence: for example, WOT assumes that in 
Proto-Ugric the vowels in the unstressed syllables became reduced, and 
only one vowel is reconstructed for this position, but this clearly cannot be 
correct, as the Uralic *-a- and *-i-stems have different reflexes in Khanty 
and Mansi, showing that they could not have merged in Proto-Ugric. Also 
the retention of vowels in the second syllable in the earliest Mansi writ-
ten sources (from the 18th century) makes the idea of reduced vowels in 
Proto- Ugric quite unlikely (for example, “Old” Mansi амба [amba], mod-
ern North Mansi āmp ‘dog’, see Honti 1982: 126).
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Although many details of Proto-Ugric are unclear, it is quite clear that 
there were few if any changes in vocalism common to the predecessor of 
Hungarian, Khanty, and Mansi. The vowel system that can be reconstruct-
ed on the basis of these three languages is very close to Proto-Uralic.

4.	 Notes	on	the	Old	Hungarian	evidence

When Hungarian historical phonology is discussed, the situation is dif-
ferent from many other Uralic languages in that Hungarian has a long 
written history, going back to the eleventh century. However, the inter-
pretation of Old Hungarian material often presents challenges, especially 
when the vowels are concerned.

The problems of Old Hungarian orthography are connected to sound 
changes that took place during the Old Hungarian period. Because lower-
ing of vowels (u > o, o > a) indeed took place during this period, it is often 
difficult to determine what exactly the phonetic values of graphemes like 
u or o are, and often the material is open to various interpretations (see 
Bárczi 1958; Benkő 1980; E. Abaffy 2003).

Benkő (1980: 89–121) describes in detail the problems involved in the in-
terpretation of Old Hungarian vowels. There are differing views among re-
searchers on how the vowel graphemes in the Old Hungarian texts should 
be interpreted, and this is complicated by changes that took place over the 
Old Hungarian period. A notable problem concerning Old Hungarian u 
is that as both labial å and illabial a existed in the language at this period, 
there was a “chain shift” in the graphemes: if a was [a] and o was [å], then 
u was used sometimes to mark [o]. On the other hand, u was also used to 
mark  [u] (Benkő 1980: 89–94; Korompay 2018: 87). Benkő (1980: 94–95) 
notes that it is far from certain what kind of linguistic situation this prac-
tice actually reflects.

Naturally, this does not mean that the Old Hungarian evidence would 
play no role at all in research into the history of Hungarian vocalism. But it 
means that much of the evidence is controversial, and all the etymologies 
should be investigated separately.
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5.	 The	case	of	Proto-Uralic	*u	and	its	reflexes	in	Hungarian

5.1. Overview of the problem

It is often argued that there are cases of PU *u being reflected by a and á 
in Hungarian: see for example Barczi (1958), Aikio (2002: 45, 48), and Ma-
ticsák (2020: 388). The UEW lists 12 cases of Hungarian a, two cases with 
Hungarian variants with a and o, and four cases of Hungarian á (Csúcs et 
al. 1991: 37); the etymologies with uncertain vowel reconstruction are not 
included in this calculation. Sammallahti (1988) assumes such a change in 
only five words, including reconstructions where *u is given as one possi-
bility – the difference is partly due to different etymological material but 
also to different reconstructions of some Proto-Uralic words. Some addi-
tional examples have been suggested by Aikio (2002). There has been little 
discussion on the conditions of this change, however. The problem is that 
these cases are in the minority, as usually the reflex of PU *u is Hungarian 
o or *ú (such as PU *wud́ i ‘new’ > Hu új, PU *kuńci ‘urine’ > Hu húgy ‘piss’); 
some convincing examples of *u > Hu u are also known (such as PU *kuńa- 
‘close the eyes’ > Hu huny). The conditions for the different developments 
are not quite clear, but some cases of long ú can be explained through 
contraction caused by glides preceding or following the vowel, such as PU 
*uji- ‘swim’ > Hu (derivative) úsz-ik (see also the example of Hu új above).

The development of Proto-Uralic *u in Hungarian is thus far from 
settled, and it would require more than one paper to solve this question. 
However, the words showing *u > a or á are a good place to start investi-
gating the problem, as this group of words seems to include several unclear 
etymologies with competing explanations. In sieving out the problematic 
etymologies displaying this alleged sound change, the way is opened to 
investigating the problems of PU *u in Hungarian on the basis of more 
reliable etymological material.

The history of Proto-Uralic *u is also complicated by the fact that some 
words allegedly showing Proto-Uralic *u with aberrant reflexes in Hungari-
an should be reconstructed with PU *e̮  instead, such as PU *je̮xi- (UEW: 103 
*juγe- (*juke-)) ‘drink’ > Fi juo-, Hu i-, iv- (see Zhivlov 2014: 115–117).

It should be added here that even though the reflexes of other Uralic 
back vowels in Hungarian are better known and regular developments have 
been suggested, there are also problems with the reflexes of Proto-Uralic *a 
in Hungarian, as both long á and short a are found as reflexes of this vowel 
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(compare PU *ćara- ‘dry’ > Hu száraz but PU *pata ‘cauldron’ > Hu fazék). 
A possible solution is presented by Zhivlov (2014: 117–124), but many de-
tails still remain unclear. 

In the following, the etymologies possible showing Hungarian long 
vowels a or á as the reflexes of Proto-Uralic *u are critically analyzed. It 
will be determined whether the etymologies themselves are valid, and in 
the cases where the Uralic or Ugric etymology turns out to correct, it will 
be discussed whether the vowel *u can indeed be reconstructed as the pre-
decessor of Hungarian a or á. After analyzing the etymologies, possible 
causes for the different reflexes are briefly discussed.

The etymological material has been collected from the main Uralic ety-
mological sources: the UEW, Sammallahti (1988), and the recent articles of 
Aikio (2002; 2006; 2015), as well as Aikio’s (2013a) handout which lists the 
Uralic words with back vocalism.

5.2. Suggested Uralic and Ugric etymologies 
allegedly manifesting *u > Hu a or á

PU *jupta- ‘tell’ > (?) Hu  játszik, (?) OHu 1198 ioatec, Fi juttele- ‘speak, 
tell’, juttu ‘tale’, Md jovtams, joftams ‘tell, say’, Ngan d́ebtaδasa (< PSam 
*jǝptǝ- ‘speak, tell’, cognate also in Selkup, Janhunen 1977: 35) (UEW: 104; 
Helimski 1999; Aikio 2002: 48; 2013a)

The Uralic (or Finno-Ugric) background of the Hungarian word is an 
old idea (see the references in the UEW). However, it is considered uncer-
tain by EWUng (640) and UEW (s.v. jukta-) due to semantics, but the pos-
sible connection to Proto-Uralic *juktV- ‘tell’ is mentioned. EWUng (640) 
notes that u > a in Hungarian is unusual. EWUng notes that the oldest 
meaning of the Hungarian word játszik is ‘tell (erzählen)’ rather than ‘play’ 
as is prevalent in modern Hungarian. This is close to the meanings attested 
in related languages, but it is unclear whether we are really dealing with 
the same word in Old and Modern Hungarian. The word does not appear 
in Sammallahti’s (1988) list of Proto-Uralic words, and SSA does not men-
tion Hungarian játszik among the cognates of Finnish juttu, juttele-.

Regarding the Uralic reconstruction, in earlier sources such as the UEW 
*juktV- was preferred, but we now know that *juptV- has to be the correct 
reconstruction, thanks to Helimski (1999) who added the Samoyedic cog-
nate – the earlier reconstruction would have accounted for the Hungari-
an, Finnic, and Mordvin forms, but Samoyedic requires *pt as *kt would 
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have developed into *t in Proto-Samoyedic (Sammallahti 1979: 46–47). As 
there are no other Hungarian words that derive from a Uralic word with 
a cluster *pt, it is difficult to assume whether the vocalization of the stop 
*p could have played a role in the development of the vocalism. However, 
the etymology remains uncertain because of the semantic problems men-
tioned above, and an uncertain etymology can have only little value in 
discussions of Hungarian historical vocalism.

PU *juri- ‘spin’ > (?) Hu  jár ‘go’, Kh Trj jŏrǝγʟǝ- ‘forget’ (< PKh *jurǝγʟǝ-), 
Ms P jōrl- id. (< PMs *jɔrγʟ), SaN jorrat ‘go around’, Ud ji̮romi̮- ‘go astray’, 
TN yurə°- ‘forget’ (< PSam *jürǝ-) (UEW: 102; Aikio 2002: 46–48)

Reconstructing Proto-Uralic *juri- is convincing based on Aikio’s 
(2002: 46–48) argumentation, but the relationship of Hungarian jár ‘go’ to 
this word family remains problematic. The UEW reconstructs Proto-Ural-
ic *jori-, but Aikio (2002) argues that the Proto-Uralic word probably had 
*u instead. It should be noted that the UEW considers Hungarian jár an 
uncertain reflex of this Uralic stem. There are some problems in the recon-
struction of the Uralic word’s vocalism, as the Proto-Samoyedic vowel *ü is 
irregular, but the Saami, Permic, and Ob-Ugric cognates point clearly to *u 
(Aikio 2002: 47–48). Aikio notes that *j- might have caused the secondary 
fronting in Samoyedic. Aikio also points to the irregularity of u > á but 
notes that there are parallels for this irregular lowering, though he does 
not discuss the issue in detail. Although Hungarian jár is discussed by 
Aikio (2006) as a cognate to PU *juri-, the etymology is not mentioned in 
Aikio’s (2013a) list of words. EWUng also mentions PFU *jorkV- as a pos-
sible pre-form for the Hungarian, while the UEW (102) also reconstructs a 
proto-form *jorkV- and lists Hungarian jár as an uncertain cognate.

However, it is possible that Hungarian jár is not a Uralic word at all. 
A Turkic etymology for jár has been suggested by Palló (1982: 123–125), who 
assumes a loan from Turkic *yor(ï)- ‘nomadize, wander’ (> East Old Tur-
kic yorï- id.). WOT (1200–1203) is critical towards the etymology, but the 
criticism stems more from the problematic connection of Hungarian jár to 
the verb nyargal ‘gallop’, both of which have been derived from the same 
Turkic source. As is noted by WOT, it is obvious that jár and nyargal2 are 

2. The etymology of nyargal ‘gallop’ is not clear, but it is interesting that many 
other Hungarian horse terms are of unknown origin, such as nyerëg ‘saddle’ 
(see Holopainen 2022: 108–109) that also features word-initial ny-. Hungarian 
nyargal might be a loan from a substrate language, like nyerëg probably is.
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not regularly related (a change *j > *ny would be completely irregular), but 
it can be argued that jár could still be a Turkic loan. There seem to be no 
phonological or semantic problems in the Turkic etymology of jár: Palló 
notes that there are few examples of Turkic *o being reflected as Hungarian 
á in loanwords, but phonetically this substitution is not implausible. Fur-
thermore, WOT (1120) lists some examples of this substitution, such as Hu 
áporodik ‘decay’ ← West Old Turkic *op(u)ra- ‘grow old’, Hu váj ‘hollow 
out’ ← West Old Turkic *vay- id., Hu vályú ‘trough, tray’ ← West Old Tur-
kic *valuγ ‘trough’. As the Uralic background of jár is uncertain, the idea 
that the Hungarian word is borrowed from *yor(ï)- ‘nomadize, wander’ is 
a plausible etymology that can be rehabilitated.

There is one problem with the Turkic etymology, however, namely 
that there are no good parallels for the Turkic glide *y corresponding to 
*j in Hungarian.3 While there are no phonetic problems in deriving jár 
from *yori-, the Turkic loans in Hungarian reflect the sound change *y > 
Oghuric *ǰ > Chuvash ś (for example, Hungarian gyűrű ‘ring’ ~ Chuvash 
śerĕk id.; Hungarian szél ‘wind’ ~ Chuvash śil id.); see WOT (1092–1093) 
for a discussion of the different reflexes. However, we must keep in mind 
that *y was retained in the “Common Turkic” branch (cf. East Old Turkic 
yüzük ‘finger ring’). Although the majority of the early Turkic loanwords 
in Hungarian point to an Oghuric (Chuvash-type) donor language, Róna- 
Tas and Berta (WOT: 1071) admit that they cannot exclude the presence of 
non-Oghuric languages among the group they lump under the umbrella 
term “West Old Turkic”, so a borrowing from an Common Turkic type 
language would probably be possible. Further research on this problem is 
clearly needed, but it does not seem to be an impossible idea to derive jár 
from a Turkic source that has *y-.

PU/PUg *kad́ma (UEW: *kud́mV) > Hu hamu ‘ashes’, Kh Vj kajem < PKh 
*kājm, Ms TJ kōĺ ǝ̇m < PMs *kūĺm id. (UEW: 194; Abondolo 1996: 93; Zhiv-
lov 2014: 120)

Abondolo (1996: 93) has argued that Proto-Ugric *kad́ma is a deriv-
ative of *kad́a- ‘leave’ (the same explanation is presented also by Aikio 
apud Zhivlov 2014: 120). This is a plausible idea semantically, and *-ma is a 
known deverbal nominalizer in Proto-Uralic, so this etymology can be ac-
cepted. The *a vocalism presumed by this explanation is reflected regularly 

3. I am grateful to Christopher Culver for pointing this out to me.
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by Hungarian a, Proto-Khanty *ā, and Proto-Mansi *ū (cf. Zhivlov 2014: 
124). The UEW’s (194) idea of reconstructing *kud́mV is impossible, as 
none of the Ugric languages regularly point to *u, and it is unclear why *u 
was reconstructed by the UEW in the first place.

PUg *kaja- or *koja- > Hu hajt ‘treiben, jagen’, Ms So χujt- ‘tempt’ (< PMs 
*kujt-) (UEW: 854)

The UEW gives two alternative reconstructions for this Proto-Ugric 
word, but neither is completely clear. Uralic or Ugric *a–a stems are usu-
ally reflected as long *ū in Mansi (PU *kala ‘fish’ > Ms *kūl id.). However, 
several examples of Proto-Mansi short *u reflecting Uralic *o–a stems can 
be found in the material of Aikio (2015: 60–62), such as PU *śona ‘sledge’ > 
PMs *śun id., PU *kod́ ka ‘spirit’ > PMs *kuĺ  id., and PU *kompa ‘wave’ > 
PMs *kump id.

However, it is also possible that the words in Hungarian and Mansi are 
not related at all. The meanings of the two verbs are rather different: even 
though ‘tempt’ and ‘drive, pursue’ can probably be derived from a com-
mon source, the connection is not that obvious.

Furthermore, Aikio (2014b: 1–2) has recently connected the Mansi 
word to Proto-Khanty *kūć- ‘tempt’ (> North Khanty χuś-; this was earlier, 
e.g. in SSA s.v. kutsua, connected cautiously to Finnish kutsu- (< Proto- 
Finnic *kuccu-) and North Saami gohccu- (<  Proto-Saami *koććō-) but 
Aikio shows that the etymology is impossible due to irregular phono-
logical correspondences; the Finno-Saami word is probably a loanword 
from Baltic *ku̯aiti̯a- ‘call; sue’, as also noted by SSA as one possibility4). 
The correspondence between Mansi *kujt- and Khanty *kūć- is regular, 
and Proto-Uralic (Proto-Ob-Ugric?) *kujtV- can be reconstructed as their 
common predecessor. It is probable that Hungarian hajt is unrelated, as it 
is also semantically quite far from the meaning ‘call’ or ‘tempt’ that can 
be reconstructed for the (Proto-Ob-Ugric?) predecessor of the Ob-Ugric 
words.

4. Also an earlier, Proto-Indo-European etymology for Fi kutsu- has been sug-
gested (Koivulehto 1986: 272–274 assumes a loan from Proto-Indo-European 
*gu̯oti̯ -, reflected in Armenian koč̣em ‘name, call somewhere’), but Suomen 
vanhimman sanaston etymologinen verkkosanakirja (s.v. kutsua) deems this 
less likely, as the Baltic etymology is phonologically plausible and more con-
vincing in the case of a loan limited to Finnic and Saami (https://sanat.csc.fi/
wiki/EVE:kutsua).

https://sanat.csc.fi/wiki/EVE:kutsua
https://sanat.csc.fi/wiki/EVE:kutsua
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PU *kujV, *kowja or (?) *koja > Hu háj ‘fat’, Fi kuu, MdE kaja, Ma kaja, 
koja, Ud ke̮j, kwaj (UEW; Sammallahti 1988: 544; Aikio 2013a: 15; Zhivlov 
2014: 137; YSuS s.v. kuu2)

The Uralic word is reconstructed with *u in the UEW, but later research 
has shown that this reconstruction has to be erroneous, even though var-
ious problems in the reconstruction of this word remain. The reconstruc-
tion of *ow (YSuS) rather than *u explains at least some of the reflexes more 
regularly (see Kallio 2018: 253). The word is not mentioned in Aikio’s (2015) 
list of Uralic *o–a stems, however.

For Hungarian, *o is clearly better than *u, as parallel examples of *o > á 
abound (PU *kota ‘hut’ > Hu ház ‘house’, PU *ola ‘jaw’ > Hu áll id.). In 
Mari one would rather expect *u (*ońća > užaš, *ćod́a- > šudala- ‘course’). 
It is unclear, however, how *ow would regularly develop in Mari. A possi-
ble parallel example would be Proto-Mari *åmaš ‘mosquito curtain’ (Mari 
omaš, amaš), from Proto-Uralic *owdimi or *awdimi (unclear reconstruc-
tion, see Aikio 2015: 65). Also the Finnic cognate (Fi) uudin : uutime- shows 
similar vocalism as kuu < *kowja. On the other hand, Proto-Mari *å often 
reflects Proto-Uralic *a. This would be a possible reconstruction for Hun-
garian, too. The Mordvin cognate rather points to an *a–a stem. The Per-
mic vocalism is difficult: Udmurt kwaj could reflect Proto-Uralic *kowja, 
cf. Udmurt kwa-la < Proto-Uralic *kota, but the Komi cognate could not 
be derived from such a form. The vowel correspondence between the Komi 
and Udmurt cognates is in any case unexpected and fits any Proto-Uralic 
vowel combination poorly.

Both the UEW and EWUng also mention Turkic *qoyï ‘thick (flowing)’ 
in the context of háj, but it is not clearly stated what kind of relationship 
the Turkic word should have with the Uralic etyma. On purely phonolog-
ical grounds, háj could probably be explained as a loan from Old Turkic 
*qoyï (cf. the discussion of vocalism in the context of Hungarian jár above), 
but semantically the Uralic comparanda denoting ‘fat’ are closer.

To sum up, there are various problems in the reconstruction of the 
Proto- Uralic word, probably because we do not know enough about the 
development of *Vw sequences in the Uralic languages. But none of the 
languages here, with the possible exception of Finnic, point to Proto-Uralic 
*u, and as we have seen, also the Finnic vowel can be explained otherwise.
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PU *kulki- > Hu (der.) halad ‘proceed’, Fi kulke- ‘go, wander’, SaN golga- 
‘run, float’, Md  E koĺge- ‘drip, flow’, Ko ki̮lal- ‘drift downstream’, Kh  V 
kɔγəl- ‘stride’ (< PKh *kɔ̄γəl-), TN xæsy° ‘go; become’ (< PSam *kǝj-; cog-
nates also in Forest Nenets, Yurats, and Mator; Janhunen 1977: 51) (UEW: 
197; Sammallahti 1988: 544; Aikio 2013a: 13)

This is a convincing Proto-Uralic etymology, and the reconstruction 
*kulki- is universally accepted. *u is clearly the only possibility based on 
comparative evidence (Finnic, Saami, Mordvin, Permic, and Samoyedic 
unambiguously point to a reconstruction *kulki-). This is therefore a plau-
sible example of Proto-Uralic *u being reflected by Hungarian a, unlike 
many of the etymologies discussed here.

The reasons for this might be due to a conditional sound change: the 
possible factors could be the word-initial *k or the word-internal conso-
nant cluster. Here *k has been lost through spirantization, which could 
have influenced the development of the vowel and caused the lowering.

PU *kumpa or PU *kompa ‘wave’ > Hu hab ‘foam’, Kh V kŏmp ‘wave’, 
Kh V, Vj kump (< PKh *kūmp), Ms So χump id., P kup < PMs *kump, (?) 
Fi kumpu ‘hill’, (?) SaL kåbbå ‘a small hill’, SaS gabpe ‘small mountain’ 
(Hassel brink 1981–1985: 537) MdE kumboldoms ‘wave, rise in waves’ (cog-
nate according to Aikio 2013a), MaE wüt-kowǝ, MaW koe, ko, Ko (?) gi̮bad, 
TN χampa, Ngan koŋhu, Slk (Taz) qōmpi̮  (< PSam *kåmpå, cognate also in 
Forest Nenets and Enets; Janhunen 1977: 59) (UEW: 203–204; Sammal lahti 
1988: 537; Aikio 2013a: 12; 2014c: 83; 2015: 60)

The Proto-Uralic vocalism of this word is somewhat uncertain: many 
branches point to *o rather than u, and it is not even clear that all the words 
mentioned in earlier sources as cognates really belong into the same word 
family. Sammallahti (1988: 537) reconstructs Proto-Uralic *kompa. Such a 
reconstruction would account well for the Hungarian word, as *o > a is a 
regular sound change. Proto-Samoyedic *kåmpå certainly cannot reflect 
*kumpa regularly, and also the Ob-Ugric words point to *o rather than *u. 
It is not completely certain that Finnic kumpu is a real cognate here, as no 
meaning ‘wave’ is attested in Finnic. Lule Saami kåbbå that is listed as a 
cognate by the UEW (203–204) is not mentioned by Aikio (2015: 60), nor is 
the assumed Komi cognate gi̮bad that shows an aberrant g.

In addition to the mismatches in vocalism, there are also rather large 
semantic differences among the cognates: some languages denote ‘wave’ 
(Hungarian ‘foam’ can be derived from an earlier meaning ‘wave’), others 
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‘hill’. It is probable that the words denoting ‘hill’ and ‘wave’ are originally 
different stems that have been mixed up in some Uralic languages.5

In conclusion, it seems probable that Hungarian hab reflects Proto- 
Uralic *kompa that is reflected also at least by Samoyedic and the Ob-Ugric 
languages. This word is not an example of Proto-Uralic *u > Hungarian a.

PU *kunta or *konti  > Hu had ‘army’, Kh  V kăntəγ ‘Khanty’ (<  PKh 
*ki̮ntəγ), Ms TJ kānt ‘army’ (< PMs *kānt), (?) Fi kunta ‘community’, (?) Est 
kond id. (UEW: 206–207, 208; Sammallahti 1988: 544; Aikio 2013a: 15)

This etymology involves similar problems as *kompa > hab mentioned 
above. It is possible that the traditional comparison includes more than 
one PU stem. The reconstruction *kunta in the UEW is based on Finnic 
evidence, but even the Finnic cognates (Finnish kunta ~ Estonian kond) 
are not regular. Zhivlov (2014: 140) reconstructs *konti- ‘hunt, murder’ and 
assumes that Hungarian had is a reflex of this Proto-Uralic stem. 

Mansi *ā can regularly reflect PU *o in an -i-stem, and also the Khanty 
form with *i̮  can be derived from this, if it is an ablaut variant of *a (Zhiv-
lov 2014: 124). Based on Hungarian and Mansi, the Proto-Uralic form had 
*o, and even though it seems that various details require further research, 
Hungarian had does not reflect a Proto-Uralic form that had *u. All the 
Ugric cognates can be derived from *konti.

PU *kuńci > Hu hangya ‘ant’, Fi kusiainen, Ko koʒ́ul, Ud kuǯ́iĺ i, Ms TJ künš 
id. (< (?) PMs *kunš-) (UEW: 209; kuńće, kuće)

This Proto-Ugric etymology involves various problems, and the entire 
etymology should probably be rejected. The etymology is listed by SSA, 
but it is missing from Sammallahti’s (1988) list of words. Hungarian ngy as 
the reflection of PU *ńć is irregular, as is noted already by the UEW, and 
the Permic vocalism does not point to *u (Proto-Permic *i̮  would be the 
regular outcome). It remains unclear what the exact connection between 
these words is, but they are certainly no regular cognates. The Finnish 
form kusiainen has probably been influenced by kusi ‘piss, urine’ due to 
folk etymology (SSA s.v. kusiainen).

5. Recently Zhivlov (2023: 162, 164) has also reconstructed two separate stems: 
Proto-Uralic *kumpi ‘hillock, tussock’ and *kompa ‘wave’.
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It remains a possibility that the words in various Uralic languages are 
loanwords from somewhere, but it is difficult to say anything more certain, 
as no source form is known. If Finnish kusiainen is unrelated, the words 
in Mansi, Hungarian, and Permic could reflect a loan from a substrate lan-
guage in Central Eurasia, but more research would be needed before this 
can be proven. See Holopainen (2022: 105–107) for a discussion of other 
potential Wanderwörter with a similar distribution. Further research on 
the etymology of Hungarian hangya is certainly needed, but as the Uralic 
etymology has to be rejected as irregular, this is, again, not an example of 
a change *u > a in Hungarian.

To sum up, the Uralic etymology shows too many irregularities to be 
accepted as such. It is a matter of methodology whether such irregular 
etymologies can be accepted.

PU *kuŋi- > Hu hó : hava- ‘moon’, Fi kuu, Md E koŋ, Kh Kaz χŭw, Kam ki 
id. (UEW: 211–212; Sammallahti 1988: 537; Aikio 2013a: 13)

Hungarian hó ‘moon’ shows the oblique stem hava-, meaning that the 
word originally had a and the ó in the nominative is due to later contrac-
tion. In the various sources different Proto-Uralic reconstructions have 
been given, concerning both the word-internal consonant and the vocal-
ism. Erzya dialectal koŋ can regularly reflect only *kuŋi-, but the rest of the 
forms are ambiguous. In Hungarian, *ŋ is usually reflected by g (the change 
*ŋ > *ŋk is shared with Ob-Ugric), but also many cases of ŋ disappearing 
and leaving only a hiatus filler are known. Probably there is a conditioned 
change that we do not understand completely. Bakró-Nagy (2003) presents 
a detailed account of the reflexes of *ŋ in the Ugric languages, but the exact 
conditions of the different reflexes remain unclear; a possible solution has 
been suggested by Zhivlov (2015), who assumes different developments of 
*ŋ in vocalic and consonantal stems in Ugric, with later analogical leve-
ling, but the matter requires further research.

Sammallahti (1988) reconstructs Proto-Uralic *ki̮xi-. However, most 
languages seem to point to *u. Together with *kulki- > halad this is one of 
the few cases where Hungarian probably really does show a as a reflex of 
Proto-Uralic *u.
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PU *kura (? *kurV) ‘crooked’ > ? Hu (der.) harántos ‘slanted, skewed’, Ko 
ki̮ri̮še̮n, Ud ki̮ri̮ǯ, Kh V kŏr ‘curve in a river’, TN xəra ‘bend, curve; reason’ 
(< PSam *kərå, cognates also in Forest Nenets, Selkup, and Kamas, Janhu-
nen 1977: 55) (UEW: 220; Aikio 2013a)

This etymology is a complicated one. Aikio (2013a) considers Hungari-
an horog ‘hook’ a reflex of PU *kura ‘crooked’, assuming Finnic *kura ‘left’ 
(> Est kura) as cognate in addition to the Permic and Samoyedic forms 
listed above. Hu horog and harántos could not regularly reflect the same 
Proto-Uralic word due to the different vocalism. Semantically horog ‘hook’ 
would be an unproblematic reflex of PU *kurV ‘crooked’.

Also, harántos ‘slanted, skew’ could semantically be connected with the 
Uralic words denoting ‘curve’ or ‘curved’, but as horog shows the regular 
development *u > o, it is more probable that horog is the real reflex of Proto- 
Uralic *kura. The UEW also mentions verbal forms with hár- occurring in 
Hungarian dialects, such as hárít- ‘ablenken, abwenden’; these are semanti-
cally close to harántos and probably belong to the same Uralic word family.

PU *kura- > Hu (der.) harmat ‘dew’, Fi kuura ‘hoarfrost’, (?) SaL kā̊rrō- 
‘hoarfrost forms in the trees’, (?) Ko gi̮e̮r, (?) Ud ge̮r, Slk kurə ‘fine snow, 
hoar frost’, Kam kuro ‘frost, hoarfrost’ (UEW: 215; Sammallahti 1988: 544)

Despite being included in Sammallahti’s (1988) list of words, the Uralic 
etymology is quite problematic. Aikio (2013a) does not mention the ety-
mology. The suggested Permic cognates are not regular: the relationship 
between the Komi and the Udmurt words is irregular (the Komi sequence 
i̮e̮  does not regularly correspond to Udmurt e̮), making even the recon-
struction of a Proto-Permic word impossible.6 The suggested Samoyedic 
cognates could formally reflect a Proto-Uralic word with *u (cf. Sammal-
lahti 1988: 495), but it is unclear whether this Selkup word really exists, as 
it is not found in dictionaries (such as Alatalo 2004).

The Finnic and Hungarian words could technically be derived from 
*kura, but the similarity might also be accidental. However, the exact com-
position of Hungarian harmat is unclear; if the word is a reflex of a stem 
*kura, it is uncertain what the part -mat represents, as the word does not 
look like any regular derivative. SSA (s.v. kuura) considers the Uralic ety-
mology unlikely. Also, a competing Germanic etymology for the Finnic 

6. Aikio (personal communication) notes that the Komi word has probably 
emerged through contraction.
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word also exists: the word has been derived from Proto-Germanic *skūra 
(> Middle High German schur ‘hail(storm)’), see SSA (s.v. kuura). LÄGLOS 
(s.v. kuura) considers the Germanic etymology possible but uncertain; also 
the Uralic etymology is mentioned in LÄGLOS, but it is noted that the vo-
calism is irregular. In my view, the Germanic etymology is clearly a better 
explanation for the origin of the Finnic word. It remains unclear whether 
the suggested Lule Saami cognate could also be borrowed from the same 
Germanic word. The reconstruction of a Proto-Uralic *kura is in any case 
doubtful, and it is most unlikely that Hungarian harmat derives from any 
Proto-Uralic word that had *u.

UEW also lists similar forms in the Turkic, Tungusic, and Mongolic 
languages (such as Turkic qïraγu ‘hoarfrost’, Tungusic kiraha- ‘fall (of fine 
snow)’, Mongolic kīraγu ‘hoarfrost’). It cannot be ruled out that some of the 
Uralic forms could be explained as loans from Turkic, but it is notable that a 
possible Turkic origin of harmat is not mentioned by WOT. As Hungarian 
harmat means ‘dew’, it is not semantically very close to these Altaic words.

PU *kuri- > Hu harag ‘anger’, Kh Vj korəm- (< PKh *karəm-), Ms K χor- 
(< PMs *kɔr) (Zhivlov 2006: 117), MdE kor ‘anger’ (UEW: 220–221)

Here Mordvin kor could regularly reflect *u, although also other pre-
forms for Mordvin o are possible. The Ob-Ugric cognates show the same 
vocalism as the reflexes of PU *puna- ‘braid’ (> Mansi *pɔn, Khanty *panəl-, 
Zhivlov 2006: 117), so it seems possible that the Ob-Ugric cognates reflect a 
Proto-Uralic *kuri- or *kura-. There are eight etymologies displaying this 
Ob-Ugric vowel correspondence in Zhivlov’s material, which is a notable 
number of etymologies considering the generally small number of Pro-
to-Uralic stems that can be reconstructed. On the other hand, most of the 
Uralic *u-words in Aikio’s (2013a) account of Uralic vocalism do not display 
this vowel correspondence in Ob-Ugric, and Zhivlov (2014: 121) has noted 
that the development of Proto-Uralic *u in Khanty is not fully understood 
and requires further research. Because of this, it seems uncertain whether 
a Proto-Uralic form *kuri- can indeed be reconstructed. A more convinc-
ing option is presented by Aikio (in preparation) who considers Hungarian 
harag, Mordvin kor, and the Ob-Ugric words reflexes of Proto-Uralic *kira-; 
this cognate set also includes Finnish kiro ‘curse’ and North Saami garru id. 
Other examples of disharmonic *i–a stems reflected by Hungarian a have 
been suggested, such as Proto-Uralic *wiča- > Hungarian vásik ‘wears away’ 
already by Sammallahti (1988: 551), so the change can be considered regular.
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PU *kuttV > Hu hát ‘back’, Kh J juw kutsa ‘under the tree, in the shelter 
of the tree’, kutəʌ : juw kutəʌnə ‘in the shelter of the tree’, Ms KU χūtəj ‘in 
the shade’ (< PMs (?) *kūtəγ), Slk (Taz) qottä, qott ‘backwards’ (UEW: 225; 
Alatalo 2004, No. 1934)

This etymology limited to Ugric and Samoyedic is mentioned as a 
plausible Proto-Uralic etymology, but it is missing from more recent word 
lists of Sammallahti (1988) and Aikio (2013a) and the scarce attestation in 
Ob-Ugric and Samoyedic raises suspicion. This is also one of the very few 
suggested examples of Hungarian á reflecting Proto-Uralic *u.

Abondolo (1996) mentions the Ugric cognates but omits the Selkup 
cognate without comment. Abondolo reconstructs *ïï, following his own 
ideas of Proto-Uralic tongue-height and length. A central vowel *e̮  is un-
likely, as it would not yield *ū in Ob-Ugric. In his unfinished Marginalia 
ad UEW, Helimski (manuscript) mentions the Proto-Uralic etymology but 
reconstructs PU *kottɜ, arguing that North Selkup o cannot reflect *u but 
the Ugric allows either *o or *u. However, due to semantics, word-class dif-
ferences (only an adverb in Samoyedic), and the limited distribution of the 
word within Uralic, Helimski does not consider the etymology completely 
certain.

Although Helimski rightly refutes the reconstruction with Proto-Uralic 
*u, his arguments about the vocalism of this word are not entirely convinc-
ing: Hungarian á can reflect either *a or *o, and also Mansi *ū can point to 
both an *a–a and *o–a stem. *u is out of the question here. East Khanty u 
can reflect Proto-Khanty *ū, which would not fit any of the possible vowels 
mentioned here: in *a–a stems Proto-Khanty *ū appears regularly after a 
labial or word-initially (Zhivlov 2014: 117). However, Aikio (personal com-
munication) points out that East Khanty u could also reflect Proto-Khanty 
*ō, which is also the middle ablaut grade of Proto-Khanty *ā. The vowel 
correspondence Proto-Mansi *ū ~ Proto-Khanty *ā could reflect an older 
*-a-stem. It seems possible, then, that the Hungarian, Mansi, and Khanty 
cognates could be explained from Proto-Ugric *katta.

The connection with the Selkup word remains uncertain, and the simi-
larity might also be accidental. The Uralic reconstruction *kuttV should in 
any case be abandoned.
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PU (?) *kuttV > Hu hat ‘six’, Fi kuusi, SaN gutta, MdE koto, Ma kut, Ko 
kvat́, Ud kwat́, Kh V kut, Ms TJ kat id. (UEW: 225; Sammallahti 1988: 544)

The exact reconstruction of this Proto-Uralic numeral is disputed. 
The Hungarian can point to *u or *o, the Saami cognate is irregular from 
*kuttV. Similar problems are involved in the reconstruction of many Ural-
ic numerals (such as *kulmi ~ *kolmi ~ *kormi, see Abondolo 1996: 94), 
meaning that the word has only limited value in the discussion of Hun-
garian historical vocalism. However, if we assume that *u > a is regular in 
this environment (after *k), there are no problems in deriving Hu hat from 
*kuttV.

The Ob-Ugric vocalism is likewise problematic: Zhivlov (2006: 140) 
reconstructs Proto-Ob-Ugric *kātu, PMs *kāt, and PKh *kōt. This is not 
a regular correspondence of any PU back vowel in Ob-Ugric, and also 
Abondolo (1996: 95) notes that the correspondence is unusual.

It is dubious whether the problems with the vocalism of this Proto- 
Uralic numeral can be solved, but as several branches of Uralic show 
contradictory vocalism, this etymology cannot be used as evidence of a 
change Proto-Uralic *u > Hungarian a.

PU *kuwli- or *kowli- > Hu hall ‘hear’, Fi kuule-, SaN gulla-, MdE, M kuĺe-, 
Ma kola-, Ud, Ko ki̮l-, Kh V kɔl-;
PU *kunta-li- > Hu hall, OHu hadl, Ms So χūntl- (< PMs *kwāntəl-), Kh V 
kunγəl- (< PKh *kuntǝγl-), Fi kuuntele- ‘listen’
(UEW: 196–197; Sammallahti 1988: 544; Aikio 2006: 17; 2013a: 15; YSuS)

The UEW assumes that Hungarian hall represents contamination be-
tween two Uralic verbs, *kunti-li and *kuli-. This makes the analysis of 
this etymology challenging. Both verbs can clearly be reconstructed for 
Proto-Uralic, but the reconstruction *kuli- is now outdated. Finnic long uu 
points to an earlier Vw sequence that could be reconstructed as either *uw 
or *ow (cf. PU *kowsi > Fi kuusi, Aikio 2012: 242), but the Permic vocalism 
more clearly points to *u(w). The Saami vocalism (PSa *u) also points to *u, 
cf. PU *suxi- > suhka- ‘row’.

Abondolo (1996: 95) reconstructs the pre-form of Hungarian hall/
hadl as *kanta-li-, and he assumes that the Finnic high vowel uu is due 
to an ablaut variant. This explanation cannot be correct, but the pre-form 
*kanta-li- would indeed be more probable for the Hungarian word. The 
Finnic vocalism might be explained through contamination with the un-
related but semantically close word family kuule- (cf. kuulella, SSA).
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Due to the cluster dl, Old Hungarian hadl is clearly a reflex of Proto- 
Uralic *kVntili-, and it is quite difficult to say for certain whether the reflex-
es of the two Uralic verbs have merged in the history of Hungarian.

PU *mu- (?) ‘this, that; another (?)’ > Hu más ‘other’, másik ‘another’, ma 
‘today’, majd ‘soon’, most ‘now’, Mari molə̑ ‘other’, Fi muu id., SaS mubpie 
‘other; second’, Ud mi̮d, Ko me̮d ‘another’, Ms TJ mɛ̮̄t ‘another, second’ 
(UEW: 281–282)

Kulonen (1993: 197–199) assumes that two pronominal stems, *mo- and 
*mu-, can be reconstructed for Proto-Uralic, as the vocalism in several 
branches of the family points to two distinct stems (for example, the Saami 
forms like mubpie as well as Udmurt mi̮d and Komi me̮d point to a stem 
*mu-). Also, in Hungarian, there are forms like most ‘now’ pointing to *u 
in addition to más which points instead to *o. Hungarian ma probably also 
points to Proto-Uralic *mo-. Finnic muu can reflect different Pre-Finnic 
forms (cf. the discussion of fa and puu under PU *pawi below).

Helimski (1997: 301) suggests that Hungarian ma is possibly a cognate 
to Proto-Samoyedic *mä ‘today’, retained only in Mator mā ‘today’ and 
these words would reflect the same Proto-Uralic lexeme. This is an inter-
esting point that warrants further research, but it is not immediately clear 
how the Uralic word should be reconstructed (*mawi would probably yield 
both Hungarian ma and Proto-Samoyedic *mä regularly). The limited dis-
tribution of the word is also suspicious.

PU *muča- ‘illness’ > Hu hagy-máz ‘typhoid fever’, Ko mi̮ž, Ud mi̮ž ‘illness’, 
Kh V mɔč ‘Schaden’, Ms maš ‘hole’ (UEW: 283, Aikio 2002: 13–15; 2013a)

It is assumed in the UEW that Hungarian hagy-máz reflects an opaque 
compound consisting of two words of Uralic origin. The idea of a com-
pound as such is plausible, and the part hagy- has a convincing Uralic ety-
mology (see Aikio 2002: 13–15; 2015: 60), but the issue with *muča- is more 
problematic. A Hungarian sibilant z from *č is completely irregular, and 
there are no convincing parallels for á as the reflex of PU *u (cf. the discus-
sion of hát above). This makes the etymology very dubious.

Mari mə̑ž, muž is mentioned as a cognate by the UEW, but the Mari 
word is not listed by Aikio (2013a). Problems with the Mari etymology have 
been noted also by Bereczki (2013: 153–154), who writes that Mari ž from *č 
is irregular, but he argues that parallels exist. It remains unclear whether 
the Mari word could be connected here somehow, for example as a loan 
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from Permic. Proto-Saami *mocēs (> South Saami muhtsies ‘slovenly, un-
tidy, messy’) is mentioned as a new cognate by Aikio (2013a).

PU *muŋki > Hu mag ‘seed’, maga ‘self (reflexive pronoun)’, Ma moŋγə̑r 
‘trunk, body’, Ud mugor, mi̮gor ‘body, form, build, shape, bodily appear-
ance, Gestalt’, Ko mi̮ge̮r ‘туловище, стан’, TN maŋk° (< PSam *måŋkut 
‘bosom’, also in Forest Nenets and Enets, Janhunen 1977: 88–89) (UEW: 
286–287; Aikio 2013a: 12)

The Proto-Uralic word is reconstructed as *moŋki by Aikio (2013a: 12), 
who adds Proto-Samoyedic *måŋkut to this cognate set. There is no evi-
dence for a reconstruction with *u, so this word does not serve as an exam-
ple of the alleged sound change in Hungarian.

As a side note it can be mentioned that Helimski (2002: 108) separates 
Hungarian mag ‘seed’ from maga, arguing that the latter is borrowed from 
an Alanic word that yielded Ossetic (Iron) myg, (Digor) mugæ ‘sperm’ (this 
idea was suggested already by Abaev 1965: 531). This etymology remains 
possible, especially in the light of semantic differences of mag and maga, 
although the vowel substitution in this Alanic etymology is not quite clear 
and involves similar problems as the Uralic etymology. (The Ossetic word 
possibly reflects Proto-Indo-Iranian *muka-, cognate to Latin mūcus ‘sniv-
el’, Greek μύξα, Abaev 1958–1989 II: 137. However, this Indo-European ety-
mology is far from clear, see Beekes 2010: 977–978; De Vaan 2010: 392 so 
the background of Ossetic y/u is not quite clear here.)

PU *muri-  > Hu mar ‘bite, gnaw, etch; mill’, Kh mɔri̮- ‘break’, Ms  So 
mur- ‘break’, TN mərda- ‘break through’ (<  PSam *mərə-, cognates in 
all Samoyedic languages except Mator, Janhunen 1977: 87–88), Fi murta- 
‘break’ (UEW: 288, Sammallahti 1988, Aikio 2013a: 13)

Aikio lists Finnish murta-, Khanty *mɔ̄rǝj-, and Proto-Samoyedic 
*mǝrǝ- as reflexes of Proto-Uralic *muri-. It is not completely clear that 
Hungarian mar indeed belongs here, especially as the semantic connection 
is not obvious, inasmuch as the other cognates denote breaking, whereas 
the primary meaning of Hungarian mar is ‘bite’. The semantics are not an 
obstacle as such, but together with the phonological problem they can be 
considered to speak against the etymology.

An alternative etymology for Hungarian mar has been suggested: 
Katz (2003: 283–284) assumes that the Uralic words were borrowed from 
Indo- Iranian *marH-, attested in Old Indo-Aryan mari-, mṛṇāti ‘crushes’ 
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(EWAia II: 321–322). *u might be a substitution for the Indo-Iranian zero- 
grade *r̥ attested in forms like the present mṛṇāti. Formally Hungarian 
mar could be a later Iranian loanword, cf. Ossetic (prefixed) læmaryn/
læmarun ‘press out, squeeze out’, even though in this case, too, semantic 
problems remain. In any case, the possible Uralic origin of Hungarian mar 
is so uncertain that this etymology cannot be used to prove that Proto- 
Uralic *u can yield a in Hungarian.

PU *pawi > Hu fa (< fá with secondary shortening) ‘tree’, Fi puu, Ma pu, 
Ko pu, Ud pu (< PP *pǔ), TN pya id. (< PSam *pä, cognates in all Samoyedic 
languages, Janhunen 1977: 117) (UEW: 410–411; Sammallahti 1988: 539; Ai-
kio 2013a: 9; Holopainen et al. 2017: 115, footnote 5; YSuS s.v. *puu)

The *u found in earlier sources like the UEW is probably reconstructed 
mostly based on Finnic evidence. However, the other languages do not 
clearly point to *u, instead *ow or *aw would probably be possible, as Finn-
ic long uu can probably result from various Vw sequences (Aikio 2012: 241–
243; see also Kallio 2018: 253). Aikio (2013a) and YSuS reconstruct *aw here, 
and this has been supported by Holopainen et al. (2017: 115, footnote 5). 
Hungarian and Samoyedic quite clearly rather point to *a, whereas Mari 
and Permic are ambiguous.

PU *pućirta- > Hu facsar ‘squeeze’, Fi puserta-, Ko pi̮ʒ́i̮rt-, Ud pi̮ǯ́i̮rt-, Kh V 
posər- (< PKh *pasər-) id. (UEW: 397; Aikio 2013a: 14)

Here the evidence for *u is quite overwhelming: Finnic and Permic 
both point clearly to *u, and also the Khanty reflex can be derived from 
that. The Uralic etymology is probably correct, and this is one possible case 
of the change *u > a indeed taking place in Hungarian. However, Hungar-
ian cs is not the regular reflex of Proto-Uralic *ć (Sammallahti 1988: 517 
mentions Hungarian csomó as the only example showing such a reflex, as-
suming a secondary affricate), and the inclusion of Hungarian facsar into 
this cognate set cannot be regarded as completely certain. 

The issue is also complicated by the UEW’s idea that the verb *pućɜ-rɜ- 
(as reconstructed by the UEW) includes the same verbal root as *puńća-, 
*puća- ‘press, wring out’, reflected by Khanty (V, N) pos-, (DN) pus-, Man-
si (TJ, P, So) pos-, (KU) pas-, Komi pi̮ćki̮-, Mari (W) pə̑nze-, (E) puńće-, 
puńćala-, Lule Saami påhtjē-, and related forms in other Saami languages 
(UEW: 404). The idea clearly cannot be correct as such, as the cognates 
allegedly reflecting *puńća-, *puća- are irregular and it is clear that they 
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cannot reflect the same Proto-Uralic verb (for example, the Komi and 
Saami forms cannot reflect a cluster *ńć, but this is required by Mari, and 
the Saami vocalism is also irregular). It remains dubious whether any of the 
forms listed under this verb in the UEW can be connected with *pućirta-. 

It has been noted (EWUng: 348) that also a variant csafar has risen in 
Hungarian through metathesis, and the meaning and phonological shape 
of csafar have been influenced by the unrelated verb csavar ‘turn (some-
thing), waggle’. The unexpected vowel and affricate in facsar might also 
have been influenced by a contamination with csavar, although it is admit-
tedly difficult to prove this.

PU *puna ‘hair’ > Hu fan, fon ‘pubic hair’, Kh V pun ‘hair, wool, feather’, 
Ms TJ pon ‘feather, hair’, Fi puna ‘red’, Md pona ‘hair, wool’, Ma pə̑n ‘hair, 
feather’ (UEW: 407 s.v. puna; Sammallahti 1988; Aikio 2013a: 14)

This is a convincing Uralic etymology accepted by all the relevant 
sources, and it is clear that *u has to be reconstructed for Proto-Uralic. It 
is unclear why both variants fan and fon are attested in Hungarian, but it 
can be assumed that fon is the regular form here while a reflects a dialectal 
development: both forms are attested already in Old Hungarian (EWUng: 
354). As pointed out above in Section 3, the lack of clarity in the interpre-
tation of Old Hungarian vocalism has been noted by Benkő (1980: 89–94), 
but as forms with a and o can be found in both modern Hungarian and 
already in Old Hungarian sources, it is probable that fan indeed existed 
in Old Hungarian. Further research on this dichotomy is needed, but it 
should be noted that as phonemes do not split spontaneously, it would be 
good to find some reason for the dichotomy fan ~ fon. The variant fon in 
any case shows the expected development o < *u.

PUg *purɜ > Hu far, farok ‘tail’, Kh V pi̮r ‘back part’ (UEW: 407, 880)
Aikio (2018) argues that Hungarian far, farok reflect Proto-Uralic 

*ponči ‘tail’. This is a convincing explanation in the light of Aikio’s new 
sound law *nč  > Hu r. Aikio also notes that the vowel correspondences 
between the Hungarian and Khanty cognates suggested in the UEW are 
irregular, so the UEW’s reconstruction of a Proto-Ugric noun *purV has to 
be rejected in any case.
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PU *ruŋkV  > Hu rág ‘chew’, Ms  L rågn- id., TN luŋkiba- ‘gnaw, nibble’, 
Ngan ĺ üŋgüśa ‘gnaw’ (UEW 426)

This is an irregular and unconvincing etymology, as noted already by the 
UEW. None of the cognates suggested here can reflect a pre-form *ruŋkV- 
regularly. Mansi g from Proto-Uralic *ŋk would be an irregular development 
that has no parallels in other etymologies. Tundra Nenets l cannot regularly 
reflect PU *r, and it is quite probable that Proto-Uralic phonotactics did not 
allow words beginning with *r- (see Hahmo 2003/2004). In Sammallahti’s 
(1988) list of words, no Uralic cognates with word-initial *r- are listed.

PU *śukkV ~ *śakkV ‘piece, bit, part’ > Hu (dial.) szak ‘small piece’ (also 
in compounds észak ‘north’, éjszaka ‘night’, and in the derivatives szakad, 
szakít ‘tear’), Kh Vj săk ‘crumbled’, (?) Fi sukku ‘state of being crushed’ 
(UEW: 457)

This etymology offers again no real evidence for Proto-Uralic *u, as the 
Uralic etymology is considered uncertain even by the UEW, and none of 
the languages point really to the reconstruction of Proto-Uralic *u. The 
suggested Finnic cognate sukku is poorly attested and a semantically dubi-
ous cognate. East Khanty ă is not the regular reflex of Proto-Uralic *u. The 
UEW is right in assuming that Hungarian szak and Khanty săk can indeed 
belong together, and it can be noted that they can reflect Uralic *śakki or 
*śokki (cf. Zhivlov 2014: 124).

PU *śuwi or *śawi > Hu száj ‘mouth’, Fi suu, SaS tjovve (< PSa *ćuve̮  or 
*ćove̮) Ma šu (< PMa *šu), Ud śu ‘mouth’, (?) Ko śu- in compounds śu-ke̮ś 
‘kvass’, śu-ke̮śaś- ‘drink (verb)’ (< PP *śu) id., Ms K sunt ‘mouth of a river’, 
So sūp ‘mouth’ (< ? PMs *su-) (UEW: 492–493; Aikio 2013a: 14; YSuS s.v. suu)

This etymology is a similar case as *pawi ‘tree’ above: although the 
Uralic etymology as such is plausible, various details of the reconstruction 
are unclear. Among the Uralic cognates, only Finnic forms like Finnish 
suu point to Proto-Uralic *u, but as it was discussed above, various Proto- 
Uralic sequences of *Vw can result in Finnic uu. Proto-Permic *u does 
not point regularly to Proto-Uralic *u, and Mari u can also reflect various 
pre-forms, meaning that this is not a certain case of *u > a in Hungarian. 
The Permic cognates are considered uncertain already by the UEW. Mansi 
short u points to Proto-Uralic *u rather than *a (see also the discussion of 
Hungarian szád below). Proto-Saami *ćuve̮  or *ćove̮  could not regularly 
reflect Proto-Uralic *a.
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PU *śuwinti > (?) szád ‘mouth of a river’, Ms K sunt, SaKld čont (< PSa 
*čunte̮) id. (Aikio 2013a: 14)

It is unclear whether this Uralic word reflects the same stem as Hun-
garian száj ‘mouth’ and its cognates discussed above. The vocalism of the 
Saami cognates does not point regularly to Proto-Uralic *u, but Aikio 
assumes *uw that could have probably developed into *u in Saami. Due 
to the limited attestation and unclear vowel developments in both Saami 
and Hungarian, this word does not give reliable proof of the sound change 
*u > a in Hungarian.

PU *šurV  ‘cut’ > (?) Hu irt- ‘destroy’, (?) arat ‘harvest’, Ko še̮r-, Ud ši̮r-, 
Kh  V lŏrt-, O lărt-, TN tyarocy ‘be divided; share’ (<  PSam *tär-, cog-
nates in all Samoyedic languages, Janhunen 1977: 154–155) (UEW: 503–504; 
Sammal lahti 1988: 550; WOT: 1232)

This is a rather problematic etymology, as both irt and arat are con-
sidered possible reflexes of the same stem *šurV in the UEW; this cannot 
be correct, as it is impossible to connect these forms etymologically due 
to the different vocalism. The UEW (492) considers arat uncertain. The 
whole existence of a Proto-Uralic verbal stem *šurV is based on very un-
certain evidence, as at least the suggested Samoyedic cognates clearly do 
not regularly point to *u. The Permic and Khanty cognates can reflect Pro-
to-Uralic *šurV, but neither Hungarian arat or irt reflects *šurV regular-
ly. Nevertheless, the UEW’s explanation of the origin of Hungarian irt is 
accepted by WOT. However, arat is considered a Turkic loan (see below). 
Sammallahti (1988) also mentions the etymology, although with a question 
mark, reconstructing *ši̮/ura- ‘remove’ and mentioning only Hungarian irt 
as a cognate. Sammallahti does not mention the Samoyedic forms listed 
in the UEW.

WOT (70–71) considers Hungarian arat a possible loanword from the 
Old Turkic verb *or- ‘mow’ (> East Old Turkic or- ‘mow (grass), reap (cereal 
crops)’), perhaps from its unattested causative form *or(a)t-. This Turkic 
etymology is phonologically and semantically plausible. The etymology of 
irt remains open and requires further research, but due to the probable 
Turkic origin of arat, it is improbable that irt is related to it through a 
lexical split.
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PU *tukti  > Hu tat, Kh  V tŏγət, MaW tə̑ktə̑, Ko ti̮k, TN tade ‘crossbar’ 
(UEW: 534, Sammallahti 1988: 550; Aikio 2013a: 14)

The Mari, Permic, and Samoyedic cognates point to *u. Also, the Khan-
ty form can be derived from *u regularly. The cognate set is regular, so 
this appears to be one of the few genuine cases of PU *u > Hu *a. It can be 
assumed here that the loss of *k in the cluster *kt has impacted the devel-
opment of *u. Aikio noted this word as a probable example of an “irregular 
lowering” *u > a in Hungarian. However, Aikio did not deal with any of the 
examples in detail, and as loss of velar consonants (stop *k or spirant *x) in 
word-internal position is involved in many other etymologies showing this 
lowering (see the discussion of halad, tó : tava-), it can be argued that this 
change is not irregular but occurred under certain conditions.

PUg *tul-  > Hu táltos ‘sorcerer’, Kh  Kaz tǫʌt ‘help, relief (in sickness or 
poverty)’, tǫʌta ‘without (bigger) difficulty, without noise; suddenly’, N tolt 
‘Riese (eigtl. Zauberer)’, toltn ~ tolten ‘with magic’, Vj tolt ‘fever’ (< PKh 
? *tolt-), Ms N tūlt(en) ‘easily’ (< PMs *tūlt-) (Honti 1982: 188; UEW: 895; 
Abondolo 1996: 44; WOT: 841–843; Honti 2017: 62–67)

The Proto-Ugric etymology in the UEW involves numerous prob-
lems and it has been doubted by Abondolo (1996: 44) and WOT (841–843). 
Abondolo notes that the Ugric etymology involves various problems and 
it is not even certain that the Khanty words grouped together in the UEW 
are related to each other, while Honti’s Proto-Khanty reconstruction is 
problematic. Also, semantic problems can be added to this etymology.

WOT lists a possible Turkic etymology for táltos, assuming that Hun-
garian táltos < ? *taltučV is a loan from West Old Turkic *taltutči ‘the one 
who exercises loss of consciousness’ (derived from a Turkic verb *tal- 
‘faint’). This explanation is plausible, as Hungarian á ← Turkic *a is a 
well- attested substitution, and s can also be derived from earlier *č without 
problems. Honti (2017: 62–67) discusses both the Ugric and the Turkic ety-
mology in detail, analyzing especially the semantic developments, and he 
supports the Ugric etymology. Honti does not offer any specific arguments 
against the etymology presented in WOT, however.
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PU *tuli- > Hu talál ‘find’, Fi tule- ‘come’, Ma tola-, TN tosy° id. (UEW: 535; 
Aikio 2002: 29–30)

The Uralic etymology of Hungarian talál is considered uncertain by 
the UEW due to semantics, as all the other cognates point to the meaning 
‘come’. There is no compelling reason to assume that talál is from *tuli-. 
A more convincing alternative has been suggested by Aikio (2002: 29–30), 
who assumes a possible connection with PU *tolwa- or *talwa- ‘bring’ 
(>  SaN doalvut, Nganasan tojbu- ‘take, transport, deliver’, Kam tu- ‘ar-
rive; reach’ < PSam *tajwa-). Hu a from PU *a (or *o) would be a regular 
development (Zhivlov 2014: 124). However, also in this case the seman-
tic connection of the Hungarian word with the rest of the cognates is not 
quite transparent, and the etymology remains somewhat uncertain. In lat-
er works, Aikio (2013a; 2015) does not list the Hungarian word among the 
reflexes of PU *talwa- or *tolwa-.

PU *tuna- > Hu tan-, MdE tonado- < PMd *tonadǝ-, Ma tunema- < PMa 
*tŭnemä- ‘get used to, learn’, Ko tunal-, Ud tunal- < PP *tŭn- ‘seer, sooth-
sayer’, *tŭnal- ‘foretell’; TN tənarasy ‘train, teach’ < PSam *tǝ̑nå- ‘teach, 
train’, cognates also in Enets, Forest Nenets, and Selkup, Janhunen 1977: 
147 (< Pre-Samoyedic *tun-ta-) (UEW: 537; Sammallahti 1988: 550; Aikio 
2013a: 14; in preparation)

The Proto-Uralic verbal stem *tuna- is attested only in derivatives in 
Hungarian, Mordvin, Mari, and Samoyedic. In modern Hungarian, a word 
tan is attested, but this is a modern back-formation from the verbs tanul, 
tanit (EWUng: 1477–1478). It is unclear whether Komi tun reflects the un-
derived stem, but most Permic reflexes are clearly derivatives. Sammal lahti 
gives the Uralic reconstruction as *toni-, but Aikio (2002: 44–45) recon-
structs *u, noting that the Hungarian cognate is “apparently irregular”. 
Concerning the stem vocalism, the UEW reconstructed *tuna-, and al-
though Aikio (2013a) reconstructed *tuni-, he has more recently (in prepa-
ration) convincingly argued that the word was an -a-stem *tuna- (both 
Mordvin and Samoyedic point to an *-a-stem).

Proto-Uralic *o would be a more regular predecessor of Hu a, and the 
Permic cognates can point to *o as well, so they are ambiguous in this sense. 
However, the Mordvin cognate points to earlier *u, and also the Mari word 
can be regularly derived from *u. Aikio’s arguments are convincing, and 
the reconstruction *tuni- can regularly explain most of the cognates.
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The Hungarian word is the most problematic one in this cognate set, as 
the vowel a does not fit any of the rules described above. However, the vow-
el a might be explained through contamination with the unrelated word 
tanú ‘witness’ which is a loan from West Old Turkic *tanug, cf. East Old 
Turkic tanug ‘witness’, a derivative of the verb tanï- (WOT: 848–852). In 
earlier etymological literature, it was occasionally assumed that tanú and 
tan- are etymologically related, and even though this is not the case, it is 
easy to assume that a connection has been made between the two similar 
verbs by Hungarian speakers through folk etymology. It is also possible 
that instead of the noun tanú, the speakers of Proto-Hungarian borrowed 
the Turkic verb *tanï-, and the native *tuni- has merged with the borrowed, 
phonologically similar verb. This kind of situation is difficult to prove, but 
a parallel case is Finnish ahta- (< Proto-Finnic *akta-), which is a Uralic 
verb semantically influenced by a Baltic loan.

It has been already suggested by Ikeda (2000: 66) that the Hungarian 
verb was semantically influenced by Turkic *tanï-. Ikeda does not com-
ment on the phonological developments, however.

To sum up, Hungarian tan can be included among the cognates of 
Proto-Uralic *tuni-, so Aikio’s statement that this is an irregular reflex of 
*tuni- is plausible as such. However, it is probable that the a vocalism is the 
result of influence from an unrelated Turkic word.

PU *turV > Hu tar ‘withers’, tarja ‘cow’s spine with flesh’, Kh V tur ‘neck’, 
Ms TJ tor id., ? Fi turja ‘back of the neck’ (UEW: 538)

Hu torok ‘throat’ is probably the real, regular cognate here (Aikio 
2013a: 15). The relationship to tar, tarja is uncertain. The two Uralic stems 
*turV and *tura listed in the UEW probably belong together somehow. The 
issue is not quite clear, but torok in any case shows the expected reflex 
of Proto-Uralic *u. Further research into the etymology of tar and tarja 
would be needed, and it is possible that these forms are unrelated to Proto- 
Uralic *turV or that they show later dialectal developments.
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PU *tuxi- ‘lake’ > Hu tó : tava- ‘lake’, Kh V tŏγ, Ms TJ tō, Ko ti̮, Ud ti̮, TN to 
id. (UEW: 532, Sammallahti 1988: 540, Aikio 2013a: 14)

This word displays a regular morphophonemic alternation in modern 
Hungarian, where Hu ó is due to contraction of the sequence aw (retained 
in the oblique stem tava-). Most languages (including Permic) point clearly 
to PU *u rather than *o as reconstructed by the UEW. This is thus probably 
another case of *u > a in Hungarian.

PU *u- ~ *o- ‘that’ > Hu az ‘that’, ? MdE ombo ‘another’, Ud oti̮n ‘there’ 
(UEW: 332)

The UEW gives parallel reconstructions, with *u- as one option. This 
pronominal stem is usually reconstructed as *o-, see recently Janhunen 
(2020: 132), who assumes that the pronominal *o- found in Hungarian 
az is connected to the Proto-Uralic copula *o- (> Proto-Finnic *oma ‘is’, 
*omat ‘they are’ > Veps om, omad id.). This does not fit the Mordvin evi-
dence very well, as *o would not yield Mordvin o, but Hungarian a- can be 
regularly derived from Proto-Uralic *o. The vocalism of Proto-Uralic pro-
nominal stems is in general very complicated to reconstruct (see also the 
discussion on Hungarian más above), but there is no compelling reason to 
reconstruct *u here.

PUg *urV ~ *arV > Hu aránt ‘against’, iránt, ëránt ‘into direction’, Kh V ur, 
Ms TJ or ‘mountain ridge’ (UEW: 833–834; EWUng: 622)

The UEW presents a Ugric reconstruction with alternative vocalism. 
In EWUng, it is stated that *urɜ is the likely reconstruction, and no recon-
struction with *a- is mentioned. The assumed Khanty and Mansi cognates 
are grouped under a different PU stem, namely *wara ‘mountain, hill’ 
(> SaN várri, Nganasan béru ‘mountain, cliff’, Kam bōr ‘mountain, ridge’) 
by Aikio (2012: 233) and Zhivlov (2014: 120): this explanation is phonologi-
cally regular, and there is no reason to reconstruct a separate Ugric stem to 
account for the Ob-Ugric forms. Whatever the etymology of Hu aránt is, it 
cannot reflect PU *wara, as the word-initial *w- should have been retained. 
The relationship between aránt and iránt requires further research, but 
neither of these words can be derived from a reconstruction *urV. A full ac-
count of the etymology of this word family would require a careful philo-
logical discussion of the Old Hungarian data, but as the alleged cognates 
listed in the UEW have been shown to be unrelated to these Hungarian 
words, this word does not belong in discussions of Proto-Uralic *u.
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6.	 Conclusions

Based on the analysis above, a significant part of the etymologies mani-
festing the alleged change of *u to a or á in Hungarian turned out to be 
wrong on some level: many etymologies were shown to be implausible, 
whereas some cases of this sound change were based on reconstructions 
that turned out to be wrong, even if the etymologies themselves are cor-
rect. The results show that there is little reason to assume a sporadic change 
*u > a or *u > á in the history of Hungarian.

However, some plausible examples displaying this change remain, and 
it can be argued that *u > a (but not *u > á) indeed took place in the history 
of Hungarian under some conditions. The convincing Uralic etymologies 
that clearly show this change are the following: *kulki- > halad, (?) *kuwli- > 
hall, *kuŋi/kuwi > hó : hava-, *tukti > tat, *tuxi > tava-. In addition to these, 
the etymologies of facsar and fan have a Uralic background that was con-
sidered as plausible or probable in the discussion of etymologies. It is pos-
sible that some words that show disputed vocalism also reflect *u, but at 
the present state of research this cannot be shown and further research is 
needed before the issue can be settled. The change *u > a is reflected in a 
very small group of etymologies, and it is dubious whether far-reaching 
conclusions on historical vocalism can be drawn based on them.

However, most of these words involve the loss of the velar stop *k or the 
velar spirant *x in word-internal position: *k is lost in *kulki- and *tukti-, 
and *x in *tuxi-. A possible explanation to account for this change is that 
the loss of *k and *x caused the lowering of the preceding vowel *u that 
then merged with o that regularly developed into *a in *-i-stems. For hall 
(< Old Hungarian hadl) and *kuŋi/kuwi- a similar explanation does not 
hold as such, but as hall can be assumed to reflect contamination of Proto- 
Uralic *kuwli- and *kantili-, the vowel a can be explained as a regular reflex 
of the *a of the latter Uralic verb. If hó : hava- goes back to *kuŋi, it can be 
assumed that *ŋ first became *x and was lost after that, causing the lower-
ing as happened in tó : tava- < *tuxi-.

The rules presented above do not explain all the possible examples. 
However, the discussion has shown that a significant majority of the ex-
amples can be explained otherwise, and it can be claimed that the fact 
that most of the etymologies allegedly manifesting this change can be re-
jected shows that the methodological principle of regular sound change 
can lead to a clearer picture of Uralic and Hungarian historical phonology. 
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Ante Aikio (personal communication) notes that in the case of *turja > 
Hu torok, tarja and *puna > Hu fan, fon, the Ob-Ugric reflexes show sim-
ilar correspondences, and it is possible that a different vowel combination 
should be reconstructed in such cases.

It is certainly possible that further research will find additional exam-
ples of words that fit the cautious conclusions presented above. It is also 
possible that some further convincing examples of Proto-Uralic *u > Hun-
garian a will be presented, and the conditions for this development will 
become more apparent. It is in any case clear that there is much to do 
concerning the reflexes of *u in Hungarian and the Ob-Ugric languages.

Abbreviations

Est Estonian
Fi Finnish
Hu Hungarian
Kam Kam
Kh Khanty

DN South Khanty 
(Demjanka, Narygin)

J East Khanty (Jugan)
Kaz North Khanty (Kazym)
N North Khanty
O North Khanty 

(Obdorsk)
Trj East Khanty 

(Tremjugan)
V East Khanty (Vakh)
Vj East Khanty (Vasjugan)

Ko Komi
Ma Mari

E East
W West

Md Mordvin
E Erzya
M Moksha

Ms Mansi
K East Mansi (Konda)
KU East Mansi 

(Lower Konda)
L West Mansi (Lozva)
N North Mansi
P West Mansi (Pelym)
So North Mansi (Sosva)
TJ South Mansi 

(Janychkova)
Ngan Nganasan
OHu Old Hungarian
PFU Proto-Finno-Ugric
PKh Proto-Khanty
PMa Proto-Mari
PMd Proto-Mordvin
PMs Proto-Mansi
PP Proto-Permic
PSa Proto-Saami
PSam Proto-Samoyedic
PU Proto-Uralic
PUg Proto-Ugric
Sa Saami

Kld Kildin Saami
L Lule Saami
N North Saami
S South Saami

Slk Selkup
TN Tundra Nenets
Ud Udmurt
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Borrowability of kinship terms in Uralic languages

Kinship terms are assumed to be universal and central to social life, and con-
sequently they are not particularly prone to borrowing. Borrowing of kinship 
terms does happen, however, and this provides us a lens with which to evaluate 
the nature and intensity of contact situations. In this study, we provide a gen-
eral overview of the borrowability of kinship terms into the Uralic languages. 
We collected kinship terms from twenty Uralic languages and used a list of 
146 kin categories total as the basis for our data collection. We found that 
affinal kin categories such as those denoting spouses, spouse’s siblings, and 
sibling’s spouses had the largest number of loanwords. However, among the 
kin categories with the largest number of loanwords were also consanguineal 
categories such as those of ‘mother’ and ‘father’. We also found that the Uralic 
languages vary notably in how large a percentage of their kinship terminology 
has been borrowed: the Mordvin languages have borrowed the most, more 
than 40 percent of their kinship terms, while for many Samoyedic languages 
no loanwords were detected in their kinship terminology. In addition to the 
quantitative approach, we also delve into the kin categories with the largest 
number of loanwords and discuss the patterns of these loanwords in certain 
languages, and the occurrence of semantic change as a factor explaining the 
large number of loanwords of terms for ‘husband’ and ‘wife’. All in all, bor-
rowing of kin terms is a context-dependent process and it is challenging to 
make global generalizations. Nevertheless, we propose that borrowed kin 
terms could provide us the best possible material through which individual 
contact situations of the past could be studied. This study also summarizes 
the borrowed kin terms in the Uralic languages, brings the topic into the spot-
light, and pinpoints cases where more research is needed.
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1. Introduction

All languages have kinship terms to denote family relationships. These re-
lationships range from the biologically closest one between a mother and 
her child to more remote ones, for example those between a father and his 
child’s spouse’s parents. The relationships described with kinship terms 
are the building blocks of kinship networks which are at the heart of social 
life in many societies. Along these networks, languages, genes, and cul-
tures are transmitted both vertically from one generation to another and 
horizontally from one family to another. Conventionally, at least in the 
Western tradition, kin terms are viewed as part of the basic vocabulary1 
and central to social life, and especially terms denoting close kin are seen 
as resistant to borrowing, while borrowing of more distant kin terms is not 
such a rarity (Doerfer 1988: 98–99; Matras 2009: 169–171; 2010: 82). In recent 
research with a global sample, it was found that while terms denoting more 
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distant kin were borrowed more often, also terms denoting close relatives 
were borrowed, but they often coexisted with the native term (Honkola & 
Jordan, in press). Thus, it seems that the patterns of kin-term borrowing 
are not as simple as they may first seem.

Here we study how language contact has influenced the kinship termi-
nology in the Uralic languages, i.e. what kinship terms are typically bor-
rowed, whence, and when. The borrowed kin terms are, across a number 
of Uralic languages representing each main branch, examined vis-à-vis the 
loanword layers they are borrowed into. Some of the reasons why certain 
languages have borrowed kinship terms more readily than others are ex-
plored. In essence, we study the borrowability of words in a certain se-
mantic group, namely kinship terms. The study combines etymology with 
loanword typology, albeit mostly on the level of a single language family, 
Uralic. The relevance to Uralistics comes first and foremost from the sum-
mary of the borrowed kin terms in Uralic languages; the paper also in-
cludes minor etymological remarks and additions (see Appendix 2) which 
hopefully will spark more interest on the topic. While the list of the bor-
rowed kin terms is comprehensive, it also demonstrates the fact that the 
more western branches, mainly Finnic, Saami, and Hungarian, have been 
quite thoroughly studied etymologically, while the more eastern branches 
Mansi, Khanty, and Samoyedic have attracted noticeably less attention.

Uralic is a language family with ca. 40 languages, which today exist in 
very different sociolinguistic realities. Only Estonian, Finnish, and Hun-
garian are majority languages that have their own nation-states. The rest 
are minority languages spoken primarily in Russia as well as in some Nor-
dic and Baltic countries. As these languages are and have been spoken in 
geographically distant locations for an extended period of time, it is per-
haps stating the obvious to say that naturally the languages also differ in 
what languages they are and have been in contact with. For the Saami lan-
guages, Finnic and Germanic have been the two most prominent sourc-
es of loanwords, both in borrowed kin terms (cf. Appendix 2) and more 
generally. For Finnic the most prominently featured source for borrowed 
kinship terms is Baltic, although the amount of old Germanic loanwords 
is generally higher. The Uralic languages spoken in Central Russia around 
the Volga and its tributaries, i.e. Mordvin, Mari, and Udmurt, have bor-
rowed heavily from different Turkic languages, mainly Chuvash and Tatar. 
Today, for the languages spoken in Russia, Russian is obviously a common 
source of loanwords in general, and kinship terms in particular.
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Loanwords into Uralic have been a longstanding topic of research 
throughout the last century and even further back, starting with Thom-
sen 1870.2 The long-lasting contacts between Indo-European and Uralic 
languages are somewhat of a given in Uralic studies (cf. e.g. Joki 1973), al-
though the exact chronology of the most ancient loanwords from Indo- 
European into Uralic is open to interpretation (Aikio 2022:  25). Some 
have suggested that the earliest loanwords were borrowed already from 
Proto-Indo-European into Proto-Uralic (Koivulehto 1999: 207–211). The 
number of potential Proto-Indo-European loanwords in Proto-Uralic is 
relatively low, however, around a dozen or so, and not without their prob-
lems. For loanwords, they also suspiciously include many basic verbs such 
as ‘bring, give’, ‘fear’, ‘wash’, etc. (op. cit.) instead of nouns, which are more 
common among loanwords and vocabulary in general. Whatever the case 
may be, it seems that there are no kinship terms that were borrowed from 
Proto-Indo-European into Proto-Uralic.

The existence of old Indo-Iranian loanwords in Uralic languages is attest-
ed already by a clearly larger number of loanwords, some which can be re-
constructed for Proto-Uralic and some which seem to postdate Proto-Uralic 
(Aikio 2022: 26). An old Indo-Iranian layer postdating Proto-Uralic is possi-
bly where we find the oldest borrowed kinship term in Uralic, as at least MdE 
sazor M sazər, MariM šüžar, H šә̑žar and Udm suzer ‘younger sister’ were 
ultimately borrowed from a form closely resembling PII *swasar- ‘sister’; the 
borrowing of these words has been suggested to have taken place separately 
in the predecessors of Mordvin, Mari, and Permic (for further details see 
Metsäranta 2023: 162–167). Some other clearly prehistorical loanword lay-
ers that also include kinship terminology are Proto-Scandinavian and Old 
Norse loanwords in Proto-Saami and Baltic loanwords in Proto-Finnic. The 
main bulk of borrowed kinship terms in the Uralic languages are much later 
loanwords. Turkic languages, namely Tatar and Chuvash, typically start-
ed to assert their influence in the Volga- area languages after the Mongol 
conquest of Volga Bulgaria in AD 1236 (Bartens 1999: 16–17; Bereczki 1994: 
14–16) and Russian even later, some of the languages having come into close 
contact with Russian only in the course of the 20th century. 

The kinship terms of the Uralic languages and the nature of their 
connection to social realities have been a topic of study for more than a 

2. Some of the loanword studies relevant for our purposes include Qvigstad 1893; 
Wichmann 1903; Räsänen 1920; 1923; Kálmán 1961; Csúcs 1990, etc.
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century (Ahlqvist 1875; Smirnov 1889; 1891; 1895; Setälä 1900; Karjalainen 
1913; Harva 1939–1940). From more recent and branch-specific research on 
the topic the following studies could be mentioned: Whitaker (1955; 1979), 
Fehlig (1981), Kejonen (2020), Næss et al. (2021) for Saami, Nirvi (1952) and 
ALFE 2 for Finnic, Szíj (1979; 1998) for Permic, Vavra (1965) and Bíró (2004) 
for Mansi, Sokolova (1974) for Ob-Ugric, Székely (2016) for Hungarian, and 
Simčenko (1974), Fainberg (1984), and Volzhanina (2011) for Samoyedic.

Another type of kinship research that has been done in the Uralic con-
text is the reconstruction of Proto-Uralic kinship terms. While several 
core kin terms can be reconstructed for Proto-Indo-European (Milano-
va 2020), the situation for Proto-Uralic is quite different, as even the ba-
sic consanguineal kin terms such as ‘father’, ‘brother’, and ‘sister’ cannot 
be reliably reconstructed (Aikio 2022: 24). Equally peculiar is at least the 
seeming absence of ‘child’ in Proto-Uralic. Interestingly, most of the more 
securely reconstructable kinship terms are all terms for different in-laws, 
e.g. PU *e̮na ‘mother-in-law’, *e̮ppə ‘father-in-law’, *e̮na-e̮ppə ‘parents-in-
law’, *mińä ‘daughter-in-law’, *wäŋəw ‘son-in-law’, *ańə ‘sister-in-law’, 
*käləw ‘sister- or brother-in-law’, *nataw ‘sister- or brother-in-law’, etc. 
(op. cit.; UED: 54). In general, it can be said the kin terms and the termi-
nologies as a whole have changed notably since Proto-Uralic. It should be-
come clear from the present paper that borrowing is a major contributing 
factor for these changes and for our inability to reconstruct many of the 
basic Proto-Uralic kin terms, although certainly not the only factor at play.

In sum, until now both kinship terminologies and loanwords in Uralic 
have been a topic of extensive research, and there have also been attempts 
to reconstruct Proto-Uralic kin terms. However, to the best of our knowl-
edge, borrowing of kin terms in the Uralic languages has not been studied 
earlier in a holistic manner; Milanova et al. (2020) touches upon the topic, 
but in the current paper we aim at being more exhaustive.

Kinship terminologies can be structured according to various princi-
ples. The Uralic languages have a rich diversity of ways for how relatives can 
be classified.3 For example, in Finnish there are separate terms for ‘broth-
er’, ‘mother’s brother’, and ‘father’s brother’ (veli, eno, and setä respectively) 
whereas in Udmurt agaj denotes both ‘elder brother’ and ‘father’s brother’ 
while there is a separate term for ‘mother’s brother’ (čužmurt). One feature 

3. The Uralic languages do not have grammatical gender, so the gender of the 
relative is most often marked lexically.
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that has particularly rich diversity across the Uralic languages is the rela-
tive age distinction, that is, the existence of separate terms for example ‘el-
der sister’ and ‘younger sister’ (instead of having only one term for ‘sister’) 
and ‘elder brother’ and ‘younger brother’ (instead of having only one term 
for ‘brother’). A complete relative age distinction of sibling terms (four 
terms) exists in Mordvin, Mari, Udmurt, Khanty, Mansi, and Hungari-
an, and it is partly present (three terms) in Nganasan and Tundra Nenets, 
while it is missing (two terms) from Finnic, Saami, and Komi. Languages 
with relative age distinction for siblings also often follow a similar pattern 
in other areas of kinship terminology as well, e.g. ‘elder sister’s husband’ 
and ‘younger sister’s husband’ or ‘husband’s elder brother’ and ‘husband’s 
younger brother’. Contact is a likely explanation for the preservation of 
relative age distinction in at least some modern Uralic languages, but it 
is probable that already Proto-Uralic had relative age distinction in some 
capacity (Metsäranta et al. manuscript).

The principles for how kinship terminologies are structured show areal 
tendencies across language-family borders in general (Trautmann 2001: 
282) and this is also seen in Northern Eurasia and Europe where Uralic lan-
guages are spoken. The kinship terminologies of Uralic languages spoken 
in Siberia share similarities with non-Uralic languages of the area, and the 
same is largely true for the Uralic languages of the Volga-Kama and Cir-
cum-Baltic regions. The notable exception to this geographical similarity 
tendency is Saami kinship terminology, which has some eastern Eurasian 
features as well as a pattern of alternate generation equivalence – a feature 
that does not exist in any other Uralic language or in their immediate con-
tact languages.4 The Saami languages have, however, borrowed several kin 
terms (Whitaker 1979; Kejonen 2020) and there is some indication that 
the Saami system has started to change in the same direction as the other 
Circum-Baltic kinship terminologies.

We studied the kin-term borrowability of twenty Uralic languages cover-
ing each main branch of the family. The more precise variety (see Section 2) 
was often chosen based on the availability of dictionaries and other liter-
ary sources. This was the case especially with the eastern Uralic languages. 

4. Alternate generation equivalence refers to kin-term pairs where the same lexeme 
or a derivation thereof is used to denote certain pairs of relatives e.g. SaaN eahki 
‘father’s elder brother’ and eahkit ‘(younger) brother’s child’ (to their uncle). The 
closest analogues to this pattern are found in North America, India, South-East 
Asia, Papua New Guinea, and Australia (Dziebel 2007: 211–254, 322–324).
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From these twenty languages, we collected kinship terms and their known 
etymologies. In the collection of kin terms we used a template list of 146 kin 
categories (for further details, see Section 2). The collection of the lexical 
information largely followed the guidelines of the collection of the data in 
the World Loanword Database (WOLD; Haspelmath & Tadmor 2009).

With this data we aim to answer two sets of questions: 1) Which kin 
categories have loanwords in the Uralic languages? We also divide the data 
into subgroups based on e.g. consanguinity and gender of the relative to 
study whether kin categories in one of these subgroups have pronounced 
numbers of loanwords. Additionally, we delve deeper into the kin catego-
ries with the largest number of loanwords and look at both the extra- and 
intralinguistic reasons as to why kin terms in these particular categories 
might be the most commonly borrowed. 2) Which Uralic languages have 
borrowed kin terms? We also study from which languages these terms have 
been borrowed. Furthermore, we discuss the occurrence of kin-term loans 
in the light of what is known about the contact situation in question and, 
conversely, what can be deduced about the contact situation based on the 
presence or absence of borrowed kin terms.

In what follows, in Section 2 we explain the principles of data collection 
and key concepts. We focus on explaining how the collection took place 
and some of the challenges our approach might entail. In Section 3, we 
present our results and discussion. We have subdivided this section based 
on the two research questions mentioned above. In 3.1, we found that terms 
denoting affinal relatives have been borrowed the most, but among the 
most borrowed ones were also terms denoting close relatives. We discuss 
the patterns of borrowing for some of these categories and highlight the 
cases where semantic change has likely played a role in the process. In 3.2 
we see that the Uralic languages vary notably in how many kin terms they 
have borrowed depending on their contact history, but also of how well the 
languages in question have been studied. Finally, in Section 4 we conclude 
our study, summarize its main findings, and give an insight into our ongo-
ing work, as well as discuss possible avenues for further study.

The paper also has four appendices. In Appendix 1, we list the kinship 
categories included in this study. In Appendix 2, we present the research 
material, i.e., the borrowed kin terms and their etymologies. In Appen-
dix 3, we show the complete list of kin categories with the number of bor-
rowing events, and in Appendix 4, we list kin categories for which no loan-
words were detected in the Uralic languages.
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2. Data collection

We collected kinship terms and their etymological information, includ-
ing loanword status, from twenty languages covering each main branch 
of Uralic: Saami (South, North, Skolt), Finnic (Finnish, Veps, Estoni-
an, Livonian), Mordvin (Erzya, Moksha), Mari (Hill, Meadow), Permic 
(Komi-Zyrian, Udmurt), Mansi (Sosva), Khanty (Kazym), Hungarian, and 
Samoyedic (Tundra Nenets, Forest Enets, Nganasan, Taz Selkup). Initially, 
we used a list of 115 kin categories total as the basis for the data collection. 
This list has been developed to collect kinship terminologies worldwide 
and it includes 88 categories of genealogical kin and 27 categories for kin 
by marriage (i.e. affinal relatives) (for further information see Passmore 
et al. 2023). We added 31 categories to the original list so that it would 
meet the needs of our project better when collecting kin-term data from 
Uralic languages.5 These categories covered relative age distinction (elder/
younger) of affinal relatives. For example, instead of having a category only 
for ‘husband’s sister’ we added new categories for ‘husband’s elder sister’ 
and ‘husband’s younger sister’. Thus, in total, data was collected from 146 
kinship categories. The list of original and added categories can be seen in 
Appendix 1.

2.1. Kinship terms and their etymology

We considered a kinship term to exist in a language if it was found in a 
dictionary or other lexical source we used either as its own entry or, at min-
imum, as a part of another, as this would imply at least some level of con-
vention. We included phrasal expressions only when they were found in a 
dictionary, as in those cases the expression could be considered to be fixed 
and conventionalized (following the guidelines of Haspelmath & Tadmor 
2009: 11). This requirement was necessary, as all familial relationships can 
be described with phrasal expressions (e.g. the English kin term uncle can be 
described as parent’s brother). In our data one kin category could have more 
than one kin term (e.g. in Komi both ćoj and soć denote sister) and one kin 
term could fill more than one kin category (i.e. polysemic terms, e.g. Mead-
ow Mari aka is ‘elder sister; parent’s (father’s or mother’s) younger sister’). 

5. This study was conducted as a part of the project Kinura funded by the Kone 
Foundation. 
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We aimed for collecting the standard modern varieties of the language, 
but this was not always possible. We collected kinship terms mainly from 
various dictionaries, both print dictionaries and those available online (a full 
list of the materials utilized can be found under Lexical sources). For some of 
the smaller and uniform languages in our study (such as Nganasan or Forest 
Enets), the choice of which dictionary to utilize was rather straightforward, 
as there simply are only a few dictionaries to choose from. In many cases 
bilingual dictionaries were used and also dialectal dictionaries were utilized 
if found necessary or otherwise helpful. We avoided using dialectal materi-
als as primary sources mainly because the bulk of them were collected well 
over a century ago and we were generally aiming for the modern standard 
variety. In a few cases, in the absence of comparably comprehensive material 
resources this could not be feasibly avoided. For example, our Sosva Mansi 
material is based on Wogulisches Wörterbuch (WogWb), as alternatives of 
matching scope (i.e. Munkácsi & Kálmán 1986) are also dialectal and fairly 
similar in terms of when the materials were collected. Generally, we have 
striven to use primary sources. However, for a few languages or branches 
of languages, there exist comprehensive descriptions of their kinship terms 
along with etymological information (such as Karjalainen 1913 for Khanty, 
Mészáros 2001 for Mordvin), so we chose to use these sources as the basis 
for our data collection. The collected kinship terms and their references are 
part of the Kinbank database (kinbank.net; Passmore et al. 2023) and can be 
found online (Honkola et al. 2022; github.com/kinbank/kinura).6

After collecting the kinship terms, the task was to gather all the exist-
ing etymologies – that is, particularly to include information whether they 
are borrowed or not – for them. It bears repeating that within the Ural-
ic language family the geographically more western languages have been 
the subject of more rigorous etymological research. Traveling from west 
to east, the amount of etymological research declines steadily. Estonian, 
Finnish, and Hungarian are the most thoroughly studied and there exist 
several etymological dictionaries of these languages. For languages which 
do not have etymological dictionaries of their own (Mansi, Tundra Nenets, 
Forest Enets, Nganasan, Taz Selkup), etymological notes from individual 
articles and studies were used as well as Uralic etymological dictionaries, 
e.g. the UEW and UED. The above-mentioned imbalance in the amount 

6. With the exception of Taz Selkup, which was not added to Kinbank, as it is 
based on an unpublished source (Helimski 2007) not readily available.

http://kinbank.net
http://github.com/kinbank/kinura
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of research into different languages has necessarily had an effect on our 
results, too; the lack of borrowed kin terms especially in the eastern Uralic 
languages may also at least partly be due to lack of research. Nevertheless, 
keeping this in mind, our paper provides a comprehensive list of borrowed 
kin terms in the Uralic languages.

2.2. Information about borrowing

For each kin term we defined whether the term was known to be borrowed 
or not. In cases when a term was borrowed, we also collected information 
about the source language and the time of the borrowing. As this task is 
not as straightforward as it may first seem, in the following sections we 
provide details about this procedure.

2.2.1. Defining a loanword and analyzability

A loanword is defined as a word that at some point in the history of a 
language entered its lexicon as a result of borrowing (Haspelmath 2009: 
36). In this study borrowing is used to refer to the point in time when the 
transfer of lexical units happens and to denote this process in general, i.e. 
a loanword is the linguistic unit that is transferred, and borrowing is the 
process by which it is transferred. Loanwords are typically unanalyzable 
in the recipient language even if they are more complex in the source lan-
guage (op. cit. 37). Hungarian mostoha ‘stepmother’ is a Slavic loanword, 
cf. Czech macecha, Slovak macocha, Bulg мащеха, Ru мачеха. This can be 
determined by analyzability, as the Slavic words are derived from the com-
mon Slavic word for ‘mother’, cf. Old Church Slavonic mati, Old Czech 
máti, Ru мать < Proto-Slavic *màti (Derksen 2008: 303), with the suffix 
*-juxa (-jexa) ‘step-’ (Matasović 2014: 152). Such an analysis cannot be done 
for the Hungarian word, which is opaque in form and thus a loan. In gen-
eral, analyzability is used as one of the criteria by which the direction of 
borrowing is determined.

The example above is a straightforward example of a loanword. Our 
data contains a rather large number of loanwords that have been further 
modified in the recipient language, usually by derivation or compounding. 
Somewhat typical examples of derivations are diminutive derivatives such 
as SaaSk päärnaž ‘child’ ← SaaSk päʹrnn ‘son, boy’ (< PS *pārnē) ← Scand, 
cf. ON barn ‘child’ or Veps baboi ‘grandmother’ ← Ru баба ‘old woman’, 
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Veps dedoi ‘grandfather’ ← Ru дед ‘id.’, and compounds containing a loan-
word or loanwords, e.g. Komi bat́ -mam ‘parents’ (bat́  ‘father’ ← Ru батя 
and mam ‘mother’ < Proto-Permic *måm), Udm anaj-ataj ‘parents’ (anaj 
‘mother’ ← Ta ana, änej and ataj ‘father’ ← Ta ätej, ataj) (Csúcs 1990: 104, 
112). According to a definition given in Haspelmath & Tadmor (2009: 12) and 
Haspelmath (2009: 37), if a word is analyzable in the recipient language and 
has in a way been “created” in the recipient language, then it is no longer 
treated as a loanword. Under this definition, SaaSk päärnaž ‘child’, analyza-
ble as a diminutive derivation in Skolt Saami, is not a loanword, while päʹrnn, 
which is underived, is a Scandinavian loanword. In our study we follow the 
criteria set by Haspelmath & Tadmor (2009: 15) and only discuss kin terms 
which are loanwords in the strict sense, i.e. not further modified by deriva-
tion or compounding in the target language. We do this in order to keep the 
amount of data manageable and our dataset comparable with that of WOLD.

2.2.2. Certainty of borrowing

In this section, we will be discussing the etymological treatment of the data. 
One of the things we did was to try to evaluate the reliability of the ety-
mologies that have been proposed in previous literature and the certainty 
of borrowing. To this end, each kinship term was assigned a value ranging 
from 4 to 0 following the five-point classification used in Haspelmath & 
Tadmor (2009: 12–13). We also follow Haspelmath & Tadmor (2009: 20) 
in that we consider words in classes 4 and 3 as loanwords and focus our 
discussion in this paper on those.

We will give some examples and try to formalize how words were divided 
into these categories. In general, the validity of proposed loan etymologies 
is evaluated based on matching phonological shape and matching mean-
ing – these are factors on the lexical level. We also considered the validity 
of the suggested source language, i.e. are there other loanwords from the 
same source and how well established the prehistorical or historical con-
tacts between the languages in question are.

Words that are clearly borrowed were assigned the value 4. These of-
ten include, among others, recent loanwords between languages that are 

4 = clearly borrowed
3 = probably borrowed
2 = perhaps borrowed

1 = very little evidence for borrowing
0 = no evidence for borrowing
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known to have been in contact from verifiable historical sources or are 
perhaps still in close contact. These are typically loanwords that can be 
spotted even by non-experts, as the borrowing has taken place in the 
not-too-distant past, so that the phonological shapes between them de-
viate only slightly or not at all and the meanings are similar enough to be 
recognizable. Words with value 4 include, for example, many of the recent 
Russian loans into individual Uralic languages, Komi vnuk ‘grandchild’ 
←  Ru внук, MdE d́ad́a ‘father’s brother, uncle’ ←  Ru дядя, MdE Komi 
šurin ‘wife’s brother’ ← Ru шурин, Komi plemjannik ‘brother’s or sister’s 
son, nephew’ ←  Ru племянник. Minority-language speakers are nowa-
days almost uniformly bilingual in their native language and Russian, so 
these examples might even be difficult to distinguish from code-switching. 

In the previous cases the phonological match is one to one, but this does 
not need to be the case and phonological substitutions and adaptations, if 
predictable, do not in our view change the level of certainty. Meadow Mari 
ońo and Hill Mari ońә̑ ‘father-in-law’ can be explained as loanwords from 
Chuvash χoń, χuń (Räsänen 1920: 166), as zero substitution for Chuvash χ- 
is common in other Chuvash loans as well (although admittedly Hill Mari 
shows two substitution patterns, zero substitution and χ-).

Ideally, we would want to determine a chronologically clearly defined 
source for all loanwords. Failure to do so unequivocally does not auto-
matically mean that the certainty of borrowing is any less, however. The 
relationship between the Uralic words MdE sazor ‘younger sister’, M sazә̑r, 
MariM šüžar, H šә̑žar, Udm suzer is phonologically ambiguous and diffi-
cult to interpret conclusively (see Metsäranta 2023 : 162–167). It is certain 
that no matter which specific chronology we settle for, the words are all 
certainly borrowed from an Indo-European word ultimately reflecting 
Proto-Indo-European *sṷésor- ‘sister’ (Milanova 2021: 113–117), although 
the interpretation we give them can have a profound impact on how we 
view the prehistory of these languages. The status of different ‘sister’ words 
as loanwords does not change even though there are many ways in which 
their internal relationship and chronology can be interpreted.

In sum, etymologies were assigned value 4 if they exhibited the follow-
ing characteristics: 1) regular phonological match between the source and 
the target; 2) semantic match; 3) belonging to a known loanword layer, i.e. 
there are other words borrowed from the same source and not just the kin-
ship term in question. If one of these criteria was not met or there was oth-
erwise uncertainty related to the etymology, value 3 = probably borrowed 
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was used instead. For example, a case that was demoted due to a semantic 
mismatch between the source and target word is Meadow Mari βate ‘wife’ 
and Hill Mari βätә, which was deemed value 3 because the proposed loan 
original for the Mari words, Chuvash vatә̑, means ‘old’ (Räsänen 1920: 120) 
rather than ‘wife’. Although the difference in meaning between the Mari 
and Chuvash words can be explained through semantic change (see Sec-
tion 3.1.2), the change itself does muddy the waters enough so that the case 
can no longer be viewed as “clearly” borrowed.

As another example of a case where value 3 was assigned instead of 4 
we could mention Proto-Saami *muoϑā/ē ‘mother’s younger sister’ > SaaS 
muahra, N muoŧŧá, Sk mueʹđđ, which is thought to have been borrowed 
from Proto-Germanic *mōþō(n) ‘mother’s sister’ (Kümmel 2015: 121–129). 
Although we generally find the etymology plausible, the reasoning behind 
assigning it a value of 3, instead of 4, lies in the fact that the particular word 
form is not actually attested anywhere in Germanic (although similar de-
rivatives do exist). The phonological correspondence between Proto-Saami 
and Proto-Germanic is expected, the meanings are a close match, and 
there are otherwise a large amount of Germanic loans in Saami, but bor-
rowing from an otherwise unattested form does add a level of uncertainty, 
hence a value of 3.

Values 2 and 1 were assigned for poorly defined and uncompelling 
etymologies. In general, Lallwörter were assigned value 2, especially if 
the loan original could not be determined with any level of certainty. For 
example, Hungarian papa ‘father’s father, mother’s father’ can be a loan-
word from German Papa ‘father’, but this does not need to be the case 
and the Hungarian word can certainly have been borrowed from many 
other languages as well. Ill-defined etymologies were assigned value 1. For 
example, we have Komi ge̮ti̮r ‘wife, spouse’ that has been compared to Ger-
man Gatte and related Germanic words, perhaps entering Komi from Old 
Norse through Finnic (KESKJa: 81). However, as there is no Finnic word 
that could be considered as the mediator and there is otherwise no known 
layer of Old Norse loans in Komi, there is no compelling reason to believe 
that the word in Komi is of Germanic origin. 

Value 0 represents words with no evidence for borrowing. This is not 
to say that words with value 0 could not be loanwords, but rather that they 
have not been treated as loanwords and/or no credible loan etymologies 
have, to the best of our knowledge, been proposed for them in the ety-
mological literature. This group of words is heterogeneous as it includes 
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1)  inherited Uralic words; 2) words that can be reconstructed for differ-
ent branch ancestors, e.g. Proto-Finnic, Proto-Permic, etc.; and 3) words 
of unknown origin, i.e. they are not known to be borrowed but only ex-
ist in individual modern languages, and therefore their origin is an open 
question. Finally, this group also contains words that were excluded from 
our study by the definition of a loanword used here, i.e. calques and loan 
blends (derivations and compounds); see Section 2.2.1.

In Appendix 2 we present the research material used in this study, that 
is, all the etymologies in our material that were deemed either value 4 or 3. 
This material was used to calculate the borrowability rates and properties 
tied to that. The material is organized by branch and has been chronolog-
ically ordered. The chronology provided is relative and there to give the 
reader a rough estimation as to which stage the borrowing occurred at. 
Unfortunately, an extensive etymological analysis of the research material 
is not possible here, but some brief etymological remarks are included in 
this appendix. There are a few rather major departures from the standard 
views expressed in the etymological literature regarding the chronology 
and validity of certain borrowed kinship terms; these are treated more 
closely in Metsäranta (2023).

3.	 Results	and	discussion

In what follows, we present our findings both from the perspective of kin 
categories (Section 3.1) and from the perspective of the languages studied 
(Section 3.2). In Section 3.1 our focus is first specifically on the number of 
borrowing events per kin category (Table 1), and after that on the number 
of loanwords (Table 2).

For Table 1 we calculated the number of borrowing events in two differ-
ent ways. First, we counted separately all borrowing events. For example, 
if a term denoting a category (e.g. ‘father’s father’) had in a language (e.g. 
Finnish) been borrowed twice (from Swedish both pappa and vaari), it was 
counted as two borrowing events. In the second, perhaps less intuitive, 
calculation we had a restriction that the maximum number of borrowing 
events per language / language stage is one.7 Thus, in this calculation the 

7. The proto-language stages considered here are the well-established branch an-
cestors, that is, Proto-Finnic, Proto-Saami, Proto-Mordvin, Proto-Mari, and 
Proto-Permic (see also Appendix 2).
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two Swedish loanwords for ‘father’s father’ in the above-mentioned exam-
ple are counted as one.8 The reason to limit the maximum number of bor-
rowing events per language / language stage comes from the aim to keep 
the results stabilized, so that for example a large number of recent Swedish 
loans into Finnish would not distort calculations which are supposed to 
illustrate the frequency of borrowing throughout the Uralic family (some-
thing which is already somewhat distorted due to the lack of research into 
the easternmost Uralic languages). In addition, a similar principle of cal-
culation was used in Honkola & Jordan (in press), making these numbers 
comparable with those when the same principle of calculation is followed.

In Table 1 we also present the total number of languages in which the 
kin category in question is occupied by a loanword in our material. It 
needs to be borne in mind when having several daughter languages of the 
same parent language in the sample, that the word was possibly borrowed 
already into the proto-language stage instead of the individual languages. 
For example, if a term was borrowed into Proto-Saami and it exists in the 
three modern Saami languages included in the sample, in terms of abso-
lute numbers there are three loanwords as a result of one borrowing event. 
As we are interested in the borrowability of kin terms instead of the abso-
lute number of loanwords in our sample, we have focused on the number 
of borrowing events, as that would seem to give a more reliable picture of 
the actual borrowability.

In the calculations presented in Section 3.1 the relative age distinction 
of affinal relatives (i.e. the additional categories mentioned in Section 2 
and listed in Appendix 1) are merged into their main categories. That is, 
for example, the merged category of ‘wife’s brother’ includes also terms for 
‘wife’s younger brother’ and ‘wife’s elder brother’. Merging of categories 
was done as although age distinction is rather prevalent, it is not a uni-
versal feature of kinship terms in Uralic languages. In other words, if the 
additional categories would have been kept separate in our calculations, it 
would have automatically excluded a number of languages by definition 

8. If a term has been borrowed both into the proto-language and into the indi-
vidual modern languages in a certain branch, these were counted separately. 
For example, a term for ‘husband’ has been borrowed into Proto-Saami from 
Proto-Norse, and later again into South Saami from Scandinavian and into 
North Saami from Finnic, resulting in three instances of borrowing for the 
category of ‘husband’.
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from certain categories – something which should be avoided when sum-
marizing large datasets. When calculating the number of kin categories 
with loanwords per language (results presented in Section 3.2) the catego-
ries of relative age distinction for affinal relatives were kept separated. This 
way we obtained a more realistic picture about the number of kin catego-
ries existing in each language.

3.1. Which kin categories have loanwords? 

In total 68 kin categories had borrowing events and thus also loanwords 
in Uralic languages. The distribution of loanwords into these categories is 
very uneven, however, as loanwords in the 18 top categories listed in Table 1 
covered 57.4% of all the loanwords (in total 157 loanwords, see Appendix 2). 
Terms denoting certain affinal relatives  – that is, the more distant rela-
tives – have been borrowed the most. A similar pattern of borrowing has 
been suggested earlier (Doerfer 1988: 98–99; Matras 2009: 169–171; 2010: 
82) and has also been found from the global dataset of WOLD (Honkola & 
Jordan, in press). The categories with the largest number of borrowed terms 
include mainly ‘sibling’s spouse’ (‘sister’s husband’) and ‘spouse’s siblings’ 
(‘husband’s brother’, ‘wife’s brother’, and ‘wife’s sister’). In many languag-
es, the kin terms in these affinal categories are polysemous. For example, 
in most languages a term for ‘sister’s husband’ also means something else, 
such as ‘wife’s brother’ (e.g. in South Saami maake, Finnish lanko, and 
Hungarian sógor) or ‘daughter’s husband’ (e.g. Erzya ezna and Komi źat́ ). 
Loanwords into these affinal categories are a topic of closer inspection in 
Section 3.1.1.

While the kin categories which most often have loanwords in the Uralic 
languages are affinal, also kin terms denoting the closest familial relation-
ships such as ‘father’, ‘mother’, ‘child’, ‘elder sister’, ‘husband’, and ‘wife’ 
have been borrowed in several languages (Table  1).9 In the global study 
made by Honkola & Jordan (in press) with the WOLD dataset, it was found 

9. We use here a slightly modified version of the close/distant categorization 
used in Honkola & Jordan (in press) and consider the categories ‘mother’, ‘fa-
ther’, ‘sister’, ‘brother’, ‘son’, ‘daughter’, ‘child’, ‘wife’, and ‘husband’ as “close” 
kin categories (‘child’ was not included in the list of Honkola & Jordan) and 
all other kin categories as “distant”. This kind of a binary division may feel 
artificial, but it is used here to capture the main axis of kinship interaction.
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Table 1: Kin categories with the largest number of borrowing events 
in Uralic languages. Boldface font indicates the close kin categories. 
Parameter column introduces the abbreviations of the kin categories 
which are used later in the text. Parentheses indicate categories where the 
age distinction (e = elder, y = younger) has been merged into the main 
category. The table has been sorted by the total number of borrowing 
events. The column with a maximum of one borrowing event per language 
has a § in cases when a term in the kin category in question has been 
borrowed both into proto-language and into the individual languages in 
one of the subgroups; in the case of merged categories the § sign indicates 
that two categories exist in one language (e.g. Erzya has both WZ and 
WeZ) and these have been counted separately. Number of languages with 
a loanword shows the total number of languages in which the kin term in 
question is a loanword. Asterisk in the Polysemy column indicates that 
at least in one of the languages the kin term is polysemous (i.e. linked to 
more than one kin category). The number in the Coexistence column 
indicates in how many languages the borrowed kin term coexists with a 
term with no evidence of borrowing. The full list is given in Appendix 3.
Kin category Parameter # of 

borr. 
events 
(total)

# of borr. 
events 
(max. 1 / 
lang.)

# of lang. 
with a 
loan-
word

Poly-
semy 

Co-
ex.

sister’s husband (e)ZH 11 9 § 10 * 3
husband’s 
brother

H(e/y)B 10 10 12 * 0

wife’s brother W(e/y)B 10 10 § 10 * 1
wife W 9 7 § 8 4
grandchild CC 9 7 7 2
husband H 8 8 § 10 3
wife’s sister W(e)Z 8 8 § 8 * 0
wife’s sister’s 
husband

W(e)ZH 7 7 8 * 0

child C 7 7 § 7 4
father’s father FF 7 5 5 * 3
father’s mother FM 6 6 6 * 3
elder sister eZ 6 5 6 * 1
father F 6 5 6 2
mother M 5 5 6 2
daughter’s 
husband

DH 5 5 5 * 4

mother’s mother MM 5 5 5 * 2
sister’s son ZS 5 4 5 * 1
sister’s daughter ZD 5 4 5 * 2
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that in cases where a term denoting a close kin category was borrowed, 
the borrowed term often coexisted with the variant with no evidence of 
borrowing. This was especially the case with ‘father’ and ‘mother’, as in 
all languages where a term for mother was borrowed, it coexisted with a 
non-borrowed term; with ‘father’ this was also the case except in the two 
languages where the term also denoted father’s brother. This kind of a pat-
tern is not, however, seen in our data, as in the categories of both ‘mother’ 
and ‘father’ in three out of five borrowing events the borrowed term has 
replaced the native variant. Terms for both ‘mother’ and ‘father’ have been 
replaced in Erzya, and in Hill Mari and Meadow Mari (borrowing took 
place in Proto-Mari). In addition, a term for ‘mother’ has been replaced in 
Finnish and a term for ‘father’ in Komi.10

Of the 146 kin categories used as the template in our data collection, 20 
did not have any loanwords despite being a relatively common category in 
the Uralic language family (Appendix 4). As a criterion for being a “rela-
tively common category”, a term for that category needed to exist in three 
or more languages covering more than one subgroup of the Uralic family. 
These categories include, for example, the age distinction of siblings when 
denoting the nephews and nieces (e.g. ‘younger brother’s son’, ‘elder sis-
ter’s daughter’) and terms for grandchildren (e.g. ‘son’s son’, ‘daughter’s 
son’). The reason why these categories appear not to be affected by bor-
rowing is that these categories typically include phrasal expressions, e.g. 
MdE t́ejt́eŕeń ćora ‘daughter’s son’, that are not considered strictly speak-
ing loanwords in this study even though they might involve borrowing in 
some way (see Section 2.2.1).

We also studied the number of loanwords when dividing the data into 
certain subgroups based on consanguinity, generation, and gender (Ta-
ble 2). For these calculations, we used a so-called “balanced” version of the 
data, in which the focus is on the loanwords instead of kin categories. The 
difference between these two approaches is clarified with the following ex-
ample. When calculating the number of borrowing events in Table 1, each 
language that had a borrowed term in the kin category in question was 
counted as one borrowing event. For example, as Finnish mummu ‘moth-
er’s mother’ is a loanword from Swedish, it is counted as one borrowing 

10. The inherited variant for ‘mother’ could still exist in the language in question 
but with a different meaning. For example, in Finnish emä, the Uralic variant 
for ‘mother’, denotes animal mother instead of human mother.
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event for this MM category. However, as mummu denotes also father’s 
mother it is counted as a loanword also for the FM category. Now, when 
we are interested in the total number of actual loanwords, taking these 
values directly would give us an impression that mummu would have been 
borrowed twice, which is not the case. Therefore, to compare loanwords in 
different groups in a more realistic way, we made a balanced data where 
we counted the borrowed kin terms instead of having the focus on the 
categories. This means that as we have one term mummu, which covers 
two categories (MM and FM), each category was given a value of 0.5 so 
that those sum up equal with the fact that we are now talking about one 
single loanword. A similar practice was followed when a kin term covered 
more than two categories. For example, Veps bratan ‘male cousin’ fills four 
categories (‘father’s brother’s son’, ‘mother’s brother’s son’, ‘father’s sister’s 
son’, ‘mother’s sister’s son’). As a result, in the balanced data for Veps each 
of these categories got a value of 0.25. 

When comparing different subgroups with each other, the results are 
the following. We found that the largest number of borrowings had taken 
place in consanguineal categories (Table 2). This is however due to the fact 
that there are more consanguineal categories in our data. Affinal catego-
ries had a higher number of loanwords per category (2.4 loanwords/cat-
egory) than what consanguineal categories had (1.5 loanwords/category). 
When counting the number of kin categories, which had a large number 
of loanwords (five or more loanwords; three or more loanwords), the affi-
nal categories had a larger percentage of categories with a large number of 
loanwords. This can be seen also from Table 1.

When comparing subgroups divided by the generation of the relative 
in question, we found that terms denoting relatives in ego’s generation (e.g. 
‘sister’, ‘husband’) were borrowed the most when taking into account the 
number of categories in each of the subsets (Table 2). This is contrary to 
what was found with the global dataset of WOLD, as there terms denot-
ing elder relatives were borrowed the most (Honkola & Jordan, in press). 
Finally, when comparing the subgroups which were divided by the gen-
der of the relative in question, we found that terms denoting male rela-
tives were borrowed slightly more than terms denoting females. This is 
different from what was found in Honkola & Jordan (in press) where no 
difference between these groups was found. Terms denoting a category 
without a specific gender (e.g. ‘sibling’) had a large number of loanwords 
based on the average and the percentage of categories, which had three or 
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more loanwords (28.6% in both). This is because there were two categories 
with a large number of loanwords (‘grandchild’ and ‘child’), whereas other 
general categories had less than three loanwords (Table 2).

Table 2: Comparison of subgroups divided by consanguinity, generation, 
and gender. Number of kin categories in each subgroup is shown in 
the first column including the relatively common categories with no 
detected loanwords (Appendix 4); in the second column is the percentage 
of borrowed kin terms in the subgroup in question when calculated 
from the balanced data. This percentage does not take into account the 
different sizes of the subgroups. In the third column we show the average 
number of loanwords per kin category in the subgroup in question. This 
value takes into account the different sizes of the subgroups. In the fourth 
and in the fifth column we present the percentage of categories with a 
large number of loanwords. In the fourth column the threshold of what 
is considered a large number of loanwords is five; in the fifth column this 
threshold is three.

# of 
kin 
cate-
gories

% of 
loan-
words

Average 
number of 
loanwords / 
category

% of cate-
gories with 
≥5 loan-
words

% of cate-
gories with 
≥3 loan-
words

Consanguinity
Consanguineal 58  55.4  1.5  8.6  20.7
Affinal 30  44.6  2.4  16.7  33.3
Total 88  1.8
Generation
Older than ego 30  28.6  1.5  10.0  16.7
Ego’s generation 33  47.7  2.3  15.2  33.3
Younger than ego 25  23.7  1.5  8.0  24.0
Total 88  1.8
Gender
Male 41  47.6  1.8  12.2  26.8
Female 40  39.1  1.5  7.5  22.5
General 7  13.3  3.0  28.6  28.6
Total 88  1.8
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3.1.1. Borrowed terms for ‘spouse’s siblings’ and ‘sibling’s spouses’

Loanwords occur most commonly in kinship categories for in-laws, with 
terms for brother-in-law being the most commonly borrowed, cf. ZH ‘sis-
ter’s husband’ (11), HB ‘husband’s brother’, (10), and WB ‘wife’s brother’ 
(10). Terms for WZ ‘wife’s sister’ are also among the top most borrowed kin 
terms, with eight instances of borrowing. HZ ‘husband’s sister’ is clearly 
the least borrowed of the terms, as in our materials there are only two 
loanwords in this category (see Appendix  3). The terms for ZH ‘sister’s 
husband’ (11) are clearly more likely to be borrowed than the terms for 
BW ‘brother’s wife’ (4) (Appendix 3). Terms denoting these categories have 
been borrowed in all subgroups of the Uralic family with the exception of 
the Samoyedic languages, which have very few detected loanwords in their 
kinship terminology overall. The majority of the loanwords are found in 
Mordvin, Mari, and Komi, due to which in the following we focus our 
discussion on those languages.

Some general tendencies can be found from the loans in the above-men-
tioned categories. Borrowed affinal kinship terms for ‘spouse’s sibling’ and 
‘sibling’s spouse’ rarely if ever come from anything other than similar kin-
ship terms in the source languages. Semantically, borrowed kinship terms 
for ‘spouse’s siblings’ and ‘sibling’s spouses’ form a sort of continuum. On 
the one end of this semantic continuum, there are words expressing quite 
general meanings of affinal relatedness that have perhaps come to cover 
several different categories, and at the other end are highly specific kinship 
terms that usually occupy only one category or two at maximum. Even with-
in the more polysemic affinal kinship terms, whatever polysemy exists there 
is cross-polysemy between the categories ZH, HB, WB, WZ, HZ, and BW.

Quite specific meanings of affinal relatedness seen in modern languag-
es are oftentimes the result of semantic narrowing. An example of a loan-
word that referred to relatives in general and later narrowed in meaning 
is Finnish lanko ‘brother-in-law’, which in the standard literary language 
covers categories WB, HB, and ZH. This constellation of meanings is ev-
idently a Finnish-specific development. In old literary Finnish, the oldest 
source from 1637 defines lanko as ‘cognatus, frände, ein Blutfreund; cog-
nata, frändka, die Freundin’ (VKS: s.v. lanko). The meaning ‘brother-in-
law’ is first encountered in Daniel Juslenius’ dictionary from 1745. Also the 
cognates of Fi lanko in other Finnic languages more commonly refer to an 
affinal relative in general, cf. Karelian lanko ‘affinal relative, esp. sister’s 
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husband’, Est lang ‘affinal relative’ (SSA 2: 44–45). The Finnic word is usu-
ally thought to be a Germanic loanword, cf. PGrm *ga-langaz > Old High 
German gilang ‘brother-in-law, relative’ / PGrm *bi-langaz > Old Low Ger-
man bilang ‘related; joined, connected’ (LägLoS: 167; SSA 2: 44–45). 

Another rather similar case of narrowing of a borrowed term with a 
more general meaning in the source language is SaaS sïbjege ‘en manns 
el. gutts eldre brors el. fetters kone; ens ektemanns yngre bror el. fetter’ 
(eBW = HyB) and SaaN sivjjot ‘affinal relative of the opposite sex; husband’s 
brother or male relative, sister’s husband or male relative (to their wife’s 
sister); wife’s sister or female relative, brother’s wife (to their husband’s 
brother)’ (HB = fZH = WZ = mBW). Both terms have been borrowed from 
Scandinavian, cf. ON sifjungr ‘verwandt’, which refers to affinal relatives 
in general. The polysemy eBW = HyB presently found in Saami is probably 
largely due to the Old Norse loanword replacing a Proto-Saami recipro-
cal pattern still found in Kildin and Ter Saami (PS *oańē > Kildin vuəńń, 
Ter vi̮eńńe ‘elder brother’s wife’ → PS *oańēp > Kildin vuəńńev and Ter 
vi̮eńńev ‘husband’s younger brother’) (Bergsland 1942: 176–177; Itkonen 
1958 [2011]: 789).

When talking about highly specific kinship terms, if the loan original 
features relative age distinction, this distinction is often present in the tar-
get language as well. In addition, it seems likely that the borrowing of kin-
ship terms with age distinction has at least partly resulted in the develop-
ment or reinforcement of a similar dichotomy also in the target language. 
Mari, which has borrowed most of its kinship terms for elder affinals, is a 
prime example:

1. Spouse’s elder sibling or elder sibling’s spouse in Mari

• WeB  = HeB MariM ońə̑ska, H ońə̑ska ←  Chu dial. χońə̑ska, cf. lit. 
хунчӑкам ‘brother-in-law (wife’s elder brother)’

• WeZ = HeZ MariM ońaka, H ońaka ← Chu dial., cf. lit. хунакам ‘sis-
ter-in-law (wife’s elder sister)’

• eBW MariM jeŋga, H jeŋgä ← Ta җиңгии, җиңгә(й) ‘elder brother’s 
wife’ perhaps via Chu, cf. инке ‘sister-in-law (elder brother’s wife)’

• eZH MariM kurska, H kə̑rska (←)11 Chu kərü ‘Bräutigam, Schwager’

11. The Mari word is structurally obscure, but the stem is ultimately from Chu-
vash. We have not included the word in the research material used in this study.
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2. Spouse’s younger sibling or younger sibling’s spouse in Mari

• WyB = HyB MariM pörə̑ž, H pörə̑ž (not known to be borrowed)
• WyZ = HyZ MariM nuδo, H nuδə̑ (inherited Uralic word)
• yBW MariM šeške, H šeškə (not known to be borrowed)
• yZH MariM βeŋe, H βiŋgə (inherited Uralic word)

The terms for ‘spouse’s elder siblings’ and ‘elder sibling’s spouses’ are typi-
cally borrowed in Mari, whereas the terms for their younger counterparts 
are usually either inherited Uralic words (in the case of WyZ and yZH) or 
at least are not known to have been borrowed from anywhere (in the case 
of WyB and yBW). One could perhaps argue that the borrowing of elder 
affinals from Chuvash (and in a single case perhaps from Tatar) introduced 
the relative age distinction to Mari, after which this feature spread to ex-
isting native terms and produced the dichotomy we find in Mari today. It 
might also very well be that contact with the Turkic languages only rein-
forced a distinction already present in Mari.

The same pattern repeats between eZ ‘elder sister’ and yZ ‘younger sis-
ter’. The word for ‘elder sister’ in Mari, M aka, H äkä, was borrowed from 
Chuvash and the existing word, MariM šüžar ‘younger sister’, MariH šə̑žar 
‘id.’ (itself originally a loanword, but probably predating the Chuvash con-
tacts) in turn presumably narrowed in meaning from ‘sister’ to ‘younger sis-
ter’. This pattern does not hold all the way through borrowed consanguineal 
and affinal kinship terms in Mari, the most notable counterexample being 
eB ‘elder brother’ and yB ‘younger brother’. The term used for eB is possibly 
an old Uralic kinship term or at least does not have a credible loan etymolo-
gy, M iza, H əzä < PM *ĭćä ‘elder brother; father’s younger brother’ (UED: 
30–32), whereas the term for yB, M šoĺo, H šoĺa, šoĺ ə̑, is a loanword from 
Chuvash. Despite this one obvious counterexample, the pattern is rather 
pervasive. However, it must be said that Mari is rather the exception in the 
symmetry and uniformity of its borrowed kinship terms in comparison to, 
for example, the Mordvin languages, where the kinship system seems to 
have been more in flux with different layers of loanwords present.

The most frequently borrowed single term for ‘wife’s brother’ is Russian 
шурин ‘brother-in-law (wife’s brother)’ that has been independently bor-
rowed by both the Mordvinic languages Erzya and Moksha and by Komi. 
It is perhaps interesting to note that none of the languages in our material 
has borrowed the “mirror image” of this kinship term, i.e. Russian золовка 
‘sister-in-law (husband’s sister)’, which seems to correlate with the fact that 
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‘husband’s sister’ is clearly the category with the smallest number of loan-
words of spouse’s siblings. This seems to be an even more general trend. In 
general, the Russian kinship terms denoting the wife’s relatives have been 
more attractive objects of borrowing, even so much so that the Russian 
words for the husband’s relatives, свёкор ‘husband’s father’, свекровь ‘hus-
band’s mother’, деверь ‘husband’s brother’, and золовка ‘husband’s sister’ 
do not seem to have been borrowed by any of the Uralic languages we sur-
veyed. Even languages such as Komi, which has borrowed all of its kinship 
terms denoting the wife’s relatives from Russian, has not borrowed any of 
the terms denoting the husband’s relatives from Russian and instead uses 
native derivatives and compounds.

3. Wife’s parents and siblings in Komi

• t́est́  ‘father-in-law (wife’s father)’ ← Russian тесть ‘id.’
• t́e̮š́a ‘mother-in-law (wife’s mother)’ ← Russian тёща ‘id.’
• šurin ‘wife’s brother’ ← Russian шурин ‘id.’
• svest́a ‘wife’s sister’ ← Russian свестья ‘id.’

4. Husband’s parents and siblings in Komi

• ajka ‘father-in-law (husband’s father)’
• eńka ‘mother-in-law (husband’s mother)’
• piver ‘husband’s brother’
• ajani̮v ‘husband’s sister’

It is not immediately obvious why this should be the case. In general, it is 
difficult to determine conclusively how certain features have come about 
in kinship terminology, especially as correlation does not necessarily 
mean causation. The fact that wife’s relatives in Komi are borrowed from 
Russian might mean that Komi men having Russian spouses was what first 
introduced these terms to Komi, and intermarriage between Komi-speak-
ing men and Russian-speaking women was more common than intermar-
riage between Komi-speaking women and Russian-speaking men. Any 
such analysis is, however, bound to be speculative in nature and also too 
simplistic to accurately describe the contact situation as a whole in any 
meaningful way. Whatever the explanation, the dichotomy is surprisingly 
clear-cut in Komi.

Whereas some of the languages, like Mari and Komi, have only one 
clear source for the borrowed kinship terms, Chuvash in the case of Mari 
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and Russian in the case of Komi, the situation in Mordvin is more het-
erogeneous. Russian loans represent only the most recent layer; before 
that Mordvin was in contact with the Turkic languages of the Volga area, 
(Mishar) Tatar and Chuvash, whence it also borrowed several kinship 
terms. Different words for ‘wife’s brother’ illustrate the influences and 
overall situation quite well.

5. Wife’s brother in Mordvin

• WeB MdE aĺa, M aĺǵä (no convincing loan etymology)
• WyB MdE baĺźa, M baźä, päĺźä, paźä ← Mishar Tatar baźa ‘Mann der 

Frauenschwester’
• WB MdE šurin, M šuŕin, šuŕəń ← Russian шурин ‘id.’

The most recent of the loanwords is Russian шурин ‘brother-in-law (wife’s 
brother)’. Like the Russian loan original, the word has no relative age 
distinction in Mordvin, despite the fact that age distinction is otherwise 
heavily featured in Mordvin affinal and consanguineal kinship terms 
alike. The Russian loanword has not replaced the earlier terms for ‘wife’s 
brother’ that have relative age distinction, but it has superimposed itself 
onto the existing system that consisted of WeB MdE aĺa, M aĺǵä and WyB 
MdE baĺźa, M baźä, päĺźä, paźä, a loan from Mishar Tatar. We have no 
information on how stable such a system is, whether the Russian term is, 
for example, edging out the more specific terms or whether they still serve 
a useful purpose not being full synonyms with the newest addition. It is, 
in any event, interesting to note how clearly the different contacts are still 
visible within the Mordvin kinship terminology.

It is unfortunately not possible to fully compare our numbers against 
WOLD’s borrowed scores, as they only include a single kin category ‘sib-
ling-in-law’ with a borrowed score of 0.12 (see Tadmor 2009 for further 
details on how the borrowed scores were calculated in WOLD). Even as a 
collapsed category, ‘sibling-in-law’ does not come anywhere close to be-
ing the kinship category with the largest number of loanwords among the 
world’s languages.12

12. In WOLD in the semantic field of kinship, the categories which have the high-
est borrowed scores are ‘family’ (0.42), ‘relatives’ (0.40), and ‘descendants’ 
(0.35). Specific kin categories with the highest borrowed scores are ‘uncle’ 
(0.30), ‘father’s sister’ (0.28), and ‘grandmother’ (0.27).
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3.1.2. Borrowed terms for ‘husband’ and ‘wife’

Among the categories where borrowing most often occurs, are the cate-
gories for ‘husband’ and ‘wife’. It is perhaps interesting to ponder reasons 
as to why these particular categories have one of the largest number of 
loanwords. A priori, it seems reasonable to assume that the reasons are 
either 1)  language-external social factors, i.e. explained by intermarriage 
between two linguistic groups or by otherwise close linguistic contact or 
2) language-internal as in due to polysemy and semantic change etc. In the 
following, we will examine how many of the loanwords for ‘husband’ and 
‘wife’ can be explained with language-internal factors in our material. The 
effects of semantic change have often been ignored in loanword typology.

The word for ‘husband’ in our material, whether borrowed or not, is 
rarely if ever strictly monosemic. Words denoting men often develop poly-
semy that ‘husband’ is a part of and the most common cross-linguistic 
semantic patterns, including synchronic polysemy and semantic change 
(perhaps better characterized as diachronic polysemy), are found in our 
material. We should first take a look at the most common tendencies con-
cerning semantic shifts and borrowability in the world’s languages.

In the Database of Semantic Shifts in Languages of the World (DatSem-
Shift), ‘husband’ most commonly co-occurs with ‘man’ (43 languages). In 
the 20 cases for which the direction of the semantic shift is reported in 
DatSemShift, ‘husband’ always develops secondarily from ‘man’. The bor-
rowed scores of ‘man’ and ‘husband’ in WOLD are 0.10 for ‘man’ and 0.20 
for ‘husband’. To try to put the WOLD’s borrowed scores into perspective, 
of the 41 languages, the word for ‘husband’ was reportedly either clearly 
or probably borrowed in 13 languages. The word ‘man’ was either clear-
ly or probably borrowed in 5 languages. Considering that words meaning 
‘man’ are two times less likely to be borrowed than the words meaning 
‘husband’, the cross-linguistically common semantic shift from ‘man’ to 
‘husband’ is probably not a very significant factor alone in explaining how 
‘husband’ is one of the categories with the largest number of loanwords in 
the Uralic languages. 

Another co-occurring polysemy according to DatSemShift that is also 
found in our material is that between ‘husband’ and ‘old man’. In Dat-
SemShift ‘old man’ and ‘husband’ are polysemous in 28 languages, with 
the meaning ‘husband’ developing from the meaning ‘old man’ in 15 lan-
guages. In general, ‘husband’ and ‘old man’ have very similar borrowed 
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scores with the latter closely edging out the former with 0.23 according to 
WOLD. The third quite clear polysemic pattern is between ‘husband’ and 
words denoting men of some kind of elevated social standing, i.e. ‘master’, 
‘owner’, ‘head of household’, ‘host’, ‘lord’, etc. In DatSemShift there are 
38 languages where this kind of polysemy occurs (examples can be found 
under ‘owner’). The borrowed score of these words varies, but it is gener-
ally either equal with ‘husband’ (0.20), cf. ‘host’ (0.21) or even noticeably 
higher, cf. ‘chieftain’ (0.34), ‘master’ (0.38).

Perhaps unsurprisingly, ‘wife’ exhibits most of the same semantic pat-
terns symmetrical with ‘husband’ in that the most common polysemy is 
between ‘wife’ and ‘woman’ (44 languages in DatSemShift). ‘Wife’ also 
shows a rather similar borrowed score of 0.18 in WOLD to ‘husband’s’ 
0.20. Words for ‘woman’ are borrowed slightly more often (0.16) than 
words for ‘man’ (0.10). Similarly to the polysemy of ‘old man, husband’, 
‘old woman, wife’ is also a fairly typical meaning pair according to Dat-
SemShift (15 languages). The borrowed score of ‘old woman’ in WOLD is 
0.13. The third most common polysemic co-occurrence is between ‘wife’ 
and ‘house, dwelling’ (10 languages). This pattern, although interesting in 
itself, is not found in our material.13 The fourth and fifth most common 
polysemy, again quite similarly to ‘husband’, is between ‘wife’ and ‘mis-
tress of a house’ (5 languages) and ‘owner’ (4 languages).

In many cases, it is not easy to untangle the historical meanings from 
one another. It can, however, be established through etymological research 
that at least some of the terms for ‘husband’ and ‘wife’ in Kinura’s ma-
terials were not initially kinship terms (at least four cases for ‘husband’ 
and three for ‘wife’). They acquired their current meanings ‘husband’ and 
‘wife’ only after having been borrowed, following some common cross-lin-
guistic semantic shifts mentioned above (e.g. the meaning ‘husband’ being 
born out of ‘man’, ‘old man’, or ‘head of the house’/‘master’/‘host’), and in 
this sense we are actually not dealing with the borrowability of kinship 
terms per se but rather with borrowing in general.

At least in four cases in our material ‘husband’ is clearly a second-
ary development brought on by semantic change. It perhaps comes as no 
surprise that these secondary developments follow more or less the same 

13. According to DatSemShift, instances of polysemy between ‘wife’ and ‘house, 
dwelling’ are found in India, China, Korea, and Japan.
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semantic patterns as listed above, the meaning ‘husband’ being born out 
of ‘man’, ‘old man’, or ‘head of the house’/‘master’/‘host’.

In the first two cases the secondary development of ‘husband’ is from 
‘man’ (in Mordvin) or from ‘(young) man’ (in Mari). MdE miŕd́e, M miŕd́ä 
has acquired its current meaning ‘husband’ through semantic change 
and at an earlier date the word probably was polysemous meaning ‘man, 
husband’ (or ‘human; man, husband’) considering that the loan original 
is nowadays usually identified as Pre-Indo-Iranian *mérto-  > Old Indic 
márta- ‘mortal, human’ (Holopainen 2019: 143–146). This interpretation is 
not without its difficulties, however.

The second case of secondary development of ‘husband’, also from 
‘(young) man’ in our material is in MariM marij ‘Mari; man, husband’, 
MariH marə̑. The word is used as an endonym by the Mari people them-
selves, so it seems reasonable to assume that the word initially referred to 
‘man’ as ethnonyms developing from words meaning ‘man, human’ are 
a common occurrence unlike ethnonyms developing from words mean-
ing ‘husband’. The Mari word is usually thought to have been borrowed 
from an Iranian source representing a reflex of PI/PII *mar(H)ya- > Young 
Avestan mairiia ‘Schurke, Bube’, Old Indic márya- ‘Jungmann, Jüngling’ 
(Holopainen 2019: 135–137), although given that the Mari vowel is atypi-
cal of Pre-Proto-Mari lexicon, it is unlikely that Proto-Indo-Iranian and 
Proto-Iranian could be the source. Rather, the word has entered the Mari 
language rather recently either directly or indirectly from an unidentified 
Iranian source.

The third case of secondary development of a term for ‘husband’ comes 
from Udmurt. This time the polysemy is between ‘husband’ and ‘old man’, 
cf. Udm kart ‘муж, супруг’ ←  Ta kart ‘старик’ (Csúcs 1990: 207). No 
further examples of a shift from ‘old man’ to ‘husband’ can be found in 
Kinura’s research materials. Referring to (one’s) husband as ‘old man’ is 
noted to be somewhat widespread in Finnish dialects as well, cf. Fi äijä 
generally ‘old man; geezer, gaffer’, in western dialects also ‘husband’, ukko 
generally ‘old man, gaffer’, dialectally also ‘husband’, and faija both ‘old 
man’ and ‘husband’ in the Porvoo area, etc. (Nirvi 1952: 18–32). These are 
often used in a playful manner, but also partly as euphemisms brought on 
by affection. Words denoting ‘old man’ and especially ‘old woman’ have a 
tendency to undergo pejoration and it is usually dependent on the level of 
pejoration whether or not any given word denoting ‘old man’ or ‘old wom-
an’ can be used to refer to one’s husband or wife (op. cit.).
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In the fourth case the meaning ‘husband’ developed secondarily from a 
meaning referring to a man with an elevated social status: North Saami isit 
‘head of the household; man, husband’ is borrowed from Finnish isäntä 
‘master, lord (of a household); host’ (Sammallahti 1998: 240). It is difficult 
to ascertain at what point exactly the word came to mean ‘husband’ in 
North Saami, as the word has been used for one’s husband or father-in-
law, usually in a way to convey a certain dignity, reverence, and distance in 
Finnish dialects whence the North Saami word was originally borrowed. 
Nowadays referring to one’s husband as isäntä in Finnish is done more 
tongue-in-cheek.

‘Wife’ has also developed secondarily. ‘Wife’ and ‘old woman’ inter-
twine in the same way ‘old man’ and ‘husband’ do and often undergo 
pejoration as mentioned. At first glance, the idea that MariM βate ‘wife’, 
MariH βätə was borrowed from Chuvash ватӑ ‘old, old (person)’ (Räsä-
nen 1920: 120) strikes one as semantically peculiar. Given that the polyse-
my ‘old woman, wife’ is commonplace (see above), the semantics become 
less of an issue.14

In DatSemShift, the fourth and fifth most commonly occurring poly-
semy is between ‘wife’ and ‘mistress of a house’ or ‘owner’. There are at 
least two cases of borrowing in our material where ‘wife’ has clearly been 
borrowed from a word that primarily refers to a woman of elevated so-
cial standing, cf. SaaN eamit ‘housewife; (female) owner; solitary woman 
who does her own cooking; wife’ ← Finnic, Fi emäntä ‘lady (of the house); 
housewife; hostess, matron; wife, spouse’ (SSA 1: 104–105; Sammallahti 
1998: 240) and MdE koźejka, koźajka ‘wife’ ← Russian хозяйка ‘hostess’, 
coll. ‘wife’ (Mészáros 2001: 174). In the case of North Saami eamit, it is 
yet again difficult to discern whether the meaning ‘wife’ developed inde-
pendently after the borrowing or whether it was influenced by the similar 
use present in Finnish dialects or even borrowed as such.

In sum, the amount of loanwords in the categories ‘husband’ and ‘wife’ 
is at least partly explained by purely language-internal factors, i.e. by the 
fact that ‘husband’ and ‘wife’ often develop secondarily from a number of 
primary meanings such as ‘man’, ‘old man’, ‘head of the household’, ‘host’ 

14. One might add that context matters here. Chuvash loanwords are a common 
occurrence in Mari, in fact Mari has borrowed roughly 10% of its vocabulary 
from Chuvash. If this was a more isolated loan etymology, we would perhaps 
be less convinced of its validity.
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or ‘woman’, ‘old woman’, ‘mistress’, ‘hostess’. Some of these primary mean-
ings are also clearly more likely to be borrowed than ‘husband’ and ‘wife’ 
themselves.

It is worth pointing out here that simply looking at raw numbers and 
answering the question “is the word currently occupying this semantic 
slot a loan?” will yield a number that might not be all that representative 
of the borrowability of a given kinship term. For example, in our material 
it happens that ‘sister’ has been borrowed once or twice (PF *sisar/*se̮sar 
←  Baltic), while ‘younger sister’ has been borrowed at least three times 
(MdE sazor ‘younger sister’, M sazər, MariM šüžar ‘younger sister’, MariH 
šə̑žar, Udm suzer ‘younger sister’ are separate loanwords from (Indo-)Ira-
nian *swasar- ‘sister’). The numbers in Uralic languages seem to stand in 
stark contrast to the borrowability rates one finds globally.

In WOLD ‘sister’ has a borrowed score of 0.12 while ‘younger sister’ only 
has a borrowed score of mere 0.01. Interestingly, however, words in Uralic 
languages in all likelihood came to mean ‘younger sister’ only secondarily. 
It has been argued that the words initially did not have age distinction and 
simply meant ‘sister’, and only developed their current meaning as a result 
of contact with the Turkic languages (Holopainen 2019: 224; Metsäranta 
2023: 162–167). In other words, if we account for semantic change, the Ural-
ic languages are actually not an anomaly when it comes to borrowabili-
ty rates between ‘sister’ and ‘younger sister’ but rather conform to global 
tendencies. Ideally, it would be good to take the possibility of semantic 
change into account when examining the borrowability rates of all items 
but, unfortunately, this is often too laborious and open to interpretation 
in practice.

3.1.3. Borrowed terms for ‘grandchild’

One of the most commonly borrowed kinship terms in our material is that 
for ‘grandchild’. In many of the categories, borrowed kinship terms in-
clude different terms borrowed from various languages at different times; 
in the case of ‘grandchild’ the borrowability in our material is entirely due 
to the same, originally Slavic, kinship term being borrowed congruently 
into Uralic languages. Komi vnuk, MariM unə̑ka, H ə̑nə̑ka, MdE nuka, 
M unək and Veps vunuk are borrowed from Russian внук ‘(male) grand-
child’. Hungarian unoka is likewise a Slavic loanword, cf. Serbo-Croa-
tian unuk ‘grandchild’ (EWUng: 1578). The Russian word has been very 
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expansive and has been borrowed into other non-Uralic languages as well, 
cf. Ta онык, Chu мӑнук. Alongside the masculine внук, Komi seems to be 
the only one that has also borrowed the feminine version from Russian, 
Komi vnučka ‘(female) grandchild’ ← Ru внучка. In general, the word de-
notes grandchildren of both sexes in the target languages.

Despite the fact that most of the words have ultimately been borrowed 
from Slavic, it seems unlikely that this modern Russian word is straight-
forwardly the loan original for most of the Uralic words, although it is of-
ten stated as such: Russian внук → MdE nuka, M unək (Mészáros 2001: 171) 
and MariM unə̑ka, H ə̑nə̑ka (Savatkova 1969: 92). Only the Komi word has 
quite clearly been borrowed from a form that is identical with the mod-
ern Russian word and as such can be a very late addition to the lexicon. 
The rest of the words are more open to interpretation. The Mordvin words 
quite clearly represent two separate loanwords, as the word-initial cluster 
vn- has been substituted in two different ways, in Erzya by simplification 
and in Moksha by vocalization of v to u. Vocalized forms, such as unuk, 
are found in various Russian dialects as well. Their distribution (Pskov, 
Kaluga, and Stavropol) does not seem to coincide closely enough with any 
of the vocalized forms on the Uralic side to have any direct connection.

The wide distribution in Mari dialects, as well as the vowel correspond-
ences regularly reflecting Proto-Mari first-syllable *ŭ (with the exception 
of NW onoka) (TschWb: 873), seem to indicate that at the time of the bor-
rowing of this particular word, Mari was still a fairly uniform language, 
phonologically perhaps even identical with Proto-Mari. If Russian внук 
were borrowed separately into already diverged Mari dialects, one would 
expect to find more variation in the way in which vn- was substituted like 
we find in Mordvin between Erzya and Moksha. It should also be said that 
there seems to be no phonological objection to regarding the Proto-Mari 
*ŭnəka as an even earlier loanword similar to Old East Slavic *vŭnukŭ (PM 
*w- at least is irregularly dropped in certain native words as well, cf. PU 
*worka- ‘sew’ > PM *ŭrge-, PU *workama > PM *wŭrgem ‘clothes’). Veps 
vunuk is also difficult to interpret. Perhaps the word was borrowed from 
Russian with the initial vun- being a substitution for vn-, or it was bor-
rowed from an earlier form more similar to Old East Slavic. The final -a 
in Erzya and Mari might indicate that the words were borrowed from the 
genitive form внука instead of the nominative.

Why, then, has ‘grandchild’ been such an attractive term for borrow-
ing? Questions of why are always difficult to answer definitively when it 
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comes to borrowing. One could perhaps claim that the fact that ‘grand-
child’ specifically has been so prone to borrowing somehow reflects the re-
ality in which these minority languages exist, and where language change 
to Russian has been a common occurrence, resulting in a situation where 
the grandparents speak the minority languages while their grandchildren 
are often Russian-speakers (see also Section 3.1.4 about the borrowing of 
a term for ‘grandmother’ from Russian). Although this might be partly 
true for the current situation, it would be rather anachronistic to project 
the current situation of these languages that far back into the past for it 
to be relevant for most of the loanwords in question. It seems that many 
of the languages that have borrowed the Russian word also have had an 
existing word for ‘grandchild’ that has not completely fallen out of use, 
cf. MdE bujo ‘grandchild’, Komi pe̮ĺe̮n šui̮ś ‘grandchild’ (pe̮ĺ -e̮n grand-
father- instrumental šu-i̮ś call-participle.present, lit. “someone who 
calls someone else grandfather”). Thus, they seem to have had no real need 
to borrow the word and the concept could have been expressed some other 
way.

One explanation could be that the Russian word is just convenient. It 
is short and phonologically simple, or at least easily adaptable, and as such 
quite easily adopted even with limited proficiency in the language. It is 
however difficult or even impossible to assess such nebulous concepts as 
convenience, especially in a historical context. All in all, the borrowability 
of ‘grandchild’ is most likely due to a combination of sociolinguistic and 
practical factors.

3.1.4. Borrowed terms for ‘grandmother’

A term for ‘father’s mother’ (FM) is seemingly borrowed more often than 
a term for ‘mother’s mother’ (MM), but on closer inspection this dif-
ference turns out to be nonexistent. According to Mészáros (2001: 170), 
which we have used as the source for our data on Mordvin, the word 
baba is in both Erzya and Moksha used only of ‘father’s mother’, which 
is true for a number of Erzya and Moksha variants. However, in many 
other variants no such distinction is made and the word simply refers 
to ‘grandmother’ in general (MdWb: 108). Both Erzya and Moksha have 
terms which specifically refer to ‘mother’s mother’, in Erzya vasolbaba or 
mazibaba (vasolo means ‘distant, far away’ and can be used as a way to 
specify relatives on the mother’s side, cf. vasolbod́a ‘mother’s father’, mazi 
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‘beautiful’)15 and in Moksha ščava (an (obscured) compound, the first 
component of which is cognate with E čiče ‘older sister’s husband’ and 
the second with ava ‘woman, wife; mother, mother-in-law’).16 In other 
words, baba can mean either ‘father’s or mother’s mother’ in both Erzya 
and Moksha, but if the distinction needs to be made, it is done to denote 
mother’s mother. In Erzya it is done by qualifying the word baba with 
vasol- or mazi- and in Moksha by using an independent lexeme. Perhaps 
this is why Mészáros reports baba to mean ‘father’s mother’, since as a 
standalone word it can refer primarily to ‘father’s mother’ but also more 
broadly to ‘grandmother’. In any event, we can conclude that despite the 
different numbers, there is no actual discrepancy in the borrowability 
of ‘father’s mother’ and ‘mother’s mother’ and the distinction we find in 
some Erzya and Moksha variants has come about secondarily.

Most of the Uralic languages in our data set do not make a distinc-
tion between FM and MM. This is the case, for instance, with SaaS aahka 
‘bestemor; gammel kvinne; (dial.) woman, wife’ (<  PS *ākkā ‘wife; old 
woman’ ←  Finnic, cf. Fi akka ‘wife; old woman’) and Finnish mummo, 
mummu ‘grandmother; old woman’ (←  Swe dial. mummu, mumm  = 
mormor ‘mother’s mother’), but also in more eastern languages discussed 
in more detail below.

As with ‘grandchild’, ‘grandmother’ also appears in our materials as 
one of the most borrowed categories largely due to the popularity of a sin-
gle term borrowed from Russian (баба ‘(informal) old woman, (Lallwort) 
grandmother, (coll.) woman)’: Hill Mari papa ‘grandmother; old woman’, 
Komi bab ‘grandmother; old woman’, MdE M baba with varying dialectal 
meanings ‘old woman; wife; grandmother; father’s mother; mother-in-law; 
father’s uncle’s wife; midwife’, and Veps bab ‘grandmother; old woman; 
midwife’. With the exception of Meadow Mari, the languages that have 
borrowed the term ‘grandchild’ from Russian have borrowed the term for 

15. Interestingly, a similar expression exists in Meadow Mari, koβa ‘grandmoth-
er’, mündə̑r koβa ‘mother’s mother’ (mündə̑r ‘distant, far away’). This in all 
likelihood reflects the fact that a wedded couple tended to live with the hus-
band’s family away from at least the immediate vicinity of the mother’s rela-
tives, making them more “distant” geographically speaking.

16. Similarly to Moksha, reflexes of PU *čečä are used to convey the meaning ‘rel-
ative of mother’s side’ in compounds also elsewhere in Uralic, cf. MariH papa 
‘grandmother’, čəžə papa ‘mother’s mother’, Udm čuž-anaj (anaj ‘mother’) 
‘mother’s mother’, čuž-murt ‘mother’s brother’ (murt ‘human’).
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‘grandmother’ from Russian as well. The overlap and correlation is inter-
esting, but as discussed in the previous section, causal links are difficult to 
establish.

‘Grandmother’ being featured among the kinship categories with the 
largest number of loanwords in the Uralic languages is in line with what 
has been found in earlier typological surveys with a global sample. In 
WOLD, ‘grandmother’ has a relatively high borrowed score of 0.27 and 
it is among the kin categories with the largest number of loanwords in 
the WOLD dataset (Honkola & Jordan, in press, Table 1). Words denoting 
‘grandmother’ can change rather quickly with one term falling out of use 
and being replaced by another term regardless of whether they are bor-
rowed or not. One possible explanation for this relatively high turnover is 
that words meaning ‘grandmother’ are often polysemous with ‘old wom-
an’. Words denoting women often can go through pejoration, as a result of 
which they are no longer suited to be used as kinship terms. 

One of the Proto-Finnic terms for ‘grandmother’ was probably *ämmä. 
Some of its reflexes still mean ‘grandmother’ in Finnish dialects and in 
Karelian. The semantics of Vote ämmä ‘mother-in-law’ and Est ämm ‘id.’ 
can be explained as secondary, as it can be reliably assumed that *anoppi 
was the term for ‘mother-in-law’ in Proto-Finnic based on its wide distri-
bution elsewhere in Uralic. The meaning of Livonian ǟma ‘mother’ (< PF 
*ämmä) might be due to confusion with jemā ‘mother’ (< PF *emä ‘moth-
er’). In standard Finnish ämmä is nowadays categorically derogatory, cf. 
pahasuinen ämmä ‘foul-mouthed bitch’ and consequently has fallen out of 
favor as a kinship term. The Finnish word for ‘mother’ äiti is a Germanic 
loanword (cf. PGrm *aiþīn ~ aiþōn ‘mother’ > Gothic aiþei ‘mother’, ON 
eiða ‘id.’). It has largely replaced the earlier PF *emä ‘mother’ (> Est ema 
‘mother’, Liv jemā ‘id.’) in this semantic slot in Finnish, although this is 
not the case throughout Finnish dialects where emä was a neutral term for 
mother, especially in the Karelian isthmus and neighboring areas (SMS: 
s.v. emä).

Pejoration has probably played a part in why äiti came to replace emä. 
It is unlikely that the meaning ‘mother’ could produce pejoration, rather 
the explanation for why emä in some Finnish dialects is negatively con-
notated and occurs as part of pejorative expressions is probably due to 
the word’s polysemy, which covers both ‘mother’ and ‘female animal’, i.e. 
“animal mother”. Words meaning ‘female animal’ are often used as in-
sults or in an otherwise pejorative manner, cf. Russian сука ‘bitch (female 
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dog); (vulgar) bitch (contemptible person)’ (the Russian word is ultimately 
cognate with Swe hund ‘dog’, Latin canis ‘id.’, etc.). Similar usage where 
‘female dog’ is used as an insult is found in many languages, cf. English 
bitch, Finnish narttu. Not all words denoting women are likely to undergo 
pejoration; it in large part depends on the polysemy of the word. It is un-
likely that a word meaning only ‘grandmother’ could come to be used as a 
derogatory term on its own, rather any such use results from the polysemy 
of the word, most often from co-occurring meanings such as ‘old woman’. 
If pejoration occurs, the resulting lexical gap can be filled with a loanword, 
but pejoration and borrowing are two independent processes.

3.2. Which languages have borrowed kin terms?

The Uralic languages vary notably in how many kin categories they have a 
borrowed kin term. The Mordvin languages and Hill Mari have the larg-
est number of categories with loans (ca. 20 categories in each) while the 
Samoyedic languages Tundra Nenets, Taz Selkup, and Nganasan do not 
have any, and Forest Enets has only one (Table 3). The same general pattern 
holds also when we take into account the size of the kin category inventory 
in a language, that is, when calculating the percentage of kin categories 
with loanwords from all kin categories existing in the language in ques-
tion (Table 3). Taking the inventory size into account is necessary, as the 
number of kin categories in a language may vary depending, for example, 
whether there is relative age distinction for sibling terms (i.e. instead of 
having a term only for ‘sister’ and ‘brother’ – two categories – there are 
terms for ‘elder sister’, ‘younger sister’, ‘elder brother’, and ‘younger broth-
er’, so four categories).

On average 20.4% of kin categories have known loanwords in our sam-
ple of Uralic languages (with a median of 19.1%). This means that, on aver-
age, one fifth of kin categories in the Uralic languages has a loanword. In 
eight languages the percentage is as high as ca. thirty or more; these eight 
languages include languages from all the western subgroups of the Uralic 
family (Finnic: Veps 31.0%, Saami: North Saami 33.3% and South Saami 
29.2%, Mordvin: Erzya 40.7% and Moksha 53.5%, Mari: Hill Mari 36.7%, 
and Meadow Mari 29.1%, Permic: Komi-Zyrian 39.4%; Table 3). The average 
percentage (20.4%) is higher than what was found with the global dataset 
of WOLD. In the calculations made by Tadmor (2009) the semantic field of 
kinship was found to have 15% of loanwords, whereas in Honkola & Jordan 
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Table 3: Frequency of borrowed kin terms in Uralic languages. # of kin 
categories with loanwords presents the raw count of categories with 
loanwords in each studied language. % of kin categories with loanwords 
shows the proportion of kin categories with loanwords from all kin 
categories documented in a language. The table has been sorted by values 
in the latter column.

# of kin categories 
with loanwords

% of kin categories 
with loanwords

Moksha Mordvin 23  53.5
Erzya Mordvin 22  40.7
Komi-Zyrian 15  39.4
Hill Mari 18  36.7
North Saami 14  33.3
Veps 9  31.0
South Saami 14  29.2
Meadow Mari 16  29.1
Udmurt 13  22.6
Skolt Saami 10  19.2
Sosva Mansi 7  18.9
Finnish 6  14.6
Livonian 5  13.5
Hungarian 5  12.8
Estonian 3  6.8
Forest Enets 1  4.5
Kazym Khanty 1  2.8
Tundra Nenets 0 0
Taz Selkup 0 0
Nganasan 0 0

(in press), who used a subset of the kin categories included in the WOLD 
data, the number of loanwords dropped to 13.6%. It is likely that the differ-
ences in kin categories included in these studies partly explain the differ-
ences in the percentages, but as the data-collection procedure and criteria 
of what counts as a loanword is the same, these numbers should roughly 
be comparable with each other. 
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In what follows we will be looking at the possible reasons why kinship 
terms have been so readily borrowed in some of the languages of our sam-
ple and, conversely, why in some of the languages in our sample there are 
so few borrowed kinship terms. These questions obviously are very much 
tied to the historical sociolinguistic situation, which we do not and cannot 
know in detail with any level of certainty. For that reason, much of what 
follows will be inherently speculative. We can make certain assumptions 
about the nature of contacts, for example, between Mari and Chuvash 
based on the amount and type of linguistic influence observed as a result 
of those contacts, but we cannot, for example, know what the percentage 
of medieval Mari people bilingual in Chuvash was. Comparisons are also 
drawn to the overall number of loanwords in a selection of languages in 
order to provide a wider overall perspective. 

As mentioned earlier, the Mordvin languages, Erzya and Moksha, have 
the largest number of kin categories with loanwords (Table 3). The effect 
of borrowing on Mordvin kinship terminology has been a long, chrono-
logically layered, and gradual process. In Mordvin, the majority of these 
loanwords are from Russian, but the Mordvin languages have also bor-
rowed kin terms from (Mishar) Tatar and Chuvash. Mordvin also has 
a few loanwords that clearly predate what could feasibly be considered 
Mordvin and were likely borrowed already into Pre-Mordvin, i.e. a dia-
lect of Proto-Uralic that would eventually give rise to Proto-Mordvin and 
the modern Mordvin languages. These loanwords include E miŕd́e ‘hus-
band’, M miŕd́ä ‘id.’ < Pre-Mordvin *mertä ← PII *m̥rtá- ‘dead’ or Pre- 
Indo- Iranian *mérto- ‘mortal, human’ (Holopainen 2019: 143–146), E sazor 
‘younger sister’, M sazər ‘id.’< Pre-Mordvin *sasar ← PII/PI *swasar- ‘sister’ 
(Mészáros 2001: 172; Holopainen 2019: 222–224; Metsäranta 2023: 162–167) 
and E t́ejt́eŕ ‘daughter’, M śt́ iŕ < Pre-Mordvin *tüktärə ← Baltic, cf. Lith 
duktė : dukter- (Mészáros 2001: 171; Metsäranta 2023: 167–172) (cf. also Ap-
pendix  2). All the different prehistorical and historical loanword layers, 
(Indo-)Iranian, Baltic, Chuvash, Tatar, and Russian (Bartens 1999: 13–19; 
Grünthal 2012: 307) are more or less featured also in borrowed kinship 
terminology, although for certain words to be counted as kinship terms 
is more a historical happenstance brought on by semantic change rather 
than anything else, cf. E miŕd́e, M miŕd́ä (see Section 3.1.2). 

The presence of kin terms among some of these earlier loanword lay-
ers is somewhat surprising. Independent early (Indo-)Iranian loans in 
Mordvin are few (7 to be exact) and typically denote either material and 
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immaterial culture: ‘goat’, ‘god’, ‘gold’, ‘husk of grain’, and ‘iron’ (Holo-
painen 2019: 339). Given the amount of words and their semantics, one 
could justifiably argue that Pre-Mordvin only had casual, perhaps even 
indirect, trade contacts with (Indo-)Iranian. The word denoting sister fits 
poorly into this scenario, as its presence would imply a familial relation-
ship. Perhaps the remaining few (Indo-)Iranian words represent just the 
tip of the iceberg, i.e. perhaps the bulk of loanwords disappeared and the 
relationship between the Pre-Mordvin and (Indo-)Iranian was closer than 
the amount of loanwords suggests (although it will become clear in later 
paragraphs that the amount of loanwords is a poor metric in trying to 
define the sociolinguistic nature of contacts). It is also entirely possible 
that the context for borrowing was not familial, but rather the word which 
nowadays means ‘sister’ was earlier used in addressing or showing rever-
ence, as such polysemy does occur in world’s languages, e.g. Brahui addī 
‘sister; term of address to a woman’ (DatSemShift).

Geography is probably the main answer as to why Mordvin has bor-
rowed words from different sources at different times. It is thought that 
Mordvin and its linguistic predecessor have been spoken in the area be-
tween Oka and Sura rivers for thousands of years (Bartens 1999: 13). This 
location, close enough to the European steppes to expose the Mordvin 
speakers to different linguistic influences but far away enough to prevent 
them from getting drawn into the nomadic lifestyle of the steppes, has 
undoubtedly been a major contributor. Other contributing factors are less 
easy to identify.

The other major branch of Uralic that has borrowed its kinship terms 
en masse is Mari. For Mari, the most central lexifier has been the Chuvash 
language. If in Mordvin the process of borrowing has been more gradual 
in nature, in Mari the effect of borrowing has been more abrupt. As at-
tested by a number of Middle Mongolian loanwords that have found their 
way into Mari via Chuvash, the contacts between Mari and Chuvash can 
hardly predate the Mongol conquest of Volga Bulgaria in 1236 (Bereczki 
1994: 14–16). 

In general, Chuvash loanwords are common throughout the Mari 
lexicon. The overall amount of Chuvash loanwords in Mari, calculated 
from Tscheremissisches Wörterbuch (TschWb), is around 500 (Saarinen 
2010: 339). Chuvash loanwords have a wide distribution, which is usually 
thought to signify that they were borrowed before the disintegration of 
the Mari-speaking area starting in the late 16th century. We can therefore 
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state with some level of confidence that in the course of around 300 years, 
Mari borrowed around 10% of its basic vocabulary from Chuvash. In total 
the percentage of borrowed kinship terms is around 30% (Table 3), slightly 
higher in Hill Mari, and all the terms, with the exception of MariM marij 
‘Mari; man, husband’, MariH marə̑ (< Iranian) and perhaps MariM jeŋga 
‘elder brother’s wife’, MariH jeŋgä (<  Tatar), have been borrowed from 
Chuvash. If anything, borrowing is even more prevalent in kinship terms 
than elsewhere in the lexicon.

It is interesting to contrast the Chuvash numbers and situation against 
the Tatar loanwords in Mari. The amount of Tatar loanwords in TschWb 
is around 700 (op. cit.). There are significant dialectal differences, however, 
with the amount of loanwords varying from around 200 in Hill Mari to 
2100 in the eastern dialects. The uneven distribution quite clearly means 
that the Tatar loanwords were, for the most part, borrowed only after the 
Mari people had already become geographically dispersed. 

What the Tatar loanwords in Mari demonstrate especially when con-
trasted with Chuvash, is that the total amount of loanwords, the “raw 
numbers”, is a poor predictor for the borrowing of kinship terms and in-
stead the right type of contacts are needed for the transmission of kinship 
terms. What exactly was the deciding factor with the Mari contacts be-
tween Chuvash and Tatar that resulted in kinship terms being borrowed 
on a large scale in one but not in the other? One could hypothesize that 
the pervasiveness of Chuvash influence throughout the Mari lexicon, in-
cluding kinship terminology, could not have happened without large-scale 
bilingualism and intermarriage between linguistic groups. This might be 
true as a general rule, but although bilingualism might be a predictor for 
the borrowing of kinship terms, it does not necessarily result in borrowing 
of kinship terms, as we can learn from the Forest Enets example below.

There are probably several historical, geographical, and sociolinguistic 
factors – and even reasons related to the history of science and availabil-
ity of research materials  – as to why there at least appears to be so few 
borrowed kinship terms in the Siberian Uralic branches Mansi, Khanty, 
and Samoyedic. The history of science reason we are alluding to here is 
that there has been far less etymological research done on Mansi, Khanty, 
and especially Samoyedic. Although the Samoyedic languages have come 
more into focus in historical phonology in the last four decades and ety-
mological research has been carried out into their lexicon (Janhunen 1977; 
1981; Sammallahti 1988; Aikio 2002; 2006), it is still heavily centered on 
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inherited vocabulary, i.e. identifying cognates for Samoyedic words in 
other branches of Uralic and elsewhere in Samoyedic. Language-specific 
etymology has been almost non-existent and none of the Samoyedic lan-
guages have their own etymological dictionaries. The lack of etymological 
research combined with the fact that lexical sources, i.e. dictionaries, are 
often modest in scope, at least partly explains why Samoyedic languages 
seemingly have so few borrowed kinship terms. For example, the diction-
ary we used for Nganasan, Kosterkina et al. (2001), has around seven thou-
sand words, while dictionaries for many of the minority languages on the 
European side, North Saami, Mari, Komi, and Udmurt are in the thirty 
thousand to forty thousand range. This state of affairs obviously has an 
impact.

Mansi, Khanty, and the Samoyedic languages are spoken in relatively 
isolated and sparsely populated areas in northwestern Siberia. While these 
languages are not (necessarily) nowadays as geographically isolated as they 
were earlier, it must be borne in mind that e.g. Russian – a major source 
of kin terms for many of the Uralic languages on the European side – has 
come in contact with these languages only relatively recently, for example 
with Forest Enets only since the 1950s (Siegl 2013: 36). Thus, Russian has 
had the potential to be a significant lexifier for many of these languages 
only for a short while and the result of these contacts has often been rapid 
language shift to Russian rather than lexical borrowing. 

Before intensive contacts with Russian started, Tundra Nenets was 
the dominant language of the region and Forest Enets speakers usually 
had good skills in Tundra Nenets. Intermarriage between Tundra Nenets 
and Forest Enets speakers was common and their progeny was brought 
up bilingually (op. cit.). Forest Enets has borrowed lexemes from Tun-
dra Nenets, but despite widespread bilingualism, this has not resulted in 
an influx of loanwords at least in the realm of kinship terminology from 
one language to another. Additionally, it is interesting to note that even 
though Forest Enets speakers have also been in contact with Evenki and 
Dolgan speakers, these contacts have left no linguistic traces, because a 
Russian-based pidgin, Govorka, was used for interethnic communication 
with non-Samoyedic peoples (op. cit.). Nowadays, the situation is very dif-
ferent, however. After World War II the use of Forest Enets rapidly de-
clined and language change has taken place, resulting in the younger gen-
eration of Forest Enets people being functionally monolingual in Russian 
(op. cit. 51–55). Thus, it is likely that Forest Enets simply has not had the 
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time necessary for Russian loans to be disseminated through its lexicon 
before the language change, and for that reason it does not have a signifi-
cant amount of such loans.

From Mansi we have a few more examples of how long-lasting contacts 
and the number of loanwords in themselves are not reliable predictors for 
the presence of borrowed kinship terms in individual languages. The Man-
si people have been in at least some kind of contact with Russians for some 
1000 years17 and even under their rule for 400 years. Despite the fact that 
there are at least 500 Russian loanwords spread across the Mansi dialects, 
only one of them is a kinship term (a term for ‘father’). A Russian loan for 
‘father’ is found in more than one dialect (Kálmán 1961: 16–24; 129), but not 
from the variety we collected kinship terms from (Sosva).

The situation between Mansi and Komi is rather similar to that be-
tween Mansi and Russian. A significant part of the Mansi populace still re-
sided west of the Ural mountains until the 15th century, in an area between 
the rivers Kama and Chusovaya (Rédei 1970: 76–77). This is the earliest the 
Mansi could have been in contact with the speakers of Komi. Considering 
the fact that 85% of Komi loanwords in Mansi (338 in total) are found in 
northern Mansi (of which 138 exclusively there), it seems likely that most of 
the Komi loanwords were introduced into Mansi in Siberia. The majority 
of the loanwords were probably introduced into northern Mansi by Komi 
speakers who migrated there from west of the Urals in the course of the 
18th and 19th centuries, with the epicenter in northwestern Siberia. All in 
all, the contacts between Mansi and Komi have lasted for centuries and 
Komi loanwords in Mansi number in the hundreds. Nevertheless, simi-
larly to Russian loans in Mansi, the number of borrowed kin terms from 
Komi to Mansi is very low, as the only kinship term we find among them 
is MsSo ɔ̄jka ‘man, husband, old man’ ← Komi, cf. Komi-Permyak ajka 
‘man, husband’, Komi-Jaźva ajka ‘husband’, Komi-Zyrian ajka ‘husband’s 
father’ (Rédei 1970: 91). Russian and Komi loans in Mansi show that even 
otherwise extensive borrowing does not necessarily manifest itself in kin-
ship terminology, i.e. not all kinds of contacts are conducive for the bor-
rowing of kinship terminology.

17. Although this contact for several hundred years seems to have been mainly 
“mute fur trade” (Kálmán 1961: 18).
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4.	 Conclusion	and	future	directions

In this paper, we have examined the borrowability of kinship terms in 
Uralic languages. We found that the kinship categories with the most 
loanwords are affinal categories, such as those denoting spouse’s siblings 
and sibling’s spouses as well as husband and wife. The consanguineal cat-
egory with the largest number of loanwords was ‘grandchild’, and terms 
denoting mother and father were among the most borrowed ones. The 
Uralic languages with the largest number of borrowed kinship terms were 
the Mordvin languages Erzya and Moksha, Komi-Zyrian, and Hill Mari. 
There were several Uralic languages such as Tundra Nenets and Nganasan 
with zero borrowed kinship terms.

We examined certain contact situations more closely in order to try 
to determine why some languages have borrowed kinship terms and why 
some have not. We have not attempted to answer only the question “is the 
word occupying category X a loanword in language Y?” but have looked 
at some of the intralinguistic reasons affecting each category such as se-
mantic change as well as extralinguistic factors at play. Lexicon is a huge 
open-ended system within a system, and researching even a small sliver of 
it on the level of a whole language family is a tremendous undertaking. As 
the formation of any part of the lexicon is a long-lasting historical process 
that is always unique to a specific language, it is very difficult to make gen-
eralizations about it. Either the generalizations are too vague to be mean-
ingful, or they are generally true on the macro level but not necessarily 
true for a specific language. This can be seen from our sample as well. 
There are languages that have borrowed a large part, half or more than one 
third, of their kinship terms, there are languages that have borrowed none 
and everything in between, but this can usually only be determined by 
taking a closer look at a specific language. We also found that neighboring, 
understood rather loosely here, languages often are quite similar when it 
comes to the borrowing of kinship terms.

It was noted earlier (see Section 1) that the most securely reconstructa-
ble kin terms in Uralic languages are terms for different in-laws, e.g. PU 
*e̮ppə ‘father-in-law’, *mińä ‘daughter-in-law’, *wäŋəw ‘son-in-law’, etc. At 
first glance, this etymological observation might seem to be at odds with 
our general findings that kinship categories such as ‘wife’s brother’, ‘sister’s 
husband’, ‘wife’s sister’, etc. were among the categories with largest num-
ber of borrowing events (Section 3). Given that for the reconstruction of 
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kinship terms (or any word for that matter), it is not necessary for them 
to survive in every single Uralic language or even every branch of Ural-
ic, both statements can be true at the same time. As a result, in our lan-
guage-family-wide study of kinship terms affinal categories had the largest 
number of loanwords while being more reconstructable for Proto-Uralic 
than consanguineal categories. This simply means that some languages 
(especially true for the branches at the far ends of the Uralic continuum, 
i.e. Saami, Finnic, Mansi, Khanty, and Samoyedic) have preserved the ear-
lier terms while others have borrowed new ones that might or might not 
have replaced the earlier kinship terms.

The effect of language contact does not limit itself purely to loanwords. 
Due to the definition of loanword applied here, we had to exclude calques 
as well as loan blends (derivations and compounds) and phrasal expres-
sions from our examination, although the individual parts they are com-
posed of can be and often are borrowed. We include loanwords, calques, 
and loan blends in our study where we specifically focus on convergences 
in Circum-Baltic languages. In that paper we found that certain semantic 
borrowings actually have a larger spread than loanwords (Milanova et al. 
submitted manuscript). This emphasizes the need to include also this ma-
terial when studying how borrowing has affected the kinship terminolo-
gies of the Uralic languages as a whole.

Borrowability of kinship terms is only one aspect of kinship terminolo-
gy that can be studied with our dataset and with the Kinbank database 
(Passmore et al. 2023). Another aspect that can be studied and on which 
we currently focus, is to try to reconstruct the Proto-Uralic kinship system 
or at least parts thereof (Metsäranta et al. manuscript). Until now, Pro-
to-Uralic kinship has mainly been studied from an etymological point of 
view with the focus on the reconstruction of the kinship terms themselves, 
while the structure (i.e. which kin categories exist separately and which 
are merged) has received very little attention. Proto-Uralic kinship can, 
however, also be examined from the point of view of different structur-
al patterns that can persist even when the term itself is replaced due to 
borrowing.

As an example of an intriguing point that can be discussed with this 
approach is the case of terms for ‘brother’ and ‘sister’ in Proto-Uralic. By 
saying that these terms cannot be reconstructed for Proto-Uralic (Aikio 
2022: 24), it is already implied that we should be able to reconstruct them. 
However, distinction of one’s siblings by sex into ‘brother’ and ‘sister’ is 
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a distinctly European pattern, and fewer than 20 percent of the world’s 
languages have this type of classification (Murdock 1968: 4). In the Uralic 
language family the westernmost languages have this European pattern, 
possibly as a result of borrowing, while in the eastern languages there is 
more variation including relative age distinction, e.g. ‘elder brother/sis-
ter’, ‘younger brother/sister’ or ‘elder brother/sister’ and ‘younger sibling’. 
A  culturally unbiased comparative treatment of Uralic kinship terms is 
needed, as it is not immediately obvious which of the sibling patterns ob-
served in modern Uralic languages is what Proto-Uralic is expected to 
have had.

Exploring the historical development of kinship patterns is the current 
focus of our project, but it goes without saying that there is still plenty 
left to be explored in Uralic kinship terminology and its system within 
the scope of linguistics, but also with a multidisciplinary approach where 
genetic, archaeological, and anthropological evidence including residence 
and marriage patterns are taken into account. For example, studies on how 
kinship terminologies change both intrinsically and as a result of external 
contact are needed, and the ongoing change in the Saami system (see Sec-
tion 1) provides an exceptional possibility to study the topic. While contact 
studies can give us insight into the (relative) time of contact, a multidisci-
plinary approach with archaeogenetic research can link the research with 
both time and space, such as the Proto-Finnic homeland, which has been 
a hotspot for prehistorical kin-term borrowing. In this way the research 
which started from individual kinship terms, can give us insight into the 
lives of the actual people that lived in the past.
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Language	abbreviations

Bulg Bulgarian
Chu Chuvash
EnF Forest Enets
Est Estonian
Fi Finnish
Hung Hungarian
KhKaz Kazym Khanty
KhN North Khanty
Latv Latvian
Lith Lithuanian
Liv Livonian
LPF Late Proto-Finnic
MariH Hill Mari
MariM Meadow Mari
MdE Erzya Mordvin
MdM Moksha Mordvin
MPF Middle Proto-Finnic
MsN North Mansi
MsSo Sosva Mansi

NenT Tundra Nenets
ON Old Norse
PGrm Proto-Germanic
PF Proto-Finnic
PI Proto-Iranian
PII Proto-Indo-Iranian
PM Proto-Mari
PN Proto-Norse
PS Proto-Saami
PSam Proto-Samoyedic
Ru Russian
SaaN North Saami
SaaS South Saami
SaaSk Skolt Saami
Scand Scandinavian
Swe Swedish
Ta Tatar
Udm Udmurt

Kin	term	abbreviations

f female (speaker)
m male (speaker)

BW brother’s wife
C child
CC grandchild
DH daughter’s husband
eB elder brother
eBW elder brother’s wife
eZ elder sister
eZH elder sister’s husband
F father
FF father’s father
FM father’s mother
H husband
HB husband’s brother
HeB husband’s elder brother
HeZ husband’s elder sister
HyB husband’s younger brother

HyZ husband’s younger sister
HZ husband’s sister
M mother
MM mother’s mother
W wife
WB wife’s brother
WeB wife’s elder brother
WeZ wife’s elder sister
WyB wife’s younger brother
WyZ wife’s younger sister
WZ wife’s sister
yB younger brother
yBW younger brother’s wife
yZ younger sister
yZH younger sister’s husband
ZD sister’s daughter
ZH sister’s husband
ZS sister’s son
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Appendix	1:	Kin	categories

Table 1: Original 115 kin categories used in the data collection. Distinction 
based on the gender of the speaker (male/female) was used in the data 
collection but is not presented here. The list was developed in the Kinbank 
project (see Passmore et al. 2023 for further details). The categories which 
do not have kin terms in Uralic languages (cousins by parent’s sibling’s 
age, cousins by the relative age of the cousin and co-spouses) are indicated 
with an asterisk (*).

Description Parameter
sibling G
brother B
sister Z
elder brother eB
younger brother yB
elder sister eZ
younger sister yZ
parent P
father F
mother M
child C
son S
daughter D
ancestor A
grandparent PP
father’s father FF
father’s mother FM
mother’s father MF
mother’s mother MM
grandchild CC
son’s son SS
son’s daughter SD
daughter’s son DS
daughter’s daughter DD
father’s brother FB
father’s sister FZ
mother’s brother MB
mother’s sister MZ
father’s older brother FeB
father’s younger brother FyB
father’s older sister FeZ
father’s younger sister FyZ
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Description Parameter
mother’s older sister MeZ
mother’s younger sister MyZ
mother’s older brother MeB
mother’s younger brother MyB
brother’s son BS
brother’s daughter BD
sister’s son ZS
sister’s daughter ZD
older brother’s son eBS
younger brother’s son yBS
older brother’s daughter eBD
younger brother’s daughter yBD
older sister’s son eZS
younger sister’s son yZS
older sister’s daughter eZD
younger sister’s daughter yZD
father’s sister’s daughter FZD
father’s brother’s daughter FBD
mother’s brother’s daughter MBD
mother’s sister’s daughter MZD
father’s brother’s son FBS
father’s sister’s son FZS
mother’s brother’s son MBS
mother’s sister’s son MZS
*father’s older brother’s son FeBS
*father’s younger brother’s son FyBS
*father’s older sister’s son FeZS
father’s younger sister’s son FyZS
*father’s older brother’s daughter FeBD
*father’s younger brother’s daughter FyBD
*father’s older sister’s daughter FeZD
father’s younger sister’s daughter FyZD
*mother’s older brother’s son MeBS
*mother’s younger brother’s son MyBS
*mother’s older sister’s son MeZS
*mother’s younger sister’s son MyZS
*mother’s older brother’s daughter MeBD
*mother’s younger brother’s daughter MyBD
*mother’s older sister’s daughter MeZD
*mother’s younger sister’s daughter MyZD
*father’s brother’s older son FBeS
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Description Parameter
*father’s brother’s younger son FByS
*father’s sister’s older son FZeS
*father’s sister’s younger son FZyS
*father’s brother’s older daughter FBeD
*father’s brother’s younger daughter FByD
*father’s sister’s older daughter FZeD
*father’s sister’s younger daughter FZyD
*mother’s brother’s older son MBeS
*mother’s brother’s younger son MByS
*mother’s sister’s older son MZeS
*mother’s sister’s younger son MZyS
*mother’s brother’s older daughter MBeD
*mother’s brother’s younger daughter MByD
*mother’s sister’s older daughter MZeD
*mother’s sister’s younger daughter MZyD
spouse E
husband H
wife W
husband’s father HF
husband’s mother HM
wife’s father WF
wife’s mother WM
brother’s wife BW
sister’s husband ZH
wife’s brother WB
wife’s sister WZ
husband’s brother HB
husband’s sister HZ
*co-wife co-W
*co-husband co-H
father’s wife (not mother) FW(notM)
mother’s husband (not father) MH(notF)
son’s wife SW
son’s wife’s mother SWM
son’s wife’s father SWF
daughter’s husband DH
daughter’s husband’s mother DHM
daughter’s husband’s father DHF
father’s sister’s husband FZH
father’s brother’s wife FBW
mother’s sister’s husband MZH
mother’s brother’s wife MBW
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Table 2: Additional categories, i.e. categories which were not included 
in the Kinbank template but which were added here. The categories are 
sorted from most to least common in the Uralic family.

Description Parameter
younger brother’s wife yBW
elder brother’s wife eBW
husband’s elder brother HeB
wife’s younger brother WyB
husband’s younger sister HyZ
elder sister’s husband eZH
wife’s elder brother WeB
wife’s elder sister WeZ
husband’s younger brother HyB
husband’s elder sister HeZ
wife’s sister’s husband WZH
younger sister’s husband yZH
wife’s brother’s wife WBW
wife’s younger sister WyZ
husband’s brother’s wife HBW
husband’s sister’s husband HZH
husband’s elder brother’s wife HeBW
father’s elder brother’s wife FeBW
mother’s elder brother’s wife MeBW
father’s younger brother’s wife FyBW
father’s elder sister’s husband FeZH
mother’s younger brother’s wife MyBW
mother’s elder sister’s husband MeZH
wife’s elder sister’s husband WeZH
husband’s younger brother’s wife HyBW
husband’s younger sister’s husband HyZH
father’s younger sister’s husband FyZH
mother’s younger sister’s husband MyZH
elder brother’s wife (f speaker) feBW
wife’s younger brother’s wife WyBW
wife’s younger sister’s husband WyZH
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Appendix	2:	Loanwords	by	branch1

Saami

Proto-Saami loans

1. SaaN áhkká ‘wife; old woman’, S aahka ‘grandmother; old woman’, Sk 
äʹǩǩ ‘wife’ < PS *ākkā ‘wife; old woman’ ← Finnic, cf. Fi akka ‘wife; old 
woman’ (Aikio 2009: 244)

2. SaaN bárdni ‘son, boy’, S baernie ‘boy, (unmarried) son’, Sk päʹrnn ‘boy’ 
< PS *pārnē ← Scand, cf. ON barn ‘child’, Swe barn (Qvigstad 1893: 101; 
Sammallahti 1998: 230)

3. SaaS dektier, daktere ‘(married) daughter’ < PS *te̮ktēr, *te̮ktāre̮  ← PN 
*duhter- (>  ON dóttir ‘daughter’) (Aikio 2020: 17; Metsäranta 2023: 
167–172)

4. SaaN eanu ‘uncle (mother’s brother; mother’s male cousin; nephew or 
niece (to their uncle), cousin’s child (to their mother’s male cousin))’, 
S jyöne ‘mother’s brother or male cousin’, Sk jään, jeän ‘maternal uncle’ 
< PS *eanōj ← PF *enoi ‘maternal uncle’ (Kuokkala 2018: 39; Aikio 2020: 
45–47)

5. SaaN gállis ‘husband; old man’, S gaellis ‘husband’, Sk kääʹlles ‘old man; 
husband’ < PS *kāllēs ← PN *karlaz > ON karl ‘man; man of the com-
mon people’ > Elfdalian kall ‘man; husband’ (Qvigstad 1893: 161–162; 
Sammallahti 1998: 128–129; Kroonen 2013: 285)

6. SaaN guoibmi ‘comrade, companion; husband, wife; neighbor’ <  PS 
*kuojmē ← PF *kaima ‘namesake’ (SSA 1: 276)

1.  A few notes on the material presented in Appendix 2. First, the appendix does 
not aim to provide an exhaustive list of all the possible cognates in a given 
branch, but rather only includes the languages we surveyed and is there to 
inform the reader about the lexical basis of our calculations. As a result, the 
Saami forms for example only include North, South, and Skolt Saami. If the 
cognates are not kin terms, i.e. not belonging to any of the categories listed 
in Appendix 1, they have not been listed Appendix 2. This means for exam-
ple that although Fi lanko ‘sister’s husband; spouse’s brother’ has a cognate 
in Estonian lang ‘affinal relative’, the Estonian word is not mentioned in the 
material, as it does not refer to any specific kin-term category.
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7. SaaN máhka ‘brother-in-law, uncle, husband of a relative that is not 
spile or sivjjot’, S maake ‘man that is married to one’s older female rela-
tive: aunt’s husband; older sister’s (or female cousin’s) husband; man of 
one’s wife’s kin that is younger than her: one’s wife’s younger brother 
or male cousin; one’s wife’s brother’s (or sister’s) son’, Sk maakk ‘older 
sister’s husband; father’s sister’s husband’ < PS *māke̮  ← Scand, cf. ON 
mágr ‘male in-law’ (Qvigstad 1893: 229–230; Pelto 1962: 68–69; Sammal-
lahti 1998: 129)

8. SaaN mánná ‘child’, S maana ‘id.’ < PS *mānā ← Scand, cf. Swe man 
‘man’ (Sammallahti 1998: 253)

9. SaaN muoŧŧá ‘mother’s younger sister or female cousin; nephew or 
niece (older sister’s child to their aunt)’, S muahra ‘mother’s young-
er sister or female cousin’, Sk mueʹđđ ‘mother’s younger sister’ <  PS 
*muoϑā/ē ← Germanic, cf. PGrm *mōþō(n) ‘mother’s sister’ (unattested 
derivation) ← *mōder- ‘mother’ (Kümmel 2015: 121–129)

10. SaaN neahpi ‘nephew or niece (to their uncle); cousin’s child (female 
cousin’s, to their mother’s male cousin)’, S neapede ‘(man’s or boy’s) sis-
ter’s or female cousin’s son or daughter; (man’s) sister’s grandchildren’ 
< PS *neapē / *neapāte̮  ← Finnic, PF *ne̮pada > Fi (dial.) nepaa ‘cousin, 
cousin’s child’, Est nõbu ‘cousin’ (← Baltic) (SSA 2: 213)

It is not entirely certain that the Saami group of words was bor-
rowed from Finnic in its entirety. It has been suggested that at least 
SaaN neahpi could have been borrowed from Germanic, cf. ON nefi 
‘nephew, cousin’s son; relative’ (SKES: 373)

11. SaaN viellja ‘brother’, S vielle ‘id.’, Sk villj ‘id.’ < PS *vielje̮  ← PF *velji 
‘brother’ (Aikio 2014: 68)

Post-Proto-Saami loans

1. SaaS gaalla ‘husband’ ← Scand, cf. Swe karl ‘man, husband’, Jämtland-
ic, Elfdalian kall ‘man, husband’

2. SaaN gálgu ‘wife; old woman’ ←  ?  Scand, ON *kelg <  kelling ‘wife’ 
(Qvigstad 1893: 161)

3. SaaS geellege ‘wife’ ← ? Scand, cf. ON kelling ‘wife’
According to Qvigstad SaaN gálgu ‘wife; old woman’ is borrowed 

from *kelg < kelling ‘wife’. He does not mention the South Saami word, 
but it seems quite probable that the South Saami word is not entirely 
unrelated.
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4. SaaN eamit ‘housewife; (female) owner; solitary woman who does her 
own cooking; wife’ ← Finnic, Fi emäntä ‘lady (of the house); house-
wife; hostess, matron; wife, spouse’ (SSA 1: 104–105; Sammallahti 1998: 
240–241)

5. SaaS eejhtegh ‘parents’ ←  Scand, cf. ON ættingi ‘relatives’ (Qvigstad 
1893: 86)

6. SaaN isit ‘head of the household; man, husband’ ← Finnic, Fi isäntä 
‘master, lord (of a household; host’ (SSA 1: 229; Sammallahti 1998: 249)

7. SaaN máttar ‘forefather, ancestor’ <  PS *mānde̮r ←  Finnic, cf. PF 
*mande̮r > Fi manner ‘mainland, continent’ (SSA 2: 147)

The somewhat peculiar looking semantic connection can probably 
be explained through metaphor, cf. SaaS maadtere ‘hut wall, especially 
the bottom part’, Ter mānda̮ r ‘mainland; strip of land on which the hut 
wall is erected and embankment on the outer wall’.

8. SaaS måare, mååre ‘mother’ ← Scand, cf. Swe mor ‘mother’
9. SaaSk neeʹvesǩ ‘son’s wife’ ← Karelian ńeveskä (Itkonen, T. I. 1943: 52; 

Korhonen 1977: 80)
10. SaaN sivjjot ‘relative of the opposite sex through marriage; husband’s 

brother or male relative; sister’s husband or male relative (to their wife’s 
sister); wife’s sister or female relative; brother’s wife (to their husband’s 
brother)’, SaaS sïbjege ‘man’s older brother’s or male cousin’s wife; hus-
band’s younger brother or cousin (in relation to older brother’s or male 
cousin’s wife)’ ← Scand, cf. ON sifjungr ‘relative’ (Qvigstad 1893: 288)

11. SaaN spile ‘wife’s sister’s husband, brother-in-law; wife’s brother’s wife, 
sister-in-law’ ← Scand, cf. ON svilar ‘brothers-in-law’ (Qvigstad 1893: 
314)

12. SaaSk svaaik, svaajâk ‘wife’s sister’s husband’ ← Russian свояк ‘broth-
er-in-law’ (Juutinen 2022: 43)

13. SaaN váhnemat, vánhemat ‘parents’ ← Finnic, cf. Fi vanhemmat ‘par-
ents’ (Sammallahti 1998: 265)

14. SaaSk zeeʹtt ‘son-in-law’ ← Russian зять ‘son-in-law, brother-in-law’ 
(Juutinen 2022: 54)
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Finnic

Proto-Finnic loans

1. Fi lanko ‘sister’s husband; spouse’s brother’ < PF *lanko ← Germanic, 
cf. PGrm *ga-langaz > Old High German gilang ‘brother-in-law, rela-
tive’, PGrm *bi-langaz > Old Low German bilang ‘related; joined, con-
nected’ (LägLoS II: 167; SSA 2: 44–45)

2. Veps murʹzain ‘(young) wife’ <  LPF *morcijan <  MPF *mortijami 
← Baltic, cf. (accusative forms) *martjan ~ *martjam, Lith martì ‘bride; 
young wife (until the birth of first child); daughter-in-law; sister-in-
law’, Latv mārša ‘brother’s wife’, Old Prussian martin, martan ‘bride’ 
(SSA 2: 172, Junttila 2015: 56; 94; 145; EVE: s.v. morcijan)

3. Est nõbu ‘cousin’ <  LPF/MPF *ne̮pada ←  Baltic, cf. Old Lithuanian 
nepotis, nepuotis, nepatis ‘grandchild; nephew; cousin’s son’ (SSA 2: 213; 
Junttila 2015: 89; EVE: s.v. nëpada)

4. Fi sisar ‘sister’, Veps sizar ‘id.’ < LPF/MPF *sisar, Est sõsar ‘sister’, Liv 
sõzār < LPF/MPF *se̮sar ← Baltic, cf. Lith sesuõ : seser̃ s ‘sister’ (SSA 3: 
187; Junttila 2015: 95; Kallio 2018: 255)

Finnish and Veps, on one hand, and Estonian and Livonian, on the 
other, reflect slightly different PF proto-forms, which is perhaps due to 
parallel borrowing.

5. Fi tytär ‘daughter’, Est tütar ‘id.’, Veps tütär ‘id.’, Liv tidār ‘id.’ < LPF 
*tüt̆tär < MPF *tüttäri ← Baltic, cf. Lith duktė : dukter- (Junttila 2015: 
96; 176; Metsäranta 2023: 167–172)

The Finnic words have traditionally been considered cognate with 
SaaS dektier, daktere ‘(married) daughter’ and MdE t́ejt́eŕ ‘daughter’, 
M śt́ iŕ (SSA 3: 349). The words were thought to reflect a common proto- 
form, e.g. West Uralic *tüktärə, but there is no way of regularly deriving 
the Finnic geminate *-tt- from an earlier *-kt-. The Saami word has also 
been explained as a separate Scandinavian loan (Aikio 2020: 17), so it 
is perhaps best to approach the words as separate loanwords in Saami, 
Finnic, and Mordvinic.

6. Fi äiti ‘mother’ <  LPF *äitei ←  Germanic, cf. PGrm *aiþīn  ~ aiþōn 
‘mother’ > Gothic aiþei ‘mother’, ON eiða ‘id.’ (LägLoS III: 429–430; 
Kroonen 2013: 15)
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Post-Proto-Finnic loans

1. Veps bab ‘grandmother’ ← Ru баба ‘grandmother’
2. Veps bratan ‘male cousin’ ← Ru братан ‘male cousin’
3. Veps dädʹ ‘uncle’ ← Ru дядя ‘uncle’
4. Liv mārš̆ša ‘daughter-in-law’ ← Latv mārša ‘sister-in-law’ (LW: 218)
5. Fi mummo, mummu ‘grandmother; old woman’ ← Swe dial. mummu, 

mumm = mormor ‘mother’s mother’ (SSA 2: 178)
6. Veps mužik ‘man, husband’ ← Ru мужик ‘boor, peasant; man, old man’
7. Fi pappa ‘grandfather’ ← Swe pappa ‘father’ (SSA 2: 311)
8. Veps sestrii ‘female cousin’ ← Ru (двоюродная) сестра ‘female cousin’
9. Liv švō̮gə̑r ‘brother-in-law’ ←  Latv švager ‘brother-in-law’ (LW: 398; 

Winkler 2014: 219)
10. Fi vaari ‘grandfather’ ← Swe far ‘father’ (SSA: 386)
11. Veps vunuk ‘grandchild’ ← Ru внук ‘male grandchild’
12. Liv znūot ‘son-in-law’ ← Latv znuōts ‘son-in-law; brother-in-law’ (LW: 

401)

Mordvin (Erzya and Moksha)

Pre-Proto-Mordvin loans

1. E miŕd́e ‘husband’, M miŕd́ä ‘id.’ < Pre-Proto-Mordvin *mertä ← PII 
*m̥rtá- ‘dead’ or Pre-Indo-Iranian *mérto- ‘mortal, human’ (Holopai-
nen 2019: 143–146)

Usually thought to have been borrowed either from PII *m̥rtá- 
‘dead’ or Pre-Indo-Iranian *mérto- ‘mortal, human’ as PU *mertä, 
whence also Udm murt ‘human, person; alien, strange, foreign’, Komi 
mort ‘human’ (< Proto-Permic *mɔrt). The Permic words could be in-
terpreted as later loans from PI *marta-, although the phonological 
match between Mordvin and Permic is formally flawless.

2. E sazor ‘younger sister’, M sazər ‘id.’ <  Pre-Proto-Mordvin *sasar 
← PII/PI *swasar- ‘sister’ (Mészáros 2001: 172; Holopainen 2019: 222–
224; Metsäranta 2023: 162–167)

3. E t́ejt́eŕ ‘daughter’, M śt́ iŕ ‘id.’ < Pre-Proto-Mordvin *tüktärə ← Baltic, 
cf. Lith duktė : dukter- (Mészáros 2001: 171)
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Post-Proto-Mordvin loans

1. M aka ‘elder sister; father’s or mother’s younger sister’ ← Chu agi̮, agi, 
akka, agaj ‘elder sister’ (Paasonen 1897: 27; Mészáros 2001: 172)

2. M akĺä ‘husband’s elder sister’ ←  Ta, cf. dial. aγi̊ la ‘mother-in-law’, 
‘aunt’ (Paasonen 1897: 27; Mészáros 2001: 176)

3. E at́a ‘paternal grandfather; old man’, M at́ä ‘paternal grandfather’ 
← Turkic

According to Mészáros (2001: 169) of Finno-Ugric origin, but Turkic 
origin is more probable, cf. Ta ata, äti ‘father’, Chu att́ɛ ‘father’

4. E ava ‘mother’, M ava ‘wife’ ← Chu abi, abaj ‘mother’ (Mészáros 2001: 
169; 17)

5. E baba ‘old woman; wife (old); grandmother; father’s mother’, M paba, 
baba ‘father’s mother’ ← Ru баба ‘old woman’ (MdWb: 110)

Mészáros (2001: 170) lists the Mordvin word as a Tatar loan without 
citing a loan original, but according to MdWb it comes from Russian; 
the latter possibility seems more likely.

6. E balduz, paldus ‘wife’s sister’, M baldəz, paldəs ‘id.’ ← Ta balduz ‘sis-
ter-in-law; wife’s (younger) sister’ (Paasonen 1897; Mészáros 2001: 176)

7. E baĺźa ‘wife’s younger brother’, M baźä, paĺźä, paźä ‘id.’ ← Mishar 
Tatar baźa ‘wife’s sister’s husband’ (Paasonen 1897: 43; Mészáros 2001: 
176)

8. M bat́ ka ‘wife’s father’ ← Ru батька ‘dad, father’ (Mészáros 2001: 174)
9. E brat ‘brother’, M brat ‘id.’ ← Ru брат ‘brother’ (Mészáros 2001: 171)
10. E ćora ‘son’, M ćora, śora ‘id.’ ← Chu čora, čura ‘servant, slave’ (Paaso-

nen 1897: 48; Mészáros 2001: 171)
11. E d́eda ‘father’s father’ ←  Ru дед ‘grandfather; old man’ (Mészáros 

2001: 169)
12. E duga, dugan ‘younger brother’, M duga ‘id.’ ← Ta tugan ‘one’s own; 

relative; brother’ (Paasonen 1897: 56; Mészáros 2001: 172)
13. E ezna ‘older sister’s husband; son-in-law’, M äzna ‘id.’ ← Ta jiznä ‘old-

er sister’s husband’ (Paasonen 1897: 33; Mészáros 2001: 174; 176)
14. E koźejka, koźajka ‘wife’ ← Ru хозяйка ‘hostess’ (Mészáros 2001: 174)
15. E mačka ‘wife’s mother’ ← Ru мачка ‘mom’ (Mészáros 2001: 174)
16. M matka ‘wife’s mother’ ←  Ru матка ‘(animal) mother’ (Mészáros 

2001: 174)
17. E nuka ‘(male) grandchild’, M unək ‘id.’ ← Ru внук ‘(male) grandchild’ 

(Mészáros 2001: 171)
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18. E nućka ‘grandchild’ ←  Ru внучек (genitive внучка) ‘grandson’ 
(MdWb: 1363)

According to Mészáros (2001: 171) the Erzya word was borrowed 
from Russian внучка ‘(female) grandchild’. This remains a possibility, 
but MdWb expresses a different view, according to which the word was 
borrowed from the diminutive of внук i.e. внучек.

19. E pat́a ‘elder sister; father’s or mother’s sister’, M pat́ä ‘elder brother’ 
← Slavic, cf. Ru батя ‘father’, Bulg баща, бате, батьо, бачо ‘elder 
brother; uncle’

According to Mészáros (2001: 171–172) either of Finno-Ugric or Bal-
tic origin. Neither option strikes one as probable. Instead, the Mordvin 
word is probably of Slavic origin, cf. Hungarian bátya ‘elder brother’ 
that was borrowed from Slavic as well.

20. E pĺemjańńik ‘nephew’, M pĺəmäńńək ‘id.’ ← Ru племянник ‘nephew’ 
(Mészáros 2001: 173)

21. E pĺemjańńića ‘niece’, M pĺəmäńńəća ‘id.’ ← Ru племянница ‘niece’ 
(Mészáros 2001: 173)

22. E svojačeńica ‘wife’s older sister’ ←  Ru свояченица ‘sister-in-law’ 
(Mészáros 2001: 176)

23. E svojak ‘wife’s (older) sister’s husband’, M svə̑jak, svajak ‘id.’ ←  Ru 
свояк ‘brother-in-law’ (Mészáros 2001: 177)

24. E šuŕiń, šuŕeń ‘brother-in-law, wife’s brother’, M šuŕəń ‘id.’ ← Ru шурин 
‘brother-in-law, wife’s brother’ (Mészáros 2001: 176)

25. E t́et́a ‘father’, M t́ät́ä ‘id.’ ← Ru тятя ‘father’ (Veršinin 2009: 436)
According to Mészáros (2001: 169), the Mordvin word is of Fin-

no-Volgaic origin, but this explanation is treated as uncertain even by 
the author herself. Veršinin (2009: 436) suggests that the Erzya word 
was borrowed from Russian. A Russian origin for the Mordvin words 
seems much more likely considering that even a back-vocalic variant 
tat́a is found in a number of Erzya dialects (MdWb: 2396). Also the fact 
that intervocalic t́  has escaped voicing between vowels indicates that 
the word is a rather recent addition to the Mordvin lexicon.

26. E t́ošča ‘wife’s mother’ ← Ru тёща ‘wife’s mother’ (Mészáros 2001: 174)
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Mari

Pre-Proto-Mari loans

1. MariM šüžar ‘younger sister’, MariH šə̑žar ‘id.’ < PM *sŭzar < ? Pre-
Proto-Mari *susar ← PII/PI *swasar- ‘sister’ (Holopainen 2019: 222–224; 
Metsäranta 2023: 162–167)

Proto-Mari or Common Mari loans

1. MariM aβa ‘mother’, MariH äβä ‘id.’ <  PM *äwä ←  Chu abi, abaj 
‘mother’ (Räsänen 1920: 109)

2. MariM ača ‘father’, MariH ät́a ‘id.’ <  PM *ät́a ←  Chu att́ɛ ‘father’ 
(Räsänen 1920: 239)

Räsänen classifies the Mari word in a category of words common 
to both Mari and Chuvash whose origin is unknown. Considering that 
Chuvash loans are rather ubiquitous in Mari kinship terminology and 
the fact that the word is phonologically clearly a rather recent addition 
to Mari vocabulary, it is still quite probably a loan from Chuvash to 
Mari.

3. MariM aka ‘elder sister; parent’s (father’s or mother’s) younger sister’, 
MariH äkä ‘elder sister; mother’s sister; father’s younger sister’ < PM 
*äkä ← Chu agi̮, agi, akka, agaj ‘elder sister’ (Räsänen 1920: 112)

4. MariM aza ‘child’, MariH äzä ‘id.’ <  PM *äćä ←  Chu adž́a ‘child’ 
(Räsänen 1920: 111)

5. MariM βate ‘wife’, MariH βätə ‘id.’ <  PM *wätə ←  Chu vadə̑ ‘old’ 
(Räsänen 1920: 120)

6. MariM marij ‘Mari; man, husband’, MariH marə̑ id.’ < PM *marə(j) 
←  Iranian, cf. Old Indian márya- ‘young man’ (Holopainen 2019: 
135–136)

7. MariM ońo ‘father-in-law’, MariH ońə̑ ‘id.’ < PM *ońə ← Chu χonə̑m 
‘my father-in-law’, χuńə̑m (Räsänen 1920: 166)

In Hill Mari ońə̑ exists alongside the inherited Uralic oβə̑ ‘father-in-
law’ (< PU *e̮ppə ‘father-in-law’)

8. MariM ońaka ‘husband’s or wife’s elder sister’, MariH ońaka ‘id.’ < PM 
*ońaka ← Chu χuńaga ‘wife’s elder sister’ (Räsänen 1920: 166)

9. MariM ońə̑ska ‘husband’s or wife’s elder brother’, MariH ońə̑ska ‘id.’ 
< PM *ońəska ← Chu χońə̑ska ‘wife’s brother’ (Räsänen 1920: 166)
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10. MariM posana ‘wife’s sister’s husband’, MariH pasana ‘id.’ < PM *påśana 
← Chu poźana, puźana (Räsänen 1920: 180), cf. Udmurt buśon(o)

11. MariM šoĺo ‘younger brother’, MariH šoĺa, šoĺ ə̑ ‘id.’ < PM *šoĺə ← Chu 
šə̑llə̑m, šə̑llu, šə̑ĺ lə ‘(my) younger brother’ (Räsänen 1920: 211)

12. MariM tulače ‘son’s wife’s mother; daughter’s husband’s mother’, Mar-
iH tə̑klacə, tə̑γə̑lacə̑ ‘id.’ < PM ?*tŭ(k)laćə ← Chu tə̑χladž́ə̑ ‘wife’s or hus-
band’s sister or other female relative’ (Räsänen 1920: 225)

13. MariM tular ‘son’s wife’s father; daughter’s husband’s father’, MariH 
tə̑klar ‘id.’ < PM ?*tŭ(k)lar ← Chu *tə̑γlar (Räsänen 1920: 225)

Post-Proto-Mari loans

1. MariM jeŋga ‘elder brother’s wife’, MariH jeŋgä ‘id.’ ←  (Chu) ←  Ta 
ǯiŋgä ‘daughter-in-law’ (Räsänen 1923: 30)

2. MariM ńoγa ‘child’ (cf. Mari dial. ńuγar, ńoγar ‘the small ones’) ← ? Ta, 
cf. Kyrgyz nögör ‘servant’ (Räsänen 1923: 47)

3. MariH roδə̑ ‘family, stock; grandfathers, great-grandfathers’ ← Ru род 
‘family, kin’

4. MariH t́et́ä ‘child’ ← Ru дитя ‘child’ (dated)
5. MariH t́ot́a ‘grandfather’ ← Ru тятя ‘father’
6. MariM unə̑ka ‘grandchild’, MariH ə̑nə̑ka ‘id.’ ← Russian внук ‘male 

grandchild’

Permic

Pre-Proto-Permic loans

1. Udm suzer ‘younger sister’ (~  Komi sozor ‘Fadenbruch im Gewebe’) 
< Proto-Permic *sɔzVr < Middle Proto-Permic *sasar ← PII/PI *swasar- 
‘sister’ (Metsäranta 2023: 162–167)

Komi

1. Komi bab ‘grandmother’ ← Ru баба ‘grandmother’ (Kalima 1910: 37)
2. Komi bat́  ‘father’ ← Ru батя ‘father’ (Kalima 1910: 40)
3. Komi bratan ‘male cousin’ ← Ru братан ‘male cousin’
4. Komi ćeĺad́  ‘children’ ← Ru челядь ‘servants’ (Kalima 1910: 150)
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5. Komi d́ad́  ‘uncle (father’s or mother’s brother, aunt’s husband); step-
father’ ← Russian дядя ‘uncle’ (Kalima 1910: 45)

6. Komi d́ed ‘grandfather’ ← Ru дед ‘grandfather’ (Kalima 1910: 46)
7. Komi plemjannik ‘nephew’ ← Ru племянник ‘nephew’ (Kalima 1910: 106)
8. Komi plemjannića ‘niece’ ← Ru племянница ‘niece’ (Kalima 1910: 106)
9. Komi svest́a ‘wife’s sister’ ← Ru свестья ‘wife’s sister’ (Kalima 1910: 135)
10. Komi t́est́  ‘wife’s father’ ← Ru тесть ‘wife’s father’ (Kalima 1910: 145)
11. Komi t́ ët ‘aunt, father’s or mother’s sister; stepmother’ ← Ru тёта, 

тётя ‘aunt’ (Kalima 1910: 147)
12. Komi t́e̮š́a ‘wife’s mother’ ←  Ru теща ‘wife’s mother’ (Kalima 1910: 

147)
13. Komi vnuk ‘male grandchild’ ←  Ru внук ‘male grandchild’ (Kalima 

1910: 167)
14. Komi vnučka ‘female grandchild’ ←  Ru внучка ‘female grandchild’ 

(Kalima 1910: 167)
15. Komi źat́  ‘sister’s husband; daughter’s husband’ ← Ru зять ‘son-in-

law, brother-in-law’ (Kalima 1910: 171)
16. Komi šurin ‘wife’s brother’ ← Ru шурин ‘brother-in-law (wife’s broth-

er’)’ (Kalima 1910: 142)

Udmurt

1. Udm agaj ‘elder brother; father’s brother’ ← Ta agaj ‘uncle (honorific 
term used of older men)’ (Csúcs 1990: 95)

2. Udm aka ‘elder sister; father’s sister, uncle’s wife’ ← Chu agi̮, agi, akka 
‘elder sister’ (Wichmann 1903: 38)

3. Udm anaj ‘mother’ ← Ta ana ‘mother’, änej ‘Mütterchen’, anaj (Csúcs 
1990: 104)

4. Udm apaj ‘elder sister’ ← Ta apaj ‘honorific vocative for elder sister’ 
(Csúcs 1990: 105–106)

5. Udm ataj ‘father’ ← Ta ätej, ataj ‘Väterchen, lieber Vater’ (Csúcs 1990: 
112)

6. Udm brat ‘brother’ ← Ru брат ‘brother’
7. Udmurt bulti̮r ‘wife’s sister; second wife (after the death of the first)’ 

← Chu puldǐ̮r, poldǐ̮r ‘wife’s younger brother or sister; husband’s young-
er brother or sister’ (Wichmann 1903: 49)

8. Udm buśon(o) ‘wife’s sister’s husband’ ← Chu poźana, puźana (Wich-
mann 1903: 52), cf. MariM posana, H pasana
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9. Udm d́ad́a, d́ad́aj ‘father; uncle’ ← Ru дядя ‘uncle’
10. Udm kart ‘husband’ ← Ta kart ‘old man’ (Csúcs 1990: 207)
11. Udm ken ‘son’s wife’ ← Chu kin, ḱiń ‘son’s wife, younger brother’s wife’ 

(Wichmann 1903: 71–72)
12. Udm kudo ‘daughter’s husband’s father; son’s wife’s father’ ← Chu χoda 

‘Freiwerber; son-in-law’s or daughter-in-law’s father’ (Wichmann 1903: 
77–78)

13. Udm tukĺaći ‘daughter’s husband’s mother; son’s wife’s mother’ ← Chu 
toχlåč́ ‘Brautwerberin’ (Wichmann 1903: 109)

14. Udm ši̮dnar ‘husband’s brother’ ← Chu (WotjWsch: 247)

Khanty

1. KhKaz aki ‘father’s older brother; mother’s older brother; husband’s 
father; husband’s older brother; father’s older sister’s husband; moth-
er’s older sister’s husband’ ← MsN, cf. MsSo aki ‘term of respect for 
an older relative; father-in-law; father’s older brother; mother’s older 
brother; husband’s older brother; husband’s father’s older or younger 
brother or husband’s mother’s older or younger brother; grandfather’ 
(UED: 42–43)

Mansi

1. MsSo āpš́ i ‘younger brother; brother’s son; (younger male) cousin’ 
← KhKaz apśi ‘younger brother; father’s younger brother; older broth-
er’s son (younger than ego); father’s brother’s son (younger than ego)’ 
(DeWoS: 149–150)

2. MsSo jaγlaŋ ‘stepfather; mother’s sister’s husband’ ← KhN, cf. KhKaz 
jĭwɬeŋ ‘stepfather; mother sister’s husband’ (DeWoS: 326–327; Kar-
jalainen 1913: 230)

3. MsSo kil ‘wife’s (older or younger) sister; sister’s husband; wife’s sister’s 
husband’ ← KhN, cf. KhKaz kĭɬi ‘wife’s older or younger sister; wife’s 
older or younger brother’s daughter; wife’s older or younger sister’s 
husband’ (DeWoS: 620)

4. MsSo nij ‘mother’s sister’ ← Khanty, cf. KhKaz nĭj ‘mother’s younger 
sister’ (WogWb: 497)
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5. MsSo ńāwram ‘child’ ← Khanty, cf. KhKaz ńawrɛm ‘child’ (WogWb: 
524; DeWoS: 1038)

6. MsSo ɔ̄jka ‘man, husband, old man’ ← Komi, cf. Komi-Permyak ajka 
‘man, husband’, Komi-Jaźva ajka ‘husband’, Komi-Zyrian ajka ‘hus-
band’s father’ (Rédei 1970: 91)

7. MsSo pānt ‘husband’s younger brother; sister’s son (name used by 
mother’s sister)’ ←  Middle Iranian *band- ‘to bind’  > Old Persian 
bandaka- ‘vassal’ (Korenchy 1972: 63; Holopainen 2019: 183–184)

Hungarian

1. Hung bátya ‘elder brother’ ← Slavic, cf. Bulg баща, бате, батьо, бачо 
‘elder brother; uncle’ (EWUng: 87)

2. Hung gyerek, gyermek ‘child’ ← WOT *ǰärmek, *ǰärmik, *ǰämrik (EW-
Ung: 495–496; WOT: 384–386)

3. Hung mostoha ‘stepmother’ ←  Slavic, cf. Bulg мащеха ‘stepmother’ 
(EWUng: 998)

4. 125. Hung unoka ‘grandchild’ ←  Slavic, cf. Serbo-Croatian unuk 
‘grandchild’ (EWUng: 1578)

5. 126. Hung sógor ‘brother-in-law’ ←  Austrian High German swoger 
‘brother-in-law’ (EWUng: 1342)

Samoyedic

Forest Enets

1. EnF ńabaku ‘elder sister’ ← NenT ńabako ‘elder sister; father’s younger 
sister; father’s brother’s daughter (older than ego)’ ← NenT ńaba ‘step-
mother; older brother’s wife’ < PSam *äpå ‘ältere Schwester’ (Janhunen 
1977: 21)

The presence of prothetic initial nasal, which is typically not a fea-
ture of Forest Enets, points to a borrowing from Tundra Nenets where 
said nasal is an expected regular development. A loan origin of the For-
est Enets word is further supported by the existence of EnF abaa ‘elder 
sister; father’s or mother’s younger sister’, the regular reflex of PSam 
*äpå, whence also NenT ńaba and ńabako. 
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Appendix	3:	Kin	categories	with	loanwords

Kin categories with loanwords in Uralic languages ranked by the total 
number of borrowing events. (f) in the Kin category column indicates it 
is a category specifically when the speaker is female. Parameter column 
introduces the abbreviations of the kin categories. Plus sign indicates cat-
egories where the age distinction (e = elder, y = younger) has been merged 
into one category. The table has been sorted by the total number of bor-
rowing events. The column with a maximum of one borrowing event per 
language has a § in cases when a term in the kin category in question has 
been borrowed both into the proto-language and into the individual lan-
guages in one of the subgroups; in the case of merged categories the § sign 
indicates that two categories exist in one language (e.g. Erzya has both WZ 
and WeZ) and these have been counted separately. #  of languages with 
loanwords is the total number of languages where the kin term in ques-
tion has a loanword. Asterisk in polysemy column indicates that at least 
in one of the languages the kin term is polysemous (i.e. linked to more 
than one kin category). The number in the coexistence column indicates 
in how many languages the borrowed kin term coexists with a term with 
no evidence of borrowing.

Kin category Parameter # of 
bor-
rowing 
events 
(total)

# of bor-
rowing 
events 
(max. 1 / 
lang.)

# of lan-
guages 
with a 
loan-
word

Poly-
semy

Co-
ex.

sister’s husband ZH+eZH 11 9 § 10 * 3
husband’s 
brother

HB+HeB+ 
HyB

10 10 12 * 0

wife’s brother WB+WyB+ 
WeB

10 10 § 10 * 1

wife W 9 7 § 8 4
grandchild CC 9 7 7 2
husband H 8 8 § 10 3
wife’s sister WZ+WeZ 8 8 § 8 * 0
wife’s sister’s 
husband

WZH+ 
WeZH

7 7 8 * 0

child C 7 7 § 7 4
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Kin category Parameter # of 
bor-
rowing 
events 
(total)

# of bor-
rowing 
events 
(max. 1 / 
lang.)

# of lan-
guages 
with a 
loan-
word

Poly-
semy

Co-
ex.

father’s father FF 7 5 5 * 3
father’s mother FM 6 6 6 * 3
elder sister eZ 6 5 6 * 1
father F 6 5 6 2
mother M 5 5 6 2
daughter’s 
husband

DH 5 5 5 * 4

mother’s mother MM 5 5 5 * 2
sister’s son ZS 5 4 5 * 1
sister’s daughter ZD 5 4 5 * 2
brother B 4 4 6 1
mother’s brother MB 4 4 6 * 1
younger brother yB 4 4 5 * 3
mother’s sister MZ 4 4 4 * 1
brother’s son BS 4 4 4 * 1
father’s 
brother’s son

FBS 4 4 4 * 2

father’s 
sister’s son

FZS 4 4 4 * 2

mother’s 
brother’s son

MBS 4 4 4 * 2

mother’s 
sister’s son

MZS 4 4 4 * 3

brother’s wife BW+eBW 4 4 4 * 0
mother’s father MF 4 3 3 * 2
father’s brother FB 4 3 3 * 0
wife’s mother WM 4 3 3 2
daughter D 3 3 7 0
younger sister yZ 3 3 5 0
son S 3 3 5 1
mother’s 
younger sister

MyZ 3 3 5 * 0
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Kin category Parameter # of 
bor-
rowing 
events 
(total)

# of bor-
rowing 
events 
(max. 1 / 
lang.)

# of lan-
guages 
with a 
loan-
word

Poly-
semy

Co-
ex.

wife’s father WF 3 3 4 * 2
elder brother eB 3 3 3 * 2
father’s sister FZ 3 3 3 * 1
brother’s 
daughter

BD 3 3 3 * 1

son’s wife SW 3 3 3 2
father’s sister’s 
husband

FZH+FeZH 3 3 3 * 0

mother’s sister’s 
husband

MZH+ 
MeZH

3 3 3 * 0

father’s younger 
sister

FyZ 2 2 3 * 0

son’s wife’s 
mother

SWM 2 2 3 * 0

son’s wife’s father SWF 2 2 3 * 0
husband’s father HF 2 2 3 * 2
husband’s sister HeZ+HZ 2 2 3 * 1
parent P 2 2 2 0
ancestor A 2 2 2 0
father’s sister’s 
daughter

FZD 2 2 2 * 1

father’s brother’s 
daughter

FBD 2 2 2 * 1

mother’s 
brother’s 
daughter

MBD 2 2 2 * 1

mother’s sister’s 
daughter

MZD 2 2 2 * 1

father’s wife 
(not mother)

FW(notM) 2 2 2 * 1

mother’s 
husband 
(not father)

MH(notF) 2 2 2 * 0
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Kin category Parameter # of 
bor-
rowing 
events 
(total)

# of bor-
rowing 
events 
(max. 1 / 
lang.)

# of lan-
guages 
with a 
loan-
word

Poly-
semy

Co-
ex.

daughter’s 
husband’s 
mother

DHM 2 2 3 * 0

daughter’s 
husband’s father

DHF 2 2 3 * 0

sister Z 2 1 4 1
father’s elder 
brother

FeB 1 1 1 * 0

mother’s elder 
brother

MeB 1 1 1 * 0

spouse E 1 1 1 1
wife’s brother’s 
wife

WBW 1 1 1 * 0

sister’s son 
(female 
speaking)

fZS 1 1 1 * 0

elder sister’s 
son (female 
speaking)

feZS 1 1 1 * 0

elder sister’s 
daughter (female 
speaking)

feZD 1 1 1 * 0

sister’s husband 
(female 
speaking)

fZH 1 1 1 * 0

mother’s 
brother’s wife

MBW 1 1 1 * 0

father’s 
brother’s wife

FBW 1 1 1 * 0
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Appendix	4:	Kin	categories	without	loans

Relatively common kin categories with no borrowed kin terms in Uralic 
languages. The 20 categories listed here exist in three or more languages 
covering more than one subgroup of the Uralic tree (Samoyedic languages 
with no borrowed kin terms were not included under such criteria). This 
criterion was set to include only kin categories which are at least somewhat 
common in Uralic languages, as there were several categories which exist-
ed in less than three languages and/or covered only one subgroup.

Kin category Parameter
sibling G
grandparent PP
son’s son SS
son’s daughter SD
daughter’s son DS
daughter’s daughter DD
father’s younger brother FyB
father’s elder sister FeZ
mother’s elder sister MeZ
elder brother’s son eBS
younger brother’s son yBS
elder brother’s daughter eBD
younger brother’s daughter yBD
elder sister’s son eZS
younger sister’s son yZS
elder sister’s daughter eZD
younger sister’s daughter yZD
husband’s mother HM
husband’s brother’s wife HBW
husband’s sister’s husband HZH
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The present paper focuses on the lexical contact between Turkic and Samoyedic 
and discusses nine new possible Turkic loanwords in Proto-Samoyedic and 
eight new possible Samoyedic loanwords in Turkic. The introduction offers 
a modest bibliography of the scattered studies on the subject. Two of the new 
Turkic loanwords in Proto-Samoyedic suggest that they reached the recipient 
language through the mediation of Yeniseian languages.

1. State of the art
2. Newly identified loanwords

2.1. Turkic → Proto-Samoyedic
2.2. Proto-Samoyedic → 

Proto-Turkic
2.3. Old Selkup → Common Turkic

2.4. Old Mator → Common Turkic
2.5. Unidentified relationship

3. Conclusion
Abbreviations
References

1. State of the art

The mutual contact between Samoyedic and Turkic has been the subject 
of many studies, and the aspect of lexical borrowing has been widely dis-
cussed. With no claim of exhaustiveness, the following sources concerning 
this subject may be cited: Ramstedt (1912), Paasonen (1912/1913–1916/1917), 
Donner (1924), Ligeti (1926–1932), Németh (1930: 118–119), Toivonen (1933: 
102), Sinor (1947; 1980), Terentʹev (1976; 1982; 1983; 1989), Janhunen (1977), 
Filippova (1980b), Róna-Tas (1980; 1988: 743–746), Ligeti (1986: 495–497), 
Helimski (1995), Helimski  & Stachowski (1995), Dybo  & Normanskaja 
(2016: 50–51), and Piispanen (2018). 

The most recent and most comprehensive work on this topic is Terentʹev 
(1999), albeit not without shortcomings. It contains many etymologies in 
both directions of borrowing, but they are not thought out well on the 
Turkic side. Furthermore, some comparisons are based on irregular sound 
correspondences. Likewise, Dybo (2007: 135–154) extensively dealt with the 

https://doi.org/10.33339/fuf.120933
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words borrowed between Proto-Samoyedic (PS), individual Samoyedic 
languages, and Turkic. Dybo (2014: 10–11) reproduced data from earlier 
sources without adding anything new.

Joki (1952) examined the Turkic borrowings in the Sayan Samoyedic 
languages. Filippova (1974; 1980a; 1986a; 1986b), Tamás (1975), and Tenišev 
(1977) dealt with the Turkic loanwords in Selkup. Janhunen (1989) and 
Helimski (1991; 1998) focused on interaction between Mator and Turkic. 
Helimski (1986; 1992–1993; 1997), Blažek (2016), as well as Ünal (2022a: §8, §9, 
§11, §14) present some additional Turkic etymologies for Samoyedic words.

In the present study, I will investigate nine new possible Turkic loan-
words in Proto-Samoyedic, three new possible Proto-Samoyedic loan-
words in Proto-Turkic (PT), three new possible Old Selkup loanwords, and 
a new possible Old Mator loanword in Common Turkic. One of the earli-
est linguistic contacts of Turkic known to date was with Samoyedic. The 
Turkic loanwords in Proto-Samoyedic, which can be dated to the Proto- 
Bulgar and Proto-Common Turkic stages, are particularly important for 
better understanding the phonology of prehistoric Turkic. I hope that fur-
ther research into Turco-Samoyedic linguistic contact will shed light on 
the history of the cultural interaction of these and other peoples.

2.	 Newly	identified	loanwords

2.1. Turkic → Proto-Samoyedic

PS *jojs ‘fat’
PS *jojs [jōs] ‘Fett’ [fat, grease] (SW 46) (> Enets dʹu”, jû’, jô, Selkup тёс 
/tʹos/ [1879], ćōś)1 < Early Samoyedic *ōs ← Yeniseian †ōs ← Common 
Turkic (CT) ǖz ‘fat’ (ED 278–279); cf. Kitāb al-idrāk li-lisān al-atrāk 
öz (read üz) ‘yemek kaynarken üzerine çıkan yağ’ [fat that rises while 
food is boiled] (Caferoğlu 1931: 66), Turkmen dial. үзмен (< *ǖz+män?) 
‘naxar adï – nazvanie bljuda’ [name of a dish] (TDGDS 179), Turkish 
dial. üzlük ‘topraktan yapılmış, ufak, kulpsuz çömlek’ [small, handle-
less earthen pot] (DS 4085), özlük ‘topraktan yapılmış su kabı, bardak; 
küçük çömlek’ [earthenware bowl, glass; small pot] (DS 3372), özük ‘içi 
sırlı, küçük, yağ çömleği’ [small, glazed oil pot] (DS 3373).

1. Bear in mind that these and other linguistic materials for the individual Samo-
yedic languages given below are not meant to be exhaustive but representative.
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The Proto-Samoyedic form has no Uralic etymology. I think that it may 
have been borrowed indirectly from CT ǖz ‘fat’. The intermediary language 
apparently lacked front labial vowels and the voiced dental sibilant. This 
language may be identified as one of the Yeniseian languages. Yeniseian 
†ōs can be connected to Ket. so : s̨ᵘò ‘aus Fischdärmen gekochtes Fett’ [fat 
cooked from fish intestines] (Donner 1955: 83) if a metathesis is assumed 
to have occurred. For the final consonant clusters in Proto-Samoyedic, 
Wagner-Nagy (2004: 93n.) rightly pointed out that “phonologisch sollen 
sie als die Sequenz Vokal + Halbkonsonant betrachtet werden, phonetisch 
könnten sie aber als Dipht[h]onge oder sogar Langvokale ausgesprochen 
werden”.

The reason for the prothesis of the onset *j- is convincingly explained 
by Helimski & Stachowski (1995: 42–43). The authors argued that the on-
set Samoyedic *j- in closed syllables must be prothetic “as there are only 
very few stems with an initial *ü- and *ö- reconstructable for Proto- 
Sam[oyedic].” They suggested in conclusion the following change within 
Samoyedic: Early Samoyedic *ür  > Proto-Samoyedic *jür ‘fat (noun)’.

If PS *jojs ‘fat’ is indeed a borrowing from Turkic ǖz ‘fat’ as argued 
above, it would mean that *jür ‘Fett’ [fat, grease] (SW 50) and *jojs ‘id’ are 
hitherto unidentified doublets in Samoyedic. The former must have en-
tered Samoyedic directly from Proto-Bulgar Turkic (PBT) *ǖʀ(V̆) whereas 
the latter came from Common Turkic *ǖz via Yeniseian.

PS *jujtə̑- ‘dream’
PS *jujtə̑- ‘träumen’ [dream] (SW  48) ←  PT *ūdï- ‘sleep’  > CT ūdï- 
(Khalaj ūdi-) ‘sleep’ (ED 42–43).2

The Proto-Samoyedic form has no Uralic etymology. Two Turkic words 
with long onset vowels entered Samoyedic with prothetic *j-, see PS *jür 
‘Fett’ [fat, grease] (SW 50) ← PBT *ǖʀ(V̆) = CT ǖz ‘fat’ (ED 278–279) (He-
limski & Stachowski 1995: 42–43) and PS *jer ‘Mitte’ [center, middle] (SW 
43–44) ← PBT *ȫʀä̆ ‘center’ > Chuvash var ~ vară ‘seredina, serdcevina; 

2. Against the consensus, Chuvash śïvăr- ‘sleep’ can hardly be a cognate of CT 
ūdï-. The latter would be expected to yield *văr(ă)- or a similar form in Chu-
vash. I am of the opinion that Chuvash śïvăr- is related to CT yavrï- ‘be(come) 
weak’ (ED 879). The correspondence between these two forms is perfectly reg-
ular and the semantic change is understandable.
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koren’ (v zaprjažke)’ [middle, core; root (in a harness)] (ÈSČJa I 99–100) = 
CT ȫz (Turkmen ȫz, Khalaj īᵉz, Yakut üös) ‘spirit, self, the interior part of 
an organism’ (ED 278); cf. Common Mongolic (CM) *öre ‘(pit of the) stom-
ach’ (Nugteren 2011: 475) (see Piispanen 2018: 368 for further details). The 
second *j in the Proto-Samoyedic form may be seen as a substitution for 
the long vowel in the Proto-Turkic form.

A semantic change from ‘sleep’ to ‘dream’ or polysemy thereof is attest-
ed in many languages. To name just a few, Latin somnus ‘sleep’ > somniāre 
‘dream, daydream’, Sanskrit svápna- ‘sleep, dream’, and Tamil kaṉavu 
‘dream, sleep’ can be mentioned.

PS *kät ‘face, forehead, front’
PS *kät [kat] ‘Gesicht’ [face] (Helimski 1997: §475; SW 65) (> MTK kāt ~ 
*kāˀn ‘Stirn, Gesicht’ [forehead, face], Selkup га́тын ‘before, facing, in 
the presence of ’ [1879], k͔āt ‘Vorderseite, Stirn’ [front, forehead]) ← PT 
*kat ~ *kït > CT (mainly Oghuz) kat ~ kït ‘at, near, beside, in presence 
of ’ (ED 593; Boeschoten 2022: 241–242).

The Proto-Samoyedic form has no Uralic etymology. In my opinion, PS 
*kät was borrowed from PT *kat ~ *kït, which mostly occurs with posses-
sive and locative suffixes in Oghuz languages and signifies ‘in presence of 
(a superior)’. This word cannot be identified with CT kat ‘layer’ and must 
be treated as a different lexeme. In her index to an 14th-century Old Otto-
man mathnawi, Şan (2022: 212) rightly distinguished both lemmas: ḳat (I) 
‘nezd, yan, huzur’ [near, side, presence] and ḳat (II) ‘tabakalar veya sıralar 
hâlinde bulunan şeylerin her bir tabakası’ [each layer of things that are 
in layers or rows]. CT kat ~ kït lives on in Turkish dial. kït ‘kat, yan, ön’ 
[presence, side, front], kït ‘yön, yakın’ [direction, vicinity] (DS 2846). The 
primary meaning of the word can be assumed to be ‘front (side)’. The do-
nor form likely was *kït, because PS */ä/ [a] corresponds to Turkic */ï/ in 
some cases such as PS *pǟ ‘Holz, Baum, Wald’ [wood, tree, forest] (Helim-
ski 1997: §267), which, in my view, was borrowed from PT *pï̄ ~ *pā > CT hï̄ 
‘vegetation, bush, tree’ (ED 1; Ünal 2022a: 53).

The base of PT *kat ~ *kït may be hidden in the hapax legomenon qa- 
(in udu qa-) ‘advance’ (?), which occurs in the Dīwān Luγāt at-Turk, folio 
547 (Dankoff & Kelly 1982–1985/II: 270); cf. Middle Korean ká- ‘go’.
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PS *kupt- ~ *kopt- ‘kind of metal’
PS *kupt-  ~ *kopt- (better *kumte  ?) ‘kakoj-to metall’ [some kind of 
metal] (Terentʹev 1999: 192; see also Paasonen 1912/1913–1915/1916: §332; 
Toivonen 1933: 102; Joki 1952: 209–210; Janhunen 1977: 125; Helimski 
1982: 121–122) ← Yeniseian †kumtV ← PT *k₁ümä̆t₂V̆ or *k₁ümüt₂V̆ ‘sil-
ver’ > CT kümüš (Yakut kömüs) ‘silver’ (ED 723–724), Chuvash kĕmĕl 
‘serebro’ [silver] (ÈSČJa I 273) (see also Rybatzki 1994: 211–212; An-
tonov & Jacques 2011).

Some scholars have linked the Samoyedic words to CT kümüš ‘silver’ and 
argued for a change of š > t in Pre-Proto-Samoyedic. This can hardly be 
true since Proto-Samoyedic had only contact with Proto-Bulgar Turkic at 
this earliest stage. PS *jer ‘Mitte’ [center, middle], *jür ‘hundert’ [hundred], 
*jür ‘Fett’ [fat], *ki ‘Zobel’ [sable], mə̑r ‘Drüse’ [gland] (SW 43–44, 50, 
69, 87), *ke̮  ‘winter’ [winter] (Helimski 1997: §522), and *puro ‘(wolf-)gray’ 
(Róna-Tas 1980: 380; 1988: 744) are clear borrowings from Proto-Bulgar 
Turkic. Their respective cognates in Common Turkic are ȫz ‘core, center’, 
yǖz ‘100’, ǖz ‘fat’, kīš ‘sable’, bǟz ‘gland, swelling’, kïš ‘winter’, and bōz ‘gray’.

The similarity between PS *kupt-  ~ *kopt- and PT *k₁ümä̆t₂V̆ (or 
*k₁ümüt₂V̆) is conspicuous.3 However, there are serious vowel and conso-
nant problems which speak against a direct borrowing. The Proto-Turkic 
form would be expected to give **küpc- or **kəpc- in Proto-Samoyedic since 
PT */ü/ and */t₂/ entered Proto-Samoyedic as */ü/ and */c/, respectively, cf. 
PT *pit₂ä̆- ~ *püt₂ä̆- ‘scrape, plane (wood), rub’ (> CT *hiš- ~ *hüš-) → PS 
*picə̑- ~ *pücə̑- ‘scheren’ [shave] (Ünal 2022a: 25–28). Although, as indicat-
ed by Joki (1952: 209–210) and Rybatzki (1994: 211), back-vocalic variants 
of CT kümüš are attested, they are all late (see Fischer 1995: 79). Only the 
involvement of an intermediary language lacking front vowels and den-
tal affricates could explain this borrowing. The Yeniseian languages, in 
general, fit this description. If this assumption is correct, PT *k₁ümä̆t₂ä̆4 
entered Yeniseian as *kumtɛ and this form, in turn, was borrowed into 
Proto-Samoyedic as *kumte. This scenario also supports the reconstruc-
tion of the Proto-Turkic phoneme */t₂/.

3. See Ünal (2022a; 2022b) for the reconstruction of PT */t₂/ as the source of CT 
/š/ and Chuvash /l/.

4. The Turkic word is usually assumed to be of Chinese or Sino-Tibetan origin. 
Another possible but tentative etymology would be Pre-Proto-Turkic *künpät₂ä̆ 
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PS *pät- ~ *pätɜ- ‘put into the pot’
PS *pät- ~ *pätɜ- (~ *pätə̑-) ‘in den Topf legen’ [put into the pot] (SW 118) 
← PT *pïdă- > PT *pïd-k₂ăt₂ă > CT *hïdï̄š ~ hidīš (DLT idiš ~ iðiš, KB 
ïðïš ~ iðiš, Kazakh ïdïs, Tuvan idiš, Khalaj hidīš) ‘cup, vessel’ (ED 72; 
ÈSTJa I 328–329).

There are two important recent articles concerning CT hïdï̄š. Uçar (2017) 
pointed out that CT hïdï̄š was originally back vocalic. Nugteren (2012: 78), 
on the other hand, emphasized the irregular retention of intervocalic /d/ in 
modern Turkic languages and reconstructed forms like *iddiš and *iydiš. In 
my opinion, the regular change of /d/ > /y/ is obstructed by the following /k₂/.

Dybo & Normanskaja (2016: 48) traced the Proto-Samoyedic verb to 
Proto-Uralic (PU) *pVšä- ‘žarit ,́ gotovitʹ’ [fry, cook] (UEW 385: *pišä- 
‘braten, kochen’ [fry, cook]). If this etymology is correct, the direction of 
borrowing must be from Proto-Samoyedic to Turkic. However, two facts 
speak against this assumption. First, PS  */p-/ would be expected to en-
ter Turkic as */b-/ (see below). Second, PS */ä/ is a new phoneme which 
appeared through irregular changes and with new vocabulary (Janhunen 
1981: 247). In summary, I consider PS *pät- ~ *pätɜ- to be a borrowing from 
PT *pïdă-, which is the basis of CT *hïdï̄š ~ hidīš.5

PS *pəsi  ̮‘cleft, female genitalia’
PS *pə̑sə̑ ‘Riss’ [cleft] (SW 114), PS *pə̑si̮(-) ‘cunnus’ [vulva] (Helimski 
1987: 59), PS *pəsi̮  ‘Spalte, cunnus’ [cleft, vulva] (Helimski 1997: 219) 
(> Tundra Enets posi, MTK bisigä ~ biskä) ← PBT *pǖsü̆ < PT *pǖtü̆ > 
CT hǖt (Old Uyghur üt  ~ yüt, Khalaj hīⁱt) ‘hole, aperture’ (ED 36; 
HWAU 830, 926); cf. Mongolic *pütügün ‘vagina’ (Krippes 1992: 153).

The Proto-Samoyedic form has no Uralic etymology. In my opinion, PS 
*pəsi̮  may have been borrowed from a hypothetical Proto-Bulgar Turkic 
form *pǖsü̆ of PT *pǖtü̆. For a weakening of /t/ in Bulgar Turkic, the fol-
lowing examples can be listed:

‘sun-like’ < *kün ‘sun; day’ (> CT kün ‘sun; day’, Chuvash kun ‘day’) + pät₂ä̆ 
‘identical, equal; similar, resembling’ (> CT *(h)eš ‘companion, comrade; one’s 
equal’, Chuvash yïš ‘quantity, amount; group, collective’ ← Old Tatar); cf. CM 
*adalï ‘similar, same, as’ (Nugteren 2011: 265) and CT adaš ‘friend, comrade’ 
(ED 72) for the latter component.

5. This etymology has already been presented by Ünal (2022a: 68).
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(1) CT tïlta-, Bulgar Turkic (BT) *sïlta- ‘make excuses, seek pretexts’; cf. 
CM *sïlta- ‘give an excuse, employ subterfuge’, Even (Arman dialect) 
sịlụk ‘jazyk’ [tongue, language] (Doerfer & Knüppel 2013: 305).

(2) CT tïš, BT *sïʟ ‘tooth’ (>  Chuvash šăl); cf. CM *sidün (<  *sil.dün or 
*sitün6) ‘tooth’ (Nugteren 2011: 494).

(3) CT tint(i)-, BT *sint(i)- ‘examine’; cf. Written Mongol sinǰi- (< *sindi-) 
‘look over carefully, examine, observe, inspect’ (Lessing 1995: 714).

(4) CT tǖn ~ tün, BT *sünĭ ‘night’ (> Chuvash sĕm ‘dark’?); cf. CM *söni ~ 
*süni ‘night’ (Nugteren 2011: 504), Kitan  [244.059] ‹s.uñ› (< *söni) 
‘night’ (Shimunek 2017: 369).

(5) CT tāl, BT *sālă ‘branch’; cf. CM *salaa (~ salasun) ‘branch; space be-
tween fingers’ (< *sala+) (Nugteren 2011: 481).

(6) CT tergi, BT *sergi ‘table’; cf. CM *siree (< *sireɡi) ‘table’ (Nugteren 2011: 
497).

Benzing (1959: 712) gives a series of comparisons in favor of a change CT /t/ 
to /s ś/ in Chuvash. Some of these comparisons have been rightly criticized 
by Ceylan (1997: 57–58).

PS *pə̑tä ‘bile’
PS *pə̑tä ‘Galle’ [bile] (SW 115), PS *pə̈tä ‘želčʹ’ [bile] (Helimski 1993: 
130), PS *pəte ‘Galle’ [bile] (Helimski 1997: 106, 112, 242) ← PT *pȫt₁ä̆ 
(~ *pȫt₂ä̆ ?) ‘bile’ > CT hȫt (~ hȫš ?) (Tuvan höt, Western Yugur höt, Ya-
kut üös) ‘bile, gall; the spleen, the gallbladder’ (ED 35–36; Ščerbak 1976: 
245; Roos 2000: 404), Chuvash vat ‘želčʹ’ [bile] (ÈSČJa I 102).

Since Paasonen (1912/1913–1915/1916: §329), many authors have linked (al-
beit hesitantly) the Proto-Samoyedic form to Finno-Ugric (FU) *pešä 
‘grün, Kupfer’ [green, copper], which is only represented by Erzya piže 
and Moksha piža ‘green; copper, brass; young, little; blue’.7 Lehtisalo (1929: 
123) etymologized the Mordvinic forms differently and considered them 
unrelated to the Samoyedic forms. Lehtisalo regarded the second sylla-
ble as a derivational suffix and traced the base back to *ṕi- ‘young, small’, 
which may be related to Finnish pieni ‘small, little’. Toivonen (1933: 94–95), 

6. Ünal (2022a: 41, 68) argued that PM *sidün <  Pre-Proto-Mongolic (PPM) 
*sitün was borrowed from Proto-Turkic *sï̄t₂ŭ ~ *sīt₂ü̆.

7. These include Sammallahti (1979: 34), UEW (384–385), and Mikola (2004: 27).
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however, criticized the morphological analysis and the Mordvinic seman-
tic change from ‘young, small’ to ‘green’ assumed by Lehtisalo.

I think that PS *pəte may be a loanword from PT *pȫt₁ä̆. Unfortunately, 
the word is not attested in Khalaj. The Proto-Turkic onset *p- is primarily 
based on the Tuvan dialectal and the Western Yugur data, which may seem 
unreliable on their own. However, Ottoman and Turkish dialectal ödek ~ 
ödük ‘coward’ (TS 3049; DS 3309–3310), a derivative of öd (< CT hȫt) ‘bile’, 
occurs as hödek and hödük in several Turkish dialects (DS 2427–2428). My 
conviction is that this parallelism between Turkish, Tuvan, and Western 
Yugur establishes *h- for Common Turkic.

The only remaining problem with this etymology is that the PT */ȫ/ is 
substituted by */ə/ in Proto-Samoyedic, although the latter is reconstruct-
ed as having an */ö/ (Helimski 2005: 37).

PS *pə̑t³mä ‘sharp’
PS *pə̑t³mä ~ *pə̑t³mə̑ ‘scharf ’ [sharp] (SW 115) ← PT *piti- (?) ‘be sharp’ 
(derivative *piti-k₂V̆) > CT hiti± ~ yiti± (Old Uyghur iti ~ y(i)ti ~ yiti, 
Ottoman Turkish iti ~ yiti, Turkmen yiti, Yakut sïtï̄, Khalaj yittī, yitdi, 
hittīg) ‘be sharp; sharp’ (ED 886, 889); cf. Proto-Yeniseian *etʰə ‘scharf, 
spitz’ [sharp, pointed] (Werner 2002/I: 273).

The Proto-Samoyedic form has no Uralic etymology. Its base may have 
been borrowed from the Proto-Turkic verb *piti-, if an onset *p- can be 
safely reconstructed for it. The Common Turkic data is controversial. Many 
forms including Yakut suggest *yiti(g) ~ *yïtï(g), whereas some Khalaj dia-
lects exhibit h- in forms such as hittī, hittīɢ, and hittīg (Doerfer 1987: §497). 
We know that in some cases the onset h- in Khalaj is secondary: hilān for 
CT yïlan ‘snake’, hiγ- and hïγïš- for CT yïg- ‘gather, collect’, hili- for CT 
yüli- ‘shave’, hitük for CT yit-ök ‘lost’, ho̮lγun for CT yïlgun ‘tamarisk’ (all 
Khalaj data from WCh and Doerfer 1987). If hittī, hittīɢ, and hittīg repre-
sent further cases of secondary h- in Khalaj, we must reconstruct yiti± ~ 
yïtï± for Common Turkic and so the etymology above fails.

PS *poə̑ ‘year’
PS *poə̑j ‘Jahr’ [year] (SW 127), PS *pŏə̑ ‘Jahr’ [year] (Katz 1987: 343), PS 
*poa or *pua ‘Jahr’ [year] (Helimski 1997: 239) (> Tundra Nenets po ~ 
pō, Forest Nenets pou ~ pō, pōn ‘always’, Selkup po) ← PT *pō ‘time’ 
(> OT ok ~ ook) → PPM *po.n > CM *hon (plural *hod) ‘(the duration 
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of a) year’ (Nugteren 2011: 359), Kitan (尀, 頗) *po,  ‹po› *po ‘time (時)’ 
(Shimunek 2007: 88–89; Wu  & Róna-Tas 2019: 72)  → Jurchenic *pon 
‘time, season’ > Jurchen fon ‘time’ (Kiyose 1977: 101), Manchu fon ‘time, 
season’ (Norman 2013: 118), Xibe foɴ [fɔn] ‘時, occasion’ (Yamamoto 
1969: §2649), fon ‘Zeit’ [time] (Kałużyński 1977: 168).

The Proto-Samoyedic form has no Uralic etymology. It strongly resem-
bles PPM *po.n ‘year, time’. This resemblance has already been noted by 
Krippes (1992: 141). However, direct contact between Proto-Samoyedic and 
Mongolic cannot be proven. PT *pō ‘time’ can be reconstructed as a bridge 
between Samoyedic and Mongolic. PT *pō ‘time’ has yielded CT *hō+k 
(perhaps originally) *‘a short duration of time’, (later) ‘opportunity, inter-
ruption’, which is attested in the Kül Tegin inscription (East 2–3), Bilge 
Qaghan inscription (East  4) oks(u)z ‘with no interruption’ (Erdal 2004: 
345), and Old Uyghur ok  ~ ook ‘(günstige) Gelegenheit, Zeit; Zwischen-
raum’ [(favorable) occasion, time; interval] (HWAU 505).8 West Old Turkic 
üd+äk > *üd+äɣ, the base of which is cognate with CT üd ‘times’ and which 
itself entered Hungarian as idő ‘time, weather’ (TLH 437–439), is similar in 
formation.

I am in favor of the reconstruction PS *pŏə̑. Evidently, Turkic long 
vowels entered Samoyedic as “V + schwa” in some cases: PS *t¹åə̑j (*t¹åj) 
‘branch’ (> Mator (Spasskij) taj ‘branch’, Karagas taàschita ‘leaf ’) ← PT 
*tāl ‘branch’ (Helimski 1992–1993: 103).9

2.2. Proto-Samoyedic → Proto-Turkic

PT *bïlčŭ- ‘ripen’
PS *pi- ‘(durch Kochen) reifen’ [ripen (by cooking)] (SW 123–124) 
(< PU *peji-) → PT *bï- > PT *bï-lčŭ- > CT bïš- ~ biš- (bïša ~ bïšu) ‘come 
to maturity, ripen’ (ED 376–377), Chuvash piś- ‘svarivatʹsja; ispečʹsja; 
kalitʹsja’ [boil, bake, heat up], etc. (ÈSČJa I 435–436).

Although Terentʹev (1999: 190) considered the Proto-Samoyedic verb 
a loanword from Turkic, he also noted that the former has cognates in 
Finno- Ugric and the latter in Altaic without giving further specifics.

8. Old Turkic üd+üš ‘a period of 24 hours’ from üd ‘time’ is a similar derivation.
9. This etymology has been doubted by Janhunen (1989: 8).
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The Proto-Samoyedic form indeed has clear Finno-Ugric cognates and 
a Uralic etymology in PU *peji- ‘cook’ (Aikio 2022: 24).10

If the Proto-Turkic *bïlčŭ- is a reciprocal/cooperative form as assumed, 
its base *bï- may have been borrowed from Proto-Samoyedic or an earli-
er stage. The reciprocal/cooperative suffix -(X)š- has /U/ as the aorist and 
converb vowel. We find bïšu in the Daśakarmapathāvadānamālā at 03525 
(Wilkens 2016/I: 400). In that case, bïš-a and bïš-ar are secondary. It re-
mains unclear why the Samoyedic front vowel entered Turkic as a back 
vowel.

PT *kälä- ‘speak’
PS *keə̑j ‘Zunge’ [tongue] (SW 66)11 < Pre-Proto-Samoyedic (PPS) *keə̑ĺ  
(< PU *käli ‘tongue’) → PT *käl ‘tongue’ > *käl+ä- > PT *kälä- ‘speak’ > 
CT käläči ~ käläčü ‘talk, conversation’ (ED 716), Chuvash kala- ‘gov-
orit ,́ skazat ,́ rasskazatʹ’ [speak, say, tell], etc. (ÈSČJa I 214–215); cf. 
CM *kelen12 ‘tongue; speech, language’, CM *kele- (< *kelele-) ‘speak’ 
(Nugteren 2011: 409–410).

PS *keə̑j has a perfect Finno-Ugric cognate in *kēli and has been traced 
back to PU *käli ‘tongue’ (Aikio 2012: 234). I think that PT *kälä- is a 
derivation of *käl ‘tongue’ and this, in turn, is borrowed from Pre-Proto-
Samoyedic *keə̑ ĺ , which yielded *keə̑j in Proto-Samoyedic. This borrowing 
also shows that CT š does not go back to a palatal or palatalized *ĺ  (= *l₂), 
otherwise we would find *käšä- in Common Turkic. PPS *ĺ  was simply 
substituted by */l/ in Proto-Turkic.

PT *sus- ‘scoop up’
PS *so-js- ‘schöpfen’ [scoop] (SW 142) (< PS *so-) → PT *sus- > CT sus- 
(Turkmen dial. sus-) ‘scoop up’ (ED 856; TDGDS 159; HWAU 632), 
Chuvash ăs- ‘čerpat ,́ ceditʹ’ [scoop, strain] (ÈSČJa I 89–90).

10. Alternative or outdated reconstructions are as follows: FU *pejä- ‘kochen 
(intr.)’ [cook (intr.)] (Sammallahti 1979: §126), FU ?*pexi- < PU *pexi- ‘kyp-
syä, kiehua’ [cook, boil] (Janhunen 1981: 245), and PU *peje ‘gotovit ,́ kipjatitʹ’ 
[cook, boil] (Dybo & Normanskaja 2016: 48).

11. Aikio (2012: 245) alternatively reconstructed *käə(j) ‘tongue’.
12. CM *kelen is a derivation of *kele- ‘speak’. CM *köke- ‘suck the breast’ > *köken 

‘breast’ (Nugteren 2011: 425) presents a similar formal and semantic formation.
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Terentʹev (1999: 192) already compared Turkic sus- with PS *so-, *sos-, and 
*sot-. I think that PT *sus- can be a loanword from PS *so-js-, a derivative 
of PS *so- ‘schöpfen’ (SW 142). The simplification of /js/ through the elision 
of /j/ would be natural in Turkic since such a cluster is prohibited. It is also 
possible that PS *so-js- was realized with a long vowel as *sōs-.

2.3. Old Selkup → Common Turkic

CT kančïk ‘female dog’
PS *we̮n ‘Hund’ [dog] (SW 173–174)  > Old Selkup *kʷe̮n (>  Selkup 
/ke̮naŋ/ kʿana·ɢʳ etc. ‘Hund’ [dog], /ke̮naĺa/ ‘ščenok, kleines Hünd-
chen’ [puppy], /ke̮nakka/ [Alatalo 2004: §2043]) → CT *kan ‘dog’ > CT 
kančïk ‘bitch, dog’ (ED 634–635); cf. Proto-Nivkh *ɢanŋ ‘dog’ (Fortes-
cue 2016: 65).

CT kančïk ‘female dog’ is derived from *kan ‘dog’, which in turn is bor-
rowed from Old Selkup *kʷe̮n. This also shows that the suffix *+čIk formed 
feminine nouns. The latter can be compared with the Mongolic feminine 
suffix *+gčin used for forming names of female animals.

CT kāt ‘berry’
PS *wotɜ ‘Beere’ [berry] (SW 177) > Old Selkup *kʷotə (> Selkup /kotə/ 
kōᴅ, kō͔d͔ ə͔, ko·ttị̑ etc. ‘Moorheidelbeere, Vaccinium uliginosum, golubika’ 
[bog blueberry] [Alatalo 2004: §1917]) → CT *kātă > kāt ‘berry’ (ED 
593–594), Old Uyghur kat ‘Beere’ (HWAU 342); cf. Written Mongol 
qad ‘an edible wild fruit resembling a small cherry’ (Lessing 1995: 902), 
Written Mongol qada(n) ‘currant, Ribes altissimum’ (Lessing 1995: 902).

Terentʹev (1989: 276) traced CT kāt to PS *ke̮ptu ‘black currant’, recon-
structed as *ke̮ptə̑ by Janhunen (SW 66). Helimski (1995: 80) rightly dis-
puted this etymology.

In my opinion, the older Common Turkic form *kātă may be a borrow-
ing from Old Selkup *kʷotə or *kōtə, if /o/ was realized as [ʌ] or similar in 
some idioms. According to Sammallahti (1979: §212), the Samoyedic word 
is related to FU *vosɜ ‘Beere’ [berry].
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CT karga ‘crow’
PS *wə̑r-ə̑jə̑(-) ‘Krähe’ [crow] (SW 170) > Old Selkup *kʷə̑rä (> Selkup 
/kuə̑rä/ ‘Krähe’ [crow] [Alatalo 2004: §2248]) → CT *kara > *kara+ga > 
CT karga ‘crow’ (ED 653).

Erdal (1991: 83) derived CT karga from CT kara ‘black’. Although this 
suggestion is possible, the base may have been borrowed from Old Selkup 
*kʷə̑rä ‘crow’. An analogy to kara ‘black’ cannot be excluded.

2.4. Old Mator → Common Turkic

CT maŋ± ‘gait; walk’
PS *weŋkå ‘Schritt’ [step] (SW 174)  > Old Mator *me̮ŋə- (>  Mator 
(Spasskij) монгалты ‘šag’ [step], мангыля гайтыгымъ ‘stupʹju edu’ 
[I am going to step]) → CT maŋ ‘gait’ (ED 766), CT maŋ- ‘walk’ (ED 
767).

Helimski (1997: §666) established the Mator word as me̮ŋgəl(-) (?) ‘Schritt, 
? schreiten’ [step, ?  stride] and remarked that “der morphologische Bau 
der Formen bei Spasski kann verschiedentlich interpretiert werden”. Kün-
nap (1995: 117) instead identified -ля in мангыля with the l-gerund. If this 
analysis is correct, the base *me̮ŋə- may be considered as the source of the 
Common Turkic maŋ±.

2.5. Unidentified relationship

CT avïčga ~ abïšga ~ abušga ‘old man’
PS *wə̑¹js- ‘Greis, Ehemann’ [old man, husband] (SW 169–170) (> Ka-
mas bɯ̄źe, bɯ̀źe, bɯ̀ i̯źɛ) → CT *a-vïč or *a-vïš > CT avïčga ~ abïšga ~ 
abušga ‘old man, husband’ (ED 6; Boeschoten 2022: 15).

The Samoyedic form has no Uralic etymology. The Turkic word is also of 
unknown origin (Röhrborn 2017: 54), but its last syllable -ga is generally 
considered a suffix. If this is true, the base *avïč or *avïš may be a loan-
word from an unattested Samoyedic form like *wəś, which comes from PS 
*wə̑¹js-. The Common Turkic onset a- turns out to be prothetic. In front of 
a foreign /w/, this would be quite expected.
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3.	 Conclusion

I presented above nine new Turkic loanwords in Proto-Samoyedic, three 
new Proto-Samoyedic loanwords in Proto-Turkic, three new Old Selkup 
loanwords, and a new Old Mator loanword in Common Turkic. Regarding 
the lexical borrowing between Turkic and Samoyedic, the following con-
clusions can be drawn from the newly identified loanwords.

The Turkic loanwords in Proto-Samoyedic preserved the Turkic an-
cient onset consonant *p-, which was retained in Proto-Turkic as well as in 
Proto-Bulgar Turkic and Proto-Common Turkic but later yielded h- and 
finally  ʔ-. However, these loanwords cannot be assigned to any of these 
stages or branches with certainty since they lack distinctive consonant fea-
tures. Only PS *pə̑si̮(-) may be considered of Bulgar Turkic origin, because 
the change of t > s occurred only in that branch of Turkic.

Two Turkic loanwords entered Samoyedic through Yeniseian. The first 
of these loanwords, namely PS *jojs [jōs] ‘fat’, ultimately goes back to CT 
ǖz ‘fat’ and exhibits a clear Common Turkic feature. The second one, PS 
*kumte ‘kind of metal’, on the other hand, originates from Proto-Turkic 
*k₁ümä̆t₂ä̆ ‘silver’ (> CT kümüš, Chuvash kĕmĕl) and supports the recon-
struction of the proto-phoneme */t₂/. Proto-Yeniseian *kətə ‘winter’ is sim-
ilarly traced back to Proto-Turkic *k₁ït₂ă ‘winter’, which yielded CT kïš and 
BT *kïʟ (> Chuvash xĕl).

Apart from the Proto-Samoyedic loanwords in Turkic, which cannot 
be dated and located with certainty, the later borrowings entered Turkic 
from Southern Samoyedic languages, namely the older stages of Selkup, 
Mator, and possibly Kamas.

All the above data unequivocally demonstrates the significance of 
Samoyedic for reconstructing earlier periods of Turkic. The first contact 
between Samoyedic and Turkic must have occurred near the eastern bor-
der of South Western Siberia approximately in the third or second century 
BCE. This means that the oldest lexical borrowings took place between 
Pre-Proto-Samoyedic and Proto-Turkic.
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Abbreviations

BT Bulgar Turkic
CM Common Mongolic
CT Common Turkic
dial. dialectal
FU Finno-Ugric
MTK Mator–Taigi–Karagas

PBT Proto-Bulgar Turkic
PPM Pre-Proto-Mongolic
PPS Pre-Proto-Samoyedic
PS Proto-Samoyedic
PT Proto-Turkic
PU Proto-Uralic
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283 pp.

Professor László Honti’s career 
has spanned several decades and 
despite turning 80 this year, he 
has not slowed down: in the 2010s 
and 2020s Honti has  – in addi-
tion to many articles  – produced 
several monographs, the most re-
cent of which, Az ősi uráli tárgy-
ragok története és vesszőfutása: Ac-
cusatum et expulsum, is a scru-
tiny of the reconstruction of the 
Proto- Uralic accusative. The book 
is a thought-provoking monograph 
rich in detail, and in addition to the 
reconstruction of the accusative of 
Proto-Uralic, many other issues of 
historical-comparative Uralic mor-
phophonology and morphosyn-
tax are touched upon. Also, many 
questions of shallower time-depth, 
like the development and uses of 
various cases in individual Ob- 
Ugric and Samoyedic languages, 
are discussed. It is impossible to 
address all the points of the book in 
one review, so here I will give a brief 

overview of the book and comment 
on its general conclusions as well as 
some details and claims that leave 
some problems open. Honti’s book 
has also been recently reviewed by 
Maticsák (2022), who gives a rath-
er detailed overview of the contents 
of the book and agrees with Hon-
ti’s conclusions. I shall concentrate 
on some more problematic details 
here. I want to stress that my crit-
icism of most of these points here 
does not mean that Honti’s conclu-
sions cannot be correct or plausi-
ble; his main points are quite well- 
argued. Nevertheless, for some 
problems discussed, different solu-
tions are available. As is well known 
to specialists in Uralic studies, the 
historical-comparative reconstruc-
tion of Uralic morphology and 
morphosyntax is complicated and 
cannot be said to be on the same 
advanced level as that of phonolo-
gy (cf. Aikio 2022:  3), and regard-
ing the reconstruction and history 
of the object cases in various Ural-
ic languages and in Proto-Uralic, 
much work remains to be done.

The research problem of the 
monograph, the reconstruction 
of the accusative in nominal and 
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pronominal paradigms in Proto- 
Uralic, is a question that has been 
frequently discussed in Uralic lin-
guistics, but a consensus is lacking. 
Although the reconstruction of the 
*m accusative is universally accept-
ed, the accusative of the personal 
pronouns in Proto-Uralic is a dis-
puted issue. The issue has been dis-
cussed by, among others, Salminen 
(1997: 131) and Janhunen (2020: 387). 
In his recent handbook chapter on 
Proto-Uralic, Aikio (2022: 13) notes 
suppletive oblique case forms of per-
sonal pronouns in Hungarian, Man-
si, and Samoyedic with diverse back-
grounds, but he does not comment 
on the reconstruction in more detail.

The book opens with an intro-
duction that involves an overview 
of research history and discussion 
of Proto-Uralic case system and 
numeral inflection (here not all the 
reconstructed cases are dealt with, 
however, despite the Proto-Uralic 
case system receiving a subchapter 
of its own). This is followed by the 
main part of the book that consists 
of the presentation and discussion 
of accusatives and other cases, and 
their use and origins in different 
branches of Uralic (Finnic, Saami, 
Mordvin, Mari, Permic, Ob-Ugric, 
Samoyedic). The inflection of per-
sonal pronouns is also presented in 
detail. The history of various Uralic 
cases as morphemes receives much 
attention; the problems in the 

reconstruction of the function of 
the plural suffix *j in Proto-Uralic 
is discussed at length. Also, the or-
igin and development of the objec-
tive conjugation in the Uralic lan-
guages is addressed. Many of these 
questions have been discussed by 
Honti in previous works and he re-
fers copiously to his earlier research 
results, in some case also modify-
ing some of his previous views.

Honti also discusses the uncer-
tainties in the reconstruction of the 
accusative and other cases in the 
plural and dual in Proto-Uralic. 
The Proto-Uralic suffix *j receives 
a detailed treatment. This *j is re-
flected in Saami as the marker of 
the plural genitive and also as part 
of the plural suffix of other cases, 
and in Samoyedic as the plural ac-
cusative, and these are commonly 
assumed to represent Proto-Uralic 
inheritance, also reflected as the *i 
plural marker of the oblique cases 
in Finnic. (The Hungarian i in pos-
sessive plural forms like fiai ‘his/
her sons’ is often assumed to reflect 
the same Proto-Uralic suffix  – see 
Abondolo 1998: 21; Aikio 2022: 15 – 
but Honti does not discuss this 
possible Hungarian reflex.) The re-
construction of the exact function 
of this *j in Proto-Uralic has a long 
history; Salminen (1996:  27) as-
sumed simply that *j was the mark-
er of the oblique plural case form 
in Proto-Uralic. Honti concludes 
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here that *j was originally probably 
a collective suffix (gyűjtőnévképző).

Regarding Honti’s detailed 
presentation of the accusatives and 
object cases in the various Ural-
ic languages, one can note that in 
what detail the different “languag-
es” or “dialects” are discussed var-
ies. For example, South Estonian 
is not discussed separately in de-
tail, despite its taxonomic impor-
tance, and the Saami languages 
are called “dialects” (lapp nyelvjá-
rások) contrary to modern views 
and conventions in Uralic linguis-
tics. Many Saami languages are 
discussed, but sometimes the nam-
ing of the languages is mislead-
ing and also varies. We find “East-
ern Saami/Lapp” (keleti lapp), and 
North Saami is sometimes “north-
ern Saami” (északi lapp), some-
times “Norwegian Saami” (norvég 
lapp) – this reflects the naming in 
different sources that are cited, but 
a non-specialist reader interested 
in, for example, the origin of the 
Hungarian accusative suffix might 
be easily led astray. The presenta-
tion of the Samoyedic languages is 
fraught with similar issues: Nenets, 
Enets, and Selkup are dealt with as 
single languages, and the forms in 
different “dialects” (such as Tundra 
Nenets and Forest Nenets) are not 
presented but simply “Nenets” par-
adigms are given (some Forest Nen-
ets phenomena are briefly discussed 

later in the book but mostly Hon-
ti speaks of simply jurák (Nenets), 
jenyiszei (Enets), etc.).

The higher levels of taxonomy, 
such as Proto-Ugric, are comment-
ed on to some extent, but there is 
no overview of the reconstruction 
of the accusative or other cases for 
these intermediary proto-languag-
es. However, Honti seems to op-
erate according to the tradition-
al model of Uralic taxonomy, and 
also North and South Samoyedic 
exist as taxonomic units in Hon-
ti’s treatment, despite the fact that 
these taxonomic nodes are disput-
ed, cf. Janhunen (1998: 458–459).

The monograph ends in a rath-
er brief chapter presenting con-
clusions, followed by a summary 
in German and the bibliography. 
The German summary presents 
the main contents and conclu-
sions of the book in very informa-
tive way, but the concluding chap-
ter does not really give a proper 
overview and one needs to browse 
through the book if one wants to 
know Honti’s main arguments. The 
debated issues on the reconstruc-
tion of the Proto-Uralic accusative 
as well as the numeral markers are 
discussed in more detail in the first 
chapter of the book.

The basic conclusion that Hon-
ti reaches is that in Proto-Uralic, 
nouns and personal pronouns had 
different endings for accusatives, and 
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languages like Finnish and Khanty 
that show a similar *t accusative in 
personal pronouns reflect an archaic 
feature retained from Proto-Uralic. 
Honti also concludes that traces of 
the *t accusative are found in Mansi, 
Forest Nenets, and Selkup. The Hun-
garian t-accusative, for which sev-
eral different origins have been sug-
gested, is according to Honti gener-
alized from the pronominal accu-
sative. It is interesting that Zhivlov 
(2023: 153–154) has suggested a sim-
ilar view very recently and this pos-
sibility is also mentioned by Abon-
dolo & Valijärvi (2023: 208–209) in 
the same handbook (this book was 
published around the same time as 
Honti’s book, so mutual references 
in either direction would have been 
impossible). Honti also assumes 
that in addition to the personal pro-
nouns, *t might have been used as 
the accusative of animate nouns in 
Proto-Uralic (according to Hon-
ti, the t accusatives used of persons 
like Kallet, Kertut attested in some 
Finnish dialects might be relicts of 
such use).

Although the structure of the 
book is clear and it is easy to find 
information, there is unfortunately 
one major typesetting error: pages 
61–62 are printed twice. Moreover, 
there are a couple of spelling mis-
takes. Here I will list points of crit-
icism concerning the contents of 
the book, in addition to the issue of 

glottonyms and taxonomical units 
mentioned above.

Although Honti describes the 
research history in detail and also 
quotes the views of many earli-
er works (including also the most 
important recent resources), some 
relevant recent references related 
to the reconstruction of the Ural-
ic case system are missing (Salmi-
nen 1996; Ylikoski 2016; Janhunen 
2020). This means that some coun-
terarguments to Honti’s claims are 
not taken into account.

A notable issue concerning the 
conclusions drawn by Honti, the 
reconstruction of nominal *m and 
pronominal *t accusatives for Proto- 
Uralic, is the origin of the inflection 
of personal pronouns in Hungari-
an and Mansi, namely the use of 
possessive suffixes in the accusative 
forms (engëm ‘me  (1sg.acc)’, tégëd 
‘you (2sg.acc)’). Honti discusses 
the system in Hungarian and Man-
si, but he assumes that the system 
might go back to Proto- Ugric, not 
considering the possibility that this 
might have been the Uralic system. 
As Honti refers to Helimski’s (1982) 
discussion of the background of the 
Hungarian and Mansi pronouns, it 
would have been good to analyze 
the possibility of a Proto-Uralic ori-
gin of this system, especially as this 
idea has been supported by Salmi-
nen (1996: 26), a publication which 
is missing from Honti’s references. 
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Honti does not comment on the 
idea expressed by Helimski that 
the suppletive inflection of per-
sonal pronouns in Samoyedic with 
possessive suffixes reflects a sim-
ilar Proto-Uralic system. I  am 
not claiming here that the idea of 
Helimski and Salminen is correct, 
but this issue should be addressed 
in more detail before the conclu-
sions on the pronominal *t accusa-
tive can be accepted.

The issue of the origin of the g 
in Hungarian engëm, tégëd is a ma-
jor, debated issue (see for exam-
ple Abondolo 1998; Abondolo & 
Valijärvi 2023) and it is also dis-
cussed by Honti. Helimski (1982: 
95–97) observes a similar system in 
Samoyedic and assumes that Proto- 
Uralic *ke ~ *ki is reflected by Hun-
garian g and the form *ket (in the 
modern Proto-Samoyedic recon-
struction) appearing in the sup-
pletive paradigm of the Northern 
Samoyedic personal pronouns. It re-
mains unclear why Honti does not 
accept the common origin of Hu g 
and the Samoyed element with *k. 
Honti refers to Aikio’s (2006) idea 
that the element *ket found in the 
Samoyed forms is a reflex of Proto- 
Uralic *keti ‘skin’ that has cognates 
in Finnic, Saami, and Mordvin. 
Honti discusses possible Permic and 
Ob-Ugric connections of this Proto- 
Uralic noun, but these are not very 
convincing in the light of historical 

phonology; it is also difficult to un-
derstand Honti’s comment that he 
has established a “new” Proto-Ural-
ic word family when his etymology 
includes the same cognates already 
mentioned by Aikio.

In his 2021 paper Honti dis-
cussed the issue of Proto-Ural-
ic *keti in more detail and did not 
categorically rule out the possi-
bility that Hungarian g might be 
in some way related to this Proto- 
Uralic word. There are no major 
phonological problems in Helim-
ski’s explanation of engëm from 
*ämVŋkVm or the like, but if the 
*kV element is related to *keti, the 
loss of *t would be admittedly prob-
lematic and would require more 
phonological research. This issue 
has not been, to my knowledge, 
properly addressed anywhere.

However, regardless of the or-
igin of the *g and its relation to 
Samoyed *ke(t), it is true that Hun-
garian, Mansi, and Samoyedic do 
show a similar pattern of inflection 
of the personal pronouns. This dis-
tribution is obviously limited, but 
not more limited than the spread of 
the *t accusative, and it should be 
considered possible that this sys-
tem reflects the most archaic Proto- 
Uralic situation, as has been argued 
by, for example, Salminen (1996: 26). 
It is true that in this case the ori-
gin of the *t accusative in Finnic 
and Khanty (as well as Hungarian) 
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would remain obscure. Obviously 
the situation with Hungarian first 
and second personal plural accusa-
tives minket, titeket with the com-
pulsory -t accusative (contrary to 
engëm, tégëd with only possessive 
suffixes) is a problem in this expla-
nation – the issue is not properly ad-
dressed by Helimski (1982). 

A related issue concerns the re-
construction of Proto-Uralic 2sg 
possessive suffixes, where Hun-
garian shows a voiced d, similarly 
as with the ending of the objective 
conjugation. The Proto-Uralic ac-
cusative 2sg ending is reconstruct-
ed as *mti (see, for example, Jan-
hunen 1982; Salminen 1996), which 
would regularly yield Hu  d, but 
Honti prefers to explain the Hun-
garian d through sporadic voicing 
from *-t. The origin of the Hungar-
ian d is a debated issue, but the pos-
sibility to derive it from *mti has 
gained some support (see Abon-
dolo 1998). Honti’s reluctance to 
accept *mti > d is due to the mor-
pheme order in Ugric: as  the Ug-
ric languages show predominant-
ly a morpheme order of case suffix 
(Cx) + possessive suffix (Px), Hon-
ti argues that the accusative suf-
fix *m could not have preceded the 
possessive suffix in Pre-Hungari-
an. The “Finnish-type” morpheme 
order Px+Cx for Proto-Uralic has 
been supported by several scholars 
(for example, Nichols 1973: 234–235; 

Janhunen 1982: 33; 2020: 388; Raun 
1988: 561; Aikio 2022: 16) but Hon-
ti has argued also earlier (see e.g. 
Honti 2009) that Proto-Uralic had 
both orders, like Mari and Permic 
do today, and the unitary system in 
branches like Finnic is an innova-
tion. His arguments are not entirely 
clear, for example Honti (2009: 174) 
notes that some Hungarian post-
positions showing the “old” mor-
pheme order show only “veralte-
te Kasussuffixe”, but it is difficult 
to understand why this would be a 
valid counterargument to assume 
the Px+Cx order for Proto-Ugric 
and Proto-Uralic. It would be diffi-
cult to explain the lack of traces of 
the “Ugric” type of order in Finn-
ic, Saami, etc. if Proto-Uralic had 
both systems. Even if Proto-Ural-
ic would have had both systems, as 
Honti claims, in the system of pos-
sessive declination the accusative 
marker would have in all probabil-
ity come first, as an ending like 2sg 
*mti can be reliably reconstruct-
ed based on comparative evidence, 
so the idea that d in the Hungarian 
2sg endings reflects a cluster *mt is 
totally acceptable.

Also, Honti addresses the origin 
of the Proto-Samoyed coaffix *kǝ in 
his discussion of the history of the 
Samoyedic case system. It is true 
that there seems to be no common-
ly accepted origin of the Samoyedic 
coaffix (for example, Janhunen’s 
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1998 presentation of Samoyedic 
does not comment on the issue). 
However, Mikola’s old proposal has 
been criticized in more recent re-
search and some alternatives have 
been suggested. Honti assumes that 
*kǝ could be derived from Proto- 
Samoyedic *kǝj ‘side’, but he does 
not provide phonological argu-
ments to back up this idea.

It should be noted that Ylikoski 
(2016: 47–48, 61) has criticized the 
lative origin and suggests that 
the possible connection of the 
Samoyedic coaffix with the Mari 
postposition gə̑č́ should be investi-
gated. It is also good to note here 
that Gusev (2018) has also criticized 
the lative explanation in a confer-
ence presentation that is available 
online. He assumes a derivational 
origin of both Samoyedic coaffixes 
*-kə and *-ntə.

Although the lative explanation 
is indeed problematic, Honti’s new 

explanation lacks phonological de-
tails; the difference in vocalism 
cannot be easily explained and the 
solution must be considered rather 
hypothetical. Of course, also Yli-
koski’s recent remark on the pos-
sible connection of the Samoyedic 
coaffix and the Mari postposition is 
an idea that also needs further pho-
nological scrutiny. The origin of the 
Samoyedic coaffix remains unclear 
for the time being. 

Despite these points of criti-
cism, Honti’s monograph is a major 
contribution to historical-compar-
ative Uralic morphology and his 
ideas and conclusions will certain-
ly inspire and provoke discussion 
on many details of Uralic case sys-
tem – and yielding further discus-
sion is the main task of research. 
Honti presents interesting conclu-
sions and future work on Uralic 
case systems will show whether he 
was on the right track.

Sampsa Holopainen
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Svonni, Mikael. 2023. Davvisáme-
giela-ruoŧagiela, ruoŧagiela-davvi-
sámegiela sátnegirji = Nordsamisk- 
svensk, svensk-nordsamisk ordbok. 
Kiruna: Ravda Lágádus. 503 pp.

For decades, Mikael Svonni has 
played an instrumental role in the 
promotion and development of 
the North Saami language in Swe-
den. As both a native speaker and 
an emeritus professor of Saami lin-
guistics, he has published not only 
scholarly papers but also editions 
of older North Saami texts, as well 
as translations of fiction for chil-
dren and adults. Recently, he has 
also published grammars of the 
language, written in North Saami 
(2015, second edition 2019) and 
Swedish (2018); for reviews of these 
works, see Julien (2016), Kejonen 
(2019), and Siegl (2020).

For the general Saami pub-
lic, however, Svonni is without a 
doubt best known for his peda-
gogical North Saami–Swedish, 
Swedish–North Saami dictionar-
ies (1990, 2013, app version 2017), 
preceded by a North Saami–Swed-
ish word list (1984). Found in the 
homes, schools, and workplaces of 
North Saami learners and speakers 
throughout the country, the prod-
ucts of Svonni’s lexicographic work 

are used daily by teachers, students, 
journalists, translators, and writ-
ers. The book under review is thus a 
welcome update of the author’s 2013 
dictionary.

With hard covers featuring a sce-
nic mountain landscape, the book 
consists of three parts: front matter 
(pp. v–xi, in both North Saami and 
Swedish), a North Saami–Swedish 
section (pp. 13–267), and a Swedish–
North Saami section (pp. 269–503). 
There is no list of abbreviations. 
The most apparent difference be-
tween the book at hand and its pre-
decessors is its volume: the num-
ber of North Saami lemmas is ap-
proximately 18,000, and the num-
ber of Swedish lemmas tally 14,000 
(to be compared to the 15,000 North 
Saami and 10,000 Swedish lem-
mas of the 2013 version). While this 
makes the present edition by far 
the most comprehensive diction-
ary of North Saami aimed at an au-
dience in Sweden, it does not com-
pare in scope to the North Saami–
Norwegian dictionary by Kåven 
et  al. (1995) with 35,000 lemmas, 
nor to the North Saami–Finnish 
dictionary by Sammallahti (2021) 
with its 53,000 lemmas. That said, 
the book is likely to cover the needs 
of most students and teachers, the 
North Saami section ranging from 

The largest bidirectional dictionary of 
North Saami and Swedish to date
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abessiva ‘abessive’ to Ålánda ‘Åland’ 
and the Swedish section ranging 
from abborre ‘perch’ to övrig ‘other’.

In adding new words to the dic-
tionary, the author has been guid-
ed by the Swedish word list SAOL 
(Svenska Akademiens ordlista). An 
explicit purpose has also been to 
include “modern” vocabulary, in 
addition to words pertaining to 
traditional Saami culture. In prac-
tice, this means that apart from 
words like nulla ‘reindeer doe that 
has shed its antlers’ and guldohallat 
‘be covered in snow (due to a 
snow storm)’, the book also in-
cludes lemmas like kiive ‘kiwi’ and 
mánnávávdno ‘stroller’.

The variety of North Saami fea-
tured in the dictionary is the stand-
ard literary language, which in sev-
eral respects differs from the varie-
ties spoken in Sweden, i.e. the eastern 
Čohkkiras (Jukkasjärvi) and Gára-
savvon (Karesuando) dialects. While 
the book contains some words char-
acteristic of one or both of these va-
rieties (e.g. ruomas : ruopmas- ‘wolf ’, 
ubbá ‘kiss’), the selection of lem-
mas could be described as norma-
tive. In particular, many local vari-
ants of words with counterparts in 
the standard language have not been 
included, such as akta ‘one’, čoaivi 
‘stomach, belly’, and skovlo ‘school’ 
(standard okta, čoavji, skuvla), all 
featured in the North Saami–Swed-
ish section of the 2013 edition. Oc-
casionally, non-standard forms have 

nevertheless found their way into 
the dictionary, e.g. čoargi ‘golden-
eye’ (standard čoađgi).

Several loanwords included in 
the 2013 book have also been left 
out from the present edition, e.g. 
boatkat ‘kick’, noját ‘lean’ (< Finn-
ish/Meänkieli potkia, nojata), and 
vearál  : vearáld- ‘world’ (cf. Swed-
ish värld, Old Norse verǫld etc.). 
An effect of this normative stance 
is, ironically, that Sammallahti’s 
(2021) North Saami–Finnish dic-
tionary in some cases represents 
the varieties of North Saami spo-
ken in Sweden better than the work 
under review, for instance includ-
ing the common borrowings eidde 
‘mom’ and isá ‘dad’ (<  Finnish/
Meänkieli äiti, isä) with the remark 
that they are used in Sweden. It 
should however be pointed out that 
Svonni’s dictionary does also con-
tain loanwords not found in Sam-
mallahti (2021), such as uŋgá ‘bear 
cub (yearling)’ (cf. Swedish/Norwe-
gian unge ‘offspring, kid’), lávddis : 
lávdás- ‘plate’, and mustet : musteg- 
‘blueberry’ (<  Finnish/Meänkieli 
lautanen : lautas-, mustikka).

A number of lemmas in the book 
under review are to my knowledge 
not found in other North Saami 
dictionaries, with the exception 
of Svonni’s previous works. Such 
words, many of which have equiva-
lents in the neighboring Lule Saami 
language, make the dictionary val-
uable for scholars. The adjective 
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ovddis : ovdás- ‘whole (not broken)’, 
for instance, has cognates through-
out the western branch of Saamic 
(e.g. Eastern Čohkkiras North Saami 
ogddis : ogdás-, Lule Saami åbdes : 
åbddås-, South Saami emties), al-
lowing for the reconstruction *omtēs. 
A form ovddis must also be the source 
of the derived verb <ovdasmam> 
1sg.prs ‘become whole, after having 
been apart’ in the North Saami dic-
tionary of Leem (1768–81), thus pro-
viding an etymology for this previ-
ously obscure word. 

An important task of any bilin-
gual dictionary is the presentation 
of lemmas, grammatical informa-
tion, and translations. For a peda-
gogical dictionary, such as the one 
under review, there is a difficult bal-
ancing act between comprehensive-
ness, on the one hand, and acces-
sibility, on the other. Svonni suc-
ceeds well in keeping lemmas suc-
cinct and translations pithy, while 
also providing necessary infor-
mation on inflection. Both in the 
North Saami–Swedish and in the 
Swedish–North Saami section, each 
lemma is followed by morphologi-
cal data and an indication of word 
class, as well as one or several trans-
lations into the other language, sim-
ilarly accompanied by clear and rel-
evant data on inflection.

Data on morphosyntax, such as 
the transitivity of verbs or the gov-
erning of specific cases by certain 
lemmas, is not made explicit in the 

dictionary, although for some head-
words short example clauses make 
it possible to infer this information. 
For instance, the clause mii ballat 
sus ‘we are afraid of him’ shows that 
the verb ballat ‘be afraid’ governs 
the locative case. Such examples 
are much appreciated by learners of 
a language, and in my view, more 
of them could have been included. 
In fact, a number of example claus-
es given in Svonni (2013) are exclud-
ed in the present edition, e.g. under 
the headword liikot ‘like’, leaving it 
to the reader to figure out that this 
word governs the illative case in the 
standard language.

A sometimes overlooked possi-
bility of dictionaries is the opportu-
nity to indicate phonological infor-
mation that is not apparent in the 
practical orthography of a given 
language. Svonni makes use of this 
possibility, albeit in a somewhat un-
conventional way. In North Saami, 
consonants make a phonological 
three-way length contrast, distin-
guishing short, long, and overlong 
consonants. In the official orthogra-
phy, however, this contrast is not in-
dicated, conflating long and over-
long consonants. In many diction-
aries and other pedagogical mate-
rials, this ternary contrast is spec-
ified by means of marking over-
long consonants with the so-called 
deatta mearka (or deaddo mearka, 
lit. ‘stress mark’) <ˈ>, e.g. beasˈsi 
‘birch bark’ vs. beassi ‘nest; oven’.
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In Svonni’s dictionary, on the 
other hand, overlong consonants are 
not overtly indicated as such. Rath-
er, their length can be deduced from 
the presentation of their gradation 
pattern, e.g. beassi, ss ‘birch bark’ vs. 
beassi, s ‘nest; oven’. While this clev-
er way of marking the difference be-
tween long and overlong consonants 
has the benefit of staying close to the 
standard orthography, there is still a 
need to indicate the length of conso-
nants also in non-gradating words. 
For such lexemes, overlong conso-
nants are indicated by an apostro-
phe in square brackets after the lem-
ma in question, e.g. orru [-r’r-] ‘in-
habitant’. I cannot help but won-
der whether it would not have been 
easier to consistently indicate over-
length in the lemmas themselves, 
provided of course with a note that 
this sign is left out in most North 
Saami texts. Notably, there are also 
instances where an overlong conso-
nant is not indicated where it should 
be, e.g. in the words oarri ‘squirrel’ 
and girječálli ‘author’.

Another drawback of the official 
North Saami orthography is that it 
does not distinguish between short 
/i, e, u, o/ and long /iː, eː, uː, oː/. In 
some dictionaries this contrast is in-
dicated by a macron over the long 
vowels <ī, ē, ū, ō>, but as in the case 
of overlong consonants, Svonni in-
dicates this phonemic distinction by 
way of square brackets after the lem-
ma, e.g. giron [gi:-] ‘rock ptarmigan’. 

Here too, however, I often miss an 
indication of length, e.g. for the 
first vowels of firon ‘whisk’, rebeš 
‘fox’, vulos ‘down, downwards’, and 
doron ‘fighter, thug, troublemaker’. 
Also in Swedish entries, the indi-
cation of vowel length is somewhat 
arbitrary, e.g. specifying a long first 
vowel in förstuga [fö:r] ‘hall’ but not 
in förskola ‘preschool’.

As in any work of this scope, 
there are bound to be some minor 
flaws. The headword <muoŧŧál> ‘sis-
ter’s daughter, sister’s son’ should, for 
instance, read muoŧŧal, the deriva-
tional suffix of both <heaboheabmi> 
(s.v. skamlös) ‘shameless’ and 
<fuolaheape> (s.v. sorglös) ‘careless’ 
should read -heapme (or -heapmi) 
‘-less’, the preposition ilmmá ‘with-
out’ (<  Finnish/Meänkieli ilman) 
is lacking among the word entries 
despite being used in the preface, 
and the verb rávásmuvvat ‘age, ma-
ture (about people)’ is inexplicably 
provided as a translation of Swed-
ish övrig ‘other’. Learners of North 
Saami would likely have appreciated 
the inclusion of the Swedish lemmas 
ja ‘yes’ and nej ‘no’ (to which the in-
terjection juo and a negative auxil-
iary verb, respectively, correspond). 
It can also be noted that the title of 
the book is given as Davvisámegiela-
ruoŧagiela… ‘North Saami–Swed-
ish…’ on the front cover and on 
the second title page, but as Davvi-
sáme giela- ruoŧa giel… on the first 
title page. Such inconsistencies do 
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Ravda Lágádus, 2018. Journal of 
Northern Studies 14(1). 83–94.

Svonni, Mikael. 1984. Sámegiel- 
ruoŧagiel skuvlasátnelistu: Samisk- 
svensk skolordlista. Jokkmokk: 
Sámi skuvlastivra.

Svonni, Mikael. 1990. Sámi-ruoŧa, 
ruoŧa- sámi sátnegirji: Samisk- 
svensk, svensk-samisk ordbok. Jokk-
mokk: Sámi Girjjit.

Svonni, Mikael. 2013. Davvisáme-
giela-ruoŧagiela, ruoŧagiela-davvi-
sámegiela sátnegirji: Nordsamisk- 
svensk, svensk-nordsamisk ordbok. 
Karasjok: ČálliidLágádus.

Svonni, Mikael. 2015. Davvisáme-
giella – sánit ja cealkagat: Láidehus 
sámi lingvistihkkii. Kiruna: Ravda 
Lágádus.

Svonni, Mikael. 2017. Sátnegirji. Rav-
da Lágádus. (Apple/Android app.)

Svonni, Mikael. 2018. Modern nord-
samisk grammatik. Kiruna: Ravda 
Lágádus.

Svonni, Mikael. 2019. Davvisámi giel-
laoahppa. Kiruna: Ravda Lágádus.

not, however, detract significantly 
from the usefulness of the diction-
ary, and it is only to be hoped that 
this print edition will soon be fol-
lowed by a digital version, much as 
the author’s 2013 dictionary was fol-
lowed by a widely used app in 2017.

Perhaps more than any oth-
er branch of linguistics, lexicogra-
phy is a cumulative discipline. With 
the publication of the book under 
review, Mikael Svonni expands on 

his previous work, creating a user- 
friendly resource for teachers, stu-
dents, and others who come in con-
tact with North Saami in Sweden. 
Scholars will also be happy to find 
a number of words not attested in 
other dictionaries of the language. 
Together with the grammars by the 
same author, Mikael Svonni’s lat-
est dictionary crowns a life’s work 
dedicated to the maintenance of the 
North Saami language.

Olle Kejonen
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Skåden, Asbjørg (ed.). 2022. 
Márkku sánit. Ravda Lágádus. 
(Android app.)

North Saami is spoken in a vast 
area covering northernmost Nor-
way, Sweden, and Finland. This 
area, comparable to Hungary in 
size, is home to considerable dia-
lectal variation. While it is under-
standable that the North Saami lit-
erary standard language is based 
on the most populous of these va-
rieties  – the so-called Finnmár-
ku (Finnmark) or Inland dialects – 
this also has the side effect that oth-
er varieties are seldom represent-
ed in grammars, dictionaries, or 
teaching materials.

Among these marginalized 
dialects is the western variety of 
Čohk ki ras (Jukkasjärvi) North 
Saa mi, spoken in the border area of 
Nord lánda (Nordland) and the for-
mer county of Romsa (Troms) in 
Norway. From the 1980s onwards, 
a small group of language activists 
have worked on the revitalization of 
this critically endangered dialect, 
sometimes referred to as márko-
sáme giella (or marka samisk in Nor-
wegian). A significant milestone in 
this effort is the publication of the 
thematic North Saami–Norwegian 
dialect dictionary Márkku sánit in 

2010, edited by teacher and pub-
lisher Asbjørg Skåden (1946–2020) 
and based mainly on recordings 
made in the 1980s and 1990s. Un-
fortunately, this primary data was 
lost in a house fire in 2017 (p.c. As-
bjørg Skåden, 2018), leaving the ed-
ited dictionary as a monument of 
this important work.

This dictionary, which has been 
out of print for some time, has now 
been republished as a free app for 
Apple and Android devices as a re-
sult of a cooperation between the 
local Saami language center Várdo-
báiki and the publisher Ravda 
Lágádus. While this digital version 
largely corresponds to the print-
ed dictionary, the app has sever-
al advantages compared to its pa-
per predecessor. Most important-
ly, it provides North Saami lemmas 
in alphabetical order in addition to 
the thematic grouping of entries, 
as well as the possibility to search 
for words both in North Saami and 
Norwegian.

Unlike some other digital dic-
tionaries of North Saami, the app 
does not require – or even allow – 
the use of special characters in 
search queries. Instead, a search for 
the letter c, for instance, yields re-
sults for both c and č. It is also pos-
sible to search for parts of words 
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using a percent sign as a wildcard, 
although this information is not 
conveyed in the app itself. A minor 
drawback of the app is that it lacks 
the background information found 
in the front and back matter of the 
2010 book, including names of the 
contributors to the project. Also 
omitted are the photographs and 
illustrations of the print edition.

The number of words and ex-
pressions in the dictionary is hard 
to estimate, in part due to some 
lemmas being listed under sever-
al semantic fields. However, the to-
tal number of entries, including id-
ioms, is well above 5,000. The app 
covers many different domains, 
ranging from body parts and kin-
ship terms to names of insects and 
units of measurement. The edi-
tor deserves praise for the inclu-
sion of not only single lexemes 
but also greetings, proverbs, and 
nursery rhymes, as well as curse 
words and obscenities. Parents-to-
be and scholars of onomastics will 
be equally delighted to find many 
proper names included, although 
first names are only found in the 
thematic section of the app and not 
in the alphabetical listing of lem-
mas. Also very welcome is a section 
on discourse markers (“småord i en 
samtale”). The use of many words 
is further shown through example 
sentences, albeit often without ac-
companying translations. All in 

all, this makes the app potentially 
useful for a wide audience, ranging 
from local language learners to sea-
soned scholars. Members of the lat-
ter group will in particular appre-
ciate the inclusion of a number of 
words that appear to be unattested 
in other North Saami dictionaries, 
e.g. suovvu ‘widening in the mouth 
of a river’, veavgut ‘burr (only about 
ptarmigan)’, and čeassa ‘rennet 
(for making cheese)’ (< Norwegian 
kjæsa, kjæse etc.).

For linguists, however, use of 
the dictionary is made difficult by 
a lack of basic grammatical infor-
mation, such as the consonant gra-
dation of lemmas. Furthermore, 
its value for scholars is marred by 
opaque transcription principles. In 
the preface to the print edition, it 
is explicitly stated that the diction-
ary is not normalized, and while 
it is clear that no systematic nor-
malization of lemmas has taken 
place, it nevertheless appears that 
many words have been rendered 
closer to the standard language 
than they are in the local dialect. 
For instance, the dictionary fea-
tures words with the dental frica-
tives đ  and  ŧ, which to my knowl-
edge are not found in this variety, 
e.g. <ođđamánnu> ‘new moon’ and 
<muoŧŧa> ‘aunt, mother’s sister’ 
(dialectal odda-, muohtá, stand-
ard ođđa-, muoŧŧá). In some cas-
es, forms with đ  and  d are given 
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as separate headwords, implying 
a nonexistent opposition between 
e.g. <gođđit> ‘weave’ and <goddit> 
‘knit’ (dialectal goddit, standard 
gođđit ‘weave, knit’). Conversely, 
the counterparts of Standard North 
Saami láddi ‘(Finnish-speaking) 
settler’ and láđđi ‘broadcloth’ are 
both rendered as <láđđi>.

Other entries mix features of 
the standard language and the lo-
cal dialect, e.g. <jotŋa> ‘lingon-
berry’ (dialectal jotnja, stand-
ard jokŋa). Also particularly com-
mon is the rendering of etymolog-
ically long á as short  a (as  in the 
above-mentioned <muoŧŧa>) and 
of short a as long  á. While such 
spellings may sometimes reflect the 
actual pronunciation of the dialect, 
this is not always the case, as in e.g. 
<háddi> ‘price’ (pro haddi). Nota-
bly, more apparent typos from the 
printed volume have also been car-
ried over to the digital edition, e.g. 
<gaŋgggahit> ‘lie stretched out’, 
with three g’s.

These shortcomings in tran-
scription have practical implica-
tions  – for instance, a form such 
as <oabba> ‘sister’ (pro oabbá) im-
plies an inaccurate illative singular 
*obbii (pro oabbái). Additionally, 
the imprecise rendering of lemmas 

makes comparison with other vari-
eties challenging. To name but one 
example, the word <guobčá> ‘large, 
big-boned person’ should likely 
read guobža instead, correspond-
ing to the form guobˈǯa ‘exception-
ally large animal, object’ in Just 
Knud Qvig stad’s (1853–1957) word 
list from the same area (n.d., avail-
able online at the National Li-
brary of Norway; also published 
as Skåden et al. 2004, 2008, cf. Ai-
kio 2006). Judging from Qvigstad’s 
form, this word is a regular reflex of 
Proto-Saamic *kuomče̮  (cf.  Stand-
ard North Saami guovža ‘bear’), 
showing the same consonantism in 
this variety as lábži ‘rein’ (< *lāmčē, 
cf. Standard North Saami lávži). 
Were the form <guobčá> to be tak-
en at face value, this cognate rela-
tionship would perhaps have gone 
unnoticed.

Such criticism notwithstanding, 
it must be recognized that Márkku 
sánit is the result of an enormous 
effort by dedicated language activ-
ists. Although scholars should use 
it only with great care, the diction-
ary contains interesting data that is 
now more accessible than ever for 
linguists and local language users 
alike.

Olle Kejonen
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Forgács, Tamás. 2021. Történeti 
frazeológia: A történeti szólás- 
és közmondáskutatás kéziköny-
ve [Historische Phraseologie: 
Handbuch der historischen 
phraseologischen Forschung] 
(Segédkönyvek a nyelvészeti 
tanulmányozásához 218). Buda-
pest: Tinta Könyvkiadó. 476 S.

Der Leiter des Instituts für Ungari-
sche Sprache und Literatur an der 
Universität Szeged, Prof. Dr. Tamás 
Forgács, hat seit Mitte der 1990er 
Jahre Dutzende Unter suchungen 
im Bereich der Phraseologie veröf-
fentlicht. Er hat ferner ein mehr als 
800 Seiten umfassendes Wörter-
buch der ungarischen Redewendun-
gen und Sprich wörter (Magyar szó-
lások és közmondások szótára, 2003) 
herausgegeben und eine Monografie 
über die Grundprinzipien der phra-
seologischen Forschung verfasst 
(Bevezetés a frazeológiába: A szólás- 
és közmondáskutatás alapjai, 2007). 
In seinem neuen Handbuch (Törté-
neti frazeológia: A történeti szólás- 
és közmondáskutatás kézikönyve, 
2021) befasst Forgács sich mit der 
historischen Phraseologie und spe-
ziell mit ihrer Methodologie.

Wie Forgács konstatiert, kann 
die historische Sprachwissenschaft 
bereits auf eine zweihundertjähri-
ge Geschichte zurückblicken, wäh-

rend phraseologische Forschung 
erst seit etwa hundert Jahren aktiv 
betrieben wird und sich hauptsäch-
lich auf eine deskriptive oder ver-
gleichende Perspektive konzent-
riert hat. Zwar wurde in der histori-
schen Sprachwissenschaft die Ent-
wicklung von Wörtern untersucht, 
doch sie interessierte sich nicht für 
die Herkunft und die Veränderun-
gen von Redewendungen. Die Phra-
seologen wiederum konzentrierten 
sich auf die Kultur geschichte der 
Entstehung von Phraseo logismen 
oder auf ihre volkskundlichen Be-
sonderheiten und ließen eventuel-
le Veränderungen in deren Struk-
tur oder Bedeutung ebenso un-
beachtet wie die Ambiguitätsent-
wicklung von Phrasemen oder ihre 
Ungebräuchlich werdung.

Wie lassen sich verfestigte Phra-
sen in historischen Texten erken-
nen? Mögliche Fix punkte für die 
Identifizierung sind u.a. eine selt-
same, scheinbar nicht zum Kon-
text passende Wortwahl, eine un-
gewöhnliche Wortfolge, Wieder-
holung. Es gibt Themenbereiche wie 
das Sterben, die typischerweise mit 
Umschreibungen ausgedrückt wer-
den, indem man beispiels weise Ki-
negramme verwendet, z.B. den Löffel 
abgeben, ins Gras beißen, oder kom-
munikative Situationen wie etwa 
die Begegnung mit einem anderen 
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Menschen. In alten Texten wird oft 
auch explizit erwähnt oder durch 
abweichende Schrift typen signali-
siert, dass man eine feste Redewen-
dung verwendet. Die sog. Zwillings-
formeln erweisen sich häufig als ver-
festigte Phrasen, z.B. Lug und Trug 
(< Lüge und Betrug). In den Rede-
wendungen können einzigartige Le-
xeme auftreten, die in anderen Kon-
texten nicht verwendet werden, z.B. 
ung. felveszi a nyúlcipőt ‘nimmt die 
Beine in die Hand’ („zieht Hasen-
schuhe  an“). Mögliche Kennzei-
chen sind auch morphologisch ab-
weichende Elemente, fremdspra-
chige Ausdrücke oder semantisch 
scheinbar unvereinbare Wörter.

Im dritten Kapitel untersucht 
Forgács die mit der Phraseologi-
sierung verbundenen Prozesse, die 
den Elementen der Wortschatzent-
wicklung entsprechen, also Wort-
bildung, Entlehnung und Bedeu-
tungswandel. Sein Ausgangs punkt 
ist die von Irmhild Barz (1985) pos-
tulierte Zweiteilung in primäre 
Phraseme, d.h. in Phrasen, die auf 
der Grundlage freier Wortverbin-
dungen entstehen, und in sekun-
däre Phrasen, die auf verfestig-
ten Phrasen aufbauen. Die Bildung 
eines Phrasems kann u.a. auf Figu-
rativität, Metaphorik, Meto nymie, 
Ellipse basieren. Die Komponen-
ten von Phrasen können ausge-
tauscht werden, eine Redewendung 
kann also neue Phrasen mit glei-
cher Struktur generieren. Anderer-

seits können verschiedene Phrasen 
miteinander kontaminieren.

Das vierte Kapitel ist der inne-
ren Struktur von Phrasen und Re-
dewendungen gewidmet, also der 
Frage, was einen normalen Aus-
druck oder Satz von seiner bild-
lichen Entsprechung unterschei-
det und welche Veränderungen 
die Phraseologisierung zum Bei-
spiel in der Syntax, den Rektionen 
und der Wortfolge auslöst. For-
gács schildert die Metaphorisie-
rungs- und Abstraktionsprozesse, 
durch die Redewendungen sich fes-
tigen und formen. Separat behan-
delt werden auch unlogische oder 
absurde Wendungen wie zum Bei-
spiel bolhából elefántot csinál ‘aus 
einer Mücke einen Elefanten ma-
chen’ („aus einem Floh einen Ele-
fanten machen“) sowie einzigarti-
ge Wörter, die nur in Phrasen be-
gegnen, wie kutyaszoritóba kerül 
‘in die Klemme geraten’ („in  den 
Hundeschraubstock geraten“), var-
gabetű ‘Umweg’ („Schuster buch-
stabe“). Sowohl kutyaszoritó als 
auch vargabetű finden sich bereits 
als Lemmata in Wörterbüchern, 
obwohl sie außerhalb der etablier-
ten Phrasen nicht vorkommen.

Das letzte Kapitel behandelt den 
Wandel phraseologischer Einhei-
ten. Im Lauf der Zeit kann sich so-
wohl die Form als auch die Bedeu-
tung von Phrasen verändern. Die 
neue und die alte Variante können 
eine Zeitlang parallel existieren. 
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Natürlich können einzelne Phrasen 
auch völlig aus dem Sprachgebrauch 
verschwinden, was häufig auf Ver-
änderungen des Welt bildes oder des 
Lebenskreises zurückgeht. Den An-
stoß zum phraseo logischen Wandel 
geben auf der Ebene des Formen-
baus zum Beispiel der lexikalische 
und morphosyntaktische Wechsel, 
auf der Ebene der Semantik der de-
notative und besonders der konno-
tative Wechsel sowie auf der Ebe-
ne der Wort- und Kulturgeschich-
te die Motivierung und Remotivie-
rung der Äußerung. Diese von Mar-
cel Dräger (2012) postulierten Ver-
änderungen in der Entwicklung von 
Redewendungen werden von For-
gács anhand eines umfangreichen 
ungarischen Belegmaterials präzise 
dargestellt und analysiert.

Den Abschluss des umfassen-
den Buches bilden ein Schlagwort-
verzeichnis (432–436) und eine 
Liste aller im Buch präsentierten 
ungarischen (437–454) und anders-
sprachigen (465–476) Phrasen.

Ich konnte hier nur einige der 
zentralsten oder generellsten Ele-
mente des Monumentalwerks von 
Forgács hervorheben. Der Autor 
fundiert alle dargestellten Phäno-
mene gründlich und stützt sich da-
bei auf einen reichhaltigen – sowohl 
ungarischen als auch internationa-
len – Fundus an Belegmaterial und 
theoretischer Literatur. Hauptziel 
des Werks ist die Darstellung und 
Weiterentwicklung der Methodo-
logie der historischen Phraseolo-
gieforschung, doch als Nebenpro-
dukt bietet es eine Tiefenlotung der 
Geschichte der ungarischen Rede-
wendungen. Die kompakte Darstel-
lungsweise stellt hohe Anforderun-
gen an die Aufmerksamkeit des Le-
sers, belohnt ihn aber mit vielen Er-
kenntnissen und Aha-Erlebnissen. 
Das Werk ist ein Opus magnum so-
wohl des Autors als auch der histori-
schen Phraseologie, in seinem Fach-
bereich eine „Theorie von allem“.

Sirkka Saarinen
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Mihail Mosin 1940–2022

Professor Mihail Mosin verstarb am 2. Dezember 2022 in Saransk. Er war 
am 2. November 1940 im Dorf Žabino im Gebiet Ardatov der Autonomen 
Sozialistischen Sowjetrepublik Mordwinien geboren. Nach Abschluss sei-
ner Ausbildung an der Lehranstalt in Ardatov im Jahr 1959 wurde Mosin 
zum Leiter des Kulturclubs in seinem Heimatdorf gewählt. Zwei Jahre spä-
ter, 1961, begann er sein Studium an der nationalen Abteilung der Philo-
logischen Fakultät der Staatlichen Universität von Mordwinien. Mosin 
schloss seine Universitätsausbildung zum Lehrer für mordwinische und 
russische Sprache und Literatur 1966 mit hervorragenden Noten ab. The-
ma seiner Diplomarbeit waren die mordwinisch-marischen lexikalischen 
Parallelen. Im selben Jahr ging Mosin zur sog. Aspirantur, d.h. zum Auf-
baustudium an das Institut für Finnougristik der Universität Tartu unter 
Leitung des legendären Akademikers Paul Ariste. An Ariste und an die 
bedeutsame Zeit in Tartu dachte Mosin oft und mit großer Wärme zurück. 
Seine philologische Kandidatendissertation (wie sie im Sowjetsystem ge-
nannt wurde) legte er 1971 vor; sie behandelte die estnisch-mordwinischen 
lexikologischen Beziehungen.

Aus Tartu kehrte der frischgebackene Kandidat an die Staatliche Uni-
versität von Mordwinien zurück, wo er als Assistent und später als Lektor 
am Institut für die mordwinischen Sprachen tätig war. 1973 wurde Mosin 
zum Dozenten ernannt. In den Jahren 1984–1986 war er wissenschaftlicher 
Mitarbeiter des Instituts und stellte seine Dissertation über die Entwick-
lung der Struktur des finnisch-ugrischen Wortstammes in den mordwi-
nischen Sprachen fertig. Er promovierte 1987 in Tartu. 1989 wurde Mosin 
zum Professor ernannt.

Anfang der 1980er Jahre arbeitete Mosin zwei Studienjahre lang als 
Russischlehrer an der Universität Tampere und hielt auch einen Mordwi-
nisch-Kurs an der Universität Helsinki. Er hatte 1979 zusammen mit N. S. 
Bajuškin ein Lehrbuch des Ersanischen für Russen veröffentlicht. Auf Fin-
nisch erschien es, übersetzt und herausgegeben von Eino Koponen, 1983 
in der Reihe Hilfsmittel für das Studium der finnisch-ugrischen Sprachen 
der Finnisch-Ugrischen Gesellschaft. Da er sich sowohl in Estland als auch 
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in Finnland aufgehalten hatte, eignete sich Mosin einen eigenen, Estnisch 
und Finnisch verbindenden „gesamtostseefinnischen“ Dialekt an, mit dem 
er sich in beiden Ländern verständlich machen konnte. Vor allem zu Be-
ginn seiner Laufbahn verfasste Mosin sowohl für den schulischen als auch 
für den universitären Gebrauch mehrere Lehrbücher, die das Ersanische 
unter verschiedenen Aspekten behandelten.

Mosins ureigenste Forschungsgebiete waren die Lexikologie, sowohl 
aus synchronischer wie aus diachronischer Perspektive, sowie der Ver-
gleich des mordwinischen Wortschatzes mit anderen finnisch-ugrischen 
Sprachen, aber er veröffentlichte auch zahlreiche Artikel und Monografien 
zu anderen Bereichen der Sprachwissenschaft. So umfasst die Liste seiner 
Publikationen nahezu 300 Titel. Mosin verfasste populärwissenschaftliche 
Artikel für ersanisch- und russischsprachige Zeitschriften und trat häufig 
im Radio und im Fernsehen als Sachverständiger auf, wenn es um mord-
winische oder allgemeiner um finnisch-ugrische Themen ging.

Mosin war bereits 1978 erstmals zum Dekan der philologischen Fa-
kultät der Staatlichen Universität von Mordwinien gewählt worden und 
übte das Amt bis zu seinem Umzug nach Finnland 1980 aus. 1987 wur-
de er erneut zum Dekan gewählt und blieb bis 2013 im Amt. Insgesamt 
war Mosin also 28 Jahre als Dekan tätig. Gleichzeitig leitete er auch das 
Institut für Allgemeine und historisch-vergleichende Sprachwissenschaft 
1988–1991 und dessen Nachfolger, das Institut für Finnisch-ugrische und 
vergleichende Sprachwissenschaft 1991–2018, insgesamt also 30 Jahre lang. 
Mosins Machtstellung sowohl am Institut als auch in der Fakultät war 
unerschütterlich. Er war für vieles verantwortlich, besaß aber auch reich-
lich Energie für die Wahrnehmung gemeinschaftlicher Angelegenheiten. 
Er war ein Mann der Tat, der daran gewöhnt war, Hindernisse zu über-
winden und Probleme zu lösen.

Neben der Anhäufung akademischer Positionen vermehrten sich auch 
die gesellschaftlichen Aufgaben, deren Liste beachtlich lang ist. Mosin war 
u.a. Vorsitzender des interregionalen Komitees der gesellschaftlichen Be-
wegung des mordwinischen Volkes 1994–2014 und Vorsitzender des Bun-
des der finnisch-ugrischen Völker Russlands 2005–2009. Mosins Wert-
schätzung veranschaulichen die zahlreichen offiziellen Auszeichnungen, 
die er im Lauf seines Lebens erhielt. Er war u.a. verdienter Wissenschaftler 
der Mordwinischen Republik (1995) und der Russischen Föderation (2002) 
und erhielt sogar drei Mal den Staatspreis für Wissenschaft und Technik 
der Mordwinischen Republik (2000, 2006, 2014).
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Mosin hatte intensive Beziehungen vor allem zur Universität Turku: Er 
arbeitete aktiv mit der 1993 an der Universität gegründeten Forschungs-
einheit für die Sprachen des Wolgagebiets zusammen. Mosin gehörte 
der Leitungsgruppe der Forschungseinheit an und beteiligte sich an den 
Projekten der Einheit. Als deren Ergebnis entstanden u.a. Wörterbücher: 
Ersäläis-suomalainen sanakirja (1995, Jaana Niemi und Mihail Mosin), 
Suomalais-ersäläinen sanakirja (1999, Alho Alhoniemi, Nina Agafonova 
und Mihail Mosin) und Reverse dictionary of Mordvin (2004, Jorma Luuto-
nen, Mikhail Mosin und Valentina Shchankina). Von ihrem Gründungs-
jahr an organisierte die Forschungseinheit Symposien zu den Sprachen des 
Wolgagebiets. Das dritte dieser Symposien fand 1998 unter Mosins Leitung 
in Saransk statt, ebenso das neunte 2013. Über das finnische Programm 
der verwandten Völker entsandte er jährlich mordwinische Aufbaustudie-
rende als Stipendiaten an die Universitäten Turku und Helsinki. Mosin 
war assoziiertes Mitglied der Finnisch-Ugrischen Gesellschaft.

Mosin war in vielen Bereichen aktiv. Bei der Verwirklichung von Zie-
len, die er als wichtig ansah, ließ er sich durch Hindernisse nicht aufhalten, 
sondern trieb sie entschlossen voran. Er war ein großzügiger Gastgeber. Es 
war ein Höhepunkt vieler Feste, wenn Mosin mit seiner schönen Tenor-
stimme wehmütige ersanische Lieder sang.

Sirkka Saarinen
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Tiit-Rein Viitso 1938–2022

Tiit-Rein Viitso, the University of Tartu professor of Finnic languages, 
died on 2 December 2022 at the age of 84. Viitso was one of the most ac-
tive researchers of Estonian and related languages in the generation after 
World War II, he systematically documented the Livonian language from 
its last native speakers, and he was a linguist with a thorough knowledge 
of multiple varieties of the Finnic languages.

Viitso’s interest in the Livonian language, and with it the other Finnic 
languages, was sparked when he was still a schoolboy. In the spring of 1948, 
Paul Ariste, who later became a legendary Finno-Ugrist in Soviet-occu-
pied Estonia and a leading figure in the field, paid a visit to Viitso’s aunt, 
who lived in nearby Tartu and worked at the university. As they chatted, 
it emerged that Ariste was going to visit the Livonians for two weeks, the 
first visit since the war. Viitso had learned a Livonian phrase from a book 
that he had borrowed from his school library. He tested the professor’s 
knowledge, and Ariste recognized the source. When Ariste returned from 
his trip, he invited this schoolboy to his home and made him a present of 
two Livonian books: a  collection of poems by Karl Stalte and the Livo-
nian translation of the New Testament (Ūž Testament, 1942). Viitso later 
assumed that the latter one had been owned by Professor Alo Raun, but left 
behind in Estonia when that scholar fled to the USA during the war. This 
remarkable acquaintance continued through Viitso’s studies and affected 
his choice of career. It was with Ariste that Viitso, then sixteen years old, 
got to visit the Veps people in 1954 instead of having to participate in a 
Spartakiad for all schoolchildren in the Soviet Union.

Due to this interest that had arisen in his school years, young Viitso 
applied to the University of Tartu to study Estonian and Finno-Ugrian 
languages and was accepted. Upon graduation, he worked as a junior re-
searcher at the calculating center of the University of Tartu (1965–1973), 
until he found a firm position for twenty years at the Institute of Estonian 
Language and Literature in Tallinn (1973–1993), first as a senior researcher 
and then as a leading researcher. He served as the first visiting professor of 
Estonian at the University of Helsinki in 1989–1991, and then moved back 
to the University of Tartu, where from 1993 until his retirement in 2003 he 
was Professor of Finnic Languages.

https://doi.org/10.33339/fuf.138228
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Viitso’s published output, which began in 1961, spanned nearly sixty 
years. Within it, the central themes are the history, phonetics, and pho-
nology of the Finnic languages, as well as their inflectional typology, with 
first Veps and Estonian serving as focuses of research, later expanding to 
the Finnic languages in general and his long-cherished Livonian. Viitso’s 
bachelor’s thesis Äänisvepsa murde väljendustasandi kirjeldus (1968) gave a 
phonological description of North Veps and shows the influence of West-
ern generative linguistics.

Viitso’s background in phonetics was strongly reflected in how he 
viewed a language’s development, but morphophonology also gradually 
came to play a larger role in his work. A deep connection between mor-
phophonological changes and phonetic developments can be seen in his 
interest in the nature of consonant gradation and quantity alternation in 
the southern Finnic languages and the history of how the quantity alterna-
tion arose in general. He had already examined this in his article “Finnic 
gradation: types and genesis” (SFU 1981) and he expanded this treatment 
in later publications.

Viitso was fascinated by the obvious phonological differences between 
the Finnic languages. The southern Finnic languages had a more complex 
quantity system, and he felt it important to show three distinctive quan-
tities in the description of Estonian. Through phonology he sought to ex-
plain the taxonomy of these closely related languages, which could also be 
interpreted historically.

In terms of describing the Estonian language, his most interesting and 
important articles include his explanation of the erosion of Estonian noun 
morphology “Eesti keele kujunemine flekteerivaks keeleks” (Keel ja Kir-
jandus 1990). Viitso also offered a summary of his views on the history of 
the Finnic languages and Estonian in particular in the chapters which he 
contributed to the Routledge volume The Uralic languages (1998).

Viitso got the idea of classifying the Finnic languages based on phonet-
ic criteria from an unusual source. After he managed in 1960 to get access 
to some issues of Language, the journal of the Linguistic Society of Ameri-
ca, he became interested in the connection between phonemes and the re-
duced mathematical notation then in use. Viitso gained a wider knowledge 
of the languages of the northern hemisphere and the literature on Native 
American languages, and he began to apply a model of development based 
on three obstruent series. This is where his work on the subgrouping of the 
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Finnic languages began; this was a matter that other linguists and different 
generations working with the Finnic languages had tried to solve.

It was phonological details that served as the basis for his inductive 
conclusions, e.g. in his articles “The History of Finnic õ in the first syl-
lable” (SFU  1978), “Kriterien zur Klassifizierung der Dialekte der ostsee-
finnischen Sprachen” (Dialectologia Uralica 1985), and in the latter’s sis-
ter publication “Läänemeresoome murdeliigenduse põhijooned” (Keel ja 
Kirjandus 1985). He presented an even more elaborated matrix map at the 
Congressus Internationalis Fenno-Ugristarum in Tartu in 2000 in his 
article “Finnic affinity” (CIFU 2000), and finally a synthesis with broad-
er context in his collection Liivi keel ja läänemeresoome keelemaastikud 
(2008), which was published in his mature years as a researcher and can be 
seen as encapsulating Viitso’s whole career.

Estonia’s regaining of its independence dramatically changed the en-
vironment for research. International networks arose and began to sig-
nificantly affect projects and funding. Estonia had a strong tradition of 
research into phonetics, and the University of Tartu launched new projects 
to study the prosody of the Finno-Ugrian languages (Erzya, Meadow Mari, 
Livonian, Inari Saami, 2001–2007) under Ilse Lehiste, who had escaped 
during World War II and became a respected phonetician in the USA. 
Viitso, too, took part in these projects as a specialist of several languages.

However, the most important theme of the second half of Viitso’s 
career were the insights gathered from the Livonian language and the 
practical skills he had acquired from native informants. Viitso made his 
first visit to the Livonian coast already in 1961. More focused efforts on 
Livonian began in connection with the third Congressus Internationalis 
Fenno- Ugristarum held in Tallinn in 1970, and the summer of 1972 saw the 
beginning of regular fieldwork and summer trips to the Livonian coast. 
Livonian became Viitso’s main research focus for four decades, and his 
classification of the inflectional typology of Livonian nouns and verbs of-
fers a comprehensive insight into Livonian’s intricate morphophonological 
variation at the synchronic level. Unlike in the northern Finnic languages, 
where a morphological form can generally be predicted from its category, 
Livonian represents the other extreme. Lexical inflection is divided into 
numerous types, where the distinctive morphological changes that occur 
in a word demand a lexical perspective and a morphological taxonomy 
based on lexical types.
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Although the number of Livonian speakers continued to decline, with 
fewer than ten left by the 1990s, researchers’ interest in Livonian gained 
a new impetus and took various forms. Scholarly articles and collections 
were followed by dictionaries, and finally in 2012 the trilingual Līvõ kīel- 
Ēst kīel-Leț kīel sõnā rōntõz (Livonian-Estonian-Latvian dictionary) jointly 
compiled by Viitso and Valts Ernštreits. As a preliminary work, Ernštreits 
had produced a more narrowly focused Livonian–Latvian–Livonian dic-
tionary (1999), to which Viitso contributed appendices and a preliminary 
version of his Livonian declension and conjugation types. Viitso worked 
for twenty years on the inflectional typology of Livonian and ultimately 
came up with an overall picture of the different inflectional types. Guided 
by his long-honed expertise in morphophonology, he first presented a clas-
sification of 127 noun and 48 verb inflectional types in Liivi keel ja lääne-
meresoome keelemaastikud (2008), which brought together his numerous 
research focuses, but in the 2012 dictionary this was further developed so 
that the table in the Appendix contains 242 noun and 61 verb inflectional 
types. For his inflectional typology, the central criteria were paradigmatic 
differences shown in various word types, the geometry of syncretism, and 
especially the stem allomorphy caused by morphophonological variation.

A long-term collaborative effort with Finns and colleagues in the Re-
public of Karelia produced the three-part Finnic language atlas, for which 
he was the editor responsible for the second part (2007). The atlas was pub-
lished in three volumes (Atlas linguarum fennicarum 1–3, 2004–2010) and 
Viitso prepared a total of over fifty maps with commentary and etymolog-
ical summaries.

Although Viitso had already retired from his university duties in 2003, 
he continued to serve as a senior research until 2015. His long years of ex-
perience as a phonetician and expert on Livonian and the development of 
the Finnic languages benefited the entire scholarly community.

Riho Grünthal
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Raimo Anttila 1935–2023

The Indo-Europeanist and general linguist Raimo Aulis Anttila passed 
away on 27 January 2023 in Turku after a long illness. Combined with the 
2020 abolishment of the Indo-European program of the University of Hel-
sinki, the loss of the greatest Finnish Indo-Europeanist of all time truly 
marks the end of the 150-year legacy of Indo-European studies in Finland.

Indeed, largely non-Indo-European-speaking Finland has an excep-
tionally long tradition in Indo-European studies. At the (Imperial Alexan-
der) University of Helsinki, Otto Donner (1835–1909) was appointed the 
first docent in 1870 and the first professor in 1875. He was succeeded by two 
more professors of (Sanskrit and) comparative (Indo-European) linguis-
tics, Julio Nathanael Reuter (1863–1937) and Pentti Aalto (1917–1998). In ad-
dition to these professors, there have been three docents of Indo-European 
linguistics at the University of Helsinki: Yrjö Moses Biese (1903–1983), 
Martti Nyman (b. 1944), and Petri Kallio (b. 1969).

Ironically, the most brilliant Finnish Indo-Europeanist never studied 
Indo-European linguistics in Helsinki or even in Finland. Anttila was 
born on 21 April 1935 in the Vintala village of Lieto. His roots went deep in 
the Southwest Finnish soil, his ancestors having been farmers for genera-
tions. His parents Tyyne Raakel née Alikirri (1915–1994) and Lauri Nikolai 
Anttila (1904–1964) became the first to break the tradition when they 
moved to Turku in order to work as a pressing worker and a metal work-
er, respectively. Due to his working-class background, Anttila was always 
incredibly handy for a scholar, being able to make anything from wooden 
swords to cockle stoves.

Anttila became interested in languages already as a wartime child 
evacuee in Swedish Lapland, and from 1956 onwards he studied English, 
German, Latin, and Greek at the University of Turku. Incidentally, it was 
English philology that he majored in, and nothing in his 1961 master’s 
thesis Stilostatistinen tutkielma Towneleyn mysteerinäytelmien kahden eri 
kerrostuman vierasperäisistä sanoista sekä kotimaisista substantiiveista 
predicted his future as an eminent Indo-Europeanist. Yet his English pro-
fessor was none other than Biese mentioned above, who had made a career 
change from Indo-Europeanist to Anglicist.

Anttila’s opposite career change from Anglicist to Indo-Europeanist ul-
timately took place at Yale University, where from 1962 he studied structural 
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linguistics under Bernard Bloch (1907–1965), comparative linguistics under 
Isidore Dyen (1913–2008), and, last but not least, Indo- European linguistics 
under Warren Cowgill (1929–1985). It was Cowgill who first suggested that 
Anttila look into Schwebeablaut, something that Anttila back then “had 
no idea what it was”, until he was put straight by his fellow student Alfred 
Bammesberger (b. 1938), another Anglicist turned Indo-Europeanist.

Yet Anttila was a quick learner, and his 1966 Yale dissertation Proto- 
Indo- European Schwebeablaut (published in 1969) remains the greatest 
Finnish achievement in Indo-European studies. Granted, Anttila himself 
would have been the first to disagree, since he instead preferred Uralische 
Evidenz für die Laryngaltheorie by his friend Jorma Koivulehto (1934–2014). 
While there is no accounting for taste, Anttila’s dissertation has stood the 
test of time better than Koivulehto’s 1991 monograph, because it continues 
to be recommended as further reading on Schwebeablaut in almost every 
twenty-first-century introduction to Indo-European linguistics.

In 1965 Anttila moved from Yale to UCLA, where he remained until 
his 2006 retirement despite his short stint as a professor of general lin-
guistics at the University of Helsinki in 1972–1974. One can only wonder 
how Indo-European linguistics would have developed in Finland if he had 
declined to become a professor of Indo-European and general linguis-
tics at UCLA in 1974, not least because, among other things, Anttila was 
also a versatile teacher whose students stretched from the general linguist 
Lyle Campbell (b. 1942) to the linguistic archaeologist James P. Mallory 
(b. 1945), neither needing any further introduction.

Early on Anttila moved from Indo-European to more general histori-
cal and comparative linguistics, as best exemplified by his 1972 classic, An 
Introduction to Historical and Comparative Linguistics (whose 1989 reprint 
Historical and Comparative Linguistics contains a new introduction as well 
as one additional chapter). At that time the American linguistic scene was 
dominated by the so-called Chomskyan revolution which Anttila’s 1977 
monograph Analogy was among the first to correctly identify as “a most 
curious linguistic bubble”, having “no scientific merit” and representing 
“a big step backwards”. Unfortunately for him, what is self-evident today 
was long considered heretical and even blasphemous.

Yet Anttila never abandoned Indo-European linguistics, and he re-
turned to it in his last monograph Greek and Indo-European Etymology in 
Action: Proto-Indo-European *aǵ-, published in 2000 but based on decades 
of mental exercise. As usual this swan song of his was much more than its 
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title might suggest, as it did not settle for only one Proto-Indo-European 
root but delved deep into different fields of the humanities. Stylistically 
Anttila was always entertaining and never boring, fully confirming the 
Saussurean wisecrack that “la linguistique évolutive est amusante”. De-
spite living over half a century in the USA, he remained a true epitome of 
Finnishness, preferring honesty over politeness.

Anttila’s very last publication was the most revealing: the 2018 English 
translation of The Gundestrup Cauldron by his senior archaeologist friend 
Unto Salo (1928–2019). Not anyone would bother to translate a 210-page 
book for free, to say nothing of a world-famous professor emeritus in his 
eighties. Anttila did so, “because he found the text exceptionally valuable 
for cultural history”, just to give an illustrative example of how altruistic 
he was as a person. Despite his achievements, he was always modest and 
down-to-earth, and great as he was as a linguist, he was even greater as a 
friend.

Petri Kallio
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